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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is the result of a three and a half year study on the tone
system of the Tangsa-Nocte language varieties. The Tangsa-Nocte
languages are a group of under-documented varieties spoken in
the Patkai Mountains in Upper Myanmar and eastern Arunachal
Pradesh, India. They belong to the Sino-Tibetan1 family, and are 1.
part of the Northern Naga branch of the Sal languages within
Tibeto-Burman. The vast majority of Tangsa-Nocte speakers can
be found in the Patkai hills south of the town of Margherita in
Upper Assam, India, located at 27°17’N 95°40’E, and north of
Singkaling Hkamti in Sagaing Region, Myanmar, located at 26°N
95°40’E, as well as in the regions immediately surrounding these
towns. In recent decades a number of Tangsa-Nocte speakers
have migrated to the area immediately northeast of Margherita
in Miao Circle, Arunachal Pradesh.
Until recently, little work has been done on Tangsa-Nocte or
indeed other Northern Naga languages. This thesis examines over
two dozen varieties within the Tangsa-Nocte group in order to
present a description of a single common system shared among
them. It is the result of multiple research trips to villages across
the region and based on previous recordings of the varieties
gathered in prior years by Dr.

Morey and his students, used

here with permission. My own fieldwork was conducted between
September 2015 and February 2018 in eastern Arunachal Pradesh,
in and around Changlang District, with additional work done with
speakers in Assam, as well as in Singkaling Hkamti, Myanmar.
Trips were made in Late 2015 through early 2016 and late 2016
through to early 2017, with an additional trip covering the entirety
of February 2018.
This study covers 26 varieties of Tangsa-Nocte, covering a wide
range of lects from across the Tangsa-Nocte language group. For
each of the varieties discussed, a description of the tonemes is
given and placed within the context of Tangsa-Nocte tones as
whole. Based on these descriptions, as well as previous work on
Northern Naga, the case is made for interpretation of the current
tone system as having arisen as reflexes of earlier phonation
distinctions, consistent with the role of phonation in tonogenesis
more generally in the context of South-East Asian areal features.
Throughout the course of the thesis, the topic of genetic relatedness of varieties within Tangsa-Nocte and Northern Naga is also
discussed, both in the historical treatment of these varieties going
back to the 19th century and today as an ongoing effort at refining
classifications of these and related varieties.
1

Referred to as
Tibeto-Burman
by
van Driem (1997,
2001) and with the
suggested
name
‘Trans-Himalayan’ in
van Driem (2007).

Figure 1.1: Map of approximate area where Tangsa-Nocte varieties
are spoken.
Previous work by other scholars on Tangsa-Nocte has primarily
referred to them separately as Tangsa and Nocte, two official
designations used in Arunachal Pradesh. Prior to 2011, Tutsa,
an additional label, was not an official designation, and Tutsa
2.
The North-East
Frontier
of
India
:
a topographical,
political, and military
report (1883) refers to
another ‘Tangsa’, this
a Naga village in what
is today Nagaland,
and of no immediate
relation to the groups
discussed here.

speakers were classified within Tangsa.2 In Myanmar, the term
Tangsa is not widely used. The use of the term ‘Tangsa-Nocte’ is
meant as an umbrella term, covering all varieties within Northern
Naga which follow the tone system outlined in this study. It is
more general than Tangsa, but less general than a term with
increasing use in Myanmar, Tangshang, which includes speakers
of a number of other less closely related language varieties. For a
full discussion on terms, see Section 4.1.2.
1.1

Methodological Notes

Data was collected over the course of multiple trips to the field.
The data was gathered through elicitation of word lists, primarily
the Culturally Appropriate Lexicostatistical Model for Southeast Asia
(CALMSEA) list of 535 words (Matisoff 1978) as well as a number
of additional words based on established minimal sets in TangsaNocte varieties. A number of terms are cognate across varieties,
including belonging to corresponding tone categories from one
variety to the next.

In many cases these were checked with

speakers at an early stage of elicitation for their language variety
in order to confirm if such a pattern was present. Through such
discussions additional minimal sets were often offered by the consultants which had not previously been documented or discussed
in earlier work on the language group. Further data was collected
in the form of traditional stories or conversations, discussed and
2

translated with consultants, as well as information volunteered
by consultants without elicitation.

Additional recordings were

provided by Dr. Morey.
Due to windy conditions at the various field sites, a number
of recordings have received minimal post-processing. This has
been limited to application of a high pass filter at 80Hz with a
drop-off of 6dB. It has only been applied in cases where disruption
from the wind was such as to clearly affect the ability to work
out pitch contours. No other modifications have been done to
audio data prior to analysis beyond segmenting individual tokens
into separate audio files having the same wav format, bitrate and
sample rate as the originals.
Audio was recored primarily on a Tascam DR-40 with external
powered lapel microphones.

Some meta-discussion recorded

directly to the solid-state drive on my personal computer, a mid2015 MacBook Pro, as well as directly to my phone, an iPhone
4s for notes on the first trip to the field, and an iPhone 6s on
later trips. These recordings were restricted to discussions with
consultants and not as primary phonetic data collection. Audio
from Dr. Morey was mostly recorded on a Zoom H4, with earlier
recordings collected on a range of devices.
Pitch contours have been determined with the use of Praat.
Initial segmentation has been done with Adobe Audition. When
needed, post-processing has been done primarily with Audacity.
Normalisation and conversion of pitch into semitones, cents or zscores has been done either in Apple Numbers, Microsoft Excel
or with custom JavaScript or Python code. The formulae used for
normalisation are discussed at length in Chapter 3.
Information on the speakers consulted for each variety is provided in the relevant varietal descriptions beginning in Section 5.1.
Where data has been gathered from others’ recordings, this has
also been noted.
An effort has been made to include relevant geographic data
collected over the past few years and make it publicly available. As
part of this, I have mapped (with some help from Stephen Morey)
the Tangsa-speaking areas of Miao Circle in Arunachal Pradesh,
as well as a number of existing Tangsa-Nocte villages on both the
India and Myanmar side of the national border. This is part of
an ongoing mapping project,3 as well as being provided in the
relevant sections below for readers who may be interested in the
geography of these language communities.
Where necessary, additional methodological data are provided
in the relevant sections on individual varieties below, starting in
Chapter 6.
Audio files for diagrams shown in this thesis are available
3
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I have recently
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“Mapping
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Representations
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Tangsa-Nocte
Villages
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Early
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history of maps in
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on digitisation of the
data. It it hoped that
this work will appear
at the end of 2018.

online. Please see http://xyy.tw/tone/ plus the file name, for
example http://xyy.tw/tone/nst-hah-bee.wav.
1.2

Structure

This dissertation is broken down into chapters based on topic area.
This chapter, Chapter 1, serves as the introduction.
Chapter 2 offers a discussion of how linguistic tone has been
studied and described in the past, with a more general focus
and not in terms of a specific language or language family. That
chapter also addresses the topic of tonogenesis in the South-East
Asian areal context in order to establish a foundation for further
discussion of tonogenesis within Tangsa-Nocte in later chapters.
In Chapter 3, I provide the methodology and historical
overview for tone data normalisation. That chapter serves as a
description of the core methodology used as well as review of
the literature on past efforts at pitch description in following with
Chapter 2. While tonal perception is necessarily impressionistic,
the ways in which tone languages are traditionally documented
often rely on presentation of pitch data in Hz, and then converted
to an impressionistic scale such as the tone numerals developed
by Yuen-ren (Y.R.) Chao 趙元任 but based on the judgements of the
researcher, rather than in some more quantifiable manner based
on known methodology. Chapter 3 addresses this issue providing
methods for quantification while laying out the context of the Chao
numeral system as in the current work.
In Chapter 4, I offer a general description of the TangsaNocte varieties as a review of past proposals for classification and
their place within Tibeto-Burman, as well as an overview for how
they have been treated in the past for the purposes of general
documentation. This chapter is meant to be an overview of the
language group and also provides a review of the literature on
the most closely related Northern Naga languages as they’ve been
addressed throughout the history of scholarship on the languages
in the region.
The chapters which follow deal with the varieties of TangsaNocte which have been analysed as part of this study, as well as
providing a more general description of the group as a whole. A
description of what can be considered general tendencies of the
tone system shared by varieties of Tangsa-Nocte — including Ollo
and Tutsa — will be described in Chapter 5. This is followed by
a description of each individual variety which was studied as part
of this research. This begins with Northern Rangpang varieties
in Chapter 6. The individual descriptions make up the largest
part of the thesis. These have been broken into four chapters
in order to group varieties based on commonalities and, at least
4

with the first two of these four, in an effort to reflect some degree
of genetic relatedness.

Chapters 6 and 7 present varieties of

Northern and Southern Rangpang varieties respectively. Chapter
8 presents varieties which are not part of the Rangpang group
but which would be classified generally as Tangsa. Chapter 9
addresses groups which are generally not classified as Tangsa,
or for which classification is uncertain. These groupings do not
reflect a position being taken on the genetic relatedness of each
variety nor the internal classification of the larger group here
referred to as Tangsa-Nocte.
The final chapter concludes the paper and offers a summary of
the main points and the proposed origin of the Tangsa-Nocte tone
system An index has also been included at the end, hyperlinked
in the digital copy of this thesis.

Readers who are interested

in specific language varieties or specific phenomena within the
larger subject areas are encouraged to use the index and internal
references to navigate the thesis.

5
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Chapter 2

Previous Studies on Tonal Systems

This chapter serves as a literature review on the topic of linguistic
tone, but with a zoomed-out view of the concept more generally.
In it I will provide an overview of past work done on analysing
linguistic tone systems. It is meant as a general account of some
of the more significant works on linguistic tone, without delving
too deeply into the tone system of any one linguistic family. The
chapter is broken down into three sections. The first addresses the
more general literature on tonal description, with sub-sections for
notable shifts in the way the topic has been approached presented
in approximate chronological order.
The second section provides some historical accounts of tonogenesis. The potential role of now-lost phonemic distinctions in
the development of modern-day Tangsa-Nocte tones is significant to the account of the tone system more generally, and so
something must be said for how this may have come about. For
additional descriptions of tonogenesis and what I believe to be
the most likely development of tones in Tangsa-Nocte, see also
Section 5.2.5 on verb-stem alternation as well as the concluding
chapter of this thesis. I also make the case in the second section
for my treatment of what are called checked-syllables — syllables
with a non-sonorant stop coda and a typically shorter duration —
as tonemes on their own rather than a variation of some other
toneme within the Tangsa-Nocte tone system.
The final section of this chapter provides descriptions of significant specific terminology. The terminology is presented within
the context of the literature on tone and how certain terms are
applied differently in different linguistic contexts. This final brief
overview of the use of the terms in this chapter is included to assist
the reader.
2.1 Systems for Describing Tone: Clusters, Contours and
Targets
2.1.1 Pike & the Foundations of Modern Tonal Analysis
Though now seven decades old, Kenneth Pike’s Tone Languages
(1948) forms an important foundation to the study of linguistic
tone systems. While there is much that has been rephrased or
refined since Pike’s original publication, much of the early groundwork has still been maintained in certain subsets of the discipline.
Many of the terms which are still used today are used as they
were by Pike. While he was not the first to discuss these topics, he
has certainly become one of the most important contributions to
knowledge of tone.
7

According to Pike, the definition of a tone language is one
which has lexically significant contrastive pitch on each syllable.
Such lexically significant pitch may also occur beyond the confines
of the syllable, based on a more inclusive description of tone
language that might include pitch accent systems or cases where it
is not clear in what way a language should presently be classified.
Such examples include Shanghainese, which has spreading of a
cluster model — a means of analysing tone contours as clusters of individual high and low pitch values — in a way which
results in prosodic patterns similar to a pitch accent system (Zee
& Mazaudon 1979), as well as Seoul Korean which has developed
pitch distinctions based on the more-typical tense/lax distinction
of unaspirated onsets (Kang 2013).
Pike distinguishes between two types of tones. These he calls
“level-type register” tonemes — alternatively referred to as register tones and level tones — and “gliding-type tones”. He defines
level-type tones as ones “in which, within the limits of perception,
the pitch of a syllable does not rise or fall during its production”. A
gliding-type tone is one “in which during the pronunciation of the
syllable on which it occurs there is a perceptible rise or fall, or some
combination of rise and fall, such as rising-falling or falling-rising”
(Pike, 1948, p.5). A pure form of such a system would be one “with
no level tonemes whatever”, where “each contrastive pitch unit is
a glide” (ibid., p.8). The latter of the two is often referred to as
‘contour tone’ in the more recent literature (e.g. Duanmu 1994).
Also described here is the concept of ‘tone registers’, which
are here meant as the high (H) and low (L) tone segments which
make up contours in cluster tone languages — language varieties
which rely on combinations of H and L (and sometimes M and
more) segments to form pitch contours — as well as forming the
fundamental tone categories in many African tone languages. This
is different than the term “register” as used in many Sino-Tibetan
varieties, which refers to a split into high and low versions of tone
categories based on onset voicing distinctions. This is discussed
further in Section 2.3.1. Pike describes register tone languages
as having either two (Low and High), three (Low, Mid and High), or
sometimes four registers (Low, Low-Mid, High-Mid and High). Pike
himself does not get into the nomenclature that is now popular
and common in auto-segmental approaches to lexical tone — in
which height distinctions are marked as H, M and L for high,
middle and low — as is often used to describe cluster tone systems
today.
Pike’s clear distinction between the two tone systems presented should not be taken as indication that those are the only
options. He later makes the point that there are languages which
8

use both systems. “Tone languages exist which fit completely
neither the register-tone class nor the contour-tone class, even
though most of their data may he handled under the one or
the other of these classes. The investigator should be alert to
recognise combinatory types whether or not they are precisely
the ones described here” (p.12). Mixed systems which use both
register-style tones and contour-style tones will be addressed later
on in Section 2.1.4.
Although Pike never uses the term himself, he also addresses
the concept which was later to be known as the tone-bearing
unit or TBU. In addressing the concept, he states that although
“the tonemes are usually placed on the vowel of the syllable, they
sometimes occur on syllabic consonants, or a glide may end on
a voiced consonant in the same syllable”. This is what has been
referred to in much of the literature on Sinitic tone as the rhyme.
This would become a more significant subject for later research
(e.g. M. Yip, 1989).
He later adds to this, saying,
“As in register-tone languages, the significant pitches of
a contour system are usually carried by the vowel. Frequently, however, the glide is distributed over a vowel and
a voiced consonant that follows it in the same syllable”
(p.10)
The issue of how to delineate the boundaries of a TBU is not
given much further attention in Pike 1948.
Another important topic addressed by Pike is the issue of tonal
functional load, what he refers to as “semantic distinctions”. Put
another way, functional load refers to the amount of work that
a given part of the phonology does in maintaining phonemic
distinctions. A language with a high tonal functional load would
be much less understandable if all tones were neutralised than
a tonal language with the same sort of neutralisation but for
which the functional load of lexical tone were relatively lower. A
language such as Mandarin has a high functional load for lexical
pitch distinctions, whereas a language like Burmese has relatively
lower functional load, at least in terms of the pitch aspect of lexical
tone.
Functional load of pitch distinctions is still only part of the
whole picture when it comes to lexical tones. In the tonal languages spoken in East and South-East Asia, tone is almost never
just pitch; length distinctions, differences in phonation and even
segmental differences can be important features for marking
tonemic distinctions (Rose 1989). Phonation distinctions are a
common feature of Southeast Asian languages, commonly found
9

in Tibeto-Burman and Tai-Kadai language varieties. Creaky and
breathy phonation are the most common (Brunelle & Kirby 2016)
and have a significant role in distinguishing lexical tone categories.
Pike makes the point that languages which follow the leveltone register system will “differ greatly in the number of words
they contain that are distinguished by tone alone”. That is, different tone systems will necessarily have different functional loads
for the tonemes, and we should not expect to see consistency
across languages. This is an important point more generally as
well in terms of classification of tone systems cross linguistically.
From Pike, then, we have the notions of contour systems and
register systems, although mixed systems are quite common. We
also have the introduction of the notion of the tone-bearing unit,
as well as functional load. The latter two of these terms are used
more or less consistently with Pike’s usage in this dissertation.
2.1.2 Auto-Segmental Approaches to Tone
A large amount of work has been done building upon Pike’s foundation, and much of the early attention was given to the languages
of Africa. Odden (1996) echoes a sentiment found elsewhere (e.g.
Yip 1996) that many tonal languages found in Africa have up to
that point received much greater attention in regards to the study
of tone. There has furthermore been a tendency to assess all
tonal languages with frameworks developed initially for African
languages. This has lead to numerous explanations of East Asian
tone systems through the tone cluster model which has been of
high value for many tonal African languages.
One substantial issue arising from application of the tone
cluster model to languages such as Mandarin is a difficulty in
4.
Wu 吳語 — the
language group to
which Shanghainese
belongs — is often
described as having
some of the most
complex sandhi rules
in the Sinitic family,
but also happens
to be one of the
few Sinitic language
groups which works
well with analyses
based on the cluster
tone model.
5.
The solution itself is also somewhat
problematic, as will
be discussed below in
Section 2.1.4.

describing contour tones.

Odden makes the point that it “is

widely recognised that falling tones are functionally equivalent
to” a sequence of High and Low level tones, and indeed many
have analysed them in this manner. This creates some difficulties
for languages that distinguish between two different falling tones
and languages for which there are multiple level tones, as well as
languages which may have more complex tone sandhi patterns.4
In order to address contours as unitary, rather than as clusters
of level register tones, Odden turns to auto-segmental phonology
as first introduced by Goldsmith (1976). In doing so, Odden is
able to better deal with the problems arising from description of
tone systems in which contour tones play a significant role. With
the auto-segmental approach, the problem of analysing contour
tones was resolved to an extent, at least for some languages.5
Through tonal assimilation, rising and falling contours are able to
be described as clusters of L and H. A low tone will become a rising
10

tone when combined with a following high tone or falling tone. A
number of such patterns are commonly found cross-linguistically:

Low → Rise /

High → Fall /

Low → Fall /

High → Rise /

{

High
Fall

{

{

Low
Rise

High
Rise

{

Low
Fall

}

}

}

}

However we do not see the following:

Low → Rise /

High → Rise

{

{

Low
Rise

Low
Fall

}

}

The explanation for this, as Odden states, was not able to
be given within the confines of linear phonology. However, by
treating contour tones are clusters linked to a shared vowel, the
autosegmental approach is able to explain such contours. A low
tone becomes a rise before a high tone as a result of the high tone
spreading to the preceding low tone.
Despite this tendency, it does not work consistently across
languages. Odden gives the example of Grebo, a Kru language
spoken in Liberia, which does not fit with the above rules. Instead
it appears from the data presented to be a mixed system. Odden
does not get into this particular case, but it may be able to be
described more adequately by the proposals given in Yip (Section
2.1.3) and Barrie (Section 2.1.4).
Odden also addresses the ability of auto-segmental phonology
to account for tone preservation or stability. If the tone is borne
11

by the rhyme as Odden describes, then there needs to be an explanation for cases where the vowel deletes but the tone remains.
Auto-segmental phonology can account for this. Auto-segmental
phonology also accounts for floating tones as found in languages
like Ewe. These two were a problem in earlier approaches.
Throughout the first section of the chapter, Odden speaks of
the vowel as the tone-bearing unit (TBU), following in the description given in Goldsmith (1976). The second section of Odden
addresses the point in much more detail, providing different arguments and proposals for what should be considered the TBU,
be it the vowel, mora or syllable. An alternative view presented
by Odden is that tones are occuring at the level of segments and
are linked in to the laryngeal node. This has some support, in for
example, the synchronic interaction between laryngeal features
and tone, as well as proposals for tonogenesis in Vietnamese
and Middle Chinese as based on an earlier coda /h/ or /ʔ/, held
responsible for a lowering or raising of tone.
This section of Odden’s chapter also looks at tone features. This
is the notion that tones are describable by a small inventory of
features, generally High and Low, with Upper and Lower registers,
and also occasionally including an additional feature of Mid. Tone
features are discussed in more detail below where I look at Yip’s
Tonal features, tonal inventories and phonetic targets. Odden
points out that the featural approach, as generally formulated,
only allows for four level tones, when there are languages which
have 5 contrastive tone levels. Additionally, there is the fact that
the featural model does not accurately account for downtrends,
a near-universal feature of tone languages, nor does it address
differences in phonation. This issue is discussed by Odden, as
well as elsewhere (see for example C. T. James Huang’s The autosegmental a Metrical Structure of Tone Terracing (1985), and does
not need to be addressed in detail here. Instead we will look at the
alternatives to a strictly featural approach, starting with Yip (2001)
and then finally moving on to Barrie (2007).
2.1.3 Tone Contours & the Problem of East Asian Languages
Following the issues addressed by Odden, M. Yip (2001) addresses
some limitations of the cluster model. She states that “most work
on Asian languages uses two binary tone features. There are
however cases in which the Register System cannot accurately
characterise the phonetics of the recorded tones”. Michaud (2012)
states that
In some of the tone systems of East and Southeast Asian
languages, linguistic tone cannot simply be equated with
pitch; some tones have phonation-type characteristics
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as part of their phonological definition; and there is no
compelling evidence for analyzing tonal contours into
sequences of levels.
There are indeed a great many works which address SinoTibetan tone strictly in terms of binary features when discussing issues such as tone spreading, or the position of tone in approaches
such as that of auto-segmental phonology. Yip addresses some of
the problems with this approach and offers a solution to be echoed
later in Barrie (2007).
Yip’s thesis is an important inclusion here since it is primarily
Yip’s earlier analysis that has been the foundation of much of the
work on tone since the publishing of an earlier work (M. Yip, 1980).
As pointed out in the introduction, this Register System (so-called
in Pike 1948, referenced above) does not accurately account for
a lot of the contours and tone inventories which are found in
East/Southeast Asian languages.
Yip presents three problems to the Register System approach
to many Asian languages. First, she suggests that the system
“is a poor fit for three-toned systems in which the mid tone is
phonetically equidistant from both H and L” in which the middle
tone is not the default tone. The reason this is problematic is that
the binary tone system allows for registers H or L (Yip’s +Upper
and -Upper) and then features +high and -high for the contour.
A high level tone is [+Upper] and [+high]. In the register system,
a mid-level tone needs to be either [+U -h] or [-U +h], but these
are described by Yip as being closer to 44: and 22: respectively.
The binary system does not allow for a truly mid-level tone in a
system where high tone is 55: and low is phonemically 11:. In this
system, “mid tones are forcibly assigned to one or other register,
even if the phonetics do not justify” doing so. With languages
like Southern Min (Yip’s Taiwanese) and Hoiliuk 海陸 Hakka, there
are indeed clearly 33: mid-level tones, not representable in the
register system as outlined by Yip. There are similar problems with
tonal inventories which have only a single rise, 24, where it is not
clear if this should be treated as an upper register or lower register 6.
In Optimality
contour. Yip accompanies these issues with phonetic data, as well Theory, the ordering
as providing evidence from Wēnzhōu Wu and Taiwanese.
Setting aside Cantonese, Yip provides an Optimality Theorybased approach to the problem, in which a number of constraints
are provided, the application of which can then be used to describe
the outcomes.6
The most notable part is that the existence of contour tones is
explained as something required by constraints in order to create
contrast. These constraints are space 100% (tones must differ as
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of
constraints
is
used to determine
the best outcome
of a number of
possibilities. Certain
constraints
may
be inviolable, but
ranked lower than
constraints which are
more preferential.

much as possible in the tone space), space 50% (tones must be
50% of the tone space apart) and constraints requiring 2 tones,
4 tones and 6 tones, written (2t, 4t and 6t). In a system with both
space 100% — which under the cluster model limits a system to
having only H and L targets — and a constraint which requires 4
tones as highly ranked, there must be a rising tone and a falling
tone in order to satisfy both constraints. Thus we are left with a
system consisting of H and L for level tones, as well as HL and LH
as contour tones.
In arguing against the notion that Sinitic tone contours are
the result of two fixed targets, Yip states that if “contours are
sequences of levels, the most straightforward expectation is that
each level tone should be a phonetic target. A Low-High rise
should then start from a low plateau, and rise towards a high
plateau at the end”, but this is generally not the case.
Instead, contour tone languages such as these have tones for
which targets are specified and the contour itself is a product of
these targets. A high falling tone is not /Hhl/ — a high register
with a high-low cluster — but rather bi-moraic with an initial target
of /h/ on the first mora and no specification on the second. In
Yip’s proposal, syllables can be either initial-target contours such
as this, final target contours where the end of the contour is
the significant aspect, two-target contours such as a High-Mid
contour, or three-target contour in which the beginning point and
the end point are both specified as well as an intermediate target.
Under sudh a model, a level tone will have two targets, so instead
of the example of a bi-moraic syllable where only the first mora is
specified for tone, both morae will have a high specification.
2.1.4 Stepping away from clusters
Building on Yip (2001), Barrie continues the argument in favour of
an analysis of certain languages as tone contour languages rather
than tone cluster languages (Barrie, 2007). Further theoretical
notions are brought in in support of this view, most significantly
the Theory of Contrastive Hierarchy as formulated by Drescher
(2009). Inherent in this theory is the use of the Successive Binary
Algorithm, also referred to as the Successive Division Algorithm.
This is a system for specifying features based solely on what is
contrastive in a language. The input to the algorithm is a set of
segments which are not initially marked for contrast. These are
then split into two groups, marked for a given feature. The two
output steps are then the new inputs to be run through again until
all segments are contrastive.
Importantly, Barrie points out that while this approach may
be adequate to explain African tonal languages in general, it fails
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to adequately explain Chinese tonal languages, contrasting with
Odden’s description that a falling tone is “functionally equivalent”
to a HL sequence. The exception to Barrie’s grouping of Sinitic as
contour tone languages is Wu, for which he argues (following Yip,
above) that it should still be treated as a tone-cluster system due
to the cluster spreading that occurs and that is unique among the
Sinitic languages to Wu dialects. With few exceptions, such as Wu,
most Asian language tone systems should not be considered as
tone clusters.
Instead, for typical East and Southeast Asian language tone
systems, Barrie argues for analysing them as being based on
Contour Tone units. it is notable that Shanghainese is an exception
to this based on the unique way in which sandhi is handled for
Wu dialects, where the cluster of the first morpheme is spread
across the domain of prosodic word. In this way Shanghainese is
argued to be much more in line with the traditional African view of
tone systems. This is important as a reminder that even closely
related languages like Shanghainese and Cantonese — both of
which underwent the same processes of tonogenesis as Middle
Chinese — can still vary significantly in terms of how their tones
are realised and in what ways they interact.
In fact this view was unique to neither Barrie nor Yip; a similar description was provided by Pike (1948) in describing a pure
gliding-type (contour) tone system:
The unitary contour glides cannot be interrupted by
morpheme boundaries as can the nonphonemic compounded types of a register system [and] The beginning
and ending points of the glides of a contour system
cannot be equated with level tonemes in the same system, whereas all glides of a register system are to be
interpreted phonemically in terms of their end points
Pike continues,
“In a pure contour system, then, the glides are phonologically unitary, morphologically simple, and not structurally
related to a system of level tonemes; the glides are minimum structural units of length in words and syllables.”
(Pike, 1948, p.8)
This represents the proposal presented by Barrie. In following
this approach of looking at contours as the atomic tone units,
Barrie also addresses Hoisan 泰⼭ (alternatively called Tàishān), a
dialect of Yuè closely related to Standard Cantonese. He argues
for Hoisan being treated as a combinatorial tone system, where
15

contours and clusters exist in a single tone system. Indeed there
is no reason why such a language could not exist other than a
desire for simple answers. Unfortunately there is not a great
deal of work looking at such varieties from this point of view.
Assumptions on the part of researchers in addressing a newly
approached tone system can result in an under-description of
features such as phonation, differences in glottal description, or
other such features which are not able to be covered by the Chao
numeral system or straight descriptions of pitch. A greater depth
of knowledge of such significant differences would be beneficial
for tonal descriptions of under-documented language varieties.
One can imagine seeing interesting results of a language with
Shanghainese-style cluster spreading over the prosodic word that
also included contours as part of the clusters being spread. As
interesting as that is it seems this is not something that we should
7. Something else to
look at at a later date
and which was not
addressed by Barrie
is how this approach
could be applied
to the tone sandhi
system of Tianjin
Mandarin, a system
which has also been
widely described (e.g.
in Kenstowicz 1979)
in terms of H and
L clusters following
the
Obligatory
Contract
Principle.
Tianjin sandhi is a
prime example of
OCP-driven contour
changes
and
is
described well by the
cluster model.

expect to find in Tangsa.7
Finally, it must be pointed out that there is not currently consensus in the field in support of the cluster model. Quoting from
Hyman (2011),
Recently, Clements, Michaud, and Patin ([2011]), and Hyman (2009b) have argued that the kinds of arguments
supporting a universal set of segmental distinctive features are largely absent or ambiguous when applied to
tones. While the Chomsky and Halle (1968) feature specifications [+high, �low] were designed to capture both
the intersecting class of high vowels, /i, ü, =, u/ and
their relation to palatal and velar consonants, the same
cannot be said for [+upper, +raised] or [+stiff, �slack].
As opposed to [+high, �low], such features specify only
one tone, namely H, not a class of tones, and also fail
to capture five contrasting tone heights. Where they do
interact with laryngeal features, for example, voicing, aspiration, or glottalization, the diachronic and synchronic
correlations are often contradictory (see Kingston 2003,
2005 and references cited therein). As a result, tone is
less reliably “gridded in” than other features, thus again
suggesting that it is “different.”
In other words, the binary nature of the feature imposes restrictions on tones as described by the cluster model which do not
reasonably reflect the reality of tone as it occurs in documented
languages.

As such a featural model to describe tone target

heights has not been applied further for this study.
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2.1.5 Value of Historical Approaches
The historical approaches to describing tone are products of the
contexts in which they were developed, and in those contexts
may retain considerable value. Pike’s work on tone was heavily
influenced by work in Central America, as well as by later work with
Y. R. Chao on Sinitic. Yip’s work on tone was likewise developed in
the context of her work with major Sinitic languages. Given the
strength of Generativist linguistic models, the prevalence of autosegmental approaches to tone are not surprising. Both Yip and
Bao (1999) reflect this prevalence in their work.
2.2 Tonogenesis & Segmental Features of Tonemes
Despite the featural model not being applied to suprasegmentals,
there is still obvious significance as it applies to segments, in
particular as applied to historical phonation distinctions.

This

section discusses this topic further.
2.2.1 Contact & Tone as an Areal Feature
What we may call proto-Tangsa-Nocte is here proposed as having at least a two-way phonation distinction between creaky and
modal, with the first tone category being a reflex of the creaky
voice, and a possible further phonation distinction with third tone
being a reflex of breathiness. This final point is supported both
by a fairly frequent occurrence of final breathiness on third tone
in many varieties, as well as third tone often having a longer
duration.8
Mei (1970) states that “we are as yet unable to establish correspondences for tones in the Sino-Tibetan family, nor can we find
any final consonants in the Tibetan cognates of Chinese rising tone
words”. One possible explanation for the lack of such cognates
is that Tibetic tone may have arisen as a result of contact at a
later date. However, Weidert (1979) still attempts a reconstruction,
discussed in Section 5.2.5. Weidert’s description is not of prototones found in Sino-Tibetan but rather that modern tones may be
shown to be reflexes of earlier segmental distinctions or distinctions in phonation type. Mei continues by positing an early change
in contours after the development of Middle Chinese tone; By the
8th century, the contours created by the glottalisation had already
changed, so that the formerly rising contour had become a high
level tone. This doesn’t actually contradict with what we would
expect from glottalisation, since a rising contour is only one of the
possibilities, another being a high pitch applied to the entirety of
the syllable.
Pulleyblank (1986) argues that Chinese tonogenesis must have
occurred in the “first half of the first millennium of the present
17

8. This is different
from the sort of
durational
impacts
that pitch contours
may
have,
as
discussed
in
Yu
(2006), the influences
of which do not
appear to have a
significant role in
Tangsa-Nocte.

era”. He also adds that while we don’t have the ability to date
tonogenesis in language groups like Vietic and Tai, the striking
similarity to the tonal identity as found in the Sinitic of that period
strongly suggests that the development of tone in the languages
was largely synchronous. Were Tai tone to have been ever present
since well before this period, we would not see such clear parallels,
nor would identity be so clear between early Vietic loans from
Sinitic (Alves 2016). As to the origin, Pulleyblank points to the wellestablished primacy of Chinese culture in the East/Southeast Asian
region as evidence enough that it originated in Sinitic, supported
by evidence in the translation of Buddhist scriptures for placing the
origin of the shift in the North. Whatever the case may be, I believe
that tonogenesis can be attributed to the time period provided by
Pulleyblank, and at least for the current discussion need not be
pinpointed to a single originator language, given the relatively late
period in which proto-Tangsa-Nocte would have developed tonal
contrasts.
While there has been much discussion of coda consonants
initiating tonogenesis over the past decades, Haudricourt (1954)
9.
It should be
noted that Thurgood
misrepresents
Haudricourt’s original
claims
regarding
the importance of
laryngeal
features
and
segments.
The significance of
phonation was also
pointed out early on
(Haudricourt 1965)

and Thurgood (2002, 2007)9 both make the case that tonogenesis
should be looked at as a result of laryngeal features. The case
is made for tones arising not from segments but instead from
voicing distinctions, which themselves may have initially been
segmentally motivated in certain cases, but not necessarily.
Indeed, Haudricourt (1954), which has often been cited as a
source for treating tonogenesis as arising from segments, has
perhaps been misrepresented by Thurgood. Rather than positing
segmental origins for tonogenesis, Haudricourt notes the laryngeal gestures involved in final /-h/ and /-ʔ/. For final /-h/, a drop
in pitch is directly attributed to slack vocal folds, while an increase
in vocal tension — such as a final glottal stop following a medial
vowel — causes a rising tone.

This it was not the segments

themselves which are identified as responsible for the rising and
lowering of pitch, but rather laryngeal features.
This explanation for tonogenesis is particularly beneficial in
that it provides an explanation that is, as Thurgood puts it, “phonetically plausible” not just for Vietnamese — Haudricourt’s initial
focus — but for the wider area as well. The case can also be
made that the register distinctions like those found in Sinitic are
the result not strictly of segmental voicing distinctions but rather
the result of an intermediate stage of contrast between breathy
or creaky and modal phonation.

For a further discussion of

Haudricourt, see Brunelle & Kirby (2016).
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2.2.2 Analysis of Checked syllables as a tone
The question of tonogenesis is significant in analysing the tone
systems of Tangsa for a number of reasons. First, if there is to
be a proposed unified system for Tangsa as a whole or for any
particular subgroup, or one suggested for the sake of typological
determinations, there needs to also then be an account of what
this system is or how it may have developed. Second, there are a
number of features found in the data where syllable structure and
tone category — two things which are generally closely connected
in Tangsa — appear as mismatched. Through looking at tonogenesis and the phonological changes involved, a clearer picture of
Tangsa tone may thus be provided.
In previous work on Tangsa (e.g. Morey 2016), the tone category here referred to as fourth tone is often not marked for tone.
This could be done for two reasons. The first is that the membership of morphemes into a fourth-tone category is apparent, based
on the presence of a non-nasal non-liquid coda consonant. These
are what may be referred to as ‘checked tones’, having clear stop
finals and a shortened duration. They are segmentally distinct
from morphemes in other tone categories, and so marking fourth
tone morphemes with additional numerals or diacritics would be
redundant. For example, a morpheme such as /na/ may occur with
one of three possible tone categories, but /naʔ/ can only occur as
a checked tone. Furthermore, a correspondence occurs within the
varieties between /-a/ and /-ʔ/, as well as between nasal finals and
their corresponding stop final; Speakers possessing a high degree
of metalinguistic awareness will group a morpheme like /nak/ as
being the fourth-tone equivalent of /naŋ/.
Another possibility is that such morphemes may be analysed as
external to the tone system. Since, at least as of the time of writing,
no Tangsa-Nocte variety has been described for which there is an
attested pitch height distinction among fourth-tone morphemes,
for which such a distinction would indicate a conflation of multiple
tone categories, the argument could be made that lexical tone only
occurs on open syllables (including those with sonorant codas).
Since it is generally accepted that the unstressed prefixes common
to Tibeto-Burman varieties are generally toneless (see e.g. Kurabe
2012), it would not be too much of a stretch to also declare
checked syllables as toneless. There are exceptions, for example
Pittayaporn 2012, but Tangsa-Nocte does not appear to be such
an exception.
Instead, checked syllables are analysed as belonging to a tone
category of their own. This is following with the traditional account
of Sinitic tone in both modern and historical analyses with the so19

called entering tone, which was an early influence on my approach
to tone.

Such an approach has been backed up by the data

collected over the course of this study. Such an approach is not
without historical precedent, either. In Sinitic contexts as well
as within Sal languages such as Jinghpaw, checked syllables are
treated as having a separate tone category than open syllables.
Quoting from Mei (1970):
“A further point to be noted is that the development
of a tone from a final glottal stop is not an altogether
uncommon phenomenon. The case for Vietnamese has
just been summarized above. The high tone of Modern
Burmese, which corresponds to -ʔ in Ching-p’o (also called
Kachin), is probably derived in a similar manner.” Mei,
1970, p.96
Likewise, Pike points us to Jones (1913) for an example of a
segmental coda signifying a different tonal category despite nearidentical pitch, duration and quality of voice. Quoting from Jones:
Words with the so-called 5th tone end with the glottal
stop /ʔ/. The tone of voice is an intermediate level one.
… A distinction in pitch between this [5th tone] and [tone]
number 3 does not appear to be essential.10 (Jones, 1913)

st

10. “in ðə 1 ənd
2nd tounz, wɛɚ tuː
nouts ɑːr əsaind tu
iːtʃ, it iz ʌndəstud ðət
ðə vɔis pɑːsiz grædjuəli θruː ɔːl ði intəmildjət nouts.
…
wəːdz wið ðə soukəːld
5θ toun ɛnd wið ðə
glɔtl stɔp ʔ ; ðə toun əv
vɔis iz ən intəmiːdjət
lɛvl wʌn … ə distiŋkʃn
in pitʃ bitwiːn ðis ənd
nʌmbə 3 dəz nɔt əpiə
tu bi isɛnʃl.”

Pike adds that “in the Nanking dialect the pitch of the toneme
with glottal stop is not particularly different from that of toneme
3, but the glottal stop makes it a different contour.” (Pike, 1948,
pp.9-10, footnote 18)
In future work on Tangsa-Nocte there will need to be attention paid to the question of tonogenesis, especially concerning
the possibility of an earlier phonation distinction that may have
contributed to Tangsa first tone. The following is a brief discussion
on that topic.
2.3

Terminology & Concepts

There is always potential for confusion in regards to the terminology used to describe different aspects of tone languages. Certain
terms are used differently by different authors, while certain phenomena are given multiple names throughout the literature.
Pike’s 1964 text Tone Languages: A Technique for Determining
the Number and Type of Pitch Contrasts in A Language, With Studies
in Tonemic Substitution and Fusion presented the vocabulary for
much of the early discussion on linguistic tone, although much has
changed since the publication of this foundational contribution
to the subject. This section will address many of these terms,
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providing some background in regards to their use in the past, as
well as providing a clear account of how the terms are applied in
the current work.
2.3.1 Level-Pitch Register Systems
The term register has two conflicting uses in the literature, the
preference of one over the other being largely consistent with the
presence or absence of a relation to Sino-Tibetan languages. As
defined by Pike,
When a language has a small, restricted, number of pitch
contrasts between level tonemes, these contrastive levels
are conveniently called REGISTERS. (ibid., p.5)
In early sources, register tone refers to what are alternatively
called level tones, and in the case of register tone languages, the
term refers to languages for which there is a lexically significant
difference in pitch between what are nearly homophones, but for
which there is no presence of a lexically significant change in pitch
on that word or morpheme. These are also referred to as level
tone languages.
These tone systems are what have been more traditionally documented in tonal languages in parts of Africa. For Pike, register
refers to tones which are a distinctly different type of tone than
contour tones, described above.
The term register often has a different meaning in discussion
of East Asian languages. In the case of those languages which
are derived from Middle Chinese or which have developed tone
systems in contact with these Middle Chinese branches, the term
register refers to a clear split between the four pre-existing tone
categories11 into high and low registers12 based on an earlier
phonemic voicing distinction of the syllable onset.

In such a

system, a rising tone in an earlier form of a language which might
occur as a single tone category on words with both voiced and
voiceless onsets will have split into a high rising tone on syllables
with voiceless onsets, and a low rising tone on those which previously had a voiced onset. This was the case with the development
of the so-called yīn and yáng registers in Sinitic languages.
As Huang (1985, p.214) defines it, a “register, or pitch range,
sets the range within which contrasting tones are defined”. This is
much closer to the definition of tone space as used in the current
work. See subsection 2.3.3 for more on this concept.
2.3.2 Contour Tone Systems
Contrasting with level-pitch tone languages described above,
many of the Sino-Tibetan languages may be described instead as
21

11.
From Middle
Chinese, these four
tones are labeled
píng 平 or ‘level’,
shàng 上 or ‘rising’, qù
去 or ‘departing’ and
rù ⼊ or ‘entering’.
These do not directly
correspond with the
four tones of Modern
Standard Mandarin.
12.
The registers
are labeled as yīn
陰 and yáng 陽, the
latter
being
that
of
the
formerly
voiced onsets.
In
many of the Wu
varieties,
there
is still a remnant
of initial voicing,
either as murmured
voice on the onset,
or some form of
breathy
phonation
on
the
rhyme.
Most
varieties
have
undergone
considerable
mergers
of
tone
categories, and few
maintain all eight
categories, let alone
with high and low
variants
of
four
contours.
The Wu
variety spoken in
Sōngjiāng 松江 just
outside of Shànghǎi
is
an
exception,
maintaining
a
symmetrical 8-tone
system with voicing
contrast.
Such
retention of voicing
contrast
is
also
found in the Cao
Bằng dialect of Tày
(Pittayaporn,
and
Kirby 2017)

being contour tone languages. These are languages for which the
tones are not level but instead involve a change in pitch. These are
what Pike refers to as gliding-type tones. These types of tones will
be referred to here as contour tones, so as not to create confusion
with the use of “glide” to refer to semivowels.
2.3.3 Tone Space, Contrastive Pitch and the Chao Numerals
Following the definition from Fǔ (1996), tone space refers to “the
pitch range within which all the tonal contours of a language
are confined” (Fù, 1996).

It is often the maximal range from

high to low of a given speaker. It may alternatively refer to that
speaker’s entire range as they are capable of producing, or it may
be limited to only a single prosodic word or phrase. Pike refers to
this as “spread”. Again quoting Fù, “although tonal range varies
constantly, the relationship between successive tones remains
constant”.
C. Huang (1985) writing about downtrends in tonal languages
refers to this concept as ‘register’.

He states “Since terracing

preserves tonal contrasts, we may say that it involves the shifting
of the register only, but not of the tones” (C. Huang, 1985, p.214).
To put this another way, the tone space or spread may shift
throughout an utterance without causing any conflict with the
tone system.
Fù adds, “In addition to the raising or lowering of the tone
space as a whole, the tone space can also expand or shrink due
to different emotions of speech”(Fù, 1996). An important feature
of the shift in tone space is further addressed:
A more recent hypothesis holds that the overall tone
space is smaller in a system with a smaller number of
tone heights than a system with a larger number of tone
heights.
Put another way, we would expect a language with 6 lexical
tones to have a much greater tone space than a language with only
a high/low 2-tone distinction, at least for the context of a single
13.
It is unclear
whether this has
been experimentally
verified.

utterance.13
As used here, superscript numerals to mark tone, when written
in sets of two or three digits, are in reference to the system of tone
numbers devised by Y.R. Chao and first published in “ə Sistim əv
Toun-letəz”(1930). Quoting from Chao:
æz ði intəvl̩ z əv spiːtʃ-tounz ər ounli relətiv intəvl̩ z, ðə
reindʒ 1–5 iz teikən tə reprizent ounli ɔːdinəri reindʒ
əv spiːtʃ intouneiʃn̩, tu inkluːd keisiz əv mɔdərit vɛərieiʃn̩
fə lɔdʒikl̩ ikspreʃn̩, bət nɔt to incluːd keisiz əv ikstriːm
imouʃənl̩ ikspreʃn̩.
22

[As the intervals of speech-tones are only relative intervals, the range 1–5 is taken to represent only ordinary
range of speech intonation, to include cases of moderate
variation for logical expression, but not to include cases
of extreme emotional expression.]
Under this system, tone contours are transcribed on a scale of
1 to 5 with 5 being the highest reaches of the tone space and 1
being the lowest. A contour of 51: would thus represent a falling
tone which takes up the entirety of the speaker’s tone space for
that prosodic unit. The numbers do not reference absolute pitches
but are instead references to relative pitches, so that a 5 in one
phrase may be substantially different in terms of pitch than a 5 in
a subsequent phrase. They are meant as an illustrative abstraction
of the contours for the sake of transcription. In instances where
only a single digit is transcribed, the numbers refer to the tone
categories of the variety being discussed.
2.4 Other Work on Tone in North-East India & the Surrounding Area
Although less attention has been paid in past years to the languages around the upper reaches of the Patkai range, a number
of recent publications have come out looking at nearby language
groups. The authors of many of these publications pay particular
notion to tone. One such researcher is Kurabe Keita (2012, 2016a,
2016b), whose work on Jinghpaw/Kachin/Singpho has provided
a considerable description of these varieties.

Jinghpaw is the

easternmost language groups within Sal to which Tangsa-Nocte
belongs, and a fuller discussion of tone in Northern Naga will at
some point need to also address any similarities or differences
with that found in Jinghpaw varieties.
A description of Phom has been published recently as well,
which briefly touches on tones (Bano 2017). Phom is another
Northern-Naga language and one believed to be quite closely
related to Tangsa-Nocte varieties. Unfortunately, this work does
not mark tones beyond the two pages which list some minimal
triplets. Indeed this may well be a result of only being able to work
out tone for triplets, and not within more intonationally complex
utterances.
Zooming out a little further, a handful of other Tibeto-Burman
languages in Arunachal Pradesh and Upper Assam have also received well-done descriptions in the past years. This includes Mark
Post’s grammar on Galo, a Tani language spoken in northwestern
Arunachal Pradesh (Post 2007), as well as further work by Post
on Galo (2009) as well as other Tani languages, paying particular
attention to tone. (2013, 2015).
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In Assam, Linda Konnerth’s work on Karbi and Kuki-Chin languages have also been a significant contribution to the literature
on tone in the region. This includes a number of published works
on Karbi (Konnerth 2014, 2016; Konnerth & Teo 2014) as well as an
historical phonology of Mongsen, to include a description of the
tone system (Konnerth 2018).
Additionally, that past decade has seen a considerable contribution to work on Central and Southern Naga languages, grammatical and phonological descriptions on Ao varieties in Coupe
(2003, 2007) and tonal descriptions in Teo (2014).
Finally, recent work has expanded considerably on tone in Naic
languages such as Yongning Na (Michaud 2017) — providing a
detailed look at the complex tonal system of Yongning Na — and
Namuyi Khatho (Libu 2018) which follows the example of Michaud
(2017) in address tone sandhi patterns that were previously unapparent. Michaud’s recent publication adds considerable value
to tone studies in Tibeto-Burman, and will hopefully inspire more
in-depth investigations into the topic throughout Southeast Asia.
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Chapter 3

Systems of Tone Normalisation and Transcription

This chapter provides a method for quantification of the tone
numeral system devised by Y.R. Chao (1930) which is in wide use
for marking linguistic tone. It will also address the benefit of using
psycho-acoustical scales for the sake of interpreting perception of
speakers, rather than measurements in Hertz for tone description.
Many linguistic descriptions appear to rely on impressionistic assignment of Chao numerals as a representation of data in Hertz
values, although this can not be determined fully without further
description of the methodological approaches taken.
By Chao’s own account, his tone numerals were described as
sufficient for the phonetic transcription of tone, but only to an
extent. He described the system as ignoring changes in pitch
caused by intonational variation based on non-linguistic factors
such as emotional state. While his numerals may not be all that
practical for phonetic transcription, they have proven themselves
indispensable for the phonemic transcription of tone in the description of languages with contour tone systems.
Chao’s system is widespread not only in academic publishing, but also second language learning materials for languages
without standardised orthographies. For example, it is the primary means of tone contour description for most texts to learn
Shanghainese, for example Go (1997), in lieu of any standard
tonal orthography for the language as we see in, for example,
the jyut6 ping3 粵拼 romanisation system for Cantonese.14 Chao’s 14.
tone system provides a good amount of detail and is easy to
understand at a glance. Section 3.1.1 provides an overview and
historical background to Chao’s system, with problems addressed
in Section 3.1.2. Section 3.2 addressed what is problematic with
only presenting data in Hz, and alternatives are given starting in
Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 provides a method to clearly work
out Chao numerals for presentation of the data so that what is
often used as an impressionistic descriptor can be more properly
quantified and reproduced.
3.1 Y.R. Chao’s Transcription of Tone
3.1.1 Historical background & Overview
The tone numerals and corresponding tone letters were introduced by Y.R. Chao in his 1930 paper “ə Sistim əv Toun-letəz”
published in Le Maître Phonétique. He presented the numerals as
a system to describe the pitch contours found in lexical tones.
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In jyut6 ping3 ,
tone
categories
are
represented
by
superscripted
numerals (Matthews
and Yip 2013)

For Chao, five levels were considered sufficient to describe
in sufficient detail the changes in pitch that would need to be
described. This degree of distinction into five significant levels
15. Here, ‘register’ is
not to be confused
with the so-called yīn
and yáng registers,
which
represent
an historical split
based
on
initial
voicing distinctions,
discussed briefly in
Section (6)

has long been taken to be enough to cover both register15 tone
systems and contour tone systems as defined in Pike (1948).
Additionally, as there are no languages with more than 5 register
tone levels attested, with the possible exception of Chori (Dihoff
1976, Odden 1996), there was no perceived need to a system of
greater fineness. With five levels descriptions of changes in pitch
in the tone space can be sufficiently described for most purposes.
Chao proposed both a system of symbols, referred to as “tone
letters”, and corresponding numerals. The letters are formed by
upright bars with lines to the left of the bar marking the pitch in
height. The numbers 1 through 5 are represented as ˩ ˨ ˧ ˦ and
˥. In combination they may create angled lines, for example ˨˦˨ for
242:, although this is often dependent on the font being used to
render the glyphs. A high pitch would be represented with a 5
or the letter ˥. A pitch contour which began near the middle of
the tone space, dropped to the bottom, then rose again, similar
to Modern Standard Mandarin third tone, would be represented
as 214:, the colon being used by Chao for all tone numbers when
given in a text so as to signify that the numbers are referring to a
pitch contour. Thus “horse” ⾺ mǎ is typically transcribed <ma˨˩˧>,
or with numerals as <ma²¹³>, or inline as <ma213:>.16
5

Chao scale

16. Of course, adding
to the complexity
and the issue of tonal
judgements
being
impressionistic, we
can just as easily
find descriptions of
tone 3 as 214: as
we can 213:, shown
in Figure 3.1. Such
a difference would
be highly unlikely as
contrastive in a single
variety, and surely
there are people
for whom 214: is
a better fit to their
pronunciation
and
those for whom 213:
is. Chao explained
it as 214:, thought it
is also often taught
today as 213: to L2
speakers
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Figure 3.1: Typical shapes of taught Mandarin third tone. The
dashed line represents a 214: contour, and the dotted line a 213:
contour.
Additionally, reversed tone letters ꜖ ꜕ ꜔ ꜓ and ꜒ have also been
used widely to represent tone contours which have changed as
the result of tone sandhi rules. So a rule where a 213: tone would
become a 24: tone when preceding another 213: tone in the same
lexical domain, such as Modern Standard Mandarin “mouse” lǎo
shǔ could be written /laʊ˨˩˧ॅ४ ʂu˨˩˧/. In the numerical system, post26

sandhi contours are also often shown, but separated by a hyphen,
so lǎo shǔ would be /laʊ213-24 ʂu213 /.
There are also dotted versions of the tone letters, both for
tonemic levels ꜌ ꜋ ꜊ ꜉ ꜈ and post-sandhi levels ꜑ ꜐ ꜏ ꜎ ꜍ which are used,
although rarely, to show the level of so-called “neutral” tones,
tones which have lost their identity to some degree often due to
either sandhi or assimilative processes. The use of these variants

is rare. One example is from the Dêgê སྡེ ་དགེ dialect of Khams ཁམས,

translated from Skal-bzang (2002)17 :
(1)

ཁ ོ་སླེ བས་འ ོང་གྲག

kho˥˧ tseˀ˦˧ õ˩˨˧ tʂɑ꜊
“I’ve heard he has arrived”
(2)

ཁ ོ་དྭམས་བུད་ཐལ།

kho˥˧ dā˥˥ pøˀ˩˨˩ the꜊
“They left”

17. The doubling of
the tone letter in the
second example here
is due to the pitch
contour being of
usual length, where
a single tone letter
generally indicates a
shortened syllable

In both of the above examples, the ꜊ marker represents a neutral
tone with a pitch near the middle of the range.18 For more infor- 18. This was checked

mation on the neutral tone, and the use of the dotted tone glyphs, with
see Ch’en Ta-tuan et al. Chinese Primer: Lessons (1994).
Another example can be seen in the transcription of the Sūzhōu
dialect of Wu below.19
(3)

勞動節
læ˩˨˧꜕ doŋ˧˨˩꜔ tsiəʔ˥꜏
“Labour Day”

Example (3) shows both left-facing underlying tone contours,
right-facing post-sandhi contours, as well as a right-facing unstressed tone letter. This is an example of the complex tone sandhi
rules found in Wu dialects, for which the language is known.
Chao’s tone letters provide an easy to read description of what’s
happening with the pitch in these two phrases.
This is also a good example of the rightward tone spreading
for which the Wu varieties have become well known. To simplify
the system somewhat, in most Wu dialects, the tone pattern for
a single prosodic word is determined solely by the initial syllable
and the number of syllables in the word, with one of the syllables
having a high pitch.20 Thus any three-syllable word in Sūzhōu
dialect which has the same underlying tone as læ˩˨˧ 勞 — in this
case a píng 平 tone in the voiced yáng 陽 register — will likewise
have the same final pitch pattern as læ꜕ doŋ꜔ tsiəʔ꜏, regardless of
the underlying tones of the final two syllables.
Already, Chao’s tone letters are used less frequently than
Chao’s numerals, and the dotted tone letters even less so. Num27

a
Khamsspeaking colleague,
Sonam
Lhundrop,
who confirmed it
as unstressed midlevel tone. Sonam’s
dissertation
on
his
own
variety,
Horpa, also known
as Ergong, has been
published under the
name Tunzhi Tunzhi
19.
Adapted from
An Investigation on
certain newly-emerged
sound changes in
the Sūzhōu Dialect,
written
collectively
by
the
Dialect
studies group in the
Chinese
language
department
of
Renmin
University
(1988)
20. For this reason,
Wu varieties have
sometimes
been
described as having a
pitch-accent system,
rather than a tone
system such as that
seen in Mandarin

bers provide the additional benefit of being easier to type and
having much wider font support.
For the sake of clarity, superscript numbers are used in this
work when describing the contour of the tone, while subscript
21.
This is not a
universal convention,
and often superscript
is used for both
category
and
contour,
based
in part on the greater
ease
of
writing
superscripts in most
word
processing
software.

numbers refer to the number of the tone.21 For example, in
Modern Standard Mandarin we have four tones, referred to as
“first tone”, “second tone” and so on. First tone is written either
with a diacritic, mā, or with a number, ma1. The number does not
reflect to the pitch contour in any way, and one must already know
that first tone has a 55: contour. In transcription, then, we would
write ma1 to show that this is “ma” in the first tone, or we could

write ma55 if we wish to show the contour of the tone. For a good
example of this being put into practice, see Sagart (1999). This is
not always done, and often due to technological constraints, both

22.
Chao himself
also
made
no
such
mention
of
superscript
or
subscript;
in the
original
proposal
it was the letters
which
he
was
promoting, and later
on he relied more
on
romanisation
systems
which
reflected
tone
category
through
spelling,
such
as
his
gwoyeu
romatzyh 國語羅⾺字
system. The use of
superscript/subscript
is a later distinction
used in a number
of sources on Sinitic
varieties, and while it
is far from universally
employed,
it’s
a
useful practice and
as such has been
adopted here.

are marked as superscript.22
If one is to follow this rule, lǎo shǔ may also be transcribed
as /laʊ3 ʂu3 / if the tone number is being documented, but not
the contour. This should not be confused for the system of tone
numerals being described here.
There are obviously exceptions. One of the more extreme
exceptions is to use a combination of subscript and superscript
numerals. The following examples are of Shanghainese, taken
from Lún (1988). Shanghainese is another Northern Wu variety
like that spoken in Sūzhōu, and as such follows one of the most
complex tone-sandhi systems found in any of the Sinitic groups.
Each syllable’s tone will change in complex but predictable ways
based on the tone of the first syllable in the prosodic domain.
Because of the complexity of the changes, it may be of benefit
to describe not only the resulting tone but also the original tone
contour:
(4)

怪勿得
13
55
kuɑ24
33 vəʔ55 təʔ22

“no wonder”
(5)

⽼⾥⼋早
13
55
24
ɦlɔ13
22 li55 paʔ33 tsɔ31

“long before”
In these examples, the subscript numbers represent the surface
contours after sandhi changes and the superscript numbers represent the original tone contour of the individual morphemes. The
same thing can also be accomplished with hyphens, and is more
common.
(6)

⽼⾥⼋早
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ɦlɔ13-22 li13-55 paʔ55-33 tsɔ24-31
“long before”
This is again likely due to being substantially easier to enter into a
computer.23
Of the two methods described by Chao, numerical transcription is more commonly used in modern texts than the tone letters,
being considerably simpler for data entry, and therefore that is
what will be used in the current paper, although the two are
ultimately interchangeable.
In the original formulation of the system, Chao did not intend
for intonation to be completely covered. Quoting from Chao’s
(1930, p. 22) introduction of the system:
æz ði intəvl̩ z əv spiːtʃ-tounz ər ounli relətiv intəvl̩ z, ðə
reindʒ 1–5 iz teikən tə reprizent ounli ɔːdinəri reindʒ
əv spiːtʃ intouneiʃn̩, tu inkluːd keisiz əv mɔdərit vɛərieiʃn̩
fə lɔdʒikl̩ ikspreʃn̩, bət nɔt to incluːd keisiz əv ikstriːm
imouʃənl̩ ikspreʃn̩.
[As the intervals of speech-tones are only relative intervals, the range 1–5 is taken to represent only ordinary
range of speech intonation, to include cases of moderate
variation for logical expression, but not to include cases
of extreme emotional expression.]
Under this system, a contour of 51: would represent a falling
tone which takes up the entirety of the speaker’s tone space for
that prosodic unit. The numbers do not reference absolute pitches
but are instead references to relative pitches, so that a 5: in one
phrase may be substantially different in terms of pitch than a 5:
in a subsequent phrase, as well as being almost certainly the case
between speakers. They are meant as an illustrative abstraction of
the contours for the sake of transcription. Within the text, if only a
single digit is written and without a following colon, the numbers
refer to the tone categories of the variety being discussed. We
could say that Standard Mandarin tone 3 has a 213: contour.
Chao’s system of tone marking should not be confused with
a similar system used by Mesoamericanists. That system also
marks tone height with numbers, however 1 is marking high pitch.
Additionally, in this system, level tones are marked with only a
single digit, whereas Chao numerals should be doubled for all
but checked (short) syllables. In Chao’s system, a high level tone
would be marked 55:, while in the Mesoamericanist tradition a
high level tone is simply marked as 1. Additionally, some authors
working on Mesoamerican languages are using Chao’s system in
their publications, though this is not traditionally the case.
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23. More advanced
typesetting systems
such as LATEX (latexproject.org)
make
this
considerably
easier, as in the case
of this document,
but this still requires
some extra work on
the part of the writer.

Chao also originally restricted which numerals would be used
in combination, stating that to prevent too fine distinctions being
made, “points 2 and 4 are used either alone or with each other,
but not in combination with 1, 3, or 5” (Yuen Ren Chao, 1930).24
24. “in ɔːdə nɔt tə
meik distiŋkʃn̩z tuː fain,
pɔints 2 ən 4 ə juːzd
aiðər əloun ɔː wið iːtʃ
ʌðə, bʌt nɔt in kɔmbineiʃn̩ wið 1, 3 ɔː 5”
25. The traditional
Sinitic tone system
had 4 categories,
which split into the
yīn and yáng registers
based on the voicing
of the syllable onset,
with *voiced initials
generally resulting in
the yáng register. The
four categories found
in Standard Mandarin
correspond to 1, 2,
3 and 5, with those
previously
in
4,
6, 7 and 8 having
changed categories
due to mergers or
shifts.
Here odd
numbers represent
the
yīn
register
and even numbers
represent yáng, so
both 1 and 2 are píng
tones, as shown in
Table 3.2. This has
been discussed at
length
elsewhere,
and so we will not
discuss it here. For
more
information,
see
Pulleyblank
(1978). However, it
will also be addressed
further in Section
3.1.2

However, in the years since this system has gained popularity, that
restriction has been largely ignored. In fact Chao himself often
ignored this rule and regularly transcribed contours of 21:, 23: or
45:, as for example in his transcription of Chángzhōu 常州 dialect
in Table 3.1, following the traditional Chinese tone system.25

píng
register

yīn
yáng

44
13

category
shàng qù
55

523
24

rù
5
23

Table 3.1: Chángzhōu tones (Chao 1970). There is no shàng tone in
the yáng register due to mergers.
In descriptions of the Mandarin tone system, he also later
would use 214: as a transcription for the convex third tone, but
did so after pointing out that the midpoint of the contour was not
a necessary feature (Yuen Ren Chao, 1965). In the nine decades
which have passed since his proposal, contours of 21: and 213: are
today quite common, most typically in describing the third tone in
Standard Mandarin, a language Chao wrote on extensively.
The numbers were also initially described as able to be taken
as whole steps on a musical scale for the sake of illustration (Chao
1930).

In the semitone scale, this means a 51: contour falls

eight semitones. This notion of one step in his system being
equatable to one whole step was not a practical description but
rather something intended to help L2 learners:
fə pəːpəsiz əv toun drilz, iːtʃ step mei bi teikən tə biː ə houl
toun, ðʌs meikiŋ ðə toutl̩ reindʒ iːkwəl tu ən ɔːgmentid
fifθ. ðis wəd meik ðə səksesiv prənʌnsieiʃn əv ə nʌmnbər
əv tounz sɑund rɑːðər ʌnmjuːzikl̩ , ʍitʂ hɑuevə iz rɑːðər ən
ədvɑːntidʒ fə fənetik pəːpəsiz. (p.25)
He also states that there being phonetic value in his system,
but the Chao numerals should not be taken as meant for phonetic
transcription in the case of linguistic documentation. The numerals do not refer to fixed pitches. Rather, they should be taken

26. Note Chao’s do,
re, mi, fi, si corresponds to the alternate labels do, re, mi,
fa, so

as points imagined in the speaker’s tone space, the difference
between any two steps on Chao’s scale being as variable as the
realisation of tonemes themselves from one speaker to another.
Quoting from Chao’s A Grammar of Spoken Chinese (p.53):26
30

If we divide the range of a speaker’s voice into four equal
intervals… then practically any tone occurring in any of
the Chinese dialects can be represented unambiguously
by noting the beginning and ending points, and, in the
case of a circumflex tone, also the turning point. … On
the average the five reference points can be roughly
identified, in the tonic sol-fa system, with do, re, mi, fi, si
or, when enlarged, with do, me, fi, la, dó of the diminished
seventh chord.
It’s important to note Chao’s own description of the flexibility of
the range that the numerals cover. It has been argued in the past
that his intention in developing the system was to be applicable
for accurate phonetic transcription. However he himself states
that “[b]oth the actual intervals and the absolute pitch are relative”
not only to the speaker but to their mood as well. One would be
mistaken to treat the numerals or their corresponding letters to
be marking some fixed pitch or note. The references to musical
scales are meant for the reader’s understanding and should not
be taken as a literal description.
3.1.2 Problems with Chao’s system
We can generally divide problems with Chao’s tone number system
into problems with the system itself, and problems with how it is
applied.
One of the more common issues belongs in the latter. It is
often the case that an author will give us information about the
tones of the subject language, providing Chao’s tone numerals
to describe the tones, but without ever giving any information
as to how those values were determined. In many cases, these
may simply be impressionistic judgements by the researcher and
evidence is not provided as to how it relates to the perception of
pitch by the speech community.
Take for example the otherwise excellent multi-dialectal Hakka
dictionary produced by Luó Měizhēn et al (2004). The dictionary
covers 11 Hakka varieties spoken through three provinces.

It

would be impractical to give tone contours for every word of
every variety. Instead, tone categories are given following the
traditional Sinitic 8-tone system. An example of a single entry for
the character 浮 is as follows, partially translated here:
【浮】/phɔ2 / verb. to float. Also read as: /fəɯ2 /
梅: /phiau1 /; 曲: /fiu2 /; 坪: /pho2 /; 武: /phɔ2 /; 連: /phɔ2 /;
寧: /phɔ2 /; 瑞: /phɔ2 /; ⽯: /phau1 /; 上: /fio2 /, /phɔ2 /
The first phonemic transcription is for the dialect spoken in
Tshòngtin ⻑汀 County in Fújiàn Province, pronounced as /phɔ2 /
31

but also sometimes as /fəɯ2 /.

The superscript numbers are

referring to the 8 tone categories. Each following phonemic transcription is for a different variety, abbreviated by single characters.
The tone numerals correspond to the categories found in
traditional Chinese phonology. In early descriptions of Chinese
tone dating back to the Tang period (600 CE), Chinese had four
tones, known as píng, shàng, qù and rù. These were different in
contour. At a later point in time, a register distinction developed
based on voicing of the onset. The registers were called yīn and
yáng. Table 3.2 shows how the subscript numbers used above in
the Hakka dictionary correspond to those categories.
píng
register

yīn
yáng

category
shàng qù

1
2

3
4

5
6

rù
7
8

Table 3.2: Sinitic 8-tone system.
This numbering of the categories from 1 to 8 is quite common,
and it’s generally a safe assumption that when encountering syllables marked with single digits falling somewhere from 1 to 8, that
27.
There is an
alternate numbering
of these categories,
in which all the yīn
tones are numbered
first 1-4, and then the
yáng tones as 5-8.
It is also somewhat
common to number
the tones without
accounting for ones
which have been
lost, so that if for
example
historical
categories 3 and
tone 4 have merged
but
5
remains,
what was category
5
is
numbered
as 4.
Individual
researchers
may
follow
their
own
practices.

it refers to these categories.27
Tone contour values are then given for Tshòngtin ⻑汀 dialect,
being the primary focus of the text, but only for five of the seven
tones used in that variety. Tones 3 and 4 have merged, as is
often the case. Tshòngtin is one of the few Hakka varieties which
lacks any rù category morphemes, as the historical voiceless-onset
morphemes in that category have become yáng píng tones, and
fully voiced rù morphemes have become yáng qù in this variety
(Xie, 2003).
category
píng shàng qù
register

yīn
yáng

33
24

42

54
21

rù
—
—

Table 3.3: Tshòngtin tones (Luó 2004).
What is unclear from this is why the differences given are as
they are. Is it simply for the sake of numerical symmetry that we
see 42: and 24: as mid-fall and mid-rise contours? Are 54: and 21:
both intended to represent high and low falls respectively? Why
not 53: and 31:? This is not to suggest that the authors did not
have a good reason for presenting this the way they did. However
we as the reader are not given an explanation.
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We see the same thing with another prominent Hakka dictionary by Zhāng et al. (1995). Tones are given as categories for
the entries, as in Luó, and then the contours are given for the
specific variety (in this case that of Moiyan 梅縣 dialect)28 Sháng 28. The second tone
has merged,29 as has the qù category.

register

yīn
yáng

category
píng shàng qù

rù

44
[22]

1
5

31

52

Table 3.4: Moiyan tones (Zhāng & Lài 1995). Underlines are used as
a convention to represent a shortened duration.
Lín (1993) gives similar values, as well as 22: for our missing
lower register ping tone. However, in Cheung (2011), we see a
different result, with tone number two being transcribed as 11:
rather than 22:.
Hashimoto (1973), who wrote what is perhaps the most important early work on Hakka, had yet different values, also for Moiyan,
shown in Table 3.5.
category
píng shàng qù
register

yīn
yáng

33
11

42

55

rù
21
45

Table 3.5: Moiyan tones (Hashimoto 1973).

píng
register

yīn
yáng

33
11

category
shàng qù
31

55

rù
31
44

Table 3.6: Moiyan tones (Yang 1967).
In many cases variations in transcription are excused. For example, Hashimoto states that “…variation between [Hashimoto’s
21:] and [Paul] Yang’s [31:] is not very significant” (Hashimoto,
1973, p. 412).

This is in response to the difference between

Hashimoto’s description and that of Yang (1967) seen in Table 3.6,
who had worked on the same variety some years before. Small
variations are not necessarily problematic, but would be even less
so with a better sense of how the numerals were determined. How
significant is the difference between Hashimoto’s 21: compared
to Yang’s 31:, or Hashimoto’s 45: to Yang’s 44:? Would the two
33

contours are missing
in my copy of the
text, but should be a
low tone corresponding to the high contour of tone one.
29.
The actual
‘merger’ is slightly
more
complicated
than a collapse of
the two registers,
with some words
shifting
categories
based on sonorant
vs obstruent onsets
as well as differences
in voicing. For our
purposes here we do
not need to go into
greater detail.

still come to those differing conclusions if working with a single
speaker at a single time?
In other cases, even within a single author’s work on a single
dialect, little detail is given for otherwise important distinctions.
For example, Hashimoto provides tone contours from a study
conducted on the Hoiliuk Hakka dialect spoken in Hsinchu, Taiwan.
The numbers provided are given in Table 3.7.

He makes the

point that “acoustic measurements clearly show that tone 1 [(41:)]
of Hoiliuk starts from a slightly lower position than that of the
beginning of tone 2”. However, we are never given any further
explanation on this point nor any way to know what the basis was
for assigning any given pitch to a point on Chao’s scale.

upper register
lower register

píng

shàng

qù

rù

41
55

13

21
11

45
32

Table 3.7: Hoiliuk tones (Hashimoto 1973).
Compare this to Gǔ’s Hoiliuk tones in Table 3.8, and more
questions arise. While most contours are the same, What is 45:
for Hashimoto is 55: for Gǔ. Gǔ also does not recreate Hashimito’s
clear difference in the starting point of the two píng tones. Then
there is the issue of the qù category which shows an apparent flipflop between the two registers. Since we have no further data in
either case, we are unable to know to any extent what’s actually
the case with this variety, and are even unable to take the authors’
at their word since there are clear contradictions.

upper register
lower register

píng

shàng

qù

rù

53
55

13

11
22

55
32

Table 3.8: Hoiliuk tones (Gǔ et al 2005).
Without knowing how each author came to that result, we
cannot then say that these should be treated as equivalent and
the result of methodological differences, rather than actually
representing a shift in the tones between the publication of the
two studies. Changes in tone systems are a significant topic of
research, and these changes can occur relatively quickly, so it’s a
very real possibility that a difference in transcription is the result
of such a change and not just methodological difference. To then
not be able to address such changes puts future research at a
considerable disadvantage. Just as proper collection of metadata
is important to allow better analysis of descriptive data, so too is
proper justification of tonal descriptions.
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In yet other examples we are given Chao numerals for tones,
accompanied by no greater detail than approximate pitch values
in Hz for duration-normalised tokens. Ungsitipoonporn (2009)
provides an excellent description of tone rules for the Bangkok dialect of Moiyan Hakka, but then provides only two graphs showing
values in Hz which cover averaged pitch values of five informants.
We know nothing of these informants. We can’t say if they are
all men or all women or all have similar pitch ranges. We have
no sense as to what, if any, normalisation was done between
speakers.

Even if one were to take the considerable amount

of time required to reverse-engineer the pitch values from the
graphs and convert to a more appropriate scale, a huge amount
of information has been lost already. Lack of clear description of
normalisation methods used, if any, is a substantial oversight that
could lead to misunderstanding of the data, and is a practice that
ought to be avoided.
As already mentioned, a number of problems regarding the
scale are not so much problems of the scale itself, but rather of
inconsistent or problematic application. However, there are also a
few shortcomings in the system itself which need to be addressed.
Primarily represents only pitch

It is also important to note that

the numerals themselves reflect only pitch height — what could
be called “register” in Pike’s terminology — and changes in pitch,
Pike’s “contour” tones (Pike 1948). However pitch is often not the
only important feature of tones. Phonation (creakiness, glottalisation or breathiness) also plays an important role in distinguishing
tonemes, as does duration and intensity.
Take for example the tone system of Tai Phake, a Tai-Kadai
language spoken in Northeast India. In Tai Phake, three of the
six tones are mid-falling, as seen in Table 3.9 showing data from
Morey, 2014c.
tone

features

numerals

1
2
3
4
5
6

level
high rise-fall
falling
falling
falling
rising

44
452
31
31
31
35

creaky
modal
long

example
na1
na2
na3
na4
na5
na6

‘quarrel’
‘rice field’
‘face’
‘maternal aunt’
‘melt away’
‘thick’

Table 3.9: Tones in Tai Phake adapted from Morey (2014).
Note that in Table 3.9 tones 3, 430 and 5 are all described
with Chao numerals 31:, while a distinction is made between the
three based on duration or phonation. Chao’s system does not
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30. As per personal
communication with
Morey (18 Sept 2018)
it should be noted
that tone four may
also have breathy
phonation.

reflect differences in phonation, and in only certain cases are
differences in duration reflected, by either underlining or doubling
the numerical values, a compensatory method discussed further
below.
For both phonation and duration, the IPA provides other means
of showing such differences, such as /nɑ̰/ vs /nɑ/ vs /nɑː/ in the
above table, but these are often lost in the discussion of tone,
and may be interpreted not as part of the toneme but rather
as something segmental. In fact, this difference could be both
segmental and tonemic, as is the case in Cholim, a Northern Naga
language spoken in Northeast India, for which the *creaky tone
category has developed full glottal closure nearly identical to a
segmental glottal stop.
In fact Chao did provide some support for length distinctions.
Take for example the tones for the Sōngjiāng 松江 dialect of Wu
吳語, spoken in East China (Y. Zhāng, 2003). Tone contours for
Sōngjiāng Wu are shown in Table 3.10 according to the traditional
Sinitic category and register system, where an underline is used to
represent compressed duration of checked tones.
category
píng shàng qù
register

yīn
yáng

53
31

44
22

35
13

rù
5
3

Table 3.10: Sōngjiāng Wu tones (Bāo 1999).
As mentioned above, in the Mesoamerican system, level tones
should be written with a single digit only, while Chao’s system uses
two of the same to transcribe a tone as level. The exception to this
is when the tone is on a checked syllable — one with an oral or
glottal stop coda — which are generally notably shorter than open
or nasal stop coda syllables. In these cases, when the pitch is level,
only a single digit is used, and the tone numerals are underlined
as in the last column of Table 3.10. Such syllables can also have
contour tones, in which case both the starting and ending pitch
heights of the TBU are transcribed numerically, but the numbers
will still be underlined.
In this way Chao’s system gives us at least something to show
an important feature of many Sino-Tibetan tone systems, being
the presence of a separate “checked” tone category, and does so
in a way in which it is clear that the shortened duration is a feature
of the toneme rather than something segmental.
This has been employed by a number of researchers on Sinitic
varieties, in addition to adding additional digits to show greater
phonemic length. Table 3.11 shows the same tone categories for
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another Wu variety, spoken in Wēnzhōu 溫州 in southern Zhèjiāng
浙江 Province.
píng
register

yīn
yáng

33
331

category
shàng qù
34
114

52
222

rù
3312
2212

Table 3.11: Wēnzhōu Wu tones (Rose 2000). Number of digits
reflects differences in duration, with the underlined 34 indicating
that is is a checked tone having the durational equivalent of one digit,
a common convention in Sinitic description.
In Wēnzhōu dialect, the glottalisation found in a number of
tone systems in the shàng category has resulted in syllables with
this tone category becoming checked. In the description given
in Phil Rose (2000) we are given an underlined yīn shàng tone.
Other tones are given extra digits to show their relative length
compared with the standard two digits.31 While four digits for a 31.
single toneme is far from the norm, it nonetheless is an option.
Duration provides a much cleaner datapoint than pitch. For
duration we are speaking strictly in terms of the amount of time, in
milliseconds, that it takes from the start of the tone-bearing part of
the syllable — the so-called tone-bearing unit or TBU — to the end
of the syllable.32 Of course, as is the case with measuring pitch,
problems may arise when attempting to measure syllables with
creaky phonation, as computerised measurements have some
difficulty extracting the desired data.
However, this is also not standardised, and there are no clear
guidelines for how to decide if a toneme should be transcribed
with multiple digits or not. The typical application is that if there
is a midpoint of significance in the contour, such as falling then
rising, three digits is preferred. In such cases, duration may not
actually be intentionally represented, or may be present but not
reflected in the transcription. That is to say, the presence of three
digits does not necessarily mean that a toneme is 50% longer than
one with two digits, nor is it necessarily the case that a two-digit
transcription represents a toneme which is shorter than one which
is transcribed with three digits.
So, while Mandarin’s dipping third tone is in fact longer than
the others, it is not duration that warrants the third digit. In the
case of Wēnzhōu above, looking at the Chao numerals alone, it is
unclear what is to be made of phonemic duration of the tones.
331: for the yáng píng tone could be simply a delayed fall, or
indicate that it is longer than the corresponding tone in the yīn
register. For yáng qù, the transcription of 222: is more clearly
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Earlier sources,
such as Zhèngzhāng
(1964), give both the
yīn and yáng registers
of the shàng tone as
checked, as well as
those in the rù category. The oral stop
coda has been lost in
the Wēnzhōu rù category, while a glottal stop coda has developed for the shàng
category. In the case
of Rose, we must assume four different
durations being represented here.
32. There is much
to be said on this
topic, but for our purposes here we can
skip over most of it.
It is sufficient to say
that, in the case of all
data collected here,
the TBU of the target language is effectively everything after
the initial consonant.
For more information
on the Tone-Bearing
Unit, see Bāo (1999)
or Yip (2002)

representing duration, but since there is not standardised conventions for this, we cannot know the significance of the difference by
this alone.
The one area in which there is something of a convention is
with the underlined tones. In Sinitic, this is commonly restricted to
what are called “checked tones”, corresponding historically to the
rù or “entering” tone category in Middle Chinese. Checked tones
often occur with a non-nasal oral stop coda and, related to that, a
significantly shorter duration. However, as is clear in the Wēnzhōu
data above, even in Sinitic varieties with fairly conservative tone

F 0 (semitones)

systems, checked syllables are not restricted to the rù category.
6
4
2
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

duration in seconds
Figure 3.2: Chao numeral values for four tones in Muishaung based
on a single token of each toneme See Figure 6.23 for further details
on this variety.
is mid-falling with final glottalisation;
1st tone
2nd tone
is mid- to high-falling with modal voice;
3rd tone
is level with middle height
4th tone
is checked and of variable height but typically high.
33. The differences in
duration shown here
are fairly consistent
across speakers for
this variety, but are
a secondary feature
and most apparent in
isolation.

Figure 6.2333 shows the contours of the four tonemes in
Muishaung (Mossang), a Tibeto-Burman language in the Northern Naga (Sal) group spoken in Northeast India and Myanmar’s

Sagaing စစ်ကိုင် Region. These data are from a single speaker,
a single token for each of the tonemes, collected by the author
during fieldwork in Arunachal Pradesh in late 2015. The four tones
of Muishaung can be described as falling, emphatic falling, long
level and short level. The fourth tone occurs only on syllables with
oral codas, such as naʔ4 in the table. The third tone is phonemically
longer than the others, and the fourth is cut short. In the Chao
system, we have a clear convention for describing this additional
feature of the fourth. For the lengthened third, it is less clear,
and often up to the individual author’s discretion. In the case of
Figure 6.23 we could reasonably present the tones as 321:, 351:,
3333: and 4:, or more traditionally as 31:, 351:, 33: and 4:. The
former is much less typical, but much more informative. Neither,
of course, address the phonemic creakiness which is also present
in first tone, and not represented here at all.
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Aside from creakiness, Muishaung and related Tangsa/Heimi
varieties have a potential secondary feature on the second tone
of amplitude. It is yet to be determined if the primary distinction
between tones one and two — in cases where creak is not apparent
as is the case in a number of Tangsa varieties — is primarily one of
contour, such as 331: (or 351:) versus 321:, or one of amplitude,
leading to the often used description of the category as “emphatic”
or “louder”. If it is the case that intensity is of greater significance
than a delayed fall, it will be significant largely for how rare such
a feature is for a tone system. In fact, it has been pointed out
(Odden 1996) that there are no attested systems where the timing
of an otherwise identical pitch contour distinguishes between two
tones. However, if we are only concerned with the start point
and ending point of the pitch contour, Muishaung may provide an
important counterpoint in cases where phonation is not present.
Such a counterpoint has of course been suggested as a theoretical
possibility, though one that is often disregarded (Fromkin, 2014,
p. 137).34
At least in the languages of East and Southeast Asia, tone is
rarely ever phonemically just pitch differences, and a description
which ignores phonation or duration — often significant features
of the toneme in their own right — will ultimately be insufficient.
Still, pitch is often the most salient feature of tone systems for
those writing linguistic descriptions. The next section will discuss
various attempts at presenting psychoacoustical pitch differences.
See to Section 3.4 for methods of quantification for Chao numerals.
Register systems with more or fewer than 5 levels Four-level

34.
Muishaung
would not be the only
counterexamples.
It has also been
suggested for Dinka
(Remijsen
2013,
2014).
Further
experimental
work
is
required
on
Muishaung in order
to determine the
plausibility of such
a distinction, to be
done as part of a
future study.

register systems do not fit well with a 5-level system. One is
required to either skip a value, such as 1 2 _ 4 5, which doesn’t
work if the registers are actually more consistently equidistant,
or ignore the top or bottom end. This is not a significant issue
as it can easily be handled by skipping 5 if the levels are truly
equidistant on a perceptual scale, or by assigning them to the best
fit on Chao’s scale, skipping another number as appropriate.
A potentially more significant issue is if there are more than 5
levels. In such a case, Chao’s system could not be applied without
adjustments. For example, it has been suggested that Benčnon, a
language spoken in Ethiopia, has a tone system with 6 levels based
on work published in A Six-Tone Language in Ethiopia: Tonal analysis
of Benč4 non4 (Wedekind 1983)35 . In fact Wedekind made no such
claim, and instead clearly argued that there are five level register
tones and one contour tone. Odden (1996) confirms this.
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35. This was brought
up most recently
in
unpublished
PowerPoint slides by
Roger Blench, but
has been repeated
elsewhere as well
over
the
years,
despite no such claim
being made by the
author of the work in
question.

The only real counterexample to an otherwise assumed rule
that tone languages do not have more than five levels is that of
Chori (Dihoff 1976, Odden 1996), a language spoken in Nigeria.
Dihoff described the tone system of Chori as having three underlying tones. These are labeled 1, 4 and 6 by Dihoff, and are all
level register tones. The additional three tones — 2, 3 and 5 — are
generally the result of either assimilation or combination of two
other tones and are occurring primarily in connected speech. For
example, tone 1 followed by tone 6 will become tone 3, and tone
two followed by tone 6 will become tone 5. Tone 2 can be the result
of raising tone 4 before tone 1. The pitch height of the 6 tones goes
from 1 to 6, highest to lowest.
Additionally, tones 2 3 and 5 are important to Chori’s grammatical tones system as changes from underlying 1, 4 and 6. The importance to the system of grammatical tone is a better argument
for analysing additional tonemes, as these are not clearly allotones
of the underlying tonemes; Tone 6 can become either tone 3 or
tone 1 according to Dihoff’s analysis, and tone 4 can also become
tone 3 in certain grammatical contexts.
Further work on Chori would be of tremendous benefit, as it
currently stands out as the only real example against the five level
limit, if one is willing to accept the analysis given by Dihoff that they
should be considered separate tonemes rather than variations on
a three-tone system. However it is also possible to analyse Chori
as being a five-level register system (Odden 1996; Michaud and
Vaissière, 2015).
3.2

Why Not Just Use Hz?

When measuring tone and presenting the data, it’s important
to consider psychoacoustic pitch scales.

Throughout the past

decades, multiple efforts have been made to develop ways of
measuring differences in pitch which accurately reflect the way we
as humans perceive those differences, rather than strictly based
on the actual frequency. Psychoacoustics more generally is the
field of study pertaining to the perception of sound. In this context
we can distinguish pitch from frequency, where the former is the
perception of the latter. Likewise, loudness is the perception of
intensity. Multiple factors, both internal and environmental, can
affect how we perceive these values.
Of course, we can’t control for all of these variables, and
can only present linguistic pitch to the best of our abilities. For
example we cannot easily control for a situation where a word
is misunderstood by a participant in an elicitation exercise as a
result of additional background noise when conducting fieldwork.
What we can do is ensure that the data we present is at least in
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a scale which is more representative of what the listener may be
perceiving, at least more so than with Hertz. To quote from Pike
(1948, p.20),
One cannot hear the physical pitches exactly as they
are produced.

The ear is physiologically incapable of

responding to changes which are too rapid and (or) too
minute. A subjective record of perceived pitch may therefore vary considerably from an instrumental analysis of
the pitch of the same unit of speech.
The Hertz scale is still of considerable value. It is the actual
measure of frequency of a sound wave, whether it be vowel
formants or fundamental frequency that we are measuring. Hertz
is what our analysis software handles best, and for good reason:
Hertz does not require interpretation; it measures the sound wave
as the inverse of time.
In general ‘pitch’ and ‘fundamental frequency’ are interchangeable (Ohala, 1978). A common way of presenting pitch data in
published works is to present the raw F0 values in Hz.

This

itself is not problematic. However, it is also often the case that
judgements by the researcher are presented in the context of
differences in F0 frequency alone. There are a few reasons why
this is problematic.
In the simplest explanation, it simply fails to represent our
actual perception and classification of pitch.
Hertz is not a perceptual scale. It’s a linear scale, while our
perception of pitch is logarithmic. The way we process pitch and
identify differences in pitch is dependent on a logarithmic scale.
A difference in 5 Hz can be significant or inaudible, depending on
where along the scale the difference falls.
For the sake of example, consider a piano, tuned with 12tone equal temperament. Near the low end of the keys, 5Hz
is the difference between E2 (82.41Hz) and F2 (87.31Hz).

Two

octaves higher, the same half-step up from E4 to F4 is nearly 20Hz.
Each octave higher doubles the difference. To the listener, we
hear the difference between 5Hz on the low end and 20Hz two
octaves higher as being equivalent distances. Our processing is
logarithmic, doubling the frequency with each octave, while the
frequency itself is linear.
This must be taken into consideration when presenting tonemic descriptions.

A change of 10Hz on a high tone may be

completely inconsequential, whereas a change of 10Hz on a low
tone will potentially be a significant feature. The way in which we
measure changes in pitch height should not rely on judgements
which are based solely on Hz.
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Figure 3.3: Phake tones in Hz.
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Figure 3.4: Phake tonemes in semitones from Morey (2014).
If we take as an example the tones of Tai Phake (Morey, 2014c),
graphed in terms of both Hz and semitones, the apparent difference is not substantial. Figure 3.3 below shows the approximate
F0 values in Hz, while Figure 3.4 shows the same values, converted
to a logarithmic scale, in this case semitones. At first glance they
are quite similar, with some constriction at the upper end of the
scale and expansion at the lower end. This difference alone may
not be significant enough in most cases to drastically change the
description of tone contours for a given system, and so this alone
may not be enough to warrant not using Hz as the final means of
presenting contours.
However, a more significant issue has to do with description of
falls, rises, dips or other changes in pitch when described in terms
of Hz.
To say that “tone 3 in language X drops an average of 20 Hz”
is effectively meaningless as a linguistic description, as that could
be either a change of 1 semitones — perceptually equivalent to
the difference between A and A♯/B♭ — or of three — equivalent
to the difference between A and C — and thus perceived quite
differently by the speaker of listener. Since the overall pitch range
also varies considerably from speaker to speaker, a drop of 20Hz
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for one speaker — for example an adult male with a low voice —
may also correspond to a drop of much more for another speaker
with a higher pitch range, such as a young female speaker.
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Figure 3.5: 20Hz falls at different frequencies.
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Figure 3.6: 20Hz falls, converted to a psyco-acoustical scale.
Figure 3.5 shows three tone contours, each dropping exactly 36.
Here cents
is
the
scale
used.
20Hz. On the Hertz scale, these three drops are all equivalent, and
spaced equidistantly on the grid. The same drops converted to 100 cents is equal
to

1

semitone,

a psycho-acoustical logarithmic cent scale36 are shown in Figure approximately
the
3.6. In Figure 3.6, the three contours are not only no longer distance
between
equidistant, but also are significantly different in the degree to any two keys on
which the pitch changes throughout the duration.

Figure 3.6 a piano.

shows a psycho-acoustic scale, representing how out auditory
processing system actually perceives the tones. Hertz as shown
in Figure 3.5 does not accomplish this.37
Conversion to semitones also helps normalise inter-speaker
variations. If we are only looking at Hz, we might see one speaker
displaying a drop of only 5Hz on a toneme, while another speaker
may have a drop many times that. By converting to a logarithmic
scale such as semitones, we’re able to normalise the significant
differences in Hz that will result from different speakers’ different
ranges. A young woman is likely to have a much higher pitched
voice than an adult male. Without converting to a more appro43

For a
detailed explanation
of cents, see Section
3.3.5. Semitones are
discussed in Section
3.3.4.1.
37. From these two
plots, it would be
reasonable to mark
these as 55:
33:
and 11: for the first,
disregarding the fall,
but for the second
describing it as 55:
44: and 21:.

priately impressionistic scale as a means of normalisation, such
differences can easily cloud one’s judgement of what the tone
patterns may actually be.
There is also experimental evidence to support this. A 2003
study by Nolan stated the following conclusions in regards to
perception of intonation:
It can be seen that for both male and female speakers
semitones result in the smallest replication error... Post
hoc paired-samples t-tests revealed that most betweenscale differences were significant at the p<0.01 level, with
the exception of the difference between semitones and
ERB-rate for female speakers which was significant only
at p<0.05. The experiment suggests that a logarithmic (st)
or near logarithmic (ERB) scale best models intonational
equivalence. (Nolan, 2003)
Equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) and semitones will
both be described in further detail below.
3.3

Overview of Psychoacoustical Scales

In order to quantify Chao’s tone numerals, we first must convert
from a linear scale, Hz, to a logarithmic psychoacoustical scale.
This section will cover different methods, past and present, for
doing just that. The reader is encouraged to skip this section and
go directly to Section 3.4 if not interested in the mathematics of
competing systems.
Most of the scales reviewed in this section have the same goal
in mind, either in their origins, or in the way in which they have
been applied to linguistic tone. Despite their inclusion here, not all
were originally intended to be used in the study of human speech.
3.3.1 Mel scale
3.3.1.1 Origin
The Mel scale was an attempt at representing differences in pitch
which were perceptually equal in degree of difference. It was
devised by Stevens, and Volkmann (1940), based on an experiment
which was intended to determine what the authors refer to as
‘sense-distance’, a psychoacoustical judgement of differences of
pitches. This was done to determine perception of pitch, though
not specifically as it relates to human speech. The original experiment was fairly straightforward, and less complex than it was perhaps originally formulated. For the first experiment, a keyboard
was designed with 20 keys, each matched with a tuning knob. With
the nob the participants were able to tune the frequency of the
keys.
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There were three stages of the experiment, each using only 5
of the 20 keys. For each of the frequency ranges of 40-1000Hz,
200-6500Hz and 3000-12000Hz, the top and bottom keys of the
fives used for that stage of the experiment were tuned by the
experimenters to the top and bottom of those ranges respectively.
The participants were then instructed to divide that range into four
equal parts by tuning the middle three keys. Time was not a factor,
and the participants were encouraged to be as certain about their
judgements as possible.
The overlap of these ranges meant that the divisions created
by the participants, shown below in Table 3.12, were more or less
distributed along a logarithmic scale. The highest divisions for the
40-1000Hz range was around 639Hz, and the first division for the
200-6500Hz range averaged at around 867Hz.
participant

40-1000Hz

200-6500Hz

3000-12000Hz

JV
SS
GS
CH
JB
DM
DC
AB
AS
FS

174
170
164
167
171
168
142
140
161
154

381
454
327
392
442
391
490
385
404
376

628
718
598
706
718
768
716
732
642
706

865
792
822
751
920
972
848
985
864
846

1850
2230
2060
1696
1810
1920
1859
2390
2340
2065

3260
3760
3620
3270
2880
3320
3120
3850
3420
3430

4090
3970
4090
3820
4620
4100
4410
3940
3840
4210

6780
5670
5130
5260
5800
5110
5700
5260
5110
5440

8440
8080
7290
7540
8320
7840
7480
7120
7580
7740

mean

161

404

693

867

2022

3393

4109

5526

7743

Table 3.12: Original data from Stevens, and Volkmann on which the
Mel scale was based.
The resulting tunings were then taken for each of the participants, and by combining the three stages, a table was produced
of each participants judgements. For each of the nine splits of
ranges, the frequencies chosen by speakers as representing equal
divisions of the range were then averaged together.
A second experiment had participants using a similar method
to determine a pitch that was half that of one given.
There are some significant methodological issues in these two
experiment, the most significant being that only a few participants
were included.

The results provided by the participants vary

considerably from speaker to speaker.
Still, over the years since the original study was published,
a number of people have attempted to provide formulae to fit
the experimental data, under the apparent assumption that the
data reflects something consistent and able to be fit into a single
formula cleanly. Some of these have been more popular than
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others, although none are particularly exact in their fit.
3.3.1.2 Calculation
One such formula, presented by Fant (1968), is as follows:
(
xi )
loge 1 +
1000
m = 1000 ·
loge 2
Note that 1000 Hz is tied to 1000 mels in the original proposal.
An alternative formula which is that found in O’Shaughnessy
(1987) :
(
(
xi )
xi )
m = 1127 · loge 1 +
= 2595 · log10 1 +
700
700
Neither of these produce quite the same values. Table 3.13
shows the mel values for our sample frequencies as calculated
with the formulae given by Fant (1968) and O’Shaughnessy (1987).
F0

Fant

O’Shaughnessy

260 Hz
240 Hz
200 Hz
145 Hz

333.42 mels
310.34 mels
263.03 mels
195.35 mels

354.59 mels
330.96 mels
282.14 mels
211.35 mels

Table 3.13: Mel values for sample data in Hz.
In addition to Fant and O’Shaughnessy, there are a number of
other formulae that have been published over the years.
3.3.1.3 Shortcomings
The biggest shortcoming of the Mel scale is the methodology.
Since the Mel scale was produced by testing the judgement of
a very small number of listeners without much methodological
rigour, it should not be surprising that attempts to fit the data to a
straightforward formula have not been successful. Each attempt
to come up with a representative formula has come up short. As
such, the scale has been the subject of criticism over the years
for not being rigorous enough. Neither of the two experiments
resulted in data which are able to be described with a single clear
consistent formula.
The conclusion to be drawn from discussion of the Mel scale is
that, if a psychoacoustical scale is what one is looking for, there
are a great many available which offer a better alternative. The
Mel scale is significant for its historical value, but does not offer a
very accurate description of auditory processing and perception.
There’s an additional problem with using the Mel scale for
speech data. In each formulation of the scale, there is a point in Hz
above which the scale is logarithmic, and below which it is linear.
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This itself isn’t terribly problematic in such a case where a formula
could accurately describe the data.
The bigger issue with the Mel scale is as it applies to speech
processing at the frequencies where the system changes from
linear to logarithmic. Fant placed it at 1000Hz. Makhoul, and
Cosell (1976) placed the corner frequency at 700Hz, which greatly
helped the scale’s accuracy for pitches below that point, which
decreasing accuracy for points above. In either case, 700Hz is well
above the average frequencies of F0 being analysed in studies of
linguistic tone.
To put it another way, if the scale is linear for the range of
frequencies which are being looked at in a tonal study, then there
is absolutely no benefit in not simply using Hz, which as was
established in Section 3.2 is not something that should be done.
For this and the other reasons given above, the Mel scale should
be rejected completely for our present purposes.
For additional analysis on the various Mel scale formulae, see
Umesh, Cohen, and Nelson (1999).
3.3.2 Bark scale
3.3.2.1 Origin
The Bark scale was another attempt at representing differences
in pitch which were perceptually equal in degree of difference. It
was proposed in Zwicker (1961). In Zwicker’s own introduction he
described it as an attempt to determine ‘a subdivision more closely
related to the manner in which the ear it self appears to carry out
the process’ of discerning tones (ibid). Zwicker also presented his
proposal as corresponding closely to the Mel scale, with each Bark
being roughly 100 mels.
The Bark scale is intended to offer the added benefit over the
Mel scale that Barks are calculated based on critical bands, being
a unit natural to auditory processing.
3.3.2.2 Critical Bands
Put simply, critical bands are the unfixed ranges of frequencies
which can be used to describe how the auditory system discerns
differences in auditory signals. The concept was initially applied to
masking effects of one tone on another quieter tone when within
a certain proximity. “Critical bandwidth” refers to the range within
which masking occurs for a given critical band.
The theory behind critical bands is as follows: The system
by which the human ear processes audio signals is made of up
of multiple bandpass filters. Bandpass filters are systems which
allow only a limited range of frequencies to pass through. In the
context of auditory processing, this theory holds that the cochlear
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nerve processes sounds in the same way, where our ability to
distinguish pitch is reliant on a bandpass filter which is roughly
centred on the pitch of the tone.
The idea of anatomically based bandpass filters can be tested
experimentally by checking for what is referred to as “masking”.
This is the result of a combination of tones which result in the
listener’s inability to distinguish between the two as separate
as a result of having similar frequencies. Two slightly different
pitch frequencies within a single critical band will not be readily
discernible as two pitches.
Instead, either one will be lost, or they will be perceived as
a phenomenon called “beating”. Beating refers to the perceived
fluctuations or pulses in the volume of the sound. Put another
way, it is the sensation of a rhythmic modulation of amplitude
in the signal.

The frequency of the beats will be that of the

difference between the two tones, so that a tone of 300Hz played
simultaneously with one of 301Hz will have a beat frequency of
1Hz. Higher frequencies can also be perceived as “roughness”.
Meanwhile, the listener will not be able to distinguish the two
tones as distinct. This is a feature inherent to the human auditory
processing system.
The Bark scale, then, attempts to provide a logarithmic scale
where the basis of each of its units of measure is determined by
38.
There is still
some
debate
on
whether critical band
theory is sufficient
to explain certain
auditory processing
phenomena.
For
more
on
the
development
and
details
of
critical
band
theory
see
Scharf (1970)

analysis of these critical bands.38
3.3.2.3 Calculation
Barks can be calculated from Hertz as follows, from Fastl & Zwicker
(2006):
(
Bark = 13arctan

0.00076
xi

)
+ 3.5arctan

( x )2
i
7500

An alternative formula (S. Wang, Sekey, and Gersho, 1992) is as
follows:
Bark = 6 · arcsinh(Hz/600)
Traunmüller (1990) offers a slightly more complex means of
calculation. First, we get a preliminary value which I will call r by
applying the following:
(
r=

25.81xi
1960 + xi

)
− 0.53

Then, taking this result, one of two additional formulae may be
required depending on the value. If the value is less than 2, the
final Bark value is calculated as follows, with r being the result of
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the above formula:
Bark = r + 0.51(2 − r)
However, if the result of the first formula is greater than 20.1,
we apply the following:
Bark = r + 0.22(r − 20.1)
If however the result of the first formula is neither less than 2
nor greater than 20.1, then the(value in)Barks is the original value
found with the first formula of

25.81xi
1960+xi

− 0.53.

Table 3.14 gives the Barks for our sample data, as calculated by
Fastl & Zwicker (2006), Tranmüller (1990) and Wang (1992).
F0 (Hz)

Traunmüller

Fastle & Zwicker

Wang

260
240
200
145

2.61
2.39
1.96
1.42

2.54
2.35
1.96
1.43

2.52
2.34
1.96
1.44

Table 3.14: Barks for data in Hz.
See Schroeder (1977) and Terhardt (1979) for additional Bark
scale calculations.
3.3.2.4 Shortcomings
Each of the methods for calculating Barks discussed return different values. Like the Mel scale, the Bark scale is primarily linear for
lower frequencies, changing around 500Hz, and, like the Mel scale,
a scale which is linear for the range of frequencies being analysed
for tone data is no better than just using the linear scale of Hz.
Despite this, the Bark scale has been much more widely
used for linguistic analysis, and has much greater application in
analysing vowel formants which occur at much higher frequencies
especially for higher formants.
3.3.3 Equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB)
3.3.3.1 Origin
Similar to the Bark scale, the Equivalent rectangular bandwidth or
ERB scale attempts to provide a psychoacoustic scale based on
the idea of critical bands. Like the Bark scale it is build on the
assumption that the human auditory processing system is devised
of a series of bandpass filters. ERB also takes as a foundational
assumption that the critical bands correspond to equal distances
across the basilar membrane within the cochlea.
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ERB has its basis in Greenwood (1961) who was dissatisfied with
the mel scale, and then developed further by Glasberg & Moore
(1990).
The primary benefit of the ERB scale is that for lower frequencies — in particular those below around 500Hz and therefore those
we are most concerned with in a study of linguistic tone — the
ERB scale is much more accurate at measuring critical bandwidths
as perceived by the human auditory processing system. The ERB
scale was determined experimentally by analysing noise masking
effects.
3.3.3.2 Calculation
The ERB scale value can be calculated from Hz as follows:
ERB(fHz ) = 24.7 · ((0.00437 · (fHz )) + 1)
3.3.3.3 Shortcomings
While preferable to other scales, ERB is still less accurate as a
model of perception than semitones (Nolan, 2003), which are
discussed in the following section.
Like the Bark scale, ERB is better for looking at vowel formants
which have much higher frequencies than it is for looking at
F0 values, although ERB is a significant improvement over Bark
especially in terms of the lower end of the frequency range.
3.3.4 Semitones
Semitones are one of the more common perceptual scales used
in linguistic documentation, but by far less common than using
Hz. When we use the term “semitone” here, we are referring to
12-tone equal temperament semitones, which can be imagined as
the difference in pitch between any key on a piano and the key
exactly one half step above or below.
3.3.4.1 Origin
The use of semitones as a psychoacoustical scale for describing
linguistic tone is coming from musicological traditions. In 12-tone
equal temperament tuning, semitones are the twelve equal parts
into which an octave is logarithmically divided. Each semitone
√
from low to high has a ratio of 12 2 to the previous step; if the note A
above middle C is tuned to 440Hz, B♭ which is one semitone above
√
will have a frequency of 440 · 12 2 or around 466.16Hz. One above
√
that up will be 493.88Hz or the frequency of B♭ multiplied by 12 2.
There are a number of benefits in using semitones. First, it is
based on the octave, the difference in pitch between a frequency
and that frequency when doubled.

Octaves are a feature of

pitch which occurs cross-culturally and are not limited to any one
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musical tradition or group of traditions. While musical traditions
vary in how many notes may make a scale, the octave is still
central to the majority of musical traditions: The Nāṭya Śāstra नाट्य
शास्त्र — a Hindu text compiled around two millennia ago — relies
on octaves as a central feature of musical scales; 16th century
Chinese polymath Zhū Zàiyù 朱載堉 wrote extensively on the role
of octaves in traditional tuning in China (Chen, 1988); The octave
is also fundamental in classical Greek music (Barker, 2004) as well
as African music (Kubik, 2010), in addition to its importance in
Western musical traditions.
In addition to being built on the octave, semitones are calculated based on 12-tone equal temperament tuning. The division
of the octave into twelve equal steps, while less common as a
foundational feature of the world’s musical traditions than the
octave itself, is now common across cultures,39 though of course 39. In certain cases
not universal.
It should be noted that 12-tone equal temperament is not
only rarely used in most professional performances, but is also
something which is largely undesired, short of instruments like
synthesisers or electronically tuned instruments.

Most instru-

ments would be tuned based on the harmonics and ratios between
notes.
There is a mathematical problem in such a tuning; were you to
tune perfect 5ths that were harmonically sound and did not result
in any beats, you would end up with a mismatch in the distance
covered between seven 5ths and five octaves. Thus instead of
using 12-tone equal temperament, a composer, conductor or performer may prefer an alternative temperament for a given performance. Prior to the 17th century, equal temperament tuning was
rarely ever used. Instead a more popular temperament was what
is known as ‘quarter-comma mean-tone temperament’, which put
more importance on having pure intonation major thirds, i.e. the
span of four semitones. For more on different temperaments, see
Woolley, Kitchen, et al. (2016)
3.3.4.2 Calculation
In calculating semitones for linguistic tone, we are generally looking at the number of semitones increase or decrease that the
toneme changes by for a given lexeme. For this, we need to set
a base frequency as 0, so that we can describe pitches in relation
to that. This can be either the lowest point in the speaker’s tone
space, the mean pitch across utterances, or some other value
chosen on some arbitrary basis.
The following is a formula to calculate semitones for which
the 0 mark is the lowest pitch in a given dataset, as used in
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it is undoubtedly the
case that the spread
of Western musical
traditions is in part
responsible for this,
however as we see
with cases like that
of Zhū Zàiyù, it is not
the only explanation.

Jitwiriyanont (2014) and Morey (2014).
(
semitone = 12 log2

xi

)

xmin

The notion of semitones is based in western musical traditions
for which an octave is divided into 12 divisions.
The benefit in calculating semitones with 0 at the lowest frequency is that the resulting numbers are all positive. It can also be
calculated against the mean, resulting in negative values, but also
giving a different sense of where the tones are in the tone space.
Fant (2006) provides an alternative formula which calculates
the base at 100Hz. This does not provide any calibration to the
speaker, nor does it help with cross-speaker normalisation since
it puts the baseline for all speakers, regardless of their own pitch
range, at 100Hz.
( x )
i
100
log 2

log
semitone = 12

This is in contrast to the method presented by Jitwiriyanont
((2014)) in which the speaker’s lowest point is set as the baseline
for calculating semitone values for the sake of avoiding negative
values.

Setting the baseline of each speaker to 100Hz is not

recommended as it does not do anything for cross-speaker normalisation. By calculating to the individual speakers’ minimums or
averages, one avoids having drastically different semitone ranges
for a single toneme given by speakers with significantly different
pitch ranges.
By setting the calibration point to the lowest pitch of the
speaker, one avoids having negative numbers in the semitone
range. By setting it to the mean, there will be negative numbers, but it will reduce the influence of outliers at the bottom of
the speakers range, which may be an issue in instances where
pitch data is retrieved programmatically and the language being
analysed has any sort of phonemic creak. One must obviously be
careful about creakiness preventing accurate pitch retrieval.
Shortcomings & Criticisms

There are good reasons to avoid

using semitones in linguistics, such as a desire to avoid the perceived Western bias. Despite these issues, semitones are a good
choice for normalising pitch data, and the descriptive chapters of
this thesis will present Tangsa-Nocte pitch values in semitones.
However, an additional measure that should be considered is
Cents.
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3.3.5 Cents
3.3.5.1 Origin
An alternative to semitones is the cent scale, often used to avoid
the appearance of Western cultural bias.
The cent scale was proposed by Alexander John Ellis in The Musical Scales of Various Nations (Ellis 1885). The main function of the
cent scale was to be able to describe various musical scales around
the world, helping to establish the field of ethnomusicology. Cents
allowed Ellis to record in finer detail the pitches of these tunings.
So fine, in fact, that the difference of a single cent is effectively
inaudible even to the trained ear:
No ear has yet succeeded in hearing the interval of 1 cent
between two notes played in succession... 5 [cents] may
be easily heard by good ears... When the two notes are
played at the same time, these 2 cents make a distinct
difference in consonances, and 5 cents are felt to be out
of tune. (Ellis 1885)
It can be argued that the use of cents addresses the problem
of a 12-tone equal temperament scale being a Western-centric
construct. In all cases, a 12-tone equal temperament was not
the system used which Ellis was describing. The argument is
that the use of semitones today is culturally loaded as based on
dominant Western European musical traditions, and thus the term
“semitone” is seen as culturally loaded.
In this regard, the cent scale avoids some of the cultural
impositions one might attribute to semitones as based in the
musicological tradition. Through cents, Ellis was able to provide
a finer scale of measurement not immediately linked to Western
musical ideals. As an example, Table 3.15 shows measurements
done by Ellis for two chromatic scales he documented for Indian
music, showing both an older and newer tuning.
Deg.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Notes
Old
New

C
0
0

D♭♭
51
49

D♭
102
99

—
153
151

D
204
204

E♭♭
264⅔
259

E♭
325⅓
316

E
386
374

E♯
442
435

F
498
498

—
549
543

Deg.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Notes
Old
New

F♯
600
589

F♯♯
651
637

G
702
685

A♭♭
753
736

A♭
804
787

—
855
841

A
906
896

B♭♭
966⅔
952

B♭
1027⅓
1011

B
1088
1070

B♯
1144
1135

Table 3.15: Indian Chromatic Scales (Ellis 1885).
However, it is not entirely clear that Ellis was actively attempting to distance his work from the dominant Western musical
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conventions, but rather was simply attempting to get at a much
finer measure of pitches in a way that would still be readily understandable to those versed in music theory. His description
of cents is still entirely dependent on the division of a standard
piano tuned to equal temperament, and then given 99 extra keys
between each two of the usual keys. Both in terms of the maths
and Ellis’ own description, cents is simply a division of 12-tone
equal temperament semitones into 100 equal parts.
Of course the same information could be presented in semitones. Mathematically, the formulae for calculating semitones
given in Section 3.3.4.1 differ from the formulae for calculating
cents only in that the latter is the former multiplied by 100. One
certainly could give a measurement of 2.353̅ semitones for E♭ in
the table above.
While we should be careful in ascribing modern ideals to Ellis’
work, the cent scale still provides quite a useful perceptual scale.
And even though its origins are rooted in the semitone scale, it still
provides a means of tonal description that is not immediately tied
to the notion of 12-tone equal temperament, and as such will be
preferable to using semitones for many researchers.
3.3.5.2 Calculation
The formula for converting a pitch in Hz ((xi ) to cents based on the
minimum pitch in Hz (xmin ) is as follows:
(
cent = 1200 log2

xi

)

xmin

It is functionally identical to dividing semitones into 100 parts,
thus the name. There are a handful of additional variations on the
system of cents. One is that of centitones, where one centitone
equals two cents. The Millioctave — introduced in (Airy, 1871) —
has also been proposed, which divides the octave into 1000 units
rather than 1200. It has been far less popular than the cent scale.
Both the semitone scale and the cent scale have the benefit of
linking description of musical tone to linguistic tone, a connection
which may help one to better intuit the differences in pitch by
relating it to a more familiar context. The cent scale sacrifices
familiarity in exchange for attempting to be a more culturally
neutral system by being distanced from the Western musical
tradition. Despite such efforts, cents are not used in this thesis,
as semitones will likely be more familiar to the reader and easier
to conceptualise.
3.3.6 Z-Scores
Z-Score represents how many standard deviations from the mean
a given value is. By itself, the z-Score does not convey impression54

istic or perceptual data; it only shows difference from the mean
for the F 0 in Hertz. For a more appropriate version of z-scores as
a psychoacoustical scale, see Section 3.3.7 below.
3.3.6.1 Origin
As described by Menn & Boyce (1982, the z-Score is how many
standard deviations above or below the mean a given frequency is.
While a linear z-Score is not recommended as it does not present
a psychoacoustical scale, it is the foundation of the logarithmic zscores discussed below. As such some time will be spent on it here.
3.3.6.2 Calculation
To calculate the z-Score we subtract the arithmetic mean F0 value
in Hz x̄ from the F0 value at the point to be measured xi and divide
the difference over the standard deviation. Whether the standard
deviation is calculated as that of the population σ or of a sample
of frequency data s will affect the resulting z-Score.
n
∑
xi . The formula for
Arithmetic mean x̄ is calculated as n1
i=1

calculating the standard deviation of the population is as follows,
where n is the number of values:
v
u n
u1 ∑
σ=t
(xi − x̄)2
n
i=1

For calculating the standard deviation of a random sample of
the population, the following is the formula:
v
u
u
s=t

1 ∑
(xi − x̄)2
n−1
n

i=1

The case can be made that the full population is beyond reasonable measurement since it would represent all frequencies at
a set sample rate across all utterances of the speaker, and for
this reason the sample standard deviation s should be used rather
than the population standard deviation σ. The difference will be
minimal, however, and as long as only one is used consistently
across a single study, it should not matter which is used.
This applies to logarithmic z-scores as well, which are discussed
below in section 3.3.7.
1∑
x̄ =
xi
n
n

i=1

z=

xi − x̄
σ

The example given by Menn & Boyce is that for a series of
tokens with a mean of 200Hz and a standard deviation of 50Hz,
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the z-Score for a point at 250Hz is 1.0. 175Hz would have a z-Score
of -0.5.
F0 (Hz)

z-Score

260
240
200
145

0.96
0.57
-0.22
-1.31

Table 3.16: Z-scores for sample data in Hz.
Table 3.16 gives the z-scores for our sample data. From this we
see that a frequency of 260Hz is just under one standard deviation
away from the arithmetic mean. This is the mean of only the
four values given here. In practice, we will want a much larger
sample from which to calculate the mean. However, for the sake
of illustration of z-Score calculation, this is sufficient.
As mentioned above, z-scores calculated from a linear scale
are something that should be avoided.

Instead, we need to

look at calculating z-scores logarithmically to better accommodate
perceptual differences.
3.3.7 Logarithmic z-Score
The z-Score as calculated in section 3.3.6 does not solve the problem caused by using Hz. It still relies on Hz as a linear scale. For
this reason, z-scores as done above are not typically used in the
study of tone. To produce z-scores that are psychoacoustical and
more reflective of speakers’ impressionistic judgements, we need
logarithmic z-Scores.
One benefit of using a logarithmic z-score is that it gives a
better indication of the tone contours when doing cross-speaker
normalisation. Since the z-score is simply the number of standard
deviations from a speaker’s mean, a speaker whose tone space
is only around 9 semitones will still normalise quite well with a
speaker whose range is around 15, since the values are speaker
specific. If only semitones are used, inter-speaker variations will
still not be normalised, since individual speakers’ ranges may differ
considerably. Logarithmic z-score solves this problem, but at the
cost of being far less intuitive for a single speaker than semitones
or cents.
The purpose of normalisation is to extract the linguistic
and accentual content of the speech signal by getting rid
of as much as possible of the individual content. (Philip
J Rose, 2000)
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3.3.7.1 Calculation
The formula for calculating logarithmic z-scores is similar to that
given in section 3.3.6 except that the original values are replaced
by their logarithms, or by values calculated from the logarithms of
the original Hz data.
The following are based on Menn & Boyce for calculating the
logarithmic z-scores.
1∑
=
log10 xi
n
n

x̄log

i=1

σlog

v
u n
u1 ∑
=t
(log10 xi − log10 x̄)2
n
i=1

zlog =

log10 xi − x̄log
σlog

Based on Zhū (2004) the formula to calculate the z-Score of a
given frequency in Hz (xj ), is as follows:
log10 xj −
zlog = √
1
n−1

n
∑

1
n

n
∑

(
log10 xi −

i=1

log10 xi

i=1
1
n

n
∑

)2
log10 xi

i=1

Table 3.17 gives the logarithmic z-scores for our sample data.
Again, this is based on a mean calculated only from the Hz values
given, and in practice we should be calculating from a much larger
sample. An utterance-wide mean would be the ideal, so long as
intonational factors are appropriately accounted for.
F0 (Hz)

log10 (F0 )

log z-Score

260
240
200
145

2.145
2.380
2.310
2.161

0.89
0.58
-0.12
-1.36

Table 3.17: Logarithmic z-scores for sample data in Hz.
Logarithmic z-scores are just one of a number of different
ways to convert our pitch values into something more appropriate
for a psychoacoustical study. Whether one uses logarithmic zscores or cents or semitones may be a matter of preference.40
For cross-speaker normalisation, logarithmic z-scores have the 40. Throughout this
advantage or normalising differences in speakers’ ranges, since thesis, I rely primarily
on

semitones

for

it is calculated based on standard deviations from each speaker’s description of tone
mean. For example, when comparing a hypothetical speaker with contours in Tangsaa total range of 16 semitones and one with a range of around Nocte.
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8 semitones, the use of logarithmic z-scores can normalise this
difference and give equivalent pitch differences relative to each
speaker’s ranges.

However, for description of the pitch of a

single speaker, one scale does not have a significant advantage
over another, at least between semitones/cents and logarithmic
z-scores. Furthermore, when converting to Chao numerals will
be explained in Section 3.4, any differences that result from these
choices will be resolved. As stated at the start of this section, the
most important thing is to convert to a suitable logarithmic scale
before attempting to quantify the Chao numeral values.
3.4

Quantifying Chao Numerals

As mentioned above, to quantify Chao numerals for a given set of
tone contour values, the values must first be set to a logarithmic
scale. Whether it be semitones or cents or logarithmic z-scores
is a matter of preference. For this purpose our data have been
converted to cents in this section, according to the conversion
provided in Section 3.3.5.
For the purposes of illustration, Table 3.18 shows data for three
41.
All Namuyi
Khatho data here
has been collected
by Libu Lakhi for his
doctoral dissertation,
a sketch grammar
of
the
language
(Libu 2018).
It is
reproduced here with
permission
42.
These tokens
were all produced by
a single speaker, Libu
Lakhi, who has permitted its reproduction here
(
xi )
log
100
43. s = 12
log 2

phonemic tones in Namuyi Khatho,41 a Tibetic variety spoken in
Drugu, Sichuan.
Each row represents a pitch measurement in Hz of F0 for
roughly twenty tokens per toneme, with each of those twenty
tokens averaged for a single toneme’s values presented here.42
These are measured at increments equal to one tenth of the
duration of the syllable. The pitch is provided in Hz for each
measure, and then converted to cents following the formula given
in Section 3.3.543 adjusted to the lowest pitch in the data.
This provides a logarithmic scale where 0 is the lowest pitch at
79.4Hz, and for which the range is 1520 cents or 15.2 semitones.
tone 1
time (%)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

F0 (Hz)
191.1
186.7
183.2
181.9
180.6
177.2
173.7
171.8
172.6
173.5
173.6

cents
1520
1480
1448
1435
1422
1389
1356
1337
1344
1353
1354

tone 2
F0 (Hz)
143.9
137.4
132.6
130.1
128.6
127.6
127.0
126.1
125.8
126.4
127.2

cents
1029
949
888
855
834
822
813
801
796
805
816

tone 3
F0 (Hz)
98.1
95.1
91.0
87.1
84.2
82.0
81.2
81.7
82.4
81.5
79.4

cents
367
311
236
160
101
57
40
49
64
45
0

Table 3.18: Sample data for Namuyi Khatho.
It is the numbers in cents that are to be converted to Chao
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numerals. To do this, the range needs to be split into four equal
segments. Since the cents value has been calculated with the
lowest pitch at zero, we can simply divide the top end of the range
by 4. However, if the bottom point is set to something other than
the lowest, then the full difference between the highest and lowest
cent value must be divided.
In Chao’s system, our zero is what gets marked as 1. The value
obtained by dividing the difference of the ends of our cent range
— 380 for the data in Table 3.18 — by four becomes our target for
Chao’s 2. Double that difference is 3, triple the difference is 4 and
then the top of the range, 1520 cents in our case, is Chao’s 5. Table
3.19 shows these values.
cents

Chao numeral

0
380
760
1140
1520

1
2
3
4
5

Table 3.19: Cent to Chao conversion for Namuyi Khatho.
Assuming all values to be positive, To convert from either cents
or semitones to Chao numerals, the following can be used with
yi as the number to be converted, ymax and ymin as the ends of
the range. If converting from semitones, all values should be in
semitones. If converting from cents, all values will be in cents.
It does not matter which system is used so long as it is applied
consistently.
(

(

Chao = 1 + yi /

ymax − ymin
4

))

To apply this formula to the data in Table 3.18, looking at the
second tone values, the tone begins at 1029 cents and ends at 816.
We can calculate the Chao numerals as follows:
(
(
))
1520 − 0
Chao = 1 + 1029/
= 3.7
4
For the end point of the syllable we get the following:
))
(
(
1520 − 0
= 3.1
Chao = 1 + 816/
4
If, however, we are working with negative values, the above
formula requires an extra step. This will be the case with logarithmic z-scores, as well as semitones calibrated to something above
the lowest value. In such cases the scale needs to be offset by
adding the inverse of the lowest negative value for a given set of
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measurements so that we end up with Chao’s scale of 5 to 1.
For example, if we take the Namuyi Khatho data from Table
3.18 and calculate logarithmic z-scores,44 we get the following:
toneme

pitch range

log z-Score

Chao

high

191.1 Hz
173.6 Hz

1.07
0.55

5.0
4.6

mid

143.9 Hz
127.2 Hz

-0.47
-1.15

3.7
3.1

low

98.1 Hz
79.4 Hz

-2.14
-3.10

2.0
1.0

Table 3.20: Chao numerals from logarithmic z-scores on Namuyi
Khatho.
The final column in Table 3.20 shows the values for Chao’s
scale. To get the Chao values from logarithmic z-scores, we first
need to take the range of the scores, in this case the difference
between 1.07 and -3.10, then divide that number by 4. This gives
us the distance from step 1 to step 2 in Chao’s scale, which is 1.19
standard deviations. We then divide the logarithmic z-Score of
a given Hz value by that number, and then we have to add the
inverse of the lowest logarithmic z-Core in order to get a positive
number for Chao’s scale, plus one in order to have the lowest value
not be 0, as Chao’s scale starts at 1.
Whether we calculate from logarithmic z-scores or from cents
or semitones, so long as we’ve accounted for any negative offset,
the resulting Chao numeral values will be identical. The Chao
values of our tone contours will be as seen in Figure 3.7, regardless
of which logarithmic scale we are using as our base.
Chao numerals

44.
Note that
this would not be
the
same
values
one would get if
calculating from a
much larger sample
size. Z-scores tell you
how many standard
deviations
from
the mean a given
value is, but with
only 6 values being
calculated, the mean
for this example will
not reflect the actual
mean of the speaker
over a larger series of
utterances
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Figure 3.7: Chao numerals for Namuyi Khatho data.
In this way we are able to quantifiably assign the system
devised by Chao to our data, rather than relying on impressionistic
judgements by the linguist based on what they are hearing. Of
course, impressionistic judgement calls will still need to be made.
In the case of the Namuyi Khatho data, this specifically came as to
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which of the three tones should be considered falling as opposed
to level.45
There of course is still a need for impressionistic judgements.
Ideally these should be coming from the speakers themselves.
This can be done with perceptual tests regarding classification of
contours derived from pitch reanalysis, or simply from classification of single tokens of natural speech into tonal categories.
Additionally, on a five-level system, there will be cases where a
target is exactly between two integers. This is the case in Figure
3.7 for Namuyi Khatho. Whether the high tone is described as 55:
or 54: will likely result in a judgement by the researcher. In the
case of Namuyi Khatho, 54: is the impression of the consultant.
This is not problematic for the purposes of reproduction, so long
as this is noted in the text. Likewise it can be asked if the mid tone
is 43: or 33:. This may not be something as easily codified working
with a five level system.
In such cases, an impressionistic judgement from the researcher or speaker may well be necessary and possible. Therefore it is not being suggested here that impressionistic judgements be removed from the process of tonal description. Rather,
such impressionistic judgements should perhaps be a last resort
after quantification, but then an explanation of how the final
determination was made should be given.
In describing a tone system, a single work will never fully cover
the system for all speakers and all varieties. By providing a clear
description not only of the system but of how the work was done,
including an explanation of tone numerals which were determined
with reproducible steps based on quantifiable data, we are providing a stronger argument for our results, and a better starting point
for further research on the variety. A clear description of how the
values were determined should be as important as the metadata
for the speaker upon whom the description was based.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have provided an overview of methods for
normalising pitch of linguistic tone, converting from Hertz to a
more appropriate psycho-acoustical scale. This is beneficial as
such scales better represent pitch as it is received and understood
by speakers of tonal languages. I have addressed a number of
competing systems and how they are calculated, and in doing so
have offered an explanation of why it is beneficial to use one system over another: semitones or cents for descriptions of individual
speakers, and logarithmic z-scores for cross-speaker comparisons
within a single language variety.
This chapter has also been an overview of the system of tone
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45.
From the
perspective
of
a
native speaker — in
this case Dr.
Libu
from whom the data
come — the middle
tone is level while the
high and low tones
are falling.
With
the low tone, this is
clear on the graph.
By looking at pitch
alone is it is unclear
why the middle tone
is considered level
while the high tone is
not. In this case, by
normalising duration
and only looking
at pitch, we have
missed a significant
feature of the high
tone as phonemically
shorter,
as
well
as
the
presence
of a very different
intensity curve than
the middle tone. In
such cases, native
speaker judgements
are of course of
significant
value.
Libu (2007) addresses
this further.

numerals and letters devised by Y.R. Chao, now widely used in the
literature on tone systems of language varieties spoken in East
and Southeast Asia. More importantly, a method for converting
scales such as semitones or z-scores into Chao numerals based
on Zhu (2004) has been provided in order to provide descriptions
of pitch contours that are quantifiable and reproducible from
the original data, rather than being based on interpretations of
impressionistic judgements by the linguist. In this way the system
may be employed with a clear methodology to better represent
linguistic data in the literature.
The next chapter provides a general overview of the TangsaNocte varieties and their classification before the description of
individual varieties in the chapters which follow. It presents a
review of the literature as it pertains to the classification and
description of Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
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Chapter 4

Background on Tangsa-Nocte

This chapter provides a general overview of the groups which are
referred to in this thesis as Tangsa-Nocte. It discusses the historical and modern classification of these languages, the internal
genetic relationships between them as has been suggested by
various researchers, and a brief overview of the names of some of
the member groups. It also presents recent work done on TangsaNocte tone, the starting point for this study.
4.1 Classification & Internal Diversity
4.1.1 Place of Northern Naga in Tibeto-Burman
The region which includes Northeast India, Southwest China and
Upper Myanmar is one with a high degree of linguistic diversity.
In a small area one will find language varieties representing a
number of families, from numerous Tai-Kadai and Austroasiatic
languages to substantial representation from Northern, Central
and Eastern Indo-Aryan languages. The majority of these varieties
spoken along the Patkai range belong to the Tibeto-Burman family, within which there is also a considerable number of distinct
varieties spoken, for which the exact internal classifications are not
yet certain.

46.

Also referred

One such group for which a large number of varieties are still of to as Eastern Naga
Das
Gupta
uncertain position in the linguistic family tree is Northern Naga,46 by

a branch of what Robbins Burling (1983) calls Sal. Weidert (1987) (1980) and Burling
refers to this group as Eastern Barish, Barish being his name for
Bodo-Garo based on a transcription system with <a> for /o/ and
<ā> for /a/.47
Northern Naga is often described as distinct from other language groups sharing the Naga label, and indeed as distinct
from many other Tibeto-Burman language groupings spoken in
the Patkai area. With the exception of Northern Naga, Shafer
(1950, 1955) classified the languages of the Patkai Tibeto-Burman
languages as belonging to the Kuki-Chin group, while Benedict
(1972) and French (1983) also affirm some level of uniqueness
among Northern Naga as well.48
The closest likely related languages in the area to those of
Northern Naga are Jinghpaw and Boro-Garo, rather than the
Central or Southern Naga groups (French 1983). In addressing
similarity between Northern Naga languages and those belonging
to Central and Southern Naga, Burling (1983) goes as far as to say
that he knows of “no evidence at all… that would suggest these
languages are more closely related to other ‘Naga’ languages
than to Tibeto-Burman generally”. The classification of Northern
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(1983) as the Patkai
range runs south
by
southwest
to
north by northwest.
Northern Naga is
a more commonly
used label.
47. ‘Bodo’ <d> and
‘Boro’ <r> refer to /ɽ/,
hence the common
alternations between
the two spellings today.
48. This grouping has
also been referred
to as the Konyak
(Marrison
1967)
languages, however
this can alternately
refer to an individual
language within the
larger whole, or one
of two branches of
the larger whole

Naga as “Northern Naga” may be the result of no more than the
classification of Tangsa, Nocte, Wancho and Konyak speakers as
“Naga tribes” in the official 1950 list of Scheduled Tribes according
49. “Tribe” being the
commonly used term
which also has legal
standing in India.
The term is generally
avoided in a number
of fields, but here is
used for its saliency
in Northeast India
and
use
among
members.

to Indian law.49 Today, other ties to a larger Naga identity do exist,
but not on linguistic grounds.
4.1.2 Internal classification of varieties within Northern
Naga
The internal relationship of the Northern Naga subgroups is not
entirely clear, in large part due to a dearth of information on these
languages. Both Marrison (1967) and French (1983) described only
two varieties, Muishaung and Joglei.
Northern Naga
Konyak

Tirap

Tangsa Nocte Wancho Konyak Phom Chang
Figure 4.1: Marrison’s internal classification for Northern Naga languages.
Marrison’s classification, seen in Figure 4.1, put Tangsa, Nocte
and Wancho on one branch, which he labeled the Tirap branch
after the district where these were most spoken, and Konyak,
Phom and Chang on another branch, which he labeled the Konyak
branch.
Like Marrison, French separated the larger grouping of Northern Naga into two branches, but with a different arrangement and
50.
For the full
analysis see Chapter
5 of French (1983).
Indeed
French
spends
a
good
portion
of
the
first
chapter
of
his
dissertation
critiquing Marrison’s
approach.

a greater amount of analysis to back it up.50 Figure 4.2 shows
French’s organisation of the Northern Naga branches as he saw
them. French also compared lexicons and shows Tangsa as being
grouped with Nocte as a clear single branch off Northern Naga
with Wancho et al as another branch.
Tibeto-Burman
Jinghpaw
Dimasa

Northern Naga
Tangsa-Nocte

Konyak

Tangsa Nocte
Konyak Phom Chang Wancho
Figure 4.2: French’s internal classification of Northern Naga.
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We accept French’s classification as our starting point for the
study on Tangsa-Nocte tone systems. An additional language
variety, Tutsa, spoken in southeastern Arunachal Pradesh, has also
been suggested as closely related to Tangsa and Nocte.51
The focus of this dissertation is almost entirely limited to
French’s Tangsa-Nocte branch of Northern Naga. In the 1980s
when French and Burling were working on classification and description of these languages, few of the currently attested Tangsa
varieties were described. Tangsa has only two varieties included
in French and Marrison, and two closely related ones at that.
Wordlists for these as well as Shecyü (Shangke) were available,
though often not much more than a Swadesh list, and these often
poorly marked for tone if marked at all.

51.
According to
Barua (1991), the
Tutsa belong neither
to the Nocte nor
Tangsa tribal groups,
but had no formal
recognition by the
state until the 1981
census for Arunachal
Pradesh.
Prior to
that, the Tutsa were
classified as Tangsa.

Whether Tutsa should be included in what is here labeled
‘Tangsa-Nocte’ is open for discussion, and at the present time
there is simply not enough data to make such a claim one way
or another. However, based on my current analysis and understanding of the tonal systems of varieties such as Ollo and Tutsa
in comparison to Tangsa and Nocte varieties, it is likely that they
underwent tonogenesis52 at an earlier common stage, and could 52.
be grouped together at least on that basis. This is in comparison to
Wancho — a related variety on which I have conducted preliminary
work on the tone system but which is not addressed here — which
despite its clear relationship to the Tangsa-Nocte varieties does
not yet appear to follow the same tone system,53 although further
analysis may prove otherwise, nor does it share other common
features found throughout Tangsa-Nocte such as the system of
intensifiers discussed in van Dam 2018.
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For a more
ambitious
look
at tonogenesis in
Tibeto-Burman,
see Weidert (1979,
1987).
Such depth
is not attempted
in
addressing
reconstruction
here beyond positing
pre-tonal phonation
distinctions at some
earlier stage in the
group of varieties
discussed here.

53. This is not yet
clear.
Throughout
the course of field
research for this
thesis I have also
been working with a
Wancho consultant,
but we have not
yet been able to
consistently
and
reliably work out
tonal identities on
a number of words
which are cognate
with Tangsa-Nocte.
However, a recent
description of Phom
(Bano 2017) does
appear
to
show
some clear tonal
correspondences.
This will need to
be the subject of
future
study,
as
the
discrepancies
with Wancho are
likely due to issues
of
metalinguistic
awareness.

Deori
Atong
Ruga
Koch

Boro-Garo
Garo

Rabha
Kokborok
Dimasa
Tiwa
Boro
Khiamniungan
Wancho

Konyak

Chang
Phom
Konyak

TB

Sal

N. Naga

Lainong

Nahen?
Ollo

···

Tutsa
Tangsa-Nocte

Nocte
Tangsa
...

Jinghpaw-Luish

Jinghpaw
Asakian

Sengmai
Andro
Kadu

Figure 4.3: Place of Tangsa-Nocte within the larger Sal language
classification, including divisions within Northern Naga. Bold labels
are varieties discussed as part of this study. This is based largely on
Post & Burling (2003). Ollo has been added to show its approximate
location in the tree, but was not originally included in the description
in La Polla & Thurgood (2016). Additionally, no claim is being made
here as to the relationship between the bolded varieties. For a more
complete representation of what is here labeled the Tangsa-Nocte
branch of Northern Naga and the focus of this work, see Figure 5.1.
It has been said by some consultants that Lainong and Pingkhu
are the same linguistic group. The story was told that the Pingkhu
and Khiamniungan were the original inhabitants of the area, confirmed at least for the early 20th century by the British maps made
at that time. Then the Heimi speakers arrived to the area more
recently. Recordings were made for Lainong, however there was
insufficient data to be able to make an analysis of the tone system
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until recently.54 I have also made attempts in 2016 to record 54.
wordlists for Pingkhu in Zeepyugone, but due to a scheduling
conflict no such data was able to be collected. It is my hope

Lainong is discussed in some detail
in Appendix B.6.

that in the future additional work can be done to determine the
relationship of these varieties to one another.
It is unclear exactly how many distinct or distinguished varieties of the Tangsa-Nocte group exist today, but some estimates
are upwards of eighty varieties. Conservative estimates are still
around 60.55 Although many are spoken in both India and Myan- 55.
mar, a number are now only found on one side or the other of
the border. For example, former Rera-speaking communities have
merged with other speech communities in Myanmar but have
retained the language in India, while certain historical varieties
such as Darok (Daroq)56 have ceased to be spoken entirely, if ever
there was such a distinct spoken variety in the first place. One
issue in getting an accurate number is that many such groups are
still entirely unstudied by linguists, and it is not entirely clear that
every known name refers to a single group rather than being an
alternative name for another known group or simply the name
of a clan within a given sub-tribe. Without adequate linguistic
analysis of each group, something which to this day has not yet
been accomplished, we can not fully know that each variety has
been accounted for on any list. Even assuming all varieties are
known to academic researchers, proper recording of the names by
which different sub-tribes are known to each other is a significant

This
is
complicated
by
the
problem
of
classification; It is
not uniformly agreed
upon which groups
would linguistically
fall
under
each
grouping,
and
so a clear count
is
presently
not
possible without first
taking a position on
extralinguistic issues.
Furthermore many of
the highest numbers
are for Tangshang,
a
still
somewhat
unclear
grouping
that includes Wancho
and Konyak.

task on its own. Given the impossibility of travel to many villages in 56.
the region, it is a problem that is not likely to be resolved anytime
soon.
Names on the macro-level are problematic as well. The name
Northern Naga suggests a closer relationship to Central and
Southern Naga than there is evidence to support, as French has
shown and many others have reiterated since. To my knowledge,
up until this time, no better alternative name has yet been suggested for this particular branch of Sal. It perhaps would have
been more appropriate to have called it “Central Sal”, as Northern
Naga is situated geographically between the majority of Jinghpaw/Kachin speakers and speakers of Boro-Garo languages.57
Such a label serves the purpose of better contextualising the
varieties otherwise known as Northern Naga both in terms of
their geography and their relationship to neighbouring languages.
Within Northern Naga, the subdivision names — Tangsa and Nocte
in particular — are no less complicated.
In Myanmar, many Tangsa-Nocte speakers often identify as
Heimi or Rangpang.58 In addition to Heimi and Rangpang, Pingkhu
(Pyengoo) and Konnu (Yawnkon) are often also included with
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Darok in
particular has its
own complications.
While
the
name
exists today as a
clan name among
speakers of varieties
such as Chamkok,
it is not clear that
Darok was previously
a distinct variety, or a
dialect of something
like Chamkok,
or
only ever just a clan
name. While some
consultants
have
spoken of a nowgone Darok variety,
at the present time
we can not know
what that would have
been.

57. The identification
of
Sal
language
varieties
is
still
ongoing, especially
as more data is
gathered from areas
such as Tirap District
and western Sagaing
Region where access
is limited. For now,
Central Sal can be
defined as including
Tangsa,
Nocte,
Wancho, Tutsa, Ollo
(Lazo, Laju), Konyak,
Phom, Chang and
Khiamniungan. The
position of Pyonyo,
Gongvan,
Lainong
(likely Htangan) and
Macham is still to be
determined, but it
is likely simply from
geography that they
may also belong to
the same branch
within Sal. See Post,
and Burling (2003)
and
Jacquesson
(2008) for a brief
overview
of
the
situation regarding
these varieties.
58. Also referred to as
Pangwa in India. it is
clear that the HeimiRangpang
division
is not restricted to
Myanmar, but the
terms seem to be less
common in India,
having been replaced
by a more general
“Tangsa” label.

Tangsa, but belong to neither Heimi nor Rangpang. Pingkhu,
which have historically resided in the lowlands just north of the
Chindwin from Singkaling Hkamti, is not to be confused with
Ringkhu, a Heimi variety.

In Bennison (1931), Pingkhu is di-

vided into Wangoo and Leinsi sub-tribes, while Konnu is not
mentioned.59
Despite common use, Rangpang as a term is also not without
complications. Mr. T. P. M. O’Callaghan, the Political Officer of the
Sadiyā Frontier Tract in British India from 1920 to 1927, indicates
one such issue.
The Nagas of the Sadiya Frontier Tract have hitherto been
known as Rangpang — a name unknown among themselves. (Reid 1942, p.202)
There are two likely possibilities here, one being that there
was no group identity among those which the British government
called Rangpang. The other possibility may be much simpler,
which is that the term did have some value as a term of identity,
but as Pangwa or Pangsa rather than Rangpang. This is discussed
below, but before getting into that it’s worth noting the villages
which O’Callaghan includes among them:
They live on the southern slopes and in the broken country of the foot hills of the Patkoi Range in basins of the
Namphuk, Namchik and (mainly) the Dirap Rivers (South
and South-east of Margherita and Ledo). Some of them
still have clansmen South and South-west of the Patkoi in
the unadministered area between the Hukong Valley and
the Naga Hills district from whence they have immigrated
due North and North-East to the Sadiya Frontier Tract.
The clans are Moklum (6 villages) Yogli (13 small villages),
Rongrang (5 villages), Moshang (3 villages), Tikak (6 villages), Longri (3 villages) and odd hamlets of Mungrang,
Sakeng, Tonglim and Yungkup. South of the Patkoi are
Morang, Moshang, Longri, Dongai, Shongrang, Rinku,
etc. Nagas when asked who they are will always name
their clan and not their village. It may be mentioned
that between the Tirap River and the plains of Lakhimpur
the foothills are occupied by other clans of Nagas —
Lungchang, Tikak, Seban and those known to the plainsmen as Namsangias, Jaipurias, etc.
Regarding the Rangpang name, there are a few labels which
have been applied to this collection of subtribe containing “pang”,
be it Pangwa, Rangpang, Pangsa or some variety of these. A
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distinction has been made in the past by some in the community60

59. The Konnu village

between Rangpang/Pangwa/Pangsa and Tutva/Tangwa, to which of Yawnkon does
we might add Tangsa as a part of the latter. However, in general, get a mention in
the former is contained within the latter. “Pang” has been defined Mitchell (1942) but
by Barkataki-Ruscheweyh (2013) as either ‘spread all over’ — for
which Muishaung /pan2 / ‘to scatter’ is a likely cognate — or ‘left
behind’.

The idea that there is a Pangwa-Tangwa dichotomy

— described in previous sources such as Saul (2005) in which
the Tangwa are described as the earlier waves of migrants and
the Pangwa as the later waves — seems less likely to be an
actual binary relationship as is often described but is rather that
Pangwa/Rangpang/Pangsa is a subgroup of a larger group to

as not much more
than a name on
the way to another
village.
Despite
having 100 houses
at the time, camping
there is described as
not possible due to
lacking a supply of
drinking water.

which Tangsa has been applied as a label. Thus we can consider 60. This has come up
Tangwa and Tangsa to be in the same synonymous relationship
as Pangwa is to Rangpang or Pangsa. This sort of dichotomy was
mentioned earlier than Saul, but again suggested as only weakly
present. One such instance is to be found in the 1986 Bulletin of
the Department of Anthropology at Dibrugarh University, in which
the distinctions are described as fluid and “considerably blurred”.
This comes up again in a publication by the Indian National Confederation and Academy of Anthropologists (2004) which further
addresses some of the complexities of group naming. Consistent
with this view, “Tangwa” is not used below to describe non-Pangwa
varieties, as this is instead more appropriate as a general term for
the larger grouping which includes Pangwa/Rangpang.
As a name for this larger grouping, Tangsa was not widely used
in an official capacity until more recently, and is today still primarily
limited to India. The term “Tangsa” is said to have originated with
Indian government record keeping, but likely had earlier origins
among the communities to which it referred. As a formal marker
the term was coined by B. K. Borgohain — the Political Officer
of the Tract at the time — in order to distinguish the Tangsas
from Nagas in Nagaland, and despite being derived from terms
in Tangsa was not a previously used endonym (Barua 1991). A
similar but unrelated name is “Tangshang”, which is gaining some
traction with some speakers today. To confuse matters further,
“Tangshang” neither has the same set of referents as “Tangsa” nor
are the terms cognate. Instead, “Tangshang” applies more broadly
to French’s Tirap grouping. Like the term Tangsa, Tangshang has
a recent origin, and was not used prior to the early 2000s. In van
Dam (2018), Tangsa-Nocte is referred to as a single entity in an
effort to address as a group the relevant varieties more broadly
than “Tangsa” normally covers, but not nearly with such a wide
net as provided by “Tangshang”. That practice is being retained
for this thesis. For more on this topic, see Morey (2016).
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a few times over the
course of fieldwork
when
discussing
the
relatedness
of
different
subtribes to each other,
although
it
has
only come up with
consultants who are
themselves speakers
of
Rangpang
varieties.
It has
been said to me
by
Muishaung
and
Hahcheng
consultants, among
others

As is often the case with governmentally applied classifications, a number of the groups which have been classified as
either Tangsa or Nocte have been done so purely on the basis
of their geographic location, and not based on any specific linguistic grounds. One example is the sub-tribe known as Phong,
61.
For a more
substantial (but by no
means complete) list
of alternate names
and spellings, see
Table 4.1

also called Pontai or Ponthai.61 In Changlang District, Arunachal
Pradesh, they are classified as Tangsa. However, Phong villages
located in neighbouring Tirap district are classified by the government as Nocte based solely on geography. Presently there is
not enough data on the Tangsa and Nocte varieties to be able to
determine a clear set of characteristics to differentiate the two, but
a number of features do at least superficially point to some sort
of classificatory tools. Nocte varieties tend to have more complex
verb morphology in the form of hierarchical agreement markers.
These are not fully absent from Tangsa varieties more distantly
related to more central Nocte varieties, but in general they seem
to be less common and less complex when present. In yet other
varieties such as Champang and Chamkok, this sort of agreement

62.
Adding to
the
difficulty
in
subgrouping,
another
variety
known as Haqchum
is often classed as
similar to Champang
and Chamkok, but
does
have
this
sort of agreement
marking, though it is
clearly not as similar
to Chamkok and
Champang as they
are to each other.
63.
Barring
considerable
work
done
by
SIL
in
Myanmar,
but for which the
depth of linguistic
documentation
is
slightly less in favour
of a greater focus on
gathering wordlists
for the sake of
determining mutual
intelligibility.
64.
See BarkatakiRuscheweyh,
and
Morey, Stephen D
(2013) for more on
these song forms.

marking is absent altogether.62
A number of varieties will also have different classifications
in different sources. Within what is called Tangsa in India, there
are two larger subgroups, Heimi and Rangpang, as well as a
few smaller ones. One variety, Lungki, discussed in Section 7.1,
is described as both Rangpang and Heimi depending on which
source is consulted. Lungkhi is also not the only variety for which
the categorisation as either Rangpang or Heimi is in question.
There are a number of reasons for why this is somewhat common,
the most significant being that in India, where the majority of
fieldwork on Tangsa and Nocte varieties has been done63 , the
names Rangpang and Heimi are far less common. Instead, the
Tangsa label has superseded them in many cases. Furthermore,
a significant factor in determining if a variety were included with
Rangpang (Pangwa) or not has been whether or not a speech
community took part in the traditional song forms found among
Rangpang groups.64 However, this may not be as useful a diagnostic as was perhaps once believed, as we have clear cases
of communities speaking varieties which are linguistically not at
all Rangpang having adopted the traditional song forms. One
such group are the Chamkok, who today are considered by some
Rangpang communities to be Rangpang themselves.
Lexical differences also point to a potential classificatory feature. Phong (Ponthai) is one such variety which, based on these
features, is closer to the more central Nocte varieties, showing
greater lexical and syntactic similarity. Despite not coming from
within, the meaning of the term is itself not without controversy
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in the present day. A near-homophone could also render the
meaning as ’children of sacrifice’, headhunting and human sacrifice both being common practices among Tangsa tribes until
their fairly recent conversion, primarily to Protestantism.65 Both 65.
‘mountain’ and ‘sacrifice ’are /taŋ/, but with a difference in tone.
This difference in tone, however, is easily neutralised in natural
speech, hence the confusion.
In Myanmar the situation is no less complex.

As for the

Tangshang name, a local tradition tells of two brothers, Tangnyu
Wang and Shangnyu Wang,66 the descendants of whom are all
the sub-tribes falling under the Tangshang label today. This does
not only include the groups which would be considered Tangsa
in India.

It also includes Nocte, and another Northern Naga

group, Wancho. Making matters yet more difficult, certain villages
claimed by the Wancho as Wancho villages self-identify as Konyak,
and indeed prior to the use of the name “Wancho”, Wanchos were
known as “Konyak” (internally “Khanak”, see Barua 1991:43). Many
Tangshang in Myanmar do not identify as such, but rather prefer
the terms Heimi or Rangpang, among others. These may also
be used, and often are, as sub-groups within the larger Tangsa
or Tangshang grouping, and indeed many sub-tribes may be able
to say to which they would belong. For example, the Muishaung,
the largest group in India, will quickly identify as belonging to the
Rangpang (Pangwa) sub-group. There does seem to be some clear
linguistic similarities among groups who identify as Rangpang, as
well as a shared tradition of a particular song style, but this too is
not without complicating outliers.
The greater issue in classification is that even if one were to
look at the smaller classificatory groups in the various naming
schemes, such as only those varieties and tribes which are classified in the less inclusive term ’Tangsa’, it is not clear that we are
looking at a single ’language’. If we only look at, for example,
mutual intelligibility as the defining factor, then we cannot say
Tangsa is a single language. But even on deeper inspection, we see
significant differences in lexicon, in syntax, in tone system — some
varieties such as Champang appearing to lack tone altogether —
and other linguistic features. It is not clear if Tangsa should be
considered a single related branch of the larger group to which
it belongs, or multiple parallel branches, brought closer through
centuries of convergence through intermarriage and proximity.
A confident historical record of migrations is still very much incomplete, but it is likely that migration into the hills was quite
recent, only perhaps in the past few centuries. For a group of
people known by outsiders as hill people, the traditional song
forms describe an origin in what are likely the floodplains of major
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A number of
groups have since
converted
from
Protestantism
to
Catholicism,
and
some communities
adhere instead to
Buddhism,
while
Hinduism is present
in
certain
Nocte
communities.
An
additional
religion,
Rang Fraa, is also
a
more
recent
arrival in the area,
being at least in
part
an
attempt
at codification of
previous
animist
beliefs
into
a
Hinduism-compatible
belief set.
66. “Wang” here being the title, akin to
king or chief

Figure 4.4: Map showing approximate area of Sal language groups.
The solid grey area on the Myanmar-India border is Northern Naga.
The easternmost group is Jinghpaw-Kachin-Singpho with some scattered communities in India, and the westernmost is Boro-Garo.
rivers (Morey, and Schöpf forthcoming).
To give just one example of this, Muishaung as mentioned
above is considered to belong to the Rangpang subgroup. It
is not mutually intelligible with two related varieties, Champang
and Chamkok, which have a high degree of mutual intelligibility
between themselves, but differ greatly in almost every important
way from Muishaung. However, Chamkok is considered Rangpang, while Champang is not. The reason for this, as it has been
explained to me, is that the Chamkok have a long tradition of
intermarriage with the Muishaung, and as such have picked up
some of the cultural traditions such as song forms.

Thus we

should be careful in considering Rangpang and similar terms as
inherently genetic.
For more on the language situation in Northeast India and the
relationship between Tibeto-Burman languages of the area, see
Post & Burling (2017).
4.1.3 Geography
At least since the start of the 20th century, the majority of Tangsa
villages were situated in the Patkai Mountains, the mountain
range which separates India from Myanmar and which connects
with the Himalayas near the border with the People’s Republic
of China.

It is unclear how long prior to this time they had

settled there.

From surveys conducted by the British colonial

governments going back to the end of the 19th century and maps
compiled by the Allied Forces in the second world war, a picture
emerges of a Tangsa geographic region stretching from Kharsang,
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Arunachal Pradesh and Margherita মােঘিৰটা, Assam in India down

to Singkaling Hkamti ဇဂလိနး် ခ းီ in Sagaing Region, Myanmar.

The area in which the majority of traditional Tangsa villages are
found — located around 26.8°N 95.65°E — runs mostly north to
south between these two modern population centres, with most
historical villages deep in the mountains.
In the 1960s, a large number of speakers of these varieties
migrated into the lowlands of the Brahmaputra river valley around
Kharsang and Margherita in the Assam-Arunachal Pradesh border
area in India, where many villages were established groups often
determined by language variety but also as mixed-language communities. On the Myanmar side of the national border, a smaller
number of speakers have moved into the village of Zeepyugone
ဇီ းြဖ ကုနး် , a short walk from Hkamti. The explanation given by
many villagers in the river valleys for why the shift happened in the
1960s was that farming was better on the lowlands. At the time,
Arunachal Pradesh and Upper Assam had large areas that were
untended jungle which, after some work, became prime farmland
and offered an easier life than highland areas, with more plentiful
food and much greater access to water.

A large number of villages still remain in the mountains. How- 67. In fact there are
earlier mentions of

ever, as travel is often difficult due to the terrain or outright re- groups such as the
stricted for foreign nationals due to active separatist insurgencies Namsang
Nagas
in the area, many of the communities consulted for this study are (Nám Sáng Nogá)
currently located in the lowlands of the Brahmaputra river valley, in
and to a lesser extent, that of the Chindwin River in Myanmar.
4.2 Early Occurrence of Northern Naga Groups in Maps &
Survey Records
The earliest written records of the clans and sub-tribes which today
speak Tangsa-Nocte varieties are found in British maps and route
notes from the late 19th century. These maps were made under
the oversight of the Surveyor General of the British government
of India, with new additions published every few years gradually
increasing in both geographical detail and depth of ethnographic
information.67
The earliest detailed maps on the Indian side of the Patkai
range which shows these villages were surveyed under Walker,
the Surveyor General at the time. These were a series of plates
covering what was then called the Sadiyā Frontier Tract, the western edge of the Patkai range around what is today Margherita68
and Ledo in Upper Assam. The topographic detail is fair and
easily recognisable, but what is most interesting is the number of
recognisable villages the map represents.
These early maps were the result of a series of survey expedi73

various Baptist
missionary sources
going back to the
1830s,
but never
going so far North
as Manmao. See for
example The Baptist
Missionary Magazine,
Volumes 19 & 20 1839
68.
Margherita is
mis-labeled in some
of these early maps,
sometimes existing
near but not along
with a marker for
Makum মাকুম which
is in the correct
location. Makum was
previous name of the
settlement as well as
the current name of
another town near
Tinsukia. It is shown
this way on an 1892
re-print of Thuillier
(1876), for example.

tions into the Patkai and elsewhere in the northeastern frontier. In
many of the earlier maps, the majority of the area where groups
were found in later maps was not yet surveyed beyond the edge
of the Brahmaputra Valley near what is today Margherita. Often,
only a rough label was given for the area, as in the case of one 1912
69.
Accessed map69 which simply lists the entire region as Singphos without
from
the
British
giving any detail in the topography south of Miao Bum.
Library’s India Office
Later publications include slightly better detail, in particular
Records
Maps,
Atlases & Gazetteers later editions and volumes of Aitchison (1862) which were pubNineteenth Century lished throughout the early 20th century.
Collections
Online,
Perhaps the earliest maps showing Tangsa-Nocte tribes were
tinyurl.galegroup.com/
those published in 1906. These show the area on the Indian side of
tinyurl/5ZpCgX on 27
the border in which the earliest inhabitants now known as Tangsa
Nov. 2017.
70.
The Lungphi
village is shown at
what is now Manmao
(Walker
1906).
Muishaung is not yet
shown as present in
India at this point in
time, despite their
large numbers in
later years.
The
first
instance
of
Muishaung on these
maps comes on one
published in 1919.
The valley which
forms the source of
the Namchik নামিচক
river was likely still
populated at the time
of earlier surveys,
but not yet properly
surveyed and so left
unlabelled on the
earliest maps.
71.
Thanks to
the relatively high
quality of the later
topographical
surveys, the precise
location
of
this
village as it was
marked is easy to
locate on modern
elevation
maps,
at
27°06’38.3”N
95°47’35.3”E,
although no village
remains
in
that
location today.

were residing. These were based on data gathered in winter of
1873-1874. One map, sheet No. 141 showing from 27° 15’ N 95°
30’ E to 27° N 96° E, a number of early villages are shown that

correspond to modern sub-tribes names such as Joglei, Phong,
Lungphi,70 Longchang and Muklom. This series contributed to
another publication of maps in 1881 done soon after and overseen
by the same Surveyor General, J. T. Walker. These show much of
the same terrain, showing slightly less detail but a much larger
area, with the whole of Assam covered in a number of sheets. This
extends the names now associated with Tangsa-Nocte groups to
include Tikhak and Ollo villages.
Around this same time, 1876 saw the publication of maps
showing not quite the same small scale, but a considerable number of village labels in comparison to other maps of the time. While
the topographical data and overall detail on place names is less
substantial than many other maps of this period due to scale, it is
one of the first maps showing village names on the Burmese side
of the border. As in Walker (1906), Joglei appears as Yogli, though
only a single village is shown.
Indeed many maps from this period, if they show any Tangsa
groups at all, will show some village labelled Yogli, usually along
the Tirap River or in the beginnings of the lowlands of the Brahmaputra Valley.71 Phong and Tikhak are both also marked, shown
southwest of Ledo িলড. One village marked Longphi, which appears to be in the present location of Manmao, has a name of
some modern significance; The Lungphi are the sister group to the
Muishaung, and in most cases speak a highly mutually intelligible
variety.72 If we accept the origin of the Lungphis as brothers to
the Muishaung and coming from a common origin, and indeed
the linguistic evidence clearly supports this, then the presence of
a Lungphi village here is entirely consistent with the oral tradition
of Manmao having originally been a Muishaung settlement.
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Maps of this period are often consistently better on the India 72. This statement
side of the Patkai Range. For those which give any detail on the is complicated by
Burmese side, it is mostly limited to approximations of river routes two factors.
and occasional village locations, for example in Thuillier (1876). A
number of Tangsa villages are to be found among these, including
Langching, Longri, Shograng and Shangke (Shecyü). While the
number of labeled villages is limited, and far fewer than to be
found on later maps, it is still useful as one of the earliest records.
Finally on the topic of maps, there is another name continues to
occur on these maps, a village labeled Watto,73 which is marked on
the Kasuk Kan ridge next to the Ledo Colliery where today’s Malong
villages মুলং গাওঁ are found.74 These today are Tangsa villages, populated mostly by speakers of Chamkok, Champang and Hahcheng,
but have been described to me as having previously been Tikhak
settlements. It is unknown if the Watto shown on the maps was at
the time inhabited by Tikhak speakers. Time permitting, it would
be of great interest to determine which of these historical villages
are believed to have belonged to which sub-tribe at the time.
Another major source of early information on Tangsa-Nocte
groups comes from the written accounts of British surveys, often
concurrent with the publication of maps. Two of the most valuable
of these are Brief Notes on the Naga Hills District (Burma) with

The
first being that, at
least in India, many
Lungphi actually just
speak
Muishaung
as they are living in
Muishaung villages
such as Nongtan in
the Kharsang area.
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other
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is that many who
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Lungphi now speak
something
quite
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by some as Tikhak,
others as a mixed
language based on
Tikhak. In Myanmar,
the
Lungphi
consultants
with
whom I’ve spoken
do speak something
Muishaung-like,
which they identify as
Lungphi.

details of routes (Mitchell 1942) and Census of India, 1931: Burma 73.
(Bennison 1931), both of which not only describe village locations
not always addressed by the maps, but offer some ethnographic
details as well. How the various sub-tribes — referred to as clans
in the texts — are divided into parent groups such as Heimi and
Rangpang is of considerable interest.
According to Mitchell (1942), Ransa is Heimi (Haimye) village,
whose chief in the 1940’s was named Mawleik. This is the only
group other than Lasan which is mentioned in Mitchell as belonging to a particular Naga subgroup within the Routes section in Part
III. Other villages are listed as belonging to a particular tribe within
Part V.
Mitchell (1942) lists Heimi villages under Kawlum as Kawlum
Kama, Kawlum Teetung, Kawlum Cheepa and Kawlum Pongkashu.
Other Heimi villages listed by Mitchell Tongche,75 Miku, Rangsi,
Rara, Shiknyu, Shikshao, Nahen, Wangki, Langno, Lumnu, Kaha,
Chetsan,76 Kwechu, Langni, Yangno, Champang, Chamkaw,
Hachum, Chamun, Haman, Chamyu, Kuku, Rannu and Galawng.
The question of affiliation with Heimi is not without disagreements, and classification as Heimi or Rangpang or something else
does not also necessarily reflect linguistic similarity. For example,
as discussed elsewhere, Chamkok is often considered a Rangpang
75
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74.
Known in
Assamese
and
often in English as
Mullong, Malong is
a cluster of two or
three villages on the
westernmost ridge of
the Patkai range near
Ledo.
Malong was
originally a Tikhak
settlement, but is
now mixed. Upper
Malong-I and Lower
Malong-I are on the
southern end of the
ridge, with Malong-II
on the north on the
way to a Sumi (Sema)
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75. This village still
exists at 26°34’09.6”N
95°38’28.0”E
76.
Also still
present,
visible
at
26°39’52.2”N
95°34’39.1”E

community despite being linguistically most similar to Champang,
listed above as Heimi.
Aside from Chamkok, Mitchell lists among Rangpang the villages of Kujing, Ringkhi, Sograng, Sangtai, Kalai, Rungra, Gashum,
Cholim & Lungri both under a single chieftan named Longkawk,
Dongai, Langshing, Mitai, Lama, Hachang, Maimong, Shangwang, Shangge, Hpachet/Hpaket, Yamin, Taithe, Lungra, Hihalong, Chamkok, Sekang, Lawngshe, Sake and Lungpaw.

It is

uncertain if Shake and Shangge are different sub-tribes or just
different pronunciations of a single group name.
Konnu, named Yonkon in the texts, is another group distinct
from Heimi and Rangpang. Konnu villages are given as Chawang
Nokpok, Chawang Kunshao and Yawngkon, each of which can be
found on the early 20th century maps.
Finally, Mitchell gives mention of Hakhun, which along with
Hahon is part of a group called Kuwa and is another group which
is neither Heimi nor Rangpang. Hakhun in India has at times been
classified as Tangsa (e.g. in Boro 2017) and at times as Nocte, but
is clearly quite distinct from most Rangpang varieties.
Bennison (1931) offers an earlier and slightly different account
of the grouping of subtribes.
“The Haimis living across the Namhpuk are called Nansa,
and live in the following villages : Lumlu, Chawang, (old
and new) Miku, Tongche, Rangchi, Rara, Gaha, Chikun,
and Chikwang.”
Here Rangchi — elsewhere spelt Ranche — is likely Rangsi. Rara
here is not to be confused with Ronrang (Rera), as a distinction is
made in Brief Notes between Rara and Rungra, the latter listed as
Rangpang and the former as Heimi. Ronrang also appears in early
sources as Anrang.
Heimi is given as including the villages of Rangchi, Chawang,
Maikhu, Lakai, Pangsaw, Rasa, Kumga, Punlum, Kuku, Wanga,
Galawn, Ranu, Risa, Rangsa, Ranghku, Hkangchu, Longhkai, Lakai,
Sherung and Hahang/Gaha
For Rangpang, the villages listed are Dongai (Jiingi), Maitai,
Sanri, Hkalak, Gashan, Mawshang (Muishaung), Shangche (Shecyü), Langchin (Lochhang), Myimu (Ngaimong), Tulim, Lungri,
Sangtai, Saukrang and Mawrang.
Lumnu are called Htangan Nagas. Htangan, also spelt Htang
Ngan, is synonymous with Lainong, a Northern Naga group which
is not generally grouped within Tangsa varieties. Nahim (Nahen)
is as well, however Nahen is sometimes considered similar to
Champang varieties by some speakers and Yongkuk by others. It’s
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uncertain if Lumnu and Lumlu mentioned in these documents are
the same group, although it seems unlikely as Lumlu is grouped
among the Heimis while Lumnu is referred to as Htangan.
Matisoff’s “Languages and dialects of Tibeto-Burman” (1986)
repeats many of the groupings found in the early census work.
The specific classification of certain villages or varieties into
parent groupings such as Heimi and Rangpang are useful, in
that they tell us something about how people were identifying
themselves to the British surveyors at the time, and can provide
support for the sorts of stories we are told by the descendants of
these people residing in the area today. However caution should
be taken when looking for clear indicators of linguistic relatedness
among such groupings. Identity is and always has been fairly
flexible in the area, in fact in the world as a whole, and languages
change. For a sample of how this has played out in the TangsaNocte area, see the Hahcheng origin story in Section 6.2, in which
the original Hahcheng village was reported as founded by clans
from a wide range of other proto-sub-tribes.
4.3 Recent Work on Tangsa & Related Languages
In addition to the sources given above, a handful of other past
publications deal with Northern Naga languages as well. Two wellcited early works are those by K Das Gupta on Tangsa (1980) and
Nocte (1971). His work on Nocte deals with a single dialect of
six, while his Tangsa text is more ambitious and addresses with
Muklom, Kimsing (Chamchang), Longchang, Joglei, Muishaung
(Mossang), Mungre, Rera, Havi (Hawoi), Longri, Tikhak and Phong
(Ponthai) each to varying degrees. No mention is made of Phong’s
classification as Nocte in certain areas in his text, and while tone is
mentioned for some varieties, in others like Muklom it is entirely
absent, despite Muklom having lexical tone. In cases where tone
is mentioned, it is often given only for one or two minimal pairs
or triplets, and not otherwise marked. In addition to these Tangsa
varieties, Das Gupta gives an overview of a number of other languages in this short text, and draws some untenable conclusions
in regards to the relationship between various languages. Das
Gupta’s texts are valuable early works on the languages, but ones
which do not provide much of a starting point on the study of the
tone systems.
Prior to Das Gupta, a study was conducted in the 1950s by
Parul Dutta, at the time the Assistant Research Officer of the
Tirap Frontier Division of the Northeast Frontier Agency — the
former name of what is now Arunachal Pradesh.

Due to the

difficulty of travel in the area, Dutta restricted his account to
the Longri, Mossang, Rera, Chamchang and Joglei sub-tribes, at
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Rangpang

Havi

Muklom

Khimyang
Langlum
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Nakja
Chemcha

Yongkuk
Pontai
Longchang

Figure 4.5: Barua’s Tangsa classification. Khimyang here refers to
the village of Khimyong /ximyʊŋ/, a Muklom-speaking village located
at 27°00’52.3”N 95°42’29.2”E, which has a clearly distinct accent as
identified by other Muklom speakers (Mulder, p.c.).
the time living near the Tirap and Namchik rivers, an area more
easily accessible. Dutta does not spend too much time on the
linguistic background of the Tangsa, but it is worth noting that the
five groups for which he does offer some data are all Rangpang
groups. He adds that there “are reasons to believe that dialectal
variations are far greater than what the samples given [in Dutta’s
description] would indicate”. Dutta posited that Tangsa should
be classified as a “Lolo-Kachin” language, but based solely on the
use of Singpho (Jinghpaw/Kachin) as the lingua franca when subtribes speak mutually unintelligible Tangsa varieties, and therefore
he assumes that Singpho and Tangsa are closely related. Finally,
Dutta offers a short glossary. Some of the included terms are general, while others are sub-tribe-specific. For example Khanpong,
Khaphua, Khapong and Khapo are all given as terms meaning
“council of elders” but for Muishaung (Mossang), Longri, Joglei and
Chamchang (Kimsing, spelt Khemsing in Dutta) respectively.
In 1991 Surenda Barua published Tribes of Indo-Burma Border
in which a breakdown of the linguistic groups is given. In it, Tangsa
has been divided into three groups — Chemcha, Muklom and
Rangpang — which include a number of sub-varieties. See Section
4.2 for a fuller list of alternate spellings as found in publications
written in English.
Rangpang is given as including Yogly (Joglei), Longphi (Lungphi), Ronrang (Rera), Hachang (Hahcheng), Sankey (Shecyü) —
which is said to have merged with Yogley, though this is more generally not the case — Langching, Kimching, Chamching, Yongkuk
— despite also being given under Chemcha — Longri, Ngaimong,
Morang (Mungre), Mossang (Muishaung), Tikhak (also an odd
inclusion under Rangpang) and Tongching. Hakhun, which is also
77. The other Nocte
groups named by
Barua
are
Hava,
Kutee and Khapa.

sometimes classified as Tangsa (Boro 2017), is given in Barua as a
Nocte subgroup.77 Barua also provides a list of clan names, though
some of these — notably Ngemu and Sangval — are derivative of
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sub-tribe names (Ngaimong and Shangwal). Tutsa is sometimes
included in Tangsa, but usually not. Barua’s study focuses mostly
on culture and history of the region, his recounting of which is
more heavily focused on the Tais.
Naming of different sub-tribes is a complicated topic. Table 4.1
shows a more complete, but still only partial, list of sub-tribes and
the names by which they are known to other sub-tribes, while Table
4.2 gives a list of alternate names and alternative spellings as they
appear in English language publications and maps.
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Gaqvi2
Yukli2
Khaqlauk
Kuim2 jhing2
Law2 jing2
Long1 jau1
Lungzri2

Hawoi
Joglei

Khălak
Chamchang

Lakki
Lauchang
Longchang
Longri

Muklom
Mungre
Mui2 shaung2
Maitai
Ngaimong

Lungkhi

Lung1 khvy3
Lung1 phi2
Mukluem
Mui2 raw2
Muishaung
Mui2 ji2
Miqmui1

Gaqlaw2

Haihle

Hakhun

Bui2 ji2
Dui1 ngi2
Gaqtso2
Gaqyo2
Gaqkhun2

Bote
Jiingi
Hacheng

Bongtai
Dunghi
Hachheng
Hajang
Hakhun
Haqchum
Haqlang
Haso
Havi
Jogley
Khachal
Khălak
Kimsing
Kochong
Lakkai
Langching
Longchang
Longri
Lumnu
Lungkhe
Lungphi
Muklom
Morang
Mossang
Motai
Ngaimong

Muishaung

Self

General

moŋraŋ
moŋʃaŋ
mɤtai
ŋaimoŋ

luŋkhai
luŋphəi

loŋrəi

lakki
laŋʨhiŋ

jokləi
khaʨhal
Khălak
kimʨiŋ

doŋŋai
haʔʨaŋ
haʔdʒaŋ

Joglai

luŋ2 pʰi2
muk̚lɔm2
muŋ2 raŋ2
muŋ2 ʃʌŋ2
mi2 te2
ŋe2 muŋ2

laŋ2 ʨiŋ2
lɔŋ1 ʨaŋ2
lɔŋ3 ri2

kim2 ʨiŋ2

haʔβi3
juk̚li2
kʰʌ3 ʨʌŋ2

haʔkʰun2
haʔʃuŋ2
haʔlaŋ2

bɔŋ1 te2
duŋ1 ɛ2
haʔʨɛŋ2

Muklom
buntʃi
duŋi
hʌiʔtse
haiʔʒo
haiʔkhan
haiʔtam
haiʔle
haiʔʃo
havi
ʒoʔlai
haiqtʃa
kæʔlaʔ
tʃamtʃang
kotʃoŋ
laʔki
leɪtʃaŋ
loŋtʃeɯ
loŋrai
lumnu
loŋkʰai
loŋpʰi
moʔlam
Muŋre
muŋʃɔ
mitʃi
ŋaimoŋ

Mungre

Moqlum
More
Moshang
Miti
Mimo

Kaqlak
Chamching
Kojong
Laqki
Lachi
Longche
Longri
Lumnuq
Longkhi

Gawi
Yoqli

Boti
Dohe / Dongi
Gaqsa
Gaqya
Gaqkun
Gaqchum
Gaqle

Rera

mɯ2 ri2
mɯ2 ʃa2
mi2 ti2
ŋi2 mɯ2

lɔŋ1 khi3
lɔŋ1 phai3

li2 ʨhaŋ2
lɔŋ1 rai2

khiʔlaʔ
ʨam2 ʨaŋ2
kɔ2 ʨɔŋ2
laʔki2

joʔlai2

dɯ1 ŋi2
hiʔtsɤ2
hiʔdʒɤ2

Shecyü

Myoqhang
Mjoechyoe
Nhimyo

Mohlim

Kahkjoe
Lachoeng
Lunchha

Khelak

Gehtoet
Hawoi

Cholim
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Shang2 wal2
Shokraw2
Tham3 kok
Tham3 pang2
Ti2 khak
Ji2 luim2
Yung2 kon2
Yui2 kuiuq

Shangwan

toŋlim

raŋsa
raŋsi
diŋkhu
ronraŋ
sanʨiŋ
ʃaŋxa
ʃakeŋ
ʃaŋti
ʃaŋwal
ʃokraŋ

Joglai
nʌuʔʒeü
pontʰai
reɪseɪ
reɪsi
ʦaŋfu
ronre
ʃentʃaŋ

nɔk̚jaʔ
pɔn3 tʰai2

yʊŋkok
tetseɪ

tʰʌm2 kɔk̚
tʰʌm2 pʰʌŋ2
tɪkʰak̚
tuŋ2 lɪm2
jɔŋ2 kuk̚
haʔtɪt̚ , haŋ2 sɪk̚

sʌŋ2 βal2

ʃəlkiŋ
ʃɔtʃi
ʃɔwal
ʃoʔre
tamkok
tampɔ
taikeʔ
tʊŋlam

run2 raŋ2

Mungre

Muklom

Shike
Shangti
Shangwe
Shoqra
Chamkoq
Champang
Tikaq
Tolum
Yokuq
Yokuq
Tutsa

Nokja
Ponthai
Rása
Rási
Ringku
Rüra

Rera

tɯ2 ləm2

ʃa2 ve2
ʃɔʔrɤ2

rɤ2 se1
rɤ2 si2
ðaŋ2 khu2
ron2 rɤ2
ʃin2 ʨəŋ2
ʨa2 hi2
ʃe2 ʨɯ2

Shecyü

Yokuh

Chyoekhyah
Cholim

Khaikhya

Nukjyoeh
Pinthai

Cholim

Table 4.1: Sub-tribe names in other varieties. Tones are given in cases where they could be well established for a given variety. Capitalised terms are
written in the orthographies used by the consulted speakers.

Yongkuk
Tutsa

Chamkok
Champang
Tikhak
Cholim

Shal2 ke2

Shecyü

Raw2 sa1
Raw2 si2

Nukyaq

Ron2 raw2

Nokjah
Phong

Nokjah
Ponthai
Rangsa
Rangsi
Ringku
Ronrang
Sanching
Shangha
Shangkhe
Shangti
Shangwal
Shokrang
Thamkok
Thamphang
Tikhak
Tonglum
Yongkon
Yongkuk
Tutsa

Muishaung

Rinku
Rera

Self

General

78. The much more
recent 2011 census is
unfortunately no less
confusing.
Nearly
all the data are selfreported
answers
to
open
ended
questions, resulting
in varied spellings
and reflecting the
fluid
nature
of
identity.
79. This is changing,
albeit
slowly.
Representatives
of the Miao Diocese
in Arunachal Pradesh
have
recently
composed a rough
sketch
grammar,
and this author has
also begun work on
a wordlist.
Access
to consultants is
limited due to travel
restrictions in the
area, and so it will
like be some time
before further work
can be done on the
language.

Name used here

Alternative names/spellings

Rangpang
Tangwa
Heimi

Pangwa, Pangsa, Pase
Tutva
Haimi

Chamchang
Chamkok
Champang
Cholim
Darok
Gaqlun
Hahcheng
Hawoi
Jiingi
Joglei
Khălak
Konnu
Lochhang
Longri
Lumnu
Lungkhi
Lungphi
Maitai

Kimsing, Khemsing
Thamkok
Thamphang
Tonglim, Tonglum, Tulim
Daroq
Lonyung
Hachang, Haqkyain, Gaʔso, Hacha
Havi, Havoi
Diingi, Dongai, Dongngai
Yogli, Yugli, Joglai, Jogli
Hkalak
Yawngkon, Yonkon, Kon
Langching, Lauchang, Langshin
Lungri
Rumnu
Longhkai
Longphi
Mite, Motai
Mossang, Mueshaung, Mosang,
Mawshang, Môshâng, Mushaung
Moklum
Mawrang, Morang, Morey, Marang,
Mungran, Choqhyül, Chawqhyül, Chahi
Ngemu, Maimong, Myimu
Layo, Lazo, Lazu, Laju
Ponthai, Pontai
Pyengoo, Pinku
Ransi, Rasi, Yvnġbaṅ Wvng,
Yvnġbaṅ Ransi, Rangse
Ronrang, Rura, Rüra, Angran
Shangke
Sograng
Tulsia

Muishaung
Muklom
Mungre
Ngaimong
Ollo
Phong
Pingkhu
Rangsi
Rera
Shecyü
Shokrang
Tutsa

Table 4.2: Alternate names and spellings for sub-tribes as used in
various English-language publications going back to 1897. This is
only a sampling, and additional spellings may occur.
Barua’s data come from the 1971 census, which could explain
some of the confusion.78 However Barua also makes the point that
the Kutee and Khapa Nocte subgroups are linguistically closely related to Ollo (which he labels Layo, the name of the largest village
near the Myanmar border, also spelt Laju, Lazu and Lazo). The
inclusion of Ollo in either Tangsa or Nocte is a little problematic,
in large part due to a lack of information on the language at the
present time.79
Bradley (1997) offers a description of the Tangsa classification
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which differs slightly from others. This is included in a larger
attempt at classification of the Tibeto-Burman languages of the
area. In Bradley’s classification, Wancho and Haimi (Heimi) share
one side of a split on which Tangsa/Rangpan and Nocte form
the other half. This then makes up one half of a tree, the other
half looking very much like that found in French (1983). At the
time of writing, there was not any linguistic data for Haimi, and
so Bradley’s classification of it with Wancho should be taken as
tentative.
A 1980 thesis was submitted to the University of Delhi by
Swapon Kumar Bandyopadhyay entitled A Linguistic Study of
Tangsa. It was unavailable to the current author at the time of
writing. However, in 1989 a wordlist was published in the journal
Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman Area (vol 12:2). The variety documented appears to be Muklom, and while basic tonemic marking
is given in the transcribed words, no explanation of contours is
provided.

Of some interest is Bandyopadhyay’s marking of a

tonal distinction on non-nasal stop-final words like mík for “eye”
and mik for “lick”. I was unable to find any such pitch height
distinction on closed syllables. From other words given in the
wordlist, it is clear that this distinction is also not one of vowel
height. However, it may in certain cases be more readily explained
as the result of intonational patterns, or simply a lack of rigour in
Bandyopadhyay’s methodology for transcribing or eliciting tonal
distinctions. If only a single token were used to determine the
tone, either in isolation or within a longer utterance, that would
not be sufficient to be able to deduce the tone. This seems the
most likely cause of the inconsistency, and since no explanation of
the methods used was provided, this may be the best explanation
to be hoped for.
Much of the most recent work done on this group, and what
is likely the most substantial work on tone in Tangsa and related
varieties is that of Dr. Stephen Morey. Dr. Morey has not only
done a considerable amount of work himself, having made 22 trips
to the field in about as many years, he has also been a graduate
advisor to a large number of recent masters and PhD students
working on related varieties, many of whom are also referenced
in this thesis.
Although working primarily with Rangpang varieties, Dr.
Morey has collected a considerable amount of data on a great
many Tangsa-Nocte varieties, in addition to many more varieties
spoken around the area. Tone is one area which has received a
good amount of attention in this work, and for many varieties an
early description of the tonemes has been written.
Table 4.3 has been adapted from Morey (2016). It shows a
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variety

pitch

Ngaimong
Mueshaungx
Mungre
Jiingi
Cholim
Chamchang
Shecyü
Lauxchangx
Yvngban Wvng
Shangthi
Gaqlun
Ringkhu

/31ʔ/
/21/
/41/
/33/
/44ʔ/
/21/
/42/
/33ʔ/
/31/
/35ʔ/
/33/
/55ʔ/

tone 1
phonation
glottal const.
plain
plain
glottal const.
plain
slight gl. const.
glottal const.
glottal const.
glottal const.

tone 2
pitch
phon.
/334/
/52/
/44/
/21/
/32/, (/33/)
/44/
/33/
/51/
/33/ - /55/
/22/
/55/
/33/

plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain

plain

tone 3
pitch phon.
/11/
/35/
/21/
/45/
/52/
/53/
/53/
/44/
/14/
/31/
/31/
/21/

plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain
plain

plain

Table 4.3: Tangsa tone values adapted from Morey (2016).
typical way of presenting tonal data, here for a number of TangsaNocte varieties.
Chao numerals are still of great value in tonal descriptions. As
numerals they are easily typed, font-agnostic and included within
a text without difficulty. Furthermore, they are of considerable
use for basic descriptions of tones as pitch, which is still often
the most significant feature. For what Chao numerals excel at
— descriptions of pitch contours — there may not be anything
better available that serves quite the same purpose as simply or
elegantly. Their use is not problematic in and of itself. Only it
must be considered that they provide only one aspect of what may
be a more complex tone system, especially in the case of SinoTibetan languages in which phonation often plays a role in toneme
disambiguation.
For this reason, Table 4.3 is an improvement on using only
Chao numerals. Unfortunately, for a more in-depth look at TangsaNocte tones, the presentation of tonal data in this manner is still
somewhat problematic. In a number of cases, multiple contours
are given, or a range is given as in the case of second tone in
Yvnġbaṅ Wvng (Rangsi). Furthermore, the pitch height values
represented by the Chao numerals in any description may be
subjective. Without the inclusion of a methodological description,
we are unable to be certain. In Morey’s description, there is also no
clear sense of the degree to which glottal constriction is occurring.
On this second point, varieties such as Ngaimong and Cholim
are both shown with a segmental coda on the toneme, but the degree of closure is significantly different between the two varieties,
with Cholim having a more complete closure of the glottis, and
“slight glottal constriction” could either mean creak, or something
else. In fact Muishaung (spelt Mueshaungx) has considerable
creak on first tone as well, but as is the case with all of these
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cases beyond the pitch contour, these are secondary features;
glottalisation tends to be in the form of creakiness, and even
when full can be elided in casual speech, and breathy phonation
(not present in this table but common on third tone) is similarly
secondary. Even in cases such as Cholim where the glottalisation
really can be segmental, the first tone pitch contour is still distinct
with fourth-tone in Cholim. Note that fourth tone has not been
included in this table, as it is uniformly differentiated from the
other three tonemes in having a clear non-nasal segmental coda,
and first-tone final codas are likely diachronically recent arrivals in
the system.
The principal purpose of this thesis is to expand upon these descriptions and go deeper for around two dozen varieties, covering
a wide range of branches within the larger Tangsa-Nocte group. In
the following chapters, I present descriptions of toneme qualities
for each of the varieties given, addressing the usual aspects such
as pitch, but also looking more at secondary features such as
phonation and duration, both of which can be just as significant
as pitch in distinguishing tonemes in casual speech.
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Chapter 5

General Tendencies of Tangsa-Nocte tone
systems

5.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of Tangsa-Nocte as a single language group, providing an outline of the common tone system
shared between all of the varieties discussed in this thesis. It
provides an overview of general trends and relevant exceptions
to those trends.
Individual varieties are described starting with Chapter 6 on
Northern Rangpang.

For each variety, general background is

provided to include the way a variety is classified, where it is
spoken, how the group is referred to both internally and generally,
which variety a given variety typically pairs with, and how it fits in
to the general description as given in this chapter.
Through research and analysis conducted for the purpose of
this thesis, it has been determined that Tangsa-Nocte varieties
share a single common tone system. This likely developed either
at an earlier point in time in a shared ancestor variety, at a stage
after which Tangsa-Nocte varieties had begun to split but during
which phonation differences were still common across varieties
based on the common ancestral form. Alternatively, it is possible
that tonogenesis occurred only on a single branch off of the original Tangsa-Nocte trunk, and then spread across other branches
based on shared phonation distinctions.

The tone system of

Tangsa-Nocte has four tone categories, likely based on a three-way
phonation distinction with a fourth tone category for morphemes
ending in oral or glottal stop codas, what is often referred to as a
“checked tone” in Sino-Tibetan literature.
Tones are numbered 1-4 in this paper based on the numbering
system used in Morey (2014, 2016) for the sake of consistency.
5.1.1 A Note on Names
As has been mentioned above, labels for individual varieties as
well as groups are fairly flexible, and often are themselves open
to interpretation. One major label that is used often here is Rangpang, the name of one of the major groups now called Tangsa.
Rangpang is also known as Pangwa, and in much of the recent
literature on Tangsa published by Dr. Stephen Morey and associated researchers, Pangwa is the name that has been used(Morey
forthcoming, 2011, 2013; Barkataki-Ruscheweyh & Morey 2013).
It has been since around the 1970s to label recent arrivals to
India (Morey 2016). The 1960s saw considerable migrations from
Myanmar and the Patkai range into the plains around Ledo and
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the Dihing িদিহং River, a tributary of the Brahmaputra in Arunachal
and Upper Assam.
Pangwa as a label distinguished these groups from earlier
arrivals such as the Tikhak and Yongkuk who had settled the area
at least as early as the start of the 20th century according to
80.
A number of
maps were made
based
on
British
surveys
of
the
area
starting
in
the first decade of
the 20th century.
Many of these are
still
easily
found
today as Japanese
reprints made shortly
after the original
publication of the
British maps.
81.
A current
postdoctoral
researcher
at
La
Trobe
University,
Jürgen Schöpf, has
been documenting
the
musical
forms
used
among
Rangpang
communities,
including
the
traditional
Wihu
songs. Dr. Schöpf
has
published
previous work on the
song forms as well,
in Morey & Schöpf
(forthcoming).
A
graduate researcher,
also at La Trobe,
Vong Tsuh Shi, has
also recently begun
work on the song
language itself.

British survey maps from the time (Tandy, 1927).80 In most if not
all cases, groups which could be classified as Pangwa or Rangpang
also have significant cultural similarities, including a particular
language variety used only in a handful of traditional song styles,
themselves unique to Rangpang/Pangwa communities as well.81
In Myanmar, many of the same groups which would be considered
Pangwa varieties in India self-identify as Rangpang, in contrast
to another subgroup called Heimi (believed to be literally ’good
person’, pronounced /həl2 miʔ4 / in Muishaung/). In places like
Zeepyugone outside of Hkamti Town in Sagaing Region, Myanmar,
where a number of Tangsa-Nocte speakers from a wide range of
backgrounds live together and where Tangsa is not a commonly
used term (being relatively recent and of Indian origin), speakers
identify if not primarily by their subgroup then by higher-order
groupings such as Rangpang or Heimi.
For this thesis, I have chosen to use the Rangpang name
over Pangwa, as that is what people have self-identified as more
regularly on either side of the border. It has been my experience
in the field that Pangwa is less commonly recognised
5.1.2 Order of Listing of Varieties
A note must be made regarding the order in which the varieties
are given here. The first group to be addressed is the Rangpang
varieties. These tone graphs are not meant to be fully descriptive,
and there is variability within the varieties as to how the tones can
be appropriately realised both as a set of constraints within which
a toneme may freely vary, as well as in the form of variation for
a single speaker based on any number of extra-tonemic factors.
For this reason, each of the tone plots given are means to indicate
only some aspect of the toneme given.

When shown at the

start of a the section, a comparative plot indicating contours for
all four tonemes is meant only as a rough approximation and
not an authoritative statement on a single permissible contour,
something which generally does not exist to begin with.
The order of the varieties as given in the following chapters
is based on that used in Morey (2016), which is itself based on
morphological features found in these varieties. The initial groups
are those which have lost a feature morphological marking for
past and negative verb forms. The first three listed here, as well as
Shangwal which has not been included here, form a single group
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with a high degree of internal mutual intelligibility, and for which
all four varieties have retained a final /ŋ/ on certain words, not lost
in other varieties. These varieties also lack what has been referred
to as a ‘verbal operator’. Based on these features, this group has
been given first by Morey, and followed here. Within Rangpang,
groups which are addressed in this study which are not present
in Morey (2016) have been ordered immediately after their closest
relative based on the pairing system often employed.
Rangpang can be generally divided into a northern branch
and a southern branch. This division was previously pointed out
in Morey (2016) based on linguistic features. The order of the
following sections follows that given there, with the exception
that Muishaung has been moved to the top given the greater
depth of information which is applicable to other varieties. A
similar division is found in Khämlan (2017). Although Khämlan’s
division does not use the same labels as Morey, the classification of Rangpang varieties into these two groups is reasonably
supported.82 There are a number of instances where groups which 82.
may linguistically belong to one group are culturally classified by
speakers as belonging to another. This is the case with Chamkok,
which are part of the Haqchum-Champang group but which are
often considered Rangpang by Rangpang speakers as a result of a
long period of time where they lived among Muishaung or Mungre
speakers.

This may also be the case with Lungkhi, discussed

in Section 7.1, which are linguistically most similar to Khălak, a
Southern Rangpang group, but self-identified as Heimi in the
British surveys of the region in the early part of the 20th century.
Figure 5.1 shows a tentative classification of the various
Tangsa-Nocte varieties. This is not meant to be a definitive description of genetic relationship. Instead, it is meant as only a
basic outline, based on conversations with speakers in the various
speech communities. It is a rough description for the sake of
giving the reader a general idea of how the varieties discussed
below relate to each other.
Following Northern and Southern Rangpang are descriptions
of members of the Champang-Haqchum group. These are characterised by a greater degree of compounding and thus a much
lower functional load of tones, even to the extent that tones may
have entirely disappeared in some varieties. Other varieties which
are generally classified as Tangsa but which are not Rangpang are
included in this chapter as well. This includes Heimi, one of the two
major groups other than Rangpang, but for which little work has
yet been done. Also in this section are varieties such as Muklom,
which is not classified by anyone as Nocte, but which is neither
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Other
inconsistencies
arise in Khämlan’s
classification, and it
should be taken as
an early work and not
relied on too heavily
in terms of genetic
relatedness outside
of the Rangpang
varieties, of which
Mr.
Khämlan is
a native speaker
himself.

Lochhang
Rinkhu
Maitai
Jiingi

Southern

Rera
Gaʔji/Hajang
Lungkhi
···

Rangpang

Khălak
Shecyü
Chamchang
Joglei
Shangwal
Hahcheng

Northern

Mungre

Rangsi

Lungphi

Rangsa

Muishaung

Kawlum
Lunkhi
Heimi

Ngaimong

Shograng

Longri
···

Cholim

Shangthi

Tangsa–Nocte

Tutsa

Raqsa

Konnu

···

Ollo

Kuwa

Hahon
Hakhun
Namsang

Nocte

···
Havi
Muklom
Phong
Nokja
Yongkuk
Tikhak

Kato

Longchang

Kengjung
Nahen
Langpan
Tokhe
Lumnu
Haqchum
Chamkok
Champang

Figure 5.1: Tentative description of genetic relatedness of TangsaNocte varieties, reflecting the usual pairings of varieties by speakers.
Bold varieties are those discussed in this thesis.
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Rangpang nor a member of groups such as Tikhak-Yongkuk or
Champang-Haqchum.
For other varieties as discussed in Chapters 8 and 9, the order
is less strictly following any previously established convention.
These are varieties that have somewhat more complicated classification. This includes varieties such as Namsang, a Nocte variety,
as well we varieties such as Phong (Phonthai) which are alternately
classified as either Nocte or Tangsa according to extra-linguistic
features. Along with Phong, Hawoi and Muklom have historically
been spoken in communities in close proximity, as they are today,
and so have been ordered together. Phong is listed in 9 but could
just as well be listed in 8, as the status of the variety as either
Nocte or Tangsa in India is entirely dependent on which of two
districts the speakers live in, rather than being based on any sort
of linguistic factors.
Also included here is Tutsa — a variety which until 2011 was

formally classified by the government of the state of Arunachal 83. This was the case

with Wancho, where

Pradesh as Tangsa but is now no longer so classified — as well as multiple
attempts
Ollo (Lazu), a variety whose membership is debated but which – at from 2015 to 2018

least in terms of the tone system – fits nicely among the Tangsa- were made with a
Nocte varieties. Ollo and Tutsa are both varieties which are at single consultant to
times included within Tangsa and at other times not, but both
presently have some degree of legal recognition in the state of
Arunachal Pradesh as distinct.
Not included are Sal varieties such as Lainong & Wancho
which were initially addressed for this study, but for which no
clear correspondence with the Tangsa-Nocte tone system could be
established, either because the tone system was clearly distinct as
in the case of Lainong, or because no consistent tone values could
be determined.83
The varieties included in this study were chosen in part to better establish the relatedness of individual members of the Tangsa
and Nocte groups as well as more tangential varieties such as Ollo.
It was originally hoped that a much greater number of varieties
could be addressed. However due to a number of limitations, not
the least of which were logistical given the difficulty of travel in the
area and the limited time in which I could conduct the research,
only around two dozen varieties have been addressed out of the
nearly 80 attested varieties which might otherwise qualify for
inclusion in this work. It is my sincere hope to continue this study
beyond the submission of this dissertation.
For most varieties discussed here, there will be a second variety
with which the group is typically paired on linguistic grounds. In
some cases two paired varieties will be so similar that it is seen as
only a clan distinction within the community. In other cases the
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work out the values
of the three opensyllable tones. While
a three-way pitch
height
distinction
was able to be made,
membership of any
given
morpheme
into a consistent
category was more
elusive, and over the
years our collected
wordlist underwent
many
revisions
for the majority of
morpheme
tone
categories.
An
orthography
has
been
developed
by Mr.
Banwang
Losu which, when
more
widespread
among the Wanchospeaking community,
will hopefully assist
in more accurate
assignment
of
tonemes
through
community
consensus.

paired variety will have a significantly different origin, but for one
reason or another has adopted the language variety of the group
to which they are paired. In all cases, the pairing reflects a close
linguistic similarity and a very high degree of mutual intelligibility.
Pairing reflects the closest form of genetic relatedness in the
linguistic family tree, at least to the extent that such can be
determined. Pairing is a somewhat problematic topic; the pairing
of two varieties does not necessarily reflect a similar degree of
relatedness as compared to any other two paired varieties. For
example, Muishaung and Lungphi are paired, and also nearly
identical varieties. Likewise Cholim and Longri are quite similar.
However, due to the concept of pairing being fairly widespread
among Tangsa-Nocte speakers today, certain pairs have been
suggested such as Muklom paired with Hawoi, and this is clearly
not reflective of the same level of similarity as seen between
Muishaung and Lungphi. Pairing is also further complicated by
the linguistic field researchers (myself included) who have made
attempts at eliciting pairings from speakers.
Table 5.1, adapted from Morey (2016), shows some of the issues
that arise in trying to work out pairings. The first column shows the
pairings as given by Lamsham Khilak, a Chamchang speaker. The
second column shows the pairings as given by Nikam Taikham, a
Joglei speaker with whom I also consulted in Section 6.3.
Table 5.1 shows a number of discrepancies between Lamsham
Khilak’s and Nikam Taikham’s account of subtribes.

To start,

the pairings given are not consistent between the two speakers.
For example Khălak is paired with Lungkhi in the first case and
Khachal in the second.
84.
A variety
originating
in
a
village not far from
The
Lumnu
and
Shangti villages as
described in Mitchell
(1942).
Shokrang
at the time was
described as a village
of around 60 houses.

Shorii/Shokrang84

A similar situation can be seen with

in the final row. Additionally, in the case of

Jiingi, Lamsham Khilak gives two varieties with which it is paired.
Another issue can be seen with Lochhang (here Lauchang), which
is paired with Darok. As best as I have been able to determine
in my own research, Darok is no longer a spoken variety, and
those who carry the Darok tribe name today are speakers of other
varieties such as Chamkok. The pairing given by both consultants
here in Table 5.1 may well indicate an historical pairing, but as
I have been told by members of the Darok clan in recent years
on trips to Myanmar, there is no such spoken variety known as
Darok today. This is something that may not be known to someone
such as Nikam Taikham residing on the Assamese border, as
there is little communication these days with communities not
immediately along the national border.
Despite pairing being possibly less useful than has been suggested, the above groupings do offer some insights into the
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Lamsham Khilak
Sub-tribe

Nikam Taikham

Chamchang
Sheychii

Kimsing
Shangke

Chamchang
Shecyü

Khilak
Longkhi

Khălak

Khălak
Lungkhi

Ronrii
Hiqjii

Ronrang
Hajang

Rera

Tiilam
Longrai

Tonglim
Longri

Cholim
Longri

Miiri
Chahi

Mongrang
Shangha

Mungre

Ngimii
Haqchung

Ngaimong
Hachang

Ngaimong
Hacheng

Miisha
Longphai

Mossang
Lungphi

Mueshaungx
Lungphi

Joqlai
Shawey

Joklai
Sangwal

Joglei
Sangwan

Liichang
Diroq

Langching
Darok

Lauchang

Diingi
Miti
Shati

Dongngai
Moitai

Jiingi
Maitai

Riise
Riisi

Rangsa
Rangseh

Yvngban Wvng

Shinchang

Lungkhai
Sanching

Tsangkhu
Laki

Dingkhu
Lakkih

Rinkhu
Lakki

Shangtih
Shokrang

Shangthi

Kochong
Shorii

Khachal

Autonym

Table 5.1: Dialectal names for multiple sub-tribes, as collected from
two consultants from different language communities. Adapted
from Morey 2016, p.353. Note Mueshaungx is spelt Muishaung in
this thesis, and Lauchang is spelt Lochhang elsewhere in this thesis.
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geography of the ancestral villages of many of these groups. For
example, Shati as given by Lamsham Khilak is almost certainly
Shangtih as given by Nikam Taikham. The old Shangti village is
geographically quite close to the Maitai village, as well as the old
Shokrang village. This can help explain the groupings as given
by these two consultants. The mismatches in their pairings are in
fact quite reflective of what were surely relationships between the
groups based on geographical proximity, if not actual indicators
of linguistic relatedness. This is all written out quite clearly in the
British descriptions of routes of travel in the region, where many
of these village names are identifiable as names of what we now
may call Sub-tribes according to Indian law.
In certain cases such as with Cholim and Longri, we have the
historical records to support that these were a single community
in the past, and so pairing is appropriate. However not all varieties
will have such a history, and for certain varieties such as Hawoi or
Muklom, attempting such pairing may not be appropriate to begin
with.
5.1.3 Overview of varietal description format
85. See Section 8.1
for a likely exception.

Tangsa-Nocte varieties typically have lexical tone.85 Aside from the
presence of semi-syllables, forming what is referred to in Matisoff
(2003) as sesquisyllables, Tangsa-Nocte is a group of what can
be reffered to as monsyllabic language varieties. Quoting from
Michaud (2012),
The presyllable is Cp (V), consisting of a simple consonant, Cp , plus an optional nucleus, V: either a vowel, or
a sonorant (nasal or liquid) serving as nucleus. In the
Austroasiatic domain, the most frequently encountered
situation is one in which there can be no vowel contrast
in the presyllable: the nucleus consists simply in a schwa,
a noncontrastive, optional vowel.
The same applies to most Tangsa-Nocte varieties. The presyllable is toneless and unstressed, and in certain lexical items
may be a reduced form of a tonal morpheme which has become
a presyllable through compounding. Continuing from Michaud
(ibid),
It has a simple structure, such that only the initial consonant needs to be specified (it does not contain any
contrastive nucleus); moreover, only a limited range of
consonants are found in presyllables.
For the purposes of this thesis, presyllables have been marked
with a zero tone, indicated by a subscript 0.
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A typical description of a Tangsa-Nocte tone system as found
in individual sections below would be as follows. Note that this is
only an example, and not meant as representative of the varieties
as a whole.
First tone will often have phonemic glottalisation, usually
as creak on the end of the syllable.
Second tone is falling, and with a contour that may have
a slight rise at the beginning or a delayed fall.
Third tone will most usually be level, and can have final
aspiration but this is not always present.
Fourth tone is short, a ‘checked tone’ as it is described in
the Chinese context. It will usually be high, but because
of segmental indicators, the pitch is more flexible.
For each toneme in each variety, a pitch contour plot has also
been provided, and, when relevant for showing the presence of
glottalisation, a spectrogram as well.
Not all varieties will match this pattern, of course. The most
flexible aspect is the pitch height. There are varieties for which
first tone is high and level, or where third tone is falling but
second tone is not. However, in general, the majority of TangsaNocte varieties which have been investigated as part of the current
research follow close enough to this description that there is no
doubt that this is a single system, likely the result of monogenesis
of the tonemes.
toneme

segment

noun

verb

1
2
3
4

na1
na2
na3
naʔ4

ailment
paddyfield
ear
blade edge

to stamp
to be exhausted
to tease

Table 5.2: A complete tonal minimal set in Tangsa-Nocte, here from
the Ngaimong variety.
An alternative explanation could be that the system was shared
as an areal feature covering the varieties discussed here.

If,

however, it is the result of monogenesis, it would have to have
happened at least prior to Ollo (Laju), Rangpang and Heimi splitting off as distinct groups.
Many Tangsa varieties show a difference in syllable duration
between the various tonal categories. This is consistently the case
with fourth tone, which is checked and always short, but is also
common for morphemes classified as third tone. In many of the
varieties addressed here, the third tone category is consistently
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longer,86 and the checked tone category is obviously short and
stopped.

Setting aside questions of reanalysing laryngealised

first-tone words as fourth tone and vice versa, we can say that first
and second tone words will be of approximately identical length,
third tone words will be some degree longer, and fourth tone some
degree shorter.
In various perceptual tests with speakers of different Tangsa
varieties, one such test illustrated in Section 6.4, it has been determined that these differences in duration are secondary to contour
and contrastive pitch. Speakers may also judge the second tone as
long, this is now believed to be a result of interpreting a “forceful”
nature of the contour when present as a length difference. In
many varieties the second tone pitch contour remains high longer
before falling as compared to the first tone, but with start- and
end-points being nearly identical in addition to duration.
5.2

Tone Changes

A number of surface-level changes from the underlying tonal
contours in each variety of Tangsa-Nocte can be expected to
occur to some degree due to things like intonational effects or
effects of tonal co-articulation resulting in some slight degree of
neutralisation. In some cases, however, the changes may be more
significant. This section addresses some of those changes.
5.2.1 Prefixation
A number of Tangsa varieties undergo a type of tone change when
a verb takes a nominal prefix, typically /ə/. This applies to verbs
under the first tone. When prefixed, the pitch contour of the firsttone morpheme becomes high-level. This may be classified as a
separate tone by speakers. Since the change is entirely predictable
in the varieties where it occurs and only happens to first-tone
syllables in this context, it will be treated here as an allotone of
tone 1. This is the case in Ngaimong and apparently also in Cholim.
In those varieties where there is an additional tone category for
open syllables or an additional tone category for closed syllables,
it is the result of prefixing, though speakers may consider it a
separate tone.
5.2.2 Sandhi & Tonal Co-articlation
The most typical change that occurs is neutralisation on the first
syllable in bisyllabic words, varying in degree from one language
variety to another. Whether this neutralisation is total — thus
resulting in a loss of tonal identity — or whether it is partial will
differ from one variety to another — or possibly one speaker to
another — with only a few varieties showing clear total neutralisation. Whether this should be considered sandhi or not in cases
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where tonal identity is lost is somewhat subjective. Shen (1992)
distinguishes between tone sandhi and tonal coarticulation on the
following three points:
• Mechanisms of Variation — Tone sandhi is the result of
language-specific constraints, while coarticulation is more
strictly biomechanical.
• Phonetic Process — Sandhi may be the result of either
assimilation or dissimilation. Coarticulation can only result
in assimilation.
• Tonal Identity — Sandhi will change the identity of the
tone. For example the well-described “third-tone sandhi” in
Standard Mandarin Chinese causes a third tone to become
identified as a second tone. In tonal coarticulation, the tone
is still identified as the original tone.
It is this final point which is perhaps most complicated in the
case of some varieties addressed in this thesis. In Phong, what
was once anticipatory pitch changes has now been reanalysed as
a different tone, as discussed in Section 9.1; The tonal identity
has changed, such that speakers may not be aware of the earlier
identity of the morpheme in question.
However in other cases, such as in Muishaung, things are more
complicated. There are those in the community who identify the
change in identity but not with a positive view and thus are pushing for a “return” to the “original tones”. What has largely been
unconscious assimilation has now been identified and targeted for
removal by the speakers.
{

31
51

}

→ 33 /



 31 
51


33

Figure 5.2: Descriptive rule for assimilation in Phong as a result of
tonal co-articulation. This is the most typical form of tonal neutralisation which occurs, but often the resulting contour still retains some
degree of tonal identity on a finer level than is easily encodable with
Chao numerals.
This clouds the distinction between whether this should be
called sandhi or not, at least cross-varietally, as in some varieties it
clearly meets the identity requirement, and in other this is not so
clearly the case.
For example in perceptual tests for Muishaung, a mid-level
realisation of an underlying fall tone (the first or second tone category) is identified as third tone (the underlying mid-level category)
in certain contexts where the falling tone precedes a morpheme
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with a high starting pitch within a single prosodic word. However
difficulty arises from the fact that there is a generally low degree of
metalinguistic awareness regarding tone among members of the
community surveyed for this study, and any low fall — be it tonal
or the result of predictable intonation patterns — will be referred
to as the name of the first tone category, whether it relates to the
lexical tone or not. For this reason tonal identity is quite difficult
to gauge in that particular community.
As Shen (1992, p. 91) states, “tone sandhi results from a historical evolution of the sound system of a tone language, but tonal
coarticulation does not.” The distinction is ultimately one of time,
and Tangsa may currently be in the middle of such a change.
Regardless of whether this change is to be referred to as sandhi
or not, the change occurs fairly consistently as illustrated in Figure
5.2 where a contour with a low final target will change to anticipate
a higher initial target of the following tone. This change is only
occurring within a single prosodic word.
In many Tangsa-Nocte varieties, a degree of pitch neutralisation happens on the first syllable of disyllabic prosodic words.
The neutralisation is the result of the anticipatory effects of tonal
co-articulation as described in Shen (1992), and not the result of
actual tone sandhi, in which a lexeme undergoes reassignment
to an identifiable alternate category. There is flexibility regarding
where this line is drawn between the two forms of tone change.
An example of what would here be called true sandhi would be
that of Modern Standard Mandarin third-tone sandhi, in which two
consecutive third-tone contours in a single prosodic word result in
the first morpheme’s contour changing to what is identified as a
second-tone contour.
87.
In certain
varieties, such as
Ngaimong (Section
6.1), there are tone
changes which have
been
identified
by speakers, and
which do not fall
under the category
of
intonational
effects.
However,
due to complete
predictability
and
regularity
of
the
change, it has been
treated in this thesis
as allotonic variation
and not a category
change.

For the purposes of this thesis, for the application of the sandhi
label, two criteria would need to be met.

First, the resulting

contour would need to be identified by speakers as belonging to a
different tone category than the initial citation form of the lexeme.
That is, there must be a salient category change. Second, the tone
change should not be the clear result of intonational patterns. This
requirement is more significant than the first, as there is often
little distinction made in how local orthographies are used for
transcribing lexical tone versus intonation.87
In Tangsa-Nocte varieties, neutralisation in disyllabic compounds can be either partial — in which the contour is reduced
but the identity of the original toneme is still detectable — or full
— in which case no identifiable features of the original contour
remain in the neutralised syllable. In varieties which undergo total
neutralisation, such as Phong (Section 9.1) and in which speakers
do re-assign the tone category of the neutralised component, it
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may be reasonable to identify the change as sandhi following
Shen’s definition. This is seen with ‘leech’ in Phong; Example (1-a)
fails to neutralise the contour of the first tone and so would be
dispreferred over Example (1-b) if not judged as simply incorrect.
(1)

a. *si1 vət4 → si1 vət4
b.

si1
vət4
si3 vət4
blood pierce → leech

The degree to which neutralisation occurs varies from variety to
variety and speaker to speaker. In most cases, neutralisation is
only partially occurring. In this regard Phong is something of
an exception to the otherwise typical Tangsa-Nocte tendency. In
other varieties for which neutralisation has been analysed such as
Joglei (Section 6.3), assimilation is occurring quite regularly, but
the reduced contours of first and second tone components still
retain their original tonal identity. Falls are less steep on the initial
syllable, but second-tone’s distinctive slight initial rise or sustained
level prior to the fall is still retained, while first-tone’s direct fall is
still direct, just less extreme.
In all cases, phonation distinctions seem to be lost on the initial
syllable when compounded, which may be a factor in the retention
of initial contours to an extent.
There are some cases, however, where the identity of the
toneme has been lost or re-analysed for a given word. Were it the
case that the identity of the initial contour were never lost, there
would be little room for debate on a given word meaning, especially those for which the etymology is known. An example of this is
the term Tangsa itself. The term was allegedly coined by B. K. Borgohain, the Political Officer of the Tract at the time (Barua, 1991)
for “hill people” from tang meaning ‘hill’88 and sa meaning ‘child’ 88.
(P. Dutta 1959). In Muishaung (Section 6.4), this is transcribed
/tauŋ2 sa1 /. Confusion arises as there is another lexeme, /tauŋ3 /,
meaning sacrifice. Thus, many speakers of Tangsa varieties today
will identify this as the source of the meaning, given a history of
human sacrifice. Another case of /tauŋ/ confusion occurs with one
of the two common divisions within Tangsa; among speakers in
the Rangpang group, which includes varieties such as Muishaung
and Joglei and also referred to as Pangwa, there is a term for
non-Pangwa/Rangpang varieties which is Tangwa. Tangwa is a
fairly open category, but generally includes varieties discussed in
Section 8 such as Chamkok, Champang, Haqchum and Muklom,
as well as many not discussed here including Yongno, Kaisan and
Bote. Another name for Tangwa is Tutva. These are varieties which
do not share the same song traditions as the Rangpang varieties,
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Likely cognate
with Burmese ေတာင်
/tàʊɴ/

but as a blanket term and not one of clear genetic relatedness. In
Muishaung, Tangwa is pronounced /tauŋ3 βauŋ2 /, and Muishaung
consultants have made clear the fact that this should be a thirdtone /tauŋ3 /. However, at times consultants have described the
Tangwa as being the same as the ‘hill’ meaning of /tauŋ2 /.
5.2.3 Loanword Adaptation
There is a recorded tendency for loanwords to be realised with a
level tone. It is yet to be determined how recent this is. Words
which were likely borrowed very early on – such as na2 ‘paddy field’
– do not necessarily follow this pattern.
As for which toneme will be the usual level tone for borrowing,
it is not consistent cross-varietally as not all varieties realise tone
categories with similar contours. Furthermore, certain varieties
will disregard tone entirely for borrowings that do not otherwise
fit the native phonotactics. See Section 9.1 for examples.
Third tone has a high incidence on obvious loans. I’m predicting that this is a recent but consistent application of third tone as
“loan tone” (Ratliff, 2015). Matisoff (2003) posed two ways in which
this was handled. One is using a common tone consistently for all
loanwords, and the other is using a more rare tone (even going so
far as to assign a post-sandhi form as if it were an elicitation tone)
to loanwords to mark their foreignness. I believe this is a case of
the latter.
This has implications for addressing Tangsa tonogenesis as
well as providing a way to approximate the timings of certain
words. If, as predicted, the third-tone loan is a recent development, it might help explain why words such as ʨʰaŋ1 (elephant)
and na2 (paddy) appear in the categories that they do, assuming
there was some feature of the proto form (glottalisation, breathiness etc) for which the modern Tangsa tone category is a reflex.
5.2.4 Tone Levelling
Tone levelling here refers to the diachronic change of tonal identity
for a given set of words such that they share a category which was
not shared at an earlier period in the language. In certain Tangsa
varieties this has occurred across certain semantic fields such as
kinship terms.
Quoting from an unpublished work by Morey, “Tone in Tangsa
Languages: A Comparative Study”:
Shecyü, Mungre, Shanthi and Ngaimong, all of which are
quite distinct, most of the kinship terms are words carrying Tone 1, save for ‘grandfather’ and ‘younger brother’. In
Hacheng and Gaqlun, on the other hand, all the kinship
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terms carry Tone 2, but the first syllable of the word for
‘old lady’, clearly the word for ‘grandmother’, retains Tone
1. Thus we suggest at some stage in the relatively recent
past, the tones of all kinship terms were levelled to Tone
2 in these varieties, while the word for ‘grandmother’,
which is not a kinship term, did not undergo that process.
(Morey, forthcoming[b])
It is possible that other instances of tone levelling occurring
in certain varieties following parts of speech in narrow semantic
categories, but more work is needed to confirm.
5.2.5 Verb stem alternation
One feature of many Tangsa-Nocte varieties is the phenomenon of
verb-stem alternation. This is a change in the tone category, and
in some cases stem segments, which typically occurs as a result of
a derivational change. In Tangsa-Nocte, this frequently occurs to
a verbal stem when becoming nominal, often through prefixation
but also occurring without prefixing. Verb-stem alternation is not
unique to Tangsa-Nocte.
Quoting from Weidert (1979):
In Eastern Barish-II the tone rules apply to some verbs,
but are not obligatory for every one. As regards stems
with adjectival meaning content, only a few stems are
found to have a second, TC-III based non-finite form, ...
That is, tone category 3 in Weidert’s reconstruction.
... whereas no distinction is made between adjectives
and verbs in their tonal treatment in the Chin languages.
Note that the change from TC-I or TC-II to TC-III affects
verb stems if they have a closed syllable structure; in
the case of open syllables final dental or velar stops are
usually suffixed to the syllable, transposing it into the
*stop category (with oral stops maintained as such in
these languages).
Weidert gives a number of examples from Nocte and Tangsa.
Table 5.3 shows examples from Tangsa with Weidert’s transcription
on the left, and my own recording of Muishaung on the right
showing the same correspondences when present.

Note that

Weidert’s tone 3 in Tangsa (here Joglei), marked with a preceding
superscript, refers to what is here called tone two, and Weidert’s
tone two is what is here called tone three.
As can be seen in Table 5.3, not all verb stems undergo alternation, and not all varieties will undergo the same patterns of
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Gloss

Weidert’s transcription
Tangsa stem derived stem

Muishaung
verb stem nominal

carry
sing
new
come
dream

³hul
³šai
³ñal
¹vʌŋˀ
¹mʌŋˀ

ɣur₂
ʃi₂
ɲal₂
βauŋ₁
mauŋ₁

²hul
²šai
²ñal
²vʌŋ
—

ə₀ɣur₃
ə₀ʃi₃
—
ə₀βauŋ₃
—

Table 5.3: Weidert’s verb stem alternation for Joglei and recent
data on Muishaung collected by myself. Weidert’s tones 2 and
3 correspond to tones 3 and 2 respectively in the system used
throughout this thesis.
stem alternation on the same stems — even between two varieties
which are fairly closely related, both belonging to the Northern
Rangpang subgroup. In Muishaung, only three of the five stems
given undergo stem alternation, and neither Muishaung nor Joglei
have alternation occurring on ‘dream’.
Stems which are initially nominal do not undergo stem alternation. For example, the noun /pʰen2 / referring to a part of a gun’s
firing mechanism does not change, as it cannot be nominalised,
but verbal /pʰen2 / meaning ‘to compete’ does, becoming /pʰen3 /
as a nominalised stem for “competition”.
Verbal stems which are already third tone stems do not typically
undergo alternation of this type, according to Weidert. There is
one exception attested in Muishaung, the verb /rəm3 / referring
to the state of not having food becoming nominalised as /rəm1 /.
The other example which came up in the compilation of the Boamc
Thuiyz Jungx was /βauŋ3 /, ‘to plant in the earth’ relating to things
like yams or potatoes, which nominalises to tone one /βauŋ1 /. The
much more usual pattern is second or first tones alternating to
third tone, or first tone stop-final stems alternating to first-tone
open syllables.
Additionally, not all varieties which undergo verb-stem alternation result in a third tone stem, as is seen in examples (2) and
(3), adapted from Morey (2018) fourth tone words with checked
syllable structure do:
(2)

hoʔ4 to3
weep pst.3
‘(He/she/it/they) wept’

(3)

ə0 ho2
nomz-weep
‘weeping’

Likewise, in Ngaimong, the verb ‘to weep’ also undergoes alternation, but from /kʰok4 / to /ə0 kʰo1 / when nominalised, and in
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Muishaung both the verbal stem and nominalised stem are second
tone, /kʰor2 / nominalising to /ə0 kʰor2 /.
Aside from these exceptions, the majority of verbs which undergo stem alternation result in tone three for nominalised form.
This is the case for the verb ‘to be born’ in Muishaung, Ngaimong,
Mungre and Shangthi, all of which are Northern Rangpang except
Shangthi which is a Heimi variety, quite distantly related to the others within Tangsa-Nocte, giving an indication of how widespread
verb-stem alternation is within the larger group.89
Continuing from Weidert:
The low number of comparable TC-III verbs already raises
suspicions as to the genuineness of this category within
Barish. The fact that, besides the regular morphotonological alternation phenomenon itself, there are hardly a
handful of comparable verbs with a TC-III tone reflex is
in itself a clear indication of the derived nature of this
category, at least as far as verb stems are concerned. In
regard to the noun stems found in TC-III, two different
groups can be distinguished. The larger group is constituted by stems which correspond to Chepang -0 = [KukiNaga-Chin] TC-I and therefore TB *normal phonation.
The smaller group has cognates within the TB *-s(->TCIV) category (cf. palm of hand = sole of foot (358) / two
(365) / year (369).
It is the second group he mentions, including ‘palm’, ‘two’ and
‘year’ which are found to have tone three in Tangsa-Nocte, and
which in some varieties retain final aspiration. The first group,
what Weidert calls Kuki-Naga-Chin tone category I, does not appear to correspond to Tangsa-Nocte tone three.
Many derived stems will take third tone in Tangsa-Nocte, but
other tone categories are also found. In particular, these seem
to be the result of words for which the verbal stem is fourthtone with a stop coda, such as ‘to eat’ /saʔ4 / — for which the
nominalised stem is /səi1 / — or ‘to bite’ /kauk4 / — nominalised as
/kɯu1 / — both shown here as they are in Muishaung. A number of
verbal stems also undergo alternation without any change in tone
category. One such example is the verb ‘to go downward’, /ka1 /,
which has the nominal stem /kai1 / in Muishaung.
It should be mentioned that French also posited tonal categories for his Northern Naga reconstruction. He suggests that
the protolanguage had a set of tonal distinctions, although unlike
Weidert’s description, French’s categories are now lost except
for reflexes found in some varieties. The example he gives is
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89.
Variation
between
TangsaNocte varieties in
regards
to
verbstem
alternation
is not necessarily
problematic;
other
Tibero-Burman
languages
which
show
similar
alternations
also
show
considerable
difference between
individual varieties.
Kuki-Chin
varieties
also undergo verbstem
alternation
— although in a
different
manner
not tied to changing
of classes — and
in these varieties
the degree to which
words undergo verbstem alternation is
also quite variable.
Alternation is quite
common in Mizo,
but essentially nonexistent in Monsang
Naga (Morey 2018).

the Chang finals -o(u) and -au which he links to proto-NorthernNaga/Proto-Tibeto-Burman *-aA,C and *-aB respectively, with A, B
and C here marking tonal distinctions (French, 1983a, p.122). No
clear relation to the Tangsa-Nocte language was given, and so
whether this was the case or not for these varieties can not be
adequately addressed here, but should at least be brought up.
For more on verb-stem alternation in Tangsa varieties, see
Morey 2018.
5.3

Marked Tone Correspondences

Along these lines, there are also cases of words which have begun
90.
This may also
occur in Hahcheng,
but requires further
investigation
91.
In this case
always with a glottal
coda, which also can
occur segmentally on
other words which
would
otherwise
be interpreted as
first tone. These will
have an oral stop in
the other varieties
such as Tikhak and
Ringku where they
occur
as
fourth
tone, and it may
not be appropriate
to actually include
Cholim among them.
See Section 6.8 for
more on this topic.
92.
Spellings have
been altered from
the original table to
match those used
throughout
this
thesis. Muishsaung
was
originally
Mueshaung
and
Lochhang
was
originally Lauchang
in
the
source
material. Note also
that the /ə/ onset,
when present,
is
likely a nominalising
prefix and may be
disregarded in these
examples

to shift between first and fourth tone in varieties such as Cholim
due to a reanalysis conflating glottal closure on tone one with a
segmental glottal stop on tone four. This is also uncommon, but
does occur. Adding to this, there are a number of morphemes in
varieties such as Muishaung for which an alternation between a
velar nasal coda and a glottal coda is present. These are analysed
as belonging to separate tonal categories, but may complicate
elicitation in such varieties prior to establishing the presence of
such alternation. As with the other examples listed here, such
alternation is not common across the lexicon.
Levelling of tone categories for a single semantic domain also
occurs, despite being fairly uncommon.

In Gaqlun,90 kinship

terms are now spoken with second tone. This is not the case for
any of the other varieties discussed in this chapter. There may also
be some levelling occurring in Rangsi, along with a possible tone
change resulting from vocative prefixing. More work is needed on
this topic.
Aside from the occasional exception, there are also a number
of words which show a marked correspondence between tone
categories. For a specific set of lexemes, they will occur with
first tone in most Rangpang varieties, second tone in others —
specifically Chamgchang (Kimsing) and Shecyü (Shangke), and
fourth tone in other varieties such as Tikhak and Cholim91 This has
been discussed previously in Morey (2016), from which Table 5.4
has been adapted.92
The presence of /nak/ in Table 5.4 is interesting as there is also
a word, “to kick”, which occurs in a number of varieties such as
Muklom. Whether this is part of the correspondence set for Tikhak
isn’t really in question since the other words also fit. However in
some cases where /nak/ may be elicited, it may occur as a reflex of
a different etymon than the /na/ for ‘to trample’. The *rak etymon
seen in Rinkhu and Tikhak is also distinct from that seen in the
other varieties, but beyond this the correspondence still holds.
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English

blow

fall

ill

cloth

trample

Ngaimong
Muishaung
Mungre

1
1
1

mul1
ə0 mɯ1
moi1

dəl1
dəi1
dai1

ða1
ə0 tɯu1
a0 tsaː1

kʰəl1
kʰəi1
kʰai1

na1
ənɯu1
na1

Lochhang
Chamchang
Shecyü

1
2
2

ə0 maɯ1
mei2
me2

ə0 de1
dɛə2
dia2

ə0 di1
tsi2
a0 dzi2

kʰe1
kʰɛ2
khia2

ŋi2 , ni2
ni2

Cholim
Ringkhu
Tikhak

4
4
4

moʔ4
(pʰɯt4 )
ə0 mɤt4

djɤʔ4
dit4
(ə0 kʰet4 )

ə0 deʔ4
(ɪ0 rak4 )
(ə0 rak4 )

kʰjɤʔ4
kʰet4
kʰat4

neʔ4
nak4

Table 5.4: Examples of marked Tone Correspondences between
eight Tangsa varieties, adapted from Morey (2016). Words in parentheses are from non-cognate etyma.
5.4 Overview of the Tangsa-Nocte Tone System
It can be generally stated that for any given lexeme, the tone category to which it belongs will be consistent cross-varietally, aside
from the changes seen above with verb-stem alternation — in
which tone categories of a given morpheme may change based on
whether it is a nominal stem or a verbal stem and for which those
changes vary from one variety to another — and differences based
on marked tone correspondence. This is useful for elicitation, but
caution should be taken when analysing varieties which have not
yet been shown to follow the same tone system which is typical
to Tangsa-Nocte, as many words throughout Sal languages have a
high degree of lexical similarity even in cases where tone systems
do not match.
This is also only a general situation, as a number of exceptions
can be found, although they are typically limited to a single lexeme
in a single variety, or to a single semantic domain. As an example,
‘head’ /kʰu2 / which is typically tone two in all of the varieties that
have been studied at the present time has shifted to tone three
in Phong, discussed in Section 9.1, and can occur as third tone in
Muklom, discussed in Section 8.6.
With all of this in mind, the following can be said of the TangsaNocte tone system regarding the tonemes of Tangsa-Nocte, of
which there are four:
First tone

will nearly always have some degree of glottalisation

in the form of either creak or near-total glottal closure at the end
of the syllable. This glottalisation is easily elided when not in
the word-final position. When first tone has a high pitch, as is
the case in varieties such as Cholim and Rera, the glottalisation
will be less like creak and more like full closure. When first tone
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is low, glottalisation will typically be present as final creakiness,
particularly in final position within a prosodic word. This may
be further affected by bottoming out of the tone space when in
sentence-final position where in the presence of a low boundary
tone.

There is a known correlation between creak and lower

pitch, as discussed for example in Kuang (2017), with a higher
occurrence of creak at lower frequencies relative to the speaker’s
tone space, and reduced creak in higher ranges on otherwise
creaky morphemes. For this reason, the glottalisation of first tone
words is more likely to occur as creakiness in varieties where first
tone has a low pitch height, and glottalisation more similar to a
final glottal stop in varieties with a high first tone.
Both of these realisations of *creak in first tone offer support
for an analysis of a *creaky origin of first tone, in accordance with
analyses in Mazaudon (1977), in which it is argued that a final
glottal stop will likely result in a rising of pitch and creakiness will
result in a falling of pitch.
First tone morphemes, even when high and having near-total
closure of the glottis, will still be distinguishable from fourth tone,
which is significantly shorter as is typical of what are referred to in
other language varieties as ‘checked’ tones.
Second tone

is variable as far as pitch.

Creaky or breathy

realisations have not been attested, with the exception that on
occasional tokens in scattered varieties, final breathiness may
appear in isolation. However, this has not been attested with any
significant degree of consistency, and may just as easily be the
result of careful elicitation and over-pronunciaton. Second tone
words will never be creaky.
In many varieties, including a number which are not otherwise
closely related such as Muishaung and Hawoi, second tone has
what is described elsewhere in this thesis as an ‘emphatic’ contour.
That is, a slight rise in pitch before a fall. This may be realised in a
number of ways, but the most significant aspect of this contour
is that it is falling but with a delay. Not all varieties have this
contour, but the high number of varieties and the fact that those
varieties are not limited to a single sub-branch within TangsaNocte is significant. It is significant that this initial rise is not
necessarily tied to the effects of an onset consonant. Nasal onsets
may result in a lower initial pitch on the TBU prior to reaching
the target pitch height for a given toneme. Thus it is not unusual
to see a slight rise at the start of a TBU following such an onset.
However in the case of second tone, when ‘emphatic’ in TangsaNocte varieties, this rise is independent of the onset’s place or
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manner of articulation. That is, the rise itself is part of the contour.
In varieties for which an attempt at calculating distribution of
tonemes has been made, second tone occurs with the greatest
frequency in the lexicon among verbal and nominal stems, around
twice as often as first tone.

This is often not the case when

nominalised verbal stems are included in the counts, which tend
to be third tone.
Third tone

is also variable as regards pitch. It is often level in

many varieties but may also be falling or rising depending on
the speech community. One notable secondary feature is the
presence of final breathiness or aspiration as found in a number
of varieties. Like the emphatic contour of second tone, this is
not limited to a single sub-branch of the larger group. Based on
reporting from consultants, it is often not detectably audible to
native listeners, but is still detectable on a spectrographic analysis.
In some cases, such as Phong, it is clearly detectable and also
identified by speakers as significant to the category.
Third tone is also longer than other tonemes in a number
of varieties such as Ngaimong, discussed in Section 6.1. This
difference is often small but significant as a secondary factor for
toneme identification. For example in a variety for which a first
or second tone syllable may be around a quarter of a second in
duration, third tone may only be a tenth of a second longer. In
some cases such as Ngaimong, this additional length has been
identified by speakers and is also reflected in the orthography
developed by the community, in which the vowel glyph is doubled
for third tone words.
Third tone is by far the least common in the lexicon among
verbal stems and noun-stems. It is often the result of a verb-stem
alternation that is common on many Tangsa-Nocte varieties. In
cases of nominalised verb stems, third tone becomes much more
common.
Fourth tone

is the simplest of the four for description. It is short,

often high, but more variable in terms of pitch relative to other
tonemes. Height is a secondary feature of fourth tone, and often
what is normally a high tone in most varieties can also occur near
the bottom of the speaker’s pitch range. Fourth tone is what can
be called a ‘checked’ tone, as it ends with an oral stop coda, and is
typically significantly shorter than any other toneme. Fourth tone
does not vary considerably across varieties.
In some cases, speakers or researchers have posited a two-way
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pitch height distinction in fourth tone. However at present these
can all be explained as the result of intonational effects or inherent
vowel height differences. No evidence for an actual tonemic split
has been found in the course of this study.
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Chapter 6

Northern Rangpang Tangsa

In terms of the realisation of the four Tangsa-Nocte tonemes, there
is not a systematic difference between Northern and Southern
Rangpang varieties. Despite this, an effort has been made to
generally follow the ordering of varieties in Morey (2016, p. 364),
with some variation based on more recent discussions.
Rangpang varieties are distinguishable from other TangsaNocte varieties in part by their lack of any sort of hierarchical
agreement marking, although Tikhak, a non-Rangpang variety,
also lacks this type of verbal agreement marking.

Rangpang

varieties — in general — also follow a different pattern of preverbal marking for tense/aspect, at least in many varieties. For
a more detailed account, see Morey (forthcoming).
Due to the low number of speakers who have been able to be
consulted for this study — in many cases only a single speaker
per variety — pitch plots have been given in semitones rather
than Chao numerals. I hope to present cross-speaker normalised
values in a future study at which time more speakers can be
consulted.
6.1 Ngaimong
6.1.1 Background
Ngaimong is a Rangpang variety. It is very similar to Hahcheng,
discussed in Section 6.2, with which it is generally paired. The two
varieties are nearly identical outside of a few small phonological
differences. It has been explained by some Hahcheng speakers
that the Hahcheng variety is the result of speakers of a nowabandoned variety having adopted Ngaimong.
The Ngaimong sub-tribe name has a number of different
spellings based on which variety is the source. The general name is
Ngemu. When interacting with people from outside ones own subtribe, it is common to use the sub-tribe name as a surname, rather
than the clan name. For Ngaimong speakers, this form, Ngemu,
is what is typically used. It is also often seen as Maimong, and in
Bennison (1931) as Myimu.
6.1.2 Geography
There are communities in Kuttom, Arunachal Pradesh and New
and Old Khamlang near Miao, Arunachal Pradesh, as well as
Lakla Village in Assam. There is a large community in Lamung,
Myanmar. A smaller community is in Meng3 dim2 Village This is the
Ngaimong name of the village, and translates to ‘mile three’, being
three miles from the border and Pangsau Pass. It is also known as
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Nawngyang ေနာင်ယန်း Village, named for the nearby Lake of No
Return.

6.1.3 Notable features
Ngaimong has a somewhat unique tone change not found elsewhere, with the exception of Hahcheng. With first and fourth tone
words, there is a distinct raising of the original pitch contour when
prefixed with the nominal marker ə0 . This is discussed in more
detail in 6.1.5 below.
6.1.4 Consultants
The primary consultant for Ngaimong was Mr. Wangkui Ngaimong, born around 1973. Wangkui is originally from the area
around Kuttom Village, a predominantly Muklom-speaking community, and now resides in Upper Malong-I Village on the AssamArunachal border as the only Ngaimong speaker in the village. His
family now lives in Lakla Village. Malong-I is a Tangsa community
of mixed background. Wangkui also speaks other Tangsa varieties,
including Muklom and Joglei.
Mr.

Machow Ngaimong of Malong-II village, born approx-

imately 1983, was also consulted.
93.
This includes
/naʔ/ as well, with
non-nasal
nonliquid stop codas
being indicative of
fourth tone.
No
such
fourth-tone
counterpart
exists
for Table 6.3 since
there is no segmental
[ŋʔ]
cluster
that
is
phonemically
fourth tone, although
glottalisation
on
final
nasals
can
occur
in
many
varieties on firsttone
morphemes,
and a number of
morphemes have a
glottal-coda form and
an alternate velarnasal-coda form in
some varieties such
as Muishaung. This
may also occur in
Ngaimong, but was
not attested during
the field research
conducted in 2015.

Malong-II is primarily a

Hahcheng-speaking community. Hahcheng is mutually intelligible
with Ngaimong.
Interviews with both consultants were conducted in November
2015.
6.1.5 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

length

low
high
mid/high

falling
level
level

creaky
modal
modal

long

Table 6.1: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Ngaimong
Figure 6.1 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Ngaimong. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
Ngaimong is a variety with good tonal minimal sets with which
to illustrate tonemic differences. Table 6.2 shows the tonemes and
glosses for /na/93 .
Table 6.2 shows a minimal set for /na/. The third column shows
nominal stems for the corresponding segments, with verbal stems
in the fourth column, with the exception of third tone which has no
verbal stem on /na/ in Ngaimong. The absence of verbal third-tone
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toneme

segment

nominal stem

verbal stem

1
2
3
4

na1
na2
na3
naʔ4

ailment
paddyfield
ear
blade edge

to stamp
to be exhausted
to tease

Table 6.2: Ngaimong tonal minimal set for /na/.
stem is telling, as it supports a derivative origin for many thirdtone morphemes, as discussed in greater detail in Sections 5.2.5
& 10.1.
toneme

segment

gloss

1
2
3

meŋ1
meŋ2
meŋ3

blurry
before, in front of
footpath; mile (loan)

Table 6.3: Ngaimong tonal minimal set for /meŋ/.

First tone

is low and falling, similar to what is found in other

Rangpang varieties. It is the only non-level tone in Ngaimong.
No creakiness was detected during elicitation. Figure 6.1 shows

F 0 (semitones)

a typical contour for this toneme on /kʰɐm1 / ‘central pillar’.94
10
8
6
4
2
0

kʰ
2

2.05

2.1

ɐ
2.15

m
2.2

2.25

2.3

2.35

duration in seconds
Figure 6.1: Pitch contour for ‘central pillar’ /kʰɐm1 / spoken by
Wangkui.
nst-nga-kham-wrap-arms.wav

First tone is also the only toneme which undergoes a contour
change based on prefixing. This is the result of a sandhi pattern on
verbal first-tone syllables when undergoing nominal prefixation.
In past discussions with Wangkui, it has previously been identified
as a different toneme. However the change is entirely predictable
when applying the nominal prefix, and so should be considered
allotonic variation.
This variation was discussed in Morey (2014), as follows:
The Ngaimong speakers recognise this as a ‘fourth tone’
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94. This morpheme
actually
means
wrapping ones arms
around
something
large enough that the
hands barely meet.
The central pillar
in the traditional
home is named this
based on the large
circumference.

but the genesis of a new tonal category in this way
is a phenomenon which has not yet been observed in
any other Tangsa variety ... This not only means that
the Ngaimong tone system is significantly different from
other Pangwa Tangsa, but also that in Ngaimong almost
all verbs have a changed tone in the nominalised form.
(Morey 2014)
Based on further investigation, it is clear that this so-called
‘fourth tone’ variant of first tone morphemes is not a separate
toneme but rather a conditioned allotone of first tone. The same
raising of pitch on prefixed morphemes also occurs for fourth-tone
morphemes in Ngaimong. This raising of pitch is not found on
prefixed second- or third-tone morphemes.
The change is seen in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 showing verbal and
nominal ‘vomit’ /pʰal1 /. Figure 6.2 shows the unprefixed verbal

F 0 (semitones)

form.
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

pʰ
0.45

a
0.5

l

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

duration in seconds
Figure 6.2: Pitch contour for ‘to vomit’ /pʰal1 / spoken by Wangkui.

nst-nga-vomit52.wav

Figure 6.3 shows nominalised /ə0 pʰal1 /. The changes in the
contour were found consistently throughout all nominalised tokens of first tone words. In some cases, the starting point of the
contour was raised and the fall remained constant throughout the
TBU, and in others there was a slight rise and a delayed fall as seen
in Figure 6.3.
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F 0 (semitones)

12
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8
6
4
2
0

ə

pʰ

a

l

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7
duration in seconds
Figure 6.3: Pitch contour for ‘vomit’ /ə0 pʰal1 / spoken by Wangkui.

nst-nga-vomit61.wav

At present, this type of change has not been attested in other
Tangsa-Nocte varieties. Further research is needed to determine
how widespread it is in Ngaimong and the degree to which it is
found in Hahcheng, the most similar variety. Wangkui, the primary
consultant for work on Ngaimong, has mentioned that this is a
change not found in other neighbouring varieties.
Due to a number of constraints on time and transportation,
work was unable to be conducted on the degree to which prefixed
raising occurs in natural Ngaimong conversation. The primary
consultant was at the time the only native speaker of Ngaimong in
the village. More work should be done on this topic in subsequent
trips.
Second tone

is phonemically high and level. Figure 6.4 shows a

typical second-tone contour.
The word “corpse” or “dead” is nearly always tone two in
Tangsa-Nocte varieties. This term is cognate with the same in
Yi and Namuyi Khatho of Southwest China, Ao and Angami of
Nagaland (Marrison, 1967a) and Pumi, as well as likely Old Chinese 亡 *maŋ (Baxter & Sagart 2014).

French reconstructs a

proto-Northern Naga *maŋ (French, 1983a, p.472). This same
reconstruction is given for “dream”, a word which is nearly always
first tone, but for which the proto-Tangsa-Nocte form was likely
glottalised in a pre-tonal state.
gloss

PNN

PTN

Muishaung

Ngaimong

Angami
OC
95.
French
(1983
p.577) 夢
argues
that
dream *maŋ *ma̰ŋ mauŋ1
maŋ1
—
maŋ mho
*C.məŋ-s
dead
*maŋ *maŋ mauŋ2
maŋ2
mo²¹
maŋ mo
/kʰɐm/ is亡a*maŋ
distinctly
Tangsa term, without
Table 6.4: ‘Dream’ and ‘dead’ across Sino-Tibetan varieties. PNN cognates in related
= Proto-Northern Naga from French (1983); PTN = Proto-Tangsa- languages. It occurs
Nocte; OC = Old Chinese from Baxter & Sagart (2014)
as ‘water’ in some
varieties, ‘alcohol’ in
Figure 6.5 shows the contour for /kʰɐm/ ‘water’ with a typical others, and is absent
from others still.
level second-tone contour.95
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Namuyi Khatho

Ao

F 0 (semitones)

10
8
6
4
2
0

m
0.1

ɐ

0.2

ŋ

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

duration in seconds
Figure 6.4: Pitch contour for ‘corpse’ /mɐŋ2 / spoken by Wangkui.

F 0 (semitones)

nst-nga-corpse-kham.wav
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4
2
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kʰ
0.5

ɐ

0.55

0.6

m
0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

duration in seconds
Figure 6.5: Pitch contour for ‘water’ /kʰɐm2 / spoken by Wangkui.

nst-nga-water-kham.wav

Third tone

has a level contour, like second tone. It will often

be lower relative to second tone, and is distinctly longer. This
length distinction is also represented in the orthography through
the doubling of the nuclear vowel: /na3 / ‘ear’ is written <naa>.96
The length of third tone is a secondary phonemic feature in
addition to a relative pitch height useful in distinguishing it from
second tone when context would not be sufficient for distinguishing meaning.
Figure 6.6 shows ‘ear’ /na3 /.
F 0 (semitones)

96.
reconstructed
by French (1983) as
*naA .

10
8
6
4
2
0

n
0.1

a
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

duration in seconds
Figure 6.6: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / spoken by Wangkui.

nst-nga-ear11.wav
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Fourth tone

in Ngaimong is short and checked as with other

varieties. Like first tone, fourth tone has been described by consultants as undergoing the same distinct raising of pitch as first tone
when prefixed with the nominal marker. While in elicitation and in
isolation, variations were given to illustrate this change. However,
given the segmental and durational qualities of the fourth tone
permitting a greater degree of pitch height variation to begin
with, it remains to be seen if such a change will actually carry
over into casual speech in a meaningful or detectable way. Given
that the tone may be high or low relative to the tone space, and
that in isolation it has been attested at a wide range of heights, it
presently seems unlikely that the raising described for first tone
will exist in a meaningful way in natural speech.
Figure 6.7 shows fourth tone as high relative to the other
tokens shown in this section, but as mentioned here and with

F 0 (semitones)

other varieties, fourth tone will occur at variable heights.
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4

pʰ
0.25
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a
0.35

0.4

ʔ
0.45

0.5

0.55

duration in seconds
Figure 6.7: Pitch contour for ‘speed’ /pʰaʔ4 / spoken by Wangkui.

nst-nga-speed58.wav

6.2 Hahcheng
6.2.1 Background
Hahcheng97 is a Rangpang variety. It is most similar to Ngaimong, 97. Included in the

with which there is a high degree of mutual intelligibility, although DoBeS archive under
the name Hachheng,

there are clear differences in pronunciation between the two. For coded as SDM29 and
example, Ngaimong has final /l/ on a number of words where nst-hah
final /r/ may be present in other varieties, but Hahcheng has no
final liquids, and often a diphthong with final /i/ in Hahcheng
corresponds to final /l/ in Ngaimong.98
Hahcheng /haʔ tʃʰeŋ/ is the endonym. They have also been
referred to as Haqkyain in some sources, following a different
romanisation system but resulting in the same pronunciation. In
some varieties, Hahcheng are called Gaʔso, the first syllable meaning “soil” or “earth”, a common compound in sub-tribe names. This
too is cognate with the Hahcheng name.
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98.
Final /l/ also
appears in Joglei
and
Shangwal
(Shangwan),
two
paired varieties which
are often grouped
with Hahcheng and
Ngaimong.

6.2.2 History of the Hahcheng
According to one elderly consultant, Mr. Sainuk, Hahcheng speakers were originally speakers of other varieties, and only adopted
the current language after a long period of residing among Ngaimong speakers. The old variety is preserved in only a few words
retained in stories, but for which the meaning has been lost. The
Hahcheng variety is the form non-Ngaimong speakers adapted
from Ngaimong. This is only one possible explanation, and not
all Hahcheng speakers today would accept this account.

It is

however supported by stories told by community elders as part of
the Hahcheng origin story. See Section 6.1 for more on Ngaimong.
The story told to me by Mr. Sainuk was that the Hahcheng
came to their current location by following a young buffalo, one of
two, given to two brothers. Both parties departed from Taichan, a
place on the Myanmar side of the border. One brother was named
Sailing and his descendants became the Taipun clan, now part of
the Shangwal subtribe. He and his family followed another buffalo
with his clan along the Taichan River to Bongtuk Hill where they
then settled among the Sangwal subtribe, and thus adopted the
Shangwal speech, but did not speak this variety before then.
Saipong, the other brother, became Hahcheng, and this is the
clan to which Mr. Sainuk belongs. The story is told that unlike the
Taichans, they settled in an area that was not previously inhabited.
In this area the soil was red, /haʔ seŋ/. The buffalo got ahead of
the party and dug up the earth, exposing the red soil. The party
then caught up with the buffalo where it was resting, and at that
place Saipong settled, and this red soil is said to be the origin of
the subtribe name. They stayed there for three years. At that
99. Sailim was a given
name that was mentioned at this point
as an ancestor but
it is unclear this this
was someone form
the Chengshing clan.
100. To be clear, this
is explicitly stated by
the interpreter as a
subtribe distinct from
Hahcheng,
despite
the nearly identical
names. Hahjeng was
suggested to be also
known as Gaʔdʒa.
This may be the
Hajang group, said to
be similar to Rera.

time, the Chengsing clan99 came to that location while hunting a
wild boar. The Chengshing clan was from Bongtai village. At this
time, Hahcheng was not a distinct group, and neither was Bongtai,
but the village existed. The Chengshing clan is now found in
both Bongtai and Hahcheng villages, tracing back to this migration
of some Chengshing to the village that was ancestral to today’s
Hahcheng. Tainong, a relative of Saipong, then married into the
Chengshing clan, thus linking the clans in the village. Sangmung,
another clan found today in Hahcheng, arrived four years after.
By that point the village was already named Hahcheng. At this
time, the language spoken was different from Hahcheng. Later on,
Kenwa and Tabot, two other clans, arrived from another subtribe
known as Hahjeng.100 They are today Hahcheng. Champangs also
joined at a later time from the Paʔtɔn and Vaŋkɔn clans, and are
now also Hahcheng. More came from Bongtai after that, but this
line has since died out. After, more settlers arrived from Hahkin,
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but this line too has since died out. Hahtim settlers also came,
believed to be the same group as Hahchum.101 Chengket and 101.
Chenglim are the other two clans derived from what was originally
Saipong, which itself also still remains as a clan name.
The story was translated and explained by Mr. Machow Ngaimong, who speaks Hahcheng and lives in the village near Mr.
Sainuk.
6.2.2.1 Geography

In the story
there was mention of
the Changring, a clan
within Ngaimong distinct from Changshing, but it is unclear
what is meant by this
mention.

Hahcheng are a large part of the population of Malou Pahar মালু

পাহার village at Ledo — along with the Hakhun102 although the 102. See Boro 2017,
two are not closely related and not mutually intelligible — and in a description of
Malong-II মুলং গাওঁ , romanised as Mullong in Assamese sources but
known internally as Malong — where they make up the majority
population. There is also a considerable population in Myanmar,
with Hahcheng speakers residing in Zeepyugone ဇီ းြဖ ကုနး် in
Sagaing Region. In the early 20th century, a number of villages
were shown on maps published by the Survey of India, a British
effort to map the region. One can be seen on satellite photographs
of the area at 26°51’06.5”N 95°49’27.3”E, however it seems to be in
the process of being abandoned for relocation as only one house
remained at the end of 2016.
6.2.3 Consultants
Primary consultants in India were Mr. Kejung Kewang Hahcheng,
appoximately 50 years old, Mr. Punan Hahcheng and Mr. Hahngo
Hahcheng, both around 25 years of age, each from Malong-II
Village on the Assam-Arunachal border.
Mr. Hahcheng Sainuk was also consulted for the origin story
and background information on Hahcheng as one of the elders of
the community.
Fieldwork was conducted in November 2015 by the author, and
in February 2012 by Martin Dietzel. In both instances the same
three speakers were consulted.
Additional work was done with Mr. Ngopong Hahcheng in
Zeeoyugone, Myanmar, in early 2016.
6.2.4 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

length

low
high
mid/high

falling
level-falling
level

creaky
modal
modal

can be long

Table 6.5: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Hahcheng
Figure 6.5 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Hahcheng.
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Hakhun for which the
data was collected
primarily in Malou
Pahar.

Hahcheng tones closely resemble the Ngaimong system, as
well as other Rangpang varieties. First tone is a low fall. Second
tone in Hahcheng is high-level, sometimes with a slight fall at the
end. Third tone is mid-level. Checked syllables are either a high
short fall, with a contour somewhere around 54:, or produced as
level, most typically 44:.
First tone

is low and falling. Like in Ngaimong, Hahcheng first

tone can have a slight rise before the fall. Figure 6.8 shows a typical

F 0 (semitones)

contour for first tone in isolation, here for ‘fire’ /vɐn1 /.
10
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ɐ

n

10.35 10.4 10.45 10.5 10.55 10.6 10.65 10.7 10.75 10.8
duration in seconds
Figure 6.8:
Hahcheng.

Pitch contour for ‘fire’ /vɐn1 / spoken by Hahngo
nst-hah-fire-hango.wav

In some varieties, there is a significant degree of neutralisation
of contour tones for morphemes in the first syllable of a compound. Figure 6.9 shows ‘spitting’, /tʰɔ1 tʰɔ1 /. This is a reduplicated
form of ‘to spit’, indicating continued action. Some neutralisation
is apparent in the shortened fall of the first syllable. This is not
total neutralisation in Hahcheng, though in some varieties such
as Phong it will entirely neutralise the first syllable, eliminating any

F 0 (semitones)

remnant of the original contour.
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0

tʰ

ɔ

tʰ

ɔ

1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.45 1.5 1.55 1.6 1.65 1.7 1.75
duration in seconds
Figure 6.9: Pitch contour for ‘spitting’ /tʰɔ1 tʰɔ1 / spoken by Kejung
Kewang. Dotted lines represent part of the pitch contour which does
not fall on the tone-bearing unit.
nst-hah-spitting.wav

Additionally, Hahcheng does not show any glottalisation on
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first tone syllables for any of the speakers consulted, regardless of
whether they are open or have nasal codas. ‘To spit’ /tʰɔ1 in Figure
6.9 is a word which tends to be more heavily glottalised in varieties
with glottal first tone. However in Hahcheng no glottal constriction
is present. This was checked with a range of speakers of varying
ages. Whether this is the result of a eventual loss of glottalisation
or simply a lack of it having been adopted into Hahcheng when the

F 0 (semitones)

language was adopted from Ngaimong is uncertain.
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Figure 6.10: Pitch contour for ‘stamping’ /ə0 na1 / spoken by Kejung
Kewang.
nst-hah-stamping.wav

Hahcheng has the same prefixed pitch raising on first tone that
is found in Ngaimong. When a first or fourth tone word is prefixed
with the nominal marker /i0 /, the pitch of the stem will become
higher. It is a change not attested in other Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.1.5.
Second tone

can be similar to first tone. In isolation it is a falling

contour, but with a sustained high start. It may also present as
more level, with only a slight drop off at the end. As a falling tone,
second tone will have a delayed fall compared to a direct fall seen
in tone one, and will have an emphatic103 quality as with other 103.
varieties.
Figure 6.10 shows the contour for ‘paddyfield’.

This is a

common second-tone morpheme in Tangsa-Nocte varieties, likely
borrowed from Tai *na, ‘paddy field’ (Pittayaporn 2009) and earlier Proto-Tai-Kadai (Li 1977).

This is also posited for Proto-

Austronesian *na ‘floodland’ (Sagart 2011) and Proto-Kra *na ‘ricefield’ (Ostapirat 2000). It is an incredibly common etymon throughout the region where wet rice cultivation takes place.
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This is one
way
speakers
themselves express
the distinction, or
that second tone is
‘louder’ or ‘stronger’
than first tone. These
sorts of descriptions
have been given
for a wide range of
varieties in which
second tone follows
a similar pattern
in relation to other
tonemes.
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Figure 6.11: Pitch contour for ‘paddyfield’ /na2 / spoken by Kejung
Kewang.
nst-hah-ricefield.wav

Third tone

is level, in the middle to high range. It is less common

than other tonemes. At the present time there has not been
enough data collected to determine if there is a significant phonemic length distinction between third tone and first & second, as is
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found in some other varieties.
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Figure 6.12: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / spoken by Punan Hahcheng.

nst-hah-ear.wav

Fourth tone

is short and generally high or mid-level. Like other

varieties it had a segmental non-nasal coda. Figure 6.13 shows a
typical contour for a fourth tone word, here on ‘bee’ /ɲaʔ4 /
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Figure 6.13: Pitch contour for ‘bee’ /ɲaʔ4 / spoken by Hahngo
Hahcheng.
nst-hah-bee.wav

6.2.5 Loanword Adaptation
In Hahcheng recent loan words from other languages seem to
be consistently third tone – for example “table” as /te3 bul3 /. This
includes loans from Indo-Aryan languages. The exception to this
rule is when there is a non-nasal segmental stop coda, in which
case it becomes fourth tone.
6.2.6 Tone neutralisation
As with many varieties in Tangsa-Nocte, a degree of neutralisation
occurs on non-final syllables within individual prosodic words.
Figure 6.14 shows the pitch contour for ‘dream’ /raŋ2 ʋɐn1 maŋ1 /,
as spoken by Kejung Kewang. The neutralisation seen here is typical for Hahcheng, and all consultants presented nearly identical
contours. In compounds, the work needed to be done by the
tonemes is less; no minimal pair exists for /raŋ ʋɐn maŋ/, and the
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likelihood of being misinterpreted is low.
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Figure 6.14: Pitch contour for ‘dream’ /raŋ2 ʋɐn1 maŋ1 /, as spoken
by Kejung Kewang.
nst-hah-dream.wav

6.3 Joglei (Yogli)
6.3.1 Background
Joglei104 is a Rangpang variety, traditionally paired with Shangwal
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which is described as the most similar variety and which has a high
degree of mutual intelligibility. The Taikam clan history tells of
them becoming Joglei after their own sub-tribe, the Shangya, were
killed off save for a single person, the ancestral Taikam.
Joglei /d͡ʒok.lɐi/ is the endonym, the <g> spelling found in most
variations a result of voicing assimilation of the unvoiced /k/ final in
/d͡ʒok/. The community has been known by a number of different
spellings over the years, including Joglai, Jogli and Yugli, Yogli, and
others.
It is one of the varieties along with Muishaung which received
some of the earliest attention by researchers on the Indian side
of the border. Referred to as Yogli, it is one of only two Tangsa
varieties included in Marrison’s classification of North-East Indian
Naga languages (1967). Das Gupta wrote about it in The Tangsa
Language: A Synopsis (1980), and it was part of French’s source
material for reconstructing Northern Naga (1983). Weidert (1987)
also consulted with a Joglei speaker for his tonal reconstructions.
6.3.2 Geography
One reason Joglei received so much early attention is that it is spoken in areas which are quite accessible, geopolitically speaking.
105.
Though
following
different
spelling conventions,
Khasan
and
the
nearby
town
of
Kharsang are both
named for the river
which runs through
the area. This is an
old Singpho name,
/kʰaʔ3
a4 saːn1 /,
meaning
‘clear
water’.
The name
Khasan Joglei follows
a
typical
village
naming pattern in
the region where a
sub-tribe name is
attached to the name
of the nearest larger
town, and this then
becomes the name
of the village in which
that sub-tribe lives.

It is spoken in the village of Khasan Joglei105 and Kaikhepother
in Arunachal Pradesh, both plains settlements not far from the
Assamese border. Additionally there are a considerable number
of villages near Changlang Town which are less accessible.
The majority of the fieldwork done for this thesis was done in
Khasan Joglei. Khasan Joglei is a ten minute walk to Nongtham,
a village mostly inhabited by speakers of Chamchang (Kimgsing),
and also five minutes from the Muklom village of Kuttom. While
Joglei speakers in this area can generally understand Muklom,
the two are not mutually intelligible. There is a large Mizo-run
Presbyterian mission complex in the village, resulting in a large
temporary population. Many of the original inhabitants of the
village have learned some Mizo, in addition to the large number
who speak English, Hindi, Assamese and Nagamese, as well as
neighbouring Tangsa-Nocte varieties. While all of these factors
contribute to ongoing erosion of Joglei as spoken in the village,
and many inhabitants recommend sites further into the Patkai
mountains as more ideal. Due to travel restrictions, this was not
possible.
6.3.3 Consultants
Fieldwork for Joglei was done in Khasan Joglei, Arunachal Pradesh
in October 2015. Consultants were Mr. Thakjum Taikam & Mr.
Khiltan Taikam, both around 30 years of age at the time of recording, and Mr.

Khulkam Taikam, approximately 50 at the time.
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Additional data is from Rev. Ranjung Joglei collected by Stephen
Morey in 2012.
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6.3.4 Tone Categories
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Figure 6.15: The four tonemes106 of Joglei as produced by Khulkam
Taikam. Duration is not properly shown here and differences in
length should not be interpreted as phonemic.
1st tone
low falling with glottalisation. The pitch contour is
cut short as a result of glottalisation, but the syllable continues for
another tenth of a second beyond this;
2nd tone
has a delayed falling contour, here slightly exaggerated;
3rd tone
is high level
4th tone
is checked and of variable height
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

low
mid/low
mid/high

falling
delayed falling
level

creaky
modal
modal

Table 6.6: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Joglei
Figure 6.6 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Ngaimong. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda. As with most other varieties, tone categories for Joglei show
considerable variation, both in isolation and contextually.
Joglei has a number of clean minimal sets with which to elicit
tone contours. In the four tones, /na/ has the meaning ‘to stamp’,
‘a field for wet rice cultivation’, ‘ear’, and ‘to tease’107 in that order.
This minimal set exists in a number of other varieties as well. First
tone can also mean a non-visible ailment such as a cancer, and
fourth tone can also mean the edge of a blade. Another minimal
set exists with /maŋ/108 , with meanings ‘think’ or ‘dream’,109 ‘dead’,
‘in front of’ and ‘to erase’ in that order.
First tone has clear glottalisation even on syllables with liquidfinals. Glottalisation is lost in word-medial position.
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106.
For each
toneme shown here,
the plot is showing a
single token of /na/
for each toneme,
with fourth tone on
/naʔ/. Each syllable
is aligned with the
start of the TBU at 0
seconds. Semitones
are calculated for
Khulkam
Taikam
based on 80hz.
107.
Fourth tone
words always end
in non-nasal stop
consonants, so in this
case the minimal set
exists with /naʔ4 /.
See Section 2.2.2 for
treatment of stop
codas as a toneme.
108. /maʔ4 / on the
fourth tone. In Chamchang, where the *ŋ
final is lost, these are
more fully a minimal
quadruplet
109.
This *maŋ
etymon has been
glossed
elsewhere
as meaning ‘dream’,
however as ‘dream’
it is typically in
a
compound
with
components
indicating it is night
time.
In previous
works on Tangsa,
it has also been
glossed as ‘dream’. It
is now apparent that
the morpheme on its
own may have the
meaning of ‘thinking’,
but as significant to
a common crossvarietal minimal set
it has come up when
eliciting
‘dream’,
and so that is how
it has tended to be
elicited in further
investigations
by
linguists
working
on these varieties,
including my own
elicitation.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘stamping’ /na1 / spoken by Takjung Taikam

stamping.01.2015-10-20.takjung.joglei.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘stamping’ /na1 / showing clear glottal pulses

representative of first-tone creak. The pitch is given in Figure 6.16a
with which this spectrogram is time-alined.
nst-jog-stamping.png

The contour for the first tone is a low fall. It will typically
end in glottal constriction, especially in isolation or phrase-final
position. As seen in Figure 6.16b, the syllable continues beyond
the point where the pitch contour can be automatically measured
in Praat. The syllable continues until around the 3.1 second mark.
Glottalisation is a key feature of the first tone toneme in Joglei.
Figure 6.17 shows the word ‘bird’ /vu1 /. The pitch contour falls
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out early due to clear glottalisation.
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Figure 6.17: Pitch contour for the general term for birds /vu1 / spoken
by Khulkam Taikam.
nst-jog-khulkam-vu1.wav

Second tone

has an emphatic contour, with no glottal constric-

tion. Joglei second tone may most reliably be distinguished from
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Figure 6.19: Pitch contours for ‘paddyfield’ /na2 / and ‘charcoal’
/vɐl1 kʰiŋ2 / spoken by Thakjung Taikam.
first tone by the shape of the contour, showing a delayed fall
compared to the immediate but gradual fall of first tone.
There is no phonemic length distinction here between first and
second tone. Second tone is also never phonemically glottalised.
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It may also start higher than first tone.
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Figure 6.18: Pitch contour for ‘paddyfield’ /na2 / spoken by Takjung
Taikam.
ricefield.01.2015-10-20.takjung.joglei.wav

In normal speech, tones one and two have no significant
length difference, however speakers will describe the second tone
contour as “longer”, likely reflecting what may otherwise be called
“emphatic”.

The tone contours shown in Figure 6.15 show a

difference in length, but this has been presented by the speaker
to better illustrate the difference in contour, and the duration

shown there is not representative of the toneme more generally. 110. The two words
are together for the

Furthermore, the first tone pitch contour in Figure 6.15 is cut short sake of comparison
as the result of glottalisation.
between a secondThe contour of the second tone can be similar to that of the tone morpheme in

first tone, however the eventual drop in pitch does not happen isolation /na2 / along
until closer to the middle of the TBU.
Figure 6.19 shows a curve for /na2 /, “wet paddyfield”, followed
by /vɐl1 kʰiŋ2 / “charcoal” for the sake of showing a second-tone

contour in the σ2 position.110 The dashed line covers the onset,
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with as the final
part of a compound
/vɐl1 kʰiŋ2 / to show
a change in height
to better represent
tonal contrast.

which is not part of the tone-bearing unit.
First-tone onsets which are “more forceful” may be misinterpreted as second-tone. A number of consultants described second
tone as being more emphatic, and some interpreted it as being
longer than first tone, although in general this was not the case111
. This was confirmed through discussions with various community
members.
Third tone

may have a hint of breathiness, in contrast to 2nd

which is modal. Breathiness is not clearly phonemic but may be
a secondary feature of the toneme, and occurs at a reasonable
frequency.
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111. In fact in none
of
the
varieties
discussed here was
it the case that
second tone was
phonemically longer
than first.
There
are cases of third
tone being longer,
and having this fact
represented in the
orthography
even,
but
second
tone
has typically been
identical
to
first
tone
in
isolation
except in cases where
a consultant was
emphasising
the
toneme for isolated
elicitation
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Figure 6.20: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / spoken by Takjung Taikam.

ear.01.2015-10-20.takjung.joglei.wav

The third tone will show some difference in length, again as
found elsewhere in Pangwa varieties, however this is not consistent and the length distinction is secondary. Like in Muishaung,
the third tone may dip, but will return to the original height as
speakers work to maintain a level pitch.
Fourth tone

Fourth tone in Joglei is short and checked, ending

in either a glottal stop or one of the non-nasal voiceless stops /p
t/ or /k/. It is often in the higher end of the speakers tone space.
This is consistent with the majority of Rangpang varieties as well
as with Tangsa-Nocte more generally.
6.3.5 Tone Changes
6.3.5.1 Tonal Coarticulation & Regressive Assimilation
Joglei is subject to some tonal assimilation but it seems to be
only in the most casual of speech. Even in casual elicitations, the
contours of second- and first-tone morphemes are preserved in
first-syllable position. This is easily seen in compounds for which
‘sky’ /raŋ2 /, ‘bird’ /vu1 /, ‘tree’ /pul2 / and ‘fire’ /vɐl1 / are common
components. Figure 6.21 shows one such example. The secondtone contour levels out as seen in other dialects where there is
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Figure 6.21: Pitch contours for ‘wood’ /pul2 / and ‘manioc’ /pul2 riŋ2 /,
spoken by Khulkam Taikam.
a strong tendency toward regressive assimilation. However, first
tone retains a slight fall, although slightly less strongly than in an
isolated position. This can be seen in Figure 6.19 for /vɐl1 /. An
example of second tone reducing but not neutralising can be seen
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in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22: Pitch contours for ‘sun’ /raŋ2 / & ‘sky’ /raŋ2 ʃal2 / spoken
by Khulkam Taikam. Voicing on rolled /r/ in isolation is typically late,
as is also seen in other varieties when utterance-initial.
nst-jog-khulkam-sky-sun.wav

First tone also undergoes some neutralisation. However, in
Joglei, there is still a measurable distinction between neutralised
second tone and neutralised first tone. For an example of a variety
which fully neutralises contours in this position, see Section 9.1 on
Phong.
6.3.6 Loanword Adaption
As is found elsewhere, Joglei tends to give syllables of recent
loanwords a third-tone contour. This is clear in words like /tebul/
‘table’ and /kolom/ ‘pen’. The most obvious exception to this is
/ʃi3 ʃa2 / ‘glass’, which was borrowed from Assamese, and which has
a second tone for the final syllable. It is believed that the tone is
such because a similar word, ‘dirty’ /ʃi3 ʃa3 /, was already in use with
two third tones, likely before the time ‘glass’ was borrowed.
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6.4

Muishaung (Mossang)

6.4.1 Background
112.
Previous
recordings
of
Muishaung
have
been archived with
the DoBeS project
under
the
label
‘Mosang SDM19’

Muishaung112 is one of the largest of the Tangsa sub-tribes found
in India.
The Muishaung, along with the Joglei community, have been
in India since the beginning of the 20th century (BarkatakiRuscheweyh and Morey 2013), with their earlier villages being in
Myanmar close to the Indian border. Fieldwork for this thesis
was conducted primarily in Nongtan, a more recent settlement,

113. For the purposes
of dictionary creation,
we have encouraged
consultants to mark
tone on all syllables,
and this has carried
over
somewhat
into other contexts.
Initially, tone was
not
intended
to
be marked on the
first
syllable
of
compounds
when
the orthography was
introduced to the
community by Mr.
Gam Win Mossang,
as
discussed
in
Section 6.4.2 below
114.
Titled Vsawc
Rumvrc:
Thuix
Thaungx Vhvlx, “Holy
Scripture: The Good
News”,
published
by the Bible Society
of Myanmar, 2014.
This is the Bible used
today by the Hewa
Baptist Church in
Arunachal Pradesh.
115. Of all varieties
discussed
here,
Muishaung
has
what may be the
best
established
standards for the
politics
of
group
naming.
This is
likely
attributable
to the efforts of
the
Muixshaungx
Lungxphic
Welfare
Society

settled perhaps only 40 years ago. Before moving to Nongtan,
the community was residing close to Tirap Gate, where they had
previously moved from further into the mountains near the border
with Burma.
6.4.1.1 Names
The endonym for the language and sub-tribe is is /mɯ2 ʃaʊŋ2 /.
This is often mistakenly written as <Muexshaungx>, with either
the first or both <x> tone letters being option depending on the
source.113 This would be pronounced /mɤ2 ʃaʊŋ2 /. The spelling
with <ue> is based on a Roman orthography developed by Mr.
Gam Win Mossang, now of Thailand, and itself developed from
previously devised missionary orthographies for other minority
languages in Myanmar.

Gam Win’s orthography, used in the

printing of a Muishaung Bible,114 is the de facto standard for
Muishaung and Lungphi /luŋ2 pʰi3 / communities in India. In the
Roman orthography it should be spelt <Muixshaungx>, however
due to an error in the Biblical translation and thanks to the text’s
significance, the <ue> spelling is now widely used despite not
matching the pronunciation of the actual name.

It has been

requested by a number of consultants that the <ui> spelling is used
here, as that is what correctly matches the pronunciation.
For the purposes of brevity and ease of reading, the <Muishaung> spelling is used here, without the tone-marking <x>. For
any works which are to be primarily community-facing, it has been
requested that the tone letters always be used.115
The group has alternatively ben called Mosang, Mosshang and
Mushaung. It was first recorded as Môshâng Nâga (Needham,
1897). It has also been written with tone marked only on the final
syllable, and as with a number of Tangsa-Nocte varieties, variant
spellings are frequently used on social media. The general name
is Mossang. In Bennison (1931) they are known as Mawshang.
6.4.1.2 Classification
Muishaung is a Rangpang variety. Historically it has been considered close to Lungphi — written Lungxphic in the Gam Win orthog128

raphy and pronounced /luŋ2 pʰi3 / — with which it is often paired,
however among communities found in India today, the Lungphi is
now applied to two quite different varieties. The first is that which
is most similar to Muishaung and is also spoken in Myanmar. A
number of the Lungphi speakers who migrated to India settled in
Muishaung villages such as Nongtan in Arunachal Pradesh. They
are now considered by many to be speaking Muishaung, although
it is unlikely the two varieties ever differed too substantially.
In Muishaung, the term /ɣaʔ4 ʒa1 / is used to refer to nonMuishaung-Lungphi communities which are still speakers of Rangpang varieties. It is not used outside these communities, but has
at times been given as a subgroup within Rangpang, which it is
not.
6.4.1.3 Geography
The vast majority of research on Muishaung was done in the village
of Nongtan, over the course of multiple visits between September
2015 and March 2018. Nongtan116 is located just north of Neirong
and north-east of Kharsang, as well as Namphai Nong, a short
walk past Neirong. An additional settlement is Namphuk Mosang
to the north-west of Kharsang, about two hours from Nongtan.
Muishaung is also spoken in Songking Village, Nayang Village,
Old Plone and New Plone, all of which are a short walk from
Nongtan. Further up-river, Muishaung is spoken in the valley
starting around the town of Manmao and following up to the
source of the Namchik river past Raungghuil and Hedman (also
known as Hedbok).117
6.4.1.4 Consultants
The primary consultants for Muishaung were Mr.

Wanglung

Keluim and Mr. Renman Keluim Mossang who dedicated much of
their time to what were surely odd requests. Mr. Winstux Mossang
and Mr. Sanxtunx Keluim contributed stories and descriptions
which were also of great value.118 Additional help was provided by

116.
Internally
the
village
is
generally referred to
a Nongtan, the local
Muishaung
name.
However
outside
of the Muishaung
community,
it is
often called Neotan,
and this is the name
seen on road signs
in the area.
The
origin of the name
Neotan, as it was
described to me,
was in an attempt
at rebranding the
village.
Here ‘neo’
is
simply
“new”.
In
overheard
Muishaung
conversations,
I
have only ever heard
the village referred to
as Nongtan, and so
this is the name I am
using here.

Likro Mossang, as well as the parents of Mr. Wanglung Keluim. 117. Starting around
All are living in the village of Nongtan (Neotan) in Miao Circle, 27.0987°N 95.9010°E
Arunachal Pradesh, India.
Fieldwork was conducted over three trips between late 2015
and early 2018.
6.4.1.5 Community attitudes toward the language
Recently there have been efforts by a number of members of the
Muishaung community to formalise the language. For example
a dictionary of Muishaung words, Boamc Thuiyz Jungx, has been
compiled with Mr.

Wanglung Keluim and is in publication at

the time of finalising this thesis. Efforts at formalisation may
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and
following
what
becomes
the Namchik River
Northeast from there
118. When <z> <x>
or <c> appear in Muishaung names here,
they are tone letters,
marking first, second
and third tones respectively.

be motivated in part by a belief among some few community
members that the current form of the language is a corrupted
form, due to perceived mixing between different groups. While
it is true that in the area around Nongtan, there is much intergroup socialising and early education is also done in mixed company, there are two factors that diminish the degree to which the
language forms may blend. The first is that, in early education,
the language of instruction is Assamese. Outside of the context of
the lesson, children primarily socialise only with members of their
own language group. Mungre children speak Mungre to other
Mungre speakers, and Muishaung children speak Muishaung to
each other. No obvious pidgin or creole has ever developed in this
case, though it is of course likely that influencing has occurred.
What has happened is most of the members of the community have grown up being able to understand the neighbouring
varieties, such that even though Muishaung and Mungre are not
mutually intelligible on their own, most Muishaung and Mungre
speakers have learned to understand each other’s speech. This
situation has been referred to as Lingua Receptiva in Thije & Zeevaert (2007). In such a case, when two members from two different
language communities meet, they each speak their own native
variety, and it is up to the listener to understand. While selfreporting is not necessarily to be trusted, speakers report that they
119.
Significant to
this discussion is
the fact that TangsaNocte
speakers
tend
to
have
generally low levels
of
metalinguistic
awareness regarding
tone
categories.
This is a situation
far
distant
from
what is found with
Mandarin speakers,
for example. Adding
to that is the fact
that there is no clear
sense that lexical
tone and phrase level
intonation may be
operating separately;
The reported tone
will almost always be
in the narrow sense
and not reflecting
any sort of ideal
toneme.

do not in any way accommodate to the listener. We can say that
at least as far as conscious accommodation this is likely true.
Despite this, the belief that spoken Muishaung has been corrupted is pervasive. The ability with which any one speaker can
identify what that corruption may look like differs both in degree
and form. That is to say that how the corruption is believed to have
manifested is not at all agreed upon on a community level.
Still, the forms that come up most often are clear: Regressive
pitch assimilation has been singled out by multiple community
members as problematic. These “wrong tones”119 are to be corrected, it is believed. Speakers will thus go out of their way to
produce each syllable’s tone clearly when in isolated words. In casual speech, assimilation will once again be apparent if somewhat
unknown to the speakers themselves.
Prosodic final-lowering and sentence-medial phrase-final high
boundary tones will still be interpreted as part of the lexical tone,
resulting in three potential citation forms for a handful of more
frequent words, one reflecting isolation, phrase final and sentence
final forms. This, too, lacks consensus on the community level,
however its presence is clear enough that different speakers have
each incorporated some form of these prosodic variants into their
understanding of tone in Muishaung. In one case, with the cre130

ation of a native script — created by Mr. Lakhum Mossang — certain vowel combinations have been given additional letterforms
for instances when they appear sentence-finally with a lowered
pitch. This graphical accommodation does not extend beyond a
handful of rimes in a single position within the utterance, and
the creator of the script rejects similar interpretations regarding
nearly identical changes elsewhere in a sentence, which are otherwise embraced by other community members. It is a sensitive
topic, and not one which looks to be resolved in the near future.
Finally, there is an unsurprising belief in the community that
work done by the fieldworker will later be used by the community
to prescribe right speech. This has come up multiple times during
the author’s time in Nongtan.
All of these factors combine to create some difficulties for the
linguistic fieldworker. For informants, a little knowledge goes a
long way, and the linguist must be aware of the potential for
intonational changes to be interpreted by the speaker as a feature
of lexical tone. Likewise, it is important to keep in mind that elicited
forms are not always to be trusted, especially as far as changes in
pitch within the prosodic word. Extra care must be taken in order
to gather natural speech data and not just data which reflects how
informants hope the community will some day speak.
6.4.2 The Muishaung tone system
Muishaung, like most other Tangsa-Nocte varieties, has a fourway tonal contrast. Also like other Tangsa-Nocte varieties, tonemic contrasts are not limited to pitch height or pitch contour
distinctions alone, and features such as phonation, duration and
segmental features play a role in determining tone category membership.
Typically, the tone was not marked in the orthography for
the first syllable of disyllabic compounds. For the purposes of
documentation and community language resources, and in large
part due to the request of the number of linguists from La Trobe
university who have worked with community members, this has
been changing when it comes to items such as word lists or other
similar resources. Tone marking was generally ignored for initial
syllables for the sake of simplicity in reading and the lower-thanusual functional load of tone in this position. At the time of writing,
Muishaung has no attested cases where (in a bisyllabic word) a
difference of tone category on only the first syllable changes the
meaning. Such words may exist, but none were able to be elicited
over the course of research for this study.
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Figure 6.23: Semitone values of individual tokens of each toneme on
/na/, spoken by Renman Keluim.
is mid-falling with final glottalisation;
1st tone
2nd tone
is mid- to high-falling with modal voice;
3rd tone
is level with middle height
4th tone
is checked and of variable height but typically high.
The differences in duration shown here are fairly consistent across
speakers for this variety, but are a secondary feature and most
apparent in isolation, but which are not themselves the main feature
by which tonemes are distinguished in casual speech.
Figure 6.23 shows each of the four tones as pronounced by a
33 year old male speaker. A number of things can be said of the
system as a whole.
First, there is a significant difference in length between the
tones. Fourth tone, what I am here referring to as the checked
tone, is not surprisingly shorter in duration than the rest, lasting in
this instance only about 0.165 seconds. The first and second tones
are each around 0.255 seconds and may be considered not distinguishable by length. What is more illuminating here is that the
third tone is quite a bit longer, at around 0.345 seconds. In some
varieties of Tangsa there is a vowel length distinction that has
been identified by speakers and represented in the orthography
consistent with the tone category to which a morpheme belongs.
In Ngaimong, discussed in Section 6.1, the third-tone syllables are
written with doubled vowels in the bible used in that community,
so what is <na3 > in Muishaung will be <naa3 >. However it may
not be the case that Ngaimong is in any way unique in having this
difference in vowel length. Instead what may be unique is only
that it has been identified by the creators of the romanisation for
Ngaimong but not for other varieties. In Muishaung there is no
difference in vowel length reflected in any of the orthographies,
but the difference still exists.
Second, there has been some discussion in the past regarding
whether an initial rise on the second tone was the result of a nasal
onset or if it was a feature of the tone itself. It is my belief that it can
be considered a feature of the tone category itself. The same rise is
apparent throughout the category, regardless of the onset. While
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it may be slightly amplified on syllables beginning with a nasal, a
feature that often may indeed result in a lower initial pitch than
with other onsets, it is still to be found on syllables in the same
tone category which do not have nasal onsets.
Finally, all four tokens had approximately the same starting
values. First tone could be described as mid-to-low falling, second
as either a sustained fall or rising-falling, third as mid-level and
fourth as level but checked. While it may be then that it is the
contour and length which is significant to the listener and not the
relative pitch, preliminary perceptual tests — shown in Figure 6.24
and discussed below — have shown that a high-level presentation
of what should be a third tone is not accepted as meaningful. The
contours should be relative to the middle of the speaker’s pitch
range for a given utterance.
Of all the varieties addressed in this study, Muishaung is the
variety which has received the most attention. This is partly due
to a greater amount of time spent with the community in the early
stages of the field research and partly due to highly motivated
consultants with whom I’ve been able to maintain near-constant
communications.
On the surface, Muishaung tones show considerable variation
in terms of the pitch contour, and to a lesser extent, in duration.
It is not sufficient to provide ideal contours for the description of
the tone categories. The issue is further complicated by the fact
that for many speakers, there is no distinction between what may
be called lexical tone and phrase-level intonation.
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Figure 6.24: Re-synthesised pitch values for four items. A number of
such re-synthesised contours were created and played for speakers
in order to help determine the significant constraints on second and
third tone contours. These were judged as third tone for the first
two and second tone for the last two, with the third contour being
judged so to a lesser degree of confidence.
As a very basic preliminary perceptual test, conducted for
the purposes to determine the degree to which a contour could
vary and still be identified as a given toneme, participants were
presented modifications of a single token which was duplicated
and then modified through PSOLA re-synthesis in Praat. Sixteen
tokens were created, each with a new tone. The original utterance
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was of the syllable /na/ on a high/mid-level tone. From this various alternative tones were created to include dipping and rising
contours as well as variations of the existing tones of Muishaung.
An earlier test was done with /kʰam/, however as there is not a
word with this pronunciation for all three of the open tones of Muishaung, the initial participant found it difficult to assign that tone.
It became clear that rather than perceiving the tone as abstracted
from the meaning, the participant was attempting to recognise
specific words that did exist, and then working backward based
on the spelling conventions for that word to then determine the
appropriate tone. For this reason the participant was unable to
come assign many of the tokens to a tonal category.
To remedy this, the reanalysed forms were re-created using
the syllable /na/, which in Muishaung can be ’poison’, ’wet field’,
’ear’ or ’to act foolish’ for tones one through four respectively.
Speakers were then asked to identify the tones as they would be
in Muishaung. The goal of this activity was to try to determine
more accurately what characteristics of the tone categories may
be significant aside from just the contour, which would in turn
allow for a more accurate description of the ideal tone forms for
Muishaung.
The contours used for the initial test were as follows: A reanalysed (simplified) first, second and third tone based on ideal
contours but not making a distinction for length; a dipping (545:
in the Chao system) and peaking (454:) variation on a natural third
tone; a rise leading to a plateau; a low rise-fall; a brief high plateau
followed by a steady fall; a steady rise; a more emphatic rise-fall;
a steeper steady rise; a level third tone equivalent with extended
duration; a second tone equivalent with extended duration; a
shortened third tone with no coda; a lowered third tone (22: in
the Chao system) with no change of duration.
6.4.3 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

length

low
mid/low
mid

falling
delayed fall
level/rising

creaky
modal
modal

long

Table 6.7: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Muishaung
Figure 6.7 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Muishaung. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
In terms of duration, third tone is the longest and fourth tone is
the shortest. First and Second tone have no significant difference
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in length. However the short duration of fourth tone, when applied
to a syllable lacking any coda, is not sufficient grounds for the tone
to be identified as a fourth tone, and it will instead be identified
based on the pitch and contour. The same goes for artificially
lengthened tones not being erroneously identified as third tone
when a falling contour is present. Duration can therefore be considered a secondary feature of the tone categories in Muishaung.
First tone

will always start mid and end low, without any rise or

substantial sustained initial pitch. There can be final glottalisation
which is lost when in a non-final position in a compound. The
contour will be consistently 31: or 21:. It can be strongly glottal. A
common example which occurs cross-varietally is ‘to spit’ /tʰɔʔ˨˩/. In
these cases the contour of the tone is preserved when in isolation.
Figure 6.25 shows a typical falling contour for first-tone on

F 0 (semitones)

‘vomit’ /pʰai1 /, without significant glottalisation.
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Figure 6.25: Pitch contour for ‘vomit’ /pʰai1 / spoken by Wanglung
presenting a typical first-tone contour.
nst-mos-vomit.wav

An additional first-tone contour example can be seen below in
Figure 6.30a.
Second tone

realisation in Muishaung is highly variable. It may

show an initial rising pitch which is not solely limited to nasal
onsets. This is the cause for some difficulty in providing any single
ideal contour.
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Figure 6.26: Pitch contour for ‘sky’ /rauŋ2 / spoken by Wanglung
presenting a typical second-tone contour.
nst-mos-sky.wav

Second tone will start mid or high. If it starts mid, it will either
hold the initial pitch for approximately half the tone-bearing unit
before falling, or it will rise before eventually falling. If it starts
high, it can either sustain the initial pitch briefly (rare) or directly
begin to fall (common). Second tone and first tone will generally
end in the same place, but cover a wide range of possibilities. It
is better to consider second tone a set of constraints rather than
a target which a speaker attempts to reach. To put this in the
context of Chao numerals, for second tone in Muishaung, possible
contours could be 351:, 41:, 51:, 441:, 551: or 451:, among others.
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Figure 6.27: Distribution of F 0 for 20 second-tone tokens spoken by
Wanglung Keluim.
In a number of varieties, second tone is often the most interesting in terms of the contour. It is clearly not a straight fall, and
can either hold its initial pitch height or immediately rise before
falling. Figure 6.27 shows a box plot of fundamental frequencies
for around two dozen second-tone tokens. This plot shows a sort
of idealised contour for second-tone morphemes in Muishaung.
A similar contour is found throughout a number of Tangsa-Nocte
varieties for second tone, although it is not the case for all. Each
reading was taken at 5% increments along a normalised duration
for each token. This same basic contour is seen across varieties,
not only those which are closely related to Muishaung such as
Lungphi, discussed in Section 6.5, but even varieties which are
substantially different such as Hawoi, discussed in Section 8.5.
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Third tone

can be level or rising, but never falling. If there is any

fall within the first half of the duration, the pitch will then rise to
at least the point at which it began. Possible contours are 33:, 44:,
34:, 45:. A 55: contour is rare and generally will only appear due
to intonational effects.
Third tone may be breathy and is typically marginally longer
than first and second tone. It will have a level contour, which
may be a rising contour among younger speakers. Of primary
importance is that the end point is not substantially lower than
the starting point in terms of pitch height. Figure 6.28 shows
the pitch contour for a third-tone morpheme which does have
an initial fall, however this is due to the initial change in oral
cavity pressure upon release of the voiceless obstruent onset. The
resulting contour is perceived as level. This is originally a loan
from English and is recognised as such by speakers. Loans in
Muishaung typically take a third-tone contour, although the first
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syllable is identified as carrying first tone
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Figure 6.28: Pitch contour for ‘bottle’ /po1 tʰoan3 / spoken by Wanglung presenting a typical third-tone contour. .
nst-mos-bottle.wav

An additional third-tone contour example can be seen below in
Figure 6.30b.
Fourth tone

is short and checked, and usually in the upper half

of the speaker’s tone space. It may have an equivalent pitch range
to third tone, however it will often sound higher by comparison.
Fourth tone has half the duration and a clear coda. The presence of
a coda is a necessary but not sufficient condition for identification
as a fourth tone; glottal first tone syllables will still have a basic 31
contour.
6.4.3.1 Loanwords
Loanwords seem to take third (mid-level) tone. A series of syllables
with level third tone contour will be subject to downdrift, the
resulting pattern being realised as 44: 33: 21: for trisyllabic words,
and 44: 33: for disyllabic words.
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Recent loanwords will typically take third tone.

The third-

tone pattern goes for at least one older loan, “bottle”, which has
otherwise been subjected to loanword adaptation. Much earlier
loans such as *na for “paddy field” and *tʃʰaŋ “elephant” — both
likely early borrowings from Tai — were possibly borrowed before
Tangsa underwent tonogenesis and will therefore belong to other
120. A reconstruction
of
Proto-TangsaNocte is currently
under development
and can be seen in
the morpheme index
found at the end of
this thesis.
121. Tai Shan လိၵ်ႈ
/lik/; Tai Lü ᦟᦲᧅ /lik/,
meaning writing or
scripture

tone categories. This is a theory which needs to be explored
further.
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Unlike some other Tangsa varieties, Muishaung uses a somewhat more native word for “book”, /lɯk4 tap4 /, rather than the
borrowed /ki3 tap4 /.

In this case, /lɯk4 / is an almost certain

borrowing from

It’s worth noting that the similarity in these

Tai.121

words is likely coincidental; liktap is a compound of “writing” and
“stacked/bound”. There are also older words for “pen” and other
terms for which speakers now solely use borrowings from Assamese and Hindi (kitāb किताब for “book”, sābun साबुन for “soap” etc).
Many speakers will remember the earlier Muishaung words, typically just descriptive compounds, but even among older speaker
the Indic loans are used, and with near consistent third-tone
contours.
The word for ‘bottle’ /po1 tʰoan3 /, seen in Figure 6.28, is a loan

122.
Perhaps
borrowed first into
another
variety
before
coming
into
Muishaung.
Further investigation
in
required
to
determine the likely
path of borrowing.

from English.122 It is recognised as being a loan, but also described

as ‘being pronounced in a different way’. It seems likely that
this was a either a fairly early loan which has undergone greater
phonological change, or that there is a restriction against /tʰoal/,
although this explanation seems unlikely given a large number of
words ending in both /oal/ and /oan/, including ‘free’ /pʰoal/.
6.4.4 Tone Sandhi & Tonal Coarticulation
In some cases, for bisyllabic words in Muishaung, tone is not
marked for the first syllable in the orthography as it was devised by
Mr. Gam Win. This is possibly due to the first syllable’s tone being
somewhat neutralised for all bisyllabic words. This is not the case
with all speakers, and especially with Mr. Wanglung Keluim on
whose speech the majority of this section is based; Wanglung has
a much higher than average level of metalinguistic awareness, and
is deeply interested in the language and culture. He has been the
primary interpreter for judgements by community elders, and it is
not surprising that his speech may be somewhat more careful than
others. We might say then that he has somewhat more “standard”
tones than found in casual speech of others, and so on his speech
we may base an analysis of what the target ideals may be.
Figure 6.29 shows two instances of the word /tal1 ʃɯu1 /, “to cut
bamboo”. The first half with a dotted line represents the pitch
on a re-synthesised ideal instance of the word for two first-tone
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Figure 6.29: Re-synthesised (left, dashed) and original (right, solid)
tokens of /tal1 ʃɯu1 /. Both were judged fully acceptable by native
speakers regardless of the degree of neutralisation occurring as a
result of regressive assimilation.
syllables. The second solid line represents the original pitch from
the actual utterance. After re-synthesis, the original speaker was
asked to judge the two tokens (approximately nine months after
the original recording) and judge which was the proper form. The
re-synthesised version was selected as correct, and the original as
less appropriate. The participant was then told that one was original and one was modified electronically, and then asked to judge
which was the original. Again the first token was selected. There is
undoubtedly widespread occurrences of regressive assimilation.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘to spit’ /tɔ1 / in (b) Pitch contour for ‘to place in a
Muishaung.
basket’ /tɔ3 / in Muishaung
nst-mos-rm-spit1.wav

nst-mos-rm-inbasket1.wav

Figure 6.30: Semitone values of ‘to spit’ /tɔ1 / and ‘to put in a basket’
/tɔ3 /, elicited separately. Note that tone 1 is glottalised and continues
beyond the solid pitch trace shown here. The dotted line shows a
rough approximation of the contour on the glottalised section.
Compare Figure 6.30b which shows two tokens of /tɔˀ1 /, “to
spit” from the same speaker as in Figure 6.23. The falling line
shows the syllable pitch contour in isolation, while the more level
line is the same morpheme as the first syllable in “spit imp”, /tɔ31-33
1
ʃɯu31-51
/. The change seen here is the same sort of assimilation as
1
seen in Figure 6.29.
There is a slight degree of neutralisation in first-syllable posi139

tion. This is anticipatory, and not full neutralisation. The original
contour can still be detected, however the degree to which it is
preserved varies from speaker to speaker and to a greater extent
from variety to variety. Some varieties like Phong have total neutralisation of the tone of the first syllable whereas in varieties like
Joglei it is more consistently preserved. In Muishaung, there has
been a tendency to not include tone marking in the orthography
on the first of two syllables, and given the low functional load of
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tone in the language, this is typically not problematic.123
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Figure 6.31: Pitch contour for ‘spit’ /tʰɔ1 / with imperative /ʃɯu/
making as a command.
nst-mos-renman-spit-imperative.wav
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123. In recent years
the few members
of the Muishaung
community
in
Nongtan
who
regularly write the
language have been
encouraged to mark
tone on all syllables,
at least when doing
any sort of work on
community language
development.
This
is
not
without
complication,
as
in some cases the
original tone of the
first of two syllables
has
become
the
source of confusion.
One such example
is the word ’Tangsa’,
which has a known
etymology
where
/tauŋ/ means hill, but
which has been reinterpreted by some
as /tauŋ/ meaning
‘sacrifice’.
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Figure 6.32: Pitch contour for ‘put in basket’ /tʰɔ/ with imperative
/ʃɯu/, making a command.
nst-mos-inbasket-imperative.wav

Members of the community acknowledge that the change to a
mid-level tone is happening and that 1 and 2 are pronounced as
3 when in the first syllable position in a polysyllabic word. This is
a widely accepted fact. However there is now a strong tendency
in the community to shift to the citation tone. That is, /kʰu2 poŋ1 /
“hat” is pronounced as though it were /kʰu3 pong1 /, but the community leaders have decided that it ought to be pronounced as
/kʰu2 poŋ1 /.
The belief among the community is that the neutralisation is
purely the result of mixing with other tribes, and many are unaware that the same phenomenon occurs in very distant varieties
like Phong. Due to this belief, many in the community are now
having a sense of shame about their use of this sandhi pattern,
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and this has led many in the community who are particularly
interested in the language to produce what would otherwise be
citation forms of the tones even in semi-casual speech. There are
many instances where the speakers will slip up and produce the
sandhi forms. However as a foreign linguist with a microphone
this is difficult to capture.
Despite this, I have been told on multiple occasions that the
neutralisation does happen, and in a way that consistently results
in a mid-level third-tone-like contour.
6.4.5 Intonation & Boundary Tones
Intonation in Muishaung is fairly straightforward and predictable.
There are two factors that can often lead to confusion, however, and these require some attention. The first issue is that
of verb-stem alternation. Muishaung, like many Tangsa-Nocte
varieties, undergoes this phenomenon where the tone of the stem
when nominalised may differ from the original verb-stem toneme
(Morey 2018). This is limited to only a fraction of the lexicon, and
with some exceptions, appears to occur with many of the same
words across varieties. Verb-stem alternation is discussed further
in Section 5.2.5.
The second issue is that, among speakers, there is little sense
that intonation and lexical tones exist as two separate influences
on spoken pitch. Thus in a number of cases, the tone category to
which a given word belongs may be mis-reported or a word may
be said to exist in multiple tone categories. Indeed there are words
which might seem to do exactly that, but on further inspection
there is still some difference in the meanings of the different tones.
One such example is /kʰɯŋ/, which can occur with either first
tone or third tone, and both meaning ‘clear’. Where they differ
is that with first tone, it can only be used to refer to clearness
of water, and with third tone only for clearness of the sky. This
is further confirmed by the fact that these two words, as with
many descriptive words in Tangsa-Nocte, can take reduplicatable
intensifiers. However, also as with many lexemes that can take
intensifiers, the intensifiers are limited in their applicability. The
intensifiers which can attach to /kʰɯŋ1 / differ from those which 124. For a deeper
into
can attach to /kʰɯŋ3 /, making it certain that these two words, investigation
while likely derived from a common etymon, are now functioning intensifiers
as fully separate lexical items.124
An illustrative example of the difficulty of determining lexical
tone distinct from intonation is with the verb “to say” /ŋo1 /. In
Muishaung, it may appear with what can be described as first,
second or third tone contours. First tone is the unmarked form,
but other realisations still need some attention.
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Note that in

in
Tangsa-Nocte,
see
“A
Cross-Varietal
Description
of
Modifiers of Basic
Colour
Terms
in
Tangsa-Nocte”
(van Dam 2018 &
forthcoming).

Example (1), /ŋo33
1 / should be read as a first tone morpheme /ŋo1 /
realised a mid-level 33: contour; subscript numbers indicate tone
category while superscript numbers indicate contour in the Chao
numeral system, described in Section 3.1.1 .
(1)

m0 .nauŋ1 kɤ2 ə0 -həl2
ŋo1 -tɤʔ4 ŋo33
1 lɔ1
2ps
kɤ nomz-good say-pst say part
‘What I meant to say was that you are good.’

In reported speech, it will often appear with a mid-level contour
which is identified by speakers as third tone. This has been described as the nominalised form in a Muishaung sketch grammar
by Stephen Morey (in progress). No other such tone-change-asnominalisation were found, and instead there may be another
explanation, where the so-called third tone is the result of a
reanalysis of the story telling pacing intonation.
The use of second tone /ŋo2 / “to say” is used to mark surprise.
Upon making a questionable decision, one might be asked something similar to “you will do what?”, phrased as “you said like that?”
/kərə ŋo2 / where the intended meaning is to express some degree
of surprise or displeasure. The judgement-free equivalent is /kərə
ŋo3 həʔ/. Third tone will often be used in the case of questions, or
when the past-tense suffix -tueq is present. This too may be the
result of reanalysed intonational phrasing and the high frequency
of /ŋo/.
So-called third-tone examples are frequent. Example (2) shows
the effects of an utterance-medial phrase-final high boundary
tone. The verb ‘to say’ /ŋo1 / will frequently occur with a higher
level tone in this position. It has been interpreted by speakers
as thus being a first-tone word in these cases, and a first-tone
word elsewhere. This is also reflected in the way the word gets
transcribed in the most common orthography, where it shows up
as both ngoz for the low falling tone and ngoc for a higher level
tone. However, it is clear through elicitations and discussions with
speakers that what is happening is that a high boundary tone is
influencing the pitch of /ŋo1 /, resulting in a contour that is then
identified as like that of third-tone.
This difference is made clear between (2a) and (2b); in (2a)
the deictic — glossed kuex — occurs in it’s most minimal form,
resulting in a reduction of its intonation-carrying function. The
result is that /ŋo1 / has a higher level pitch than its citation form.
In this example, it is initially transcribed as ngoc, c marking third
tone. However with a more drawn out form of kuex as in (2b), /ŋo1 /
is consistently identified by speakers as being a first-tone word,
transcribed ngoz.
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(2)

a.
b.

ɐ0 piʔ4 -rɤʔ4 ŋo33
ɐ0 piʔ4 kʰasan ka1 -tauŋ2 ŋo1 -tɤʔ4
1 kɤ2
31
ɐ0 piʔ4 -rɤʔ4 ŋo1 kɤrəkɤkɤ
ɐ0 piʔ4 kʰasan ka1 -tauŋ2 ŋo1 -tɤʔ4
3ps-ag
say kuex
%H 3ps Khasan go-fut.intr say-pst %L
‘He said he will be going to Khasan’

The two utterances shown in (2) are otherwise syntactically
identical. It is clear from this example that transcription of /ŋo1 /
as a third-tone word in such cases is not the result of verb-stem
alternation, but rather entirely due to intonational influences.
In elicitation, the question of what is lexical tone and what is
the result of interference with intonation is a common issue which
must be addressed and re-addressed at many points throughout
the process. Initially, there was some difficulty in determining
what the lexical tone on the verb /tʰa/, then translated as ‘to
stay’ or ‘reside’.

The difficulty arose based on the verb being

presented in all three open-syllable categories. After a long period
of discussion, it was made clear that in fact there are two verbal
stems for /tʰa/: One, with a first-tone contour, means to reside in
a place, or to dwell. This was the original meaning determined in
conversation. A second word, with a second-tone contour, means
to be available, or in some cases to simply be present. However,
a third-tone form was also given, also with the meaning of to be
present or available. This too was ultimately determined to be the
result of intonational influence, and not a tone category change
due to sandhi patterns or something like verb stem alternation
found on other words. Note that this is contrary to the example in
Morey (2018). More specifically, it was determined that the cases
where it was identified by speakers as third tone was a direct result
of final-raising on yes/no questions. Thus, in (3), we have it as
clearly identified as second tone in a statement. In (4), where it
is phrased as a question, the lexeme was originally identified as
tone three, but then later it was agreed this was intonational. In
Example (3), second tone /tʰa2 / has the original 331: tone contour.
Due to sentence-final raising in order to mark it as a question as
seen in (4), the second tone contour becomes 33:, thus appearing
as a third-tone contour.
(3)

ɲa1 mi3 ə0 tʰa331
2
cat
is.there
‘there is a cat’

(4)

ɲa1 mi3 ə0 tʰa33
2
cat
is.there
‘is there a cat?’
In Examples (4) the falling second-tone contour is realised as

high due to a final high boundary tone on unmarked questions. In
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cases where the question is explicitly marked with ha1 , the contour
on tʰa2 remains unchanged, as in (5).
(5)

ɲa1 mi3 ə0 tʰa331
ha1
2
cat
is.there part
‘is there a cat?’
In Example (6), the first and third occurrences of /ʨum1 / retains

its original low falling contour. The second occurrence, part of a
compound with /tɯm1 /, assimilates into a mid-level tone rather
than completing the fall. This is not the result of a boundary tone
but rather the effects of regressive assimilation with the mid onset
target of the following first-tone contour.
ə0 ʨum1 kɤ2 ʨum33
1 -tɯm1 ʨum1 ʃɯu1
cutting is to.cut-round cut imp
‘Do the cutting in round cuts.’
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ama kɤkə ʒo βuʦi po kɤ ʦɔm le rauŋ
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kɤ ma βuŋ kɤrəpuŋ ʃi kɤ βuŋ le raʔ
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Figure 6.33: Excerpt of a hunting story, told by Sanxtunx Keluim.
The thin dotted line shows the midline with gradual downdrift. The
black lines are pitch contours, aligned to a waveform representing
amplitude. The thick dashed line shows general tendencies of the
pitch beyond normal lexical variation from the baseline. Muishaung
storytelling follows a somewhat consistent pattern with a set of
intonational devices used throughout, including raising at pauses,
and a rise-fall pattern at the end of phrases for the sake of what has
been described by some speakers as emphasis.
Figure 6.33 shows an excerpt from a hunting story as told by
Sanxtunx Keluim, also shown in Example (7).
(7)

ama kɤkə ʒo βu.ʦi.po kɤ ʦɔm le rauŋ kɤ ma βuŋ kɤrə puŋ ʃi
kɤ fat egg
kɤ
kɤ
rice kɤ
kɤ βuŋ le raʔ
kɤ rice
‘...’

The excerpt includes three intonational phrases, labelled at the
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start of each in the figure as ι1 , ι2 and ι3 . Syntactically, ι2 and
ι3 are a single clause. The steep drop at the end of the second
intonational phrase is not phonemic, whereas the peak in the
middle is an accented word. The drop in the third phrase, however,
is significant, the result of final lowering due to a low boundary
tone at the end. In ι1 there is high final boundary tone. The dashed
line represents the phrasal intonation. The thin solid line is the
F 0 of the original utterance. The general downward angle of the
intonational pitch is the result of declination
There is a general tendency across languages for the general
pitch to lower through the course of a declarative statement.
This lowering is called a downtrend, of which there are generally
three types: downdrift, downstep, and declination. When present,
downtrends tend to occur over the entirety of the speakers range.
Huang (1985, p.214) makes the suggestion that tone space
should be considered as independent from tone contours, and
that processes like downdrift tone terracing should be conceived
of as happening only to the tone space (his “register”) and not to
the tone categories themselves. As he puts it, “just as tones constitute an autonomous level somewhat independent of segments (as
Goldsmith argues), registers also constitute an autonomous level
somewhat independent of tones”.
Aside from the lowering of pitch over the course of a sentence
which occurs in non-tonal languages like English, there is an
additional lowering which occurs in tonal languages (Huang 1985).
This occurs differently in different languages, either as what is
called discreet downdrift, which is a general lowering of all pitches
on all tones, or else what is called tone terracing, which only
applies to high and mid tones while low tones in a system in
which terracing occurs will remain at their original pitch. In such
languages, the low tone is already at the low end of the speakers
register, and can’t be lowered more. Alternatively, there may be
conflicts with the pitch span, being the distance between highs
and lows. The pitch span is what allows for contrast between a
high level tone and a low level tone.
Note that in the case of downdrift, the contrast between the
tone contours is retained. Low tones are still low relative to high
tones, and the distance between pitches is roughly preserved.
With terracing, this is not the case, and the high and low tone
pitches become closer together as the sentence progresses. In
such cases, there will need to be a resetting of the high tones to
regain a clearer high-low contrast.
This pattern of intonation — downdrift overall but a high medial boundary tone and a final low boundary tone — is typical in
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Muishaung and Tangsa-Nocte more generally, both in story telling
and in descriptions which involve detail.
Final lowering is consistently present, and a medial phrase-final
high is as well.
As mentioned above, through recent efforts by a number of
members of the Muishaung community to formalise the language,
much attention has been paid to tone and intonation. This has
resulted in no small amount of confusion among linguists working in the region, as often questions of tone categories and of
intonation are often indistinguishable, at least as the topic of tone
is discussed by those attempting to create a formal standard.
The finer points have been treated differently by different people.
In some cases these issues are valued heavily by one camp and
completely dismissed by another.
A few things are clear. First, there is fairly consistent use of intonational patterns which at least superficially are neither surprising
nor complex: downtrends occur over the prosodic phrase; raising
intonation occurs at points of interest to engage the listener;
anger or surprise and politeness are conveyed by increasing and
decreasing the steepness of the contour respectively.
The confusion lies in the fact that these intonational changes
are often believed to be part of the lexical tone itself, and thus
reinterpreted by our consultants as belonging to one of the other
two potential tone categories: A word with a low falling first tone
is reinterpreted as a high falling second tone when the speaker is
angry or in disbelief; When occurring in the position of sentenceinternal phrase-final raising, the low-fall is reinterpreted as the
mid-level third tone (which may also appear as a slight rise in
citation form, with no phonemic distinction made between the
two).
What does not get reinterpreted however are words which,
having been modified by intonational pitches, do not then resemble one of the existing four tone categories: Words with the fourth
tone will not be described as now being a different tone, as the
stop coda prevents any confusion on what it should be called;
The mid-level or mid-rise does not get described as one of the
falling tones when emphasised, since emphasis instead happens
through lengthening and stress.
However the high falling tone does get described as being lowfalling-like when in the final syllable of a multi-part sentence. How
this variation of description happens, when it happens, depends
heavily on who’s being asked. One consultant described two lowfalling tones, with one being the above described first tone, and
the other being a separate toneme which exists solely for words
which should be second tone but are pronounced, due to the
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location in the sentence, as identical to first tone. This is my
own description, not that of the consultant, of what was agreed
upon as the analysis after much discussion. Contrary to this, a
student of this consultant separately described it as simply a first
tone word (disregarding that it was once a second tone word). A
third described it as clearly a second tone word, but one that was
pronounced differently. Another consultant still stated there was
no difference.
This same sort of lack of consensus on how to talk about the
tonemes again comes up below regarding the verb “to say” /ŋo1 /,
where opinions on whether intonation should warrant a change
in tone category is once again divided, but with the same parties
involved falling in very different camps.125
In certain cases in causal speech a difference in mood may be
conveyed through the use of particles or through intonation. In
other cases, particles serve a syntactic function and may themselves vary in pitch according to intonational patterns. One such
example is the sentence-final particle /ha1 / which marks the sentence as being a yes or no question. The particle has been the
subject of some debate regarding the tone category to which it
belongs, since it is usually written <haz> [ha1 ] but will also appear
some times as <hax> [ha2 ] and slightly less often as <hac> [ha3 ].
In each case the underlying tone is still tone one.
The variation is entirely predictable and based on phrase level
intonation interacting with the underlying tone. The second tone
(high-falling) reading is assigned for cases where there is some

125.
It should be
made
clear
that
any reference to
‘intonation’ here is
my own; No such
concept is clearly
defined by those
community members
who are undertaking
the
formalisation
of
Muishaung,
and there is little
consensus as to how
it should be dealt
with in cases where it
does come up.
126. While this may

degree of disbelief. The example given is of someone asking a suggest that they
dying man if he is well, and his partner responds in disbelief “how have a singular
can you ask ’are you well’?”. The mid-level contour is likewise development
predictable based on the phrase level intonational pattern.
6.5 Lungphi
The name Lungphi means ‘down-slope’. As the story goes, the
Lungphi and Muishaung were a single group, but the more well-off
members lived on the peak of their hill, while others lived down on
the slope. The latter are the Lungphi. According to tradition, the
Muishaung and Lungphi are descended from a pair of brothers,
and so were living in close proximity.126
Other Lungphi speakers settled closer to Tikhak speakers and
now speak a variety that’s described by other Tangsa speakers as
being a mixture of Tikhak and other varieties. This group is also
referred to as Lungphi, or sometimes as Tikhak Lungphi. A Tikhak
Lungphi village called Namguai can be found near Namphong at

the India-Myanmar border on the way to Pangsau ပန်ေဆာင် Pass.
See Section 8.4 for information on the Yongkuk-Tikhak varieties.127
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more
recently compared to
other closely related
varieties, and not
a borrowing of a
language
variety
into another speech
community as has
been suggested for
Hahcheng (discussed
in Section 6.2), stories
of two brothers are
used to describe
many relationships
between groups in
the region,
even
those
with
no
recent
relationship
whatsoever such as
Tangsa speakers and
Han Chinese.

127.
In BarkatakiRuscheweyh & Morey
(2013), Lungphi is
addressed only in
terms
of
Tikhak
Lungphi,
and
is
also mentioned as
present only in India.
However
Lungphi
as a variety closely
related to Muishaung
is still spoken in
Myanmar as well.
128. An alternative
explanation
is
that Lungphi is a
recent extralinguistic
grouping, referring
to those Tikhak and
Yongkuk
speakers
which have converted
to
Christianity
(Parker, 2016). This
clearly is not the
case in terms of
Lungphi as a subset
of a Muishaung-like
dialect group, but
may
have
some
merit in terms of
a
homophonically
named group the
label
for
which
is
unrelated
to
Muishaung.

The Lungphi are considered by the Muishaung to be a sister
tribe. In India, the Lungphi who live among Muishaung today
speak Muishaung in an identical fashion to the actual Muishaung,
and identify as such. It is sometimes described as a mix of Chamchang and Tikhak, or possibly Tikhak and Muishaung-Lungphi
according to one consultant.128
An interesting point relating to the relationship between Muishaung and Lungphi is that, unlike varieties such as Muishaung
and Joglei, Lungphi speakers do not have a clan name distinct from
the sub-tribe name. As an example, the Keluim clan in Muishaung
communities — to which many of those consulted for Muishaung
belong — is also to be found in Joglei communities, pronounced
Khanglim. Taikham, the clan of the Joglei consultants in Section
6.3, is a subset of Khanglim/Keluimg. However Lungphi speakers
and those who identify as Lungphi within Muishaung-speaking
communities lack any such clan distinction, and Lungphi is treated
as a clan name. This might suggest that Lungphi communities
originally spoke a different variety and later adopted Muishaung.
There is no justification for this interpretation among the community, and the origin of the Lungphi as described in Nongtan does
not extend beyond the story of the Lungphi living down the hill
from the Muishaung.
In Myanmar, Lungphi is still spoken and identified as distinct
from — but closely related variety to — Muishaung, although not
enough has been collected on Lungphi to be able to sufficiently
describe what the differences may be. The two varieties, if they
are indeed distinct varieties, are entirely mutually intelligible.
See Section 6.4 on Muishaung for additional information on
Lungphi.
6.5.1 Consultants
The primary consultant for Lungphi was Mr. Nongkum Lungphi,
who was 70 years old at the time of the interview, conducted
in March 2016 in Zeepyugone, Sagaing Region, Myanmar. The
interview was conducted in English and Burmese, with the help
of Mr. Ke Shem acting as an interpreter.
6.5.2 Tone categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

length

low
mid/low
mid

falling
delayed fall
level/rising

creaky
modal
modal

long

Table 6.8: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Lungphi
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Figure 6.8 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Lungphi. Lungphi tones are nearly identical to those
in Muishaung. Nongkum, the consultant with whom Lungphi was
discussed, described there being slight tonal differences in how
the two communities spoke. This is a common description given
by speakers of their closest variety, or of the way another village
speaking the same basic variety speaks. It is not clear precisely
what was meant by this, although it appeared to be based on
Muishaung speakers using more exaggerated contours. In reality
the difference is likely subtle enough that a study such as this
would not be able to do it justice without speaking to a much larger
number of speakers of each variety.
First tone is mid-to-low falling with clear glottalisation at the
end of the tone-bearing unit, as found in many other varieties
discussed here.
Figure 6.34a shows the pitch contour for ‘fire’ /vɐr1 /.

The

irregularity at the end is the result of the rolled /r/ and slight

F 0 (semitones)

glottalisation, apparent in the spectrogram shown in Figure 6.34b.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘fire’ /vɐr1 / in Lungphi.
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘fire’ /vɐr1 / showing glottalisation.

Figure 6.35 shows the contour for ‘dream’ /rauŋ2 var1 mauŋ1 /.
There is glottalisation apparent on the final syllable. While it may
be elided in casual speech, this rarely happens at the end of a
prosodic word or in cases where the absence of glottalisation on a
first-tone morpheme might result in ambiguity.
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Figure 6.35: Pitch contour for ‘dream’ /rauŋ2 var1 mauŋ1 / in Lungphi.

nst-lng-dream.wav

Note the irregularity of the pitch contour on /mauŋ1 / in Figure
6.35 caused by this glottalisation, absent from /mauŋ2 / at the end
of Figure 6.36.
Second tone

has what is described elsewhere in this thesis as an

‘emphatic’ contour. It is falling, with a slight rise at the start of the
TBU. It is clearly distinguished from first tone by this slight rise and
a lack of any glottal constriction.
The initial rise is more typical in isolation. When in a compound,
the context provided by the other morphemes as well as the
utterance more generally means that contour-based distinction
from the first tone is less necessary. Furthermore second tone will

F 0 (semitones)

never be glottalised even in word-final position.
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Figure 6.36: Pitch contour for ‘corpse’ /miʔ4 mauŋ2 / in Lungphi.

nst-lng-corpse.wav

It should be pointed out that these tone plots are the result
of careful speech on elicited terms, and when speaking more
naturally, the consultant did not have nearly as great a variation
from his high and low points on the given tonemes. It should not
be assumed that casual speech in Lungphi regularly sees a drop of
nearly an octave on a single syllable for the majority of first- and
second-tone syllables. Careful speech is also the cause of a clear
separation between the components in /miʔ4 mauŋ2 / in Figure
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6.36. Mr. Nongkum Lungphi has worked with linguists before,
primarily focused on elicitation of wordlists, and so was primed
for careful elicitation. Unfortunately due to time constraints and
the sudden loss of our interpreter due to other obligations, there
was insufficient time to run through carrier sentences in order to
elicit more natural pitch ranges.
Third tone

is a mid-level tone. As with Muishaung, the contour

may be rising when spoken in isolation, as in Figure 6.37. The
most important constraints for the contour are that it starts in the

F 0 (semitones)

middle of the tone space and does not fall. Phonation is modal.
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Figure 6.37: Pitch contour for ‘buffalo’ /ŋa3 / in Lungphi.

nst-lng-buffalo.wav

A more typical contour is level, as seen in Figure 6.38. This is

F 0 (semitones)

more in line with how the tone is realised in casual speech.
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Figure 6.38: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / in Lungphi.

nst-lng-ear.wav

In the discussion had with the consultant, there was not significant evidence to suggest that final breathiness on third tone is
significant.
Fourth tone

is generally high, but may also occur lower in the

tone space. It is distinguished from other tone categories by the
presence of a segmental non-nasal non-liquid coda. Fourth tone
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also has a distinctly shorter duration than other tonemes, and so
it still distinct from first tone utterances on which glottal closure

F 0 (semitones)

may be more complete.
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Figure 6.39: Pitch contour for ‘unconscious’ /ə0 lok3 / in Lungphi.

nst-lng-unconscious.wav

The contour may appear as falling. However due to the short
duration of the tone, there is little potential for significant changes
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in pitch height over the course of production.
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Figure 6.40: Pitch contour for ‘hand’ /ʒauk4 / in Lungphi.
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6.6

Mungre

6.6.1 Background
129. Previous work
on Mungre has been
archived with the
DoBeS project be
Stephen
Morey,
under
the
label
Mungray
(Morang)
SDM30

Mungre129 is a Rangpang variety.
Mungre, also spelt Mungray, is the endonym. They are also
known as Mawrang, Morang and Morey.

Another name, Choqhyül ေချာဟှီးလ်, also romanised as

Chawqhyül, is given in Statezni 2013. This has been explained
as a clan name within the Mungre sub-tribe, but not a separate
dialectal group, although it was also stated that some minor
linguistic differences will be found. (Khämlan, 2018) Mungre has
been described elsewhere as being closely related to Chahi (Morey
2016), however this has been described by consultants as just
being the Chamchang pronunciation of Choqhyül. An additional
paired variety was given as Shangha, as pronounced in Joglei (ibid),
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which is likely cognate with Chahi. This is likely a clan name, but
not the name of a substantially distinct language variety.130
There is an orthography which has been developed for Mungre
in which final letters are added to mark tone categories. In this
system, final <z> marks first tone, second tone is unmarked, and
final <s> marks third tone. For example “fly” /bei1 / is written
as <beiz> while “bad” /bei3 / is written as <beis>. Fourth tone is
unmarked but distinguishable by ending in glottal or non-nasal
oral stops. This system is not entirely phonemic, and instead
encodes surface forms more than underlying forms in many cases.
6.6.1.1 Geography
Mungre speakers are found in multiple locations. The Mungre
settlement where two of the consultants are based — primarily
Neirong but also including Namphai — was founded in the 1960s.
A number of villages are to be found near Jairampur জয়রামপুর
as well as in Myanmar, but due to travel restrictions and local
instability, no visit to these areas was able to be made. There are
additional Mungre speakers living in Phulbari, India.
6.6.1.2 Notable features
Mungre is one of the many Rangpang varieties which follow the
pattern of verb stem alternation, discussed in Section 5.2.5 and in
more detail in Morey (2018).
6.6.1.3 Consultants
The primary consultants for Mungre were Mr. R. B. Mungre (aged
approximately 60 years at the time of consultation) of Namphai-I,
Aurnachal Pradesh and Kamthoy Mungre of Phulbari. Kamthoy
lives in a multilingual household and does not use Mungre as
his primary language of daily use. Thiklong Mungre (aged approximately 35 years old) from Neirong, a neighbouring village to
Namphai-I, was also consulted. Recordings were made in 2016 by
the author and in 2010 by Dr. Jürgen Schöpf.
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130.
The degree
to which any two
varieties
or
subvarieties differ on
linguistic grounds is
at present difficult
to establish. There
are significant smallscale and large-scale
movements
to
establish or enforce
identity groupings.
Pairings in general
are not a good
measure of genetic
relatedness,
of
course, and so while
such
affiliations
are
mentioned
throughout
this
thesis, they should
not be too heavily
relied
upon
as
diagnostic
data
points.
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6.6.2 Tone Categories
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Figure 6.41:
Mungre.
1st tone
2nd tone
3rd tone
4th tone

The four tonemes of Mungre as produced by Kamthoy
is mid- to high-falling without glottalisation;
is level and mid to high pitched;
is between low level & low falling
is checked and of variable height but typically high

All tone contours in this section have been taken from elicited
words from Kamthoy Mungre. Each pitch contour has been given
in semitones, calculated against the low end of the speaker’s range
for a given elicitation session, which was around 87Hz each time.
As is the case elsewhere in this research, contours have been
plotted based on pitch data taken from Praat.
First tone

is distinctly falling. It is the only toneme in Mungre

where a fall is clearly articulated. Third tone may also be phonetically falling, but is distinctly low in pitch and tends phonemically
toward level. The drop in first tone is always clearly produced
in isolation and may be considered the primary feature of the
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toneme.
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Figure 6.42: Pitch contour for ‘child’ /səi1 / in Mungre, given by
Kamthoy.
nst-mng-nose-child.wav

No detectable creak was attested for Mungre first tone words
among the speakers consulted for this research. Figure 6.43a
shows the contour for /kʰao1 /, the stem for ‘nine’, while Figure
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6.43b shows the spectrogram for the same token showing a clear
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lack of glottalisation on the syllable rhyme.
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(a) Pitch contour for /kʰao1 /, the stem for ‘nine’ — without the atonal

presyllable tə- prefix — showing a clear falling contour. Spoken by
Kamthoy.
nst-mng-nine.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for /kʰao1 /, the stem for ‘nine’ without the atonal
sesquisyllabic tə- prefix, showing a lack of glottalisation. Spoken by
Kamthoy.
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Figure 6.44: Pitch contour for ‘nose’ /fuŋ1 / in Mungre, given by
Kamthoy.
nst-mng-nose-skin.wav

Second tone

is level, mid to high in pitch. It contrasts most

clearly with first tone in the contour. Compare Figure 6.44 showing
/fuŋ1 / ‘nose’ and Figure 6.45 showing /fuŋ2 / ‘skin’ for a minimal
pair on /fuŋ/ showing the difference in contour between first and
second tone.
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Figure 6.45: Pitch contour for ‘skin’ /fuŋ2 / in Mungre, given by
Kamthoy.
nst-mng-nose-skin.wav

Second tone will be consistently level relative to other tonemes
and produced at a consistently higher pitch.
Third tone

is low and can be slightly falling or level. There is no

apparent breathiness or final aspiration on third tone in Mungre,
unlike some other varieties. The fall may be similar to that of first
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tone, but the relative pitch will tend to be lower.
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Figure 6.46: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /nəi3 / in Mungre, given by
Kamthoy.
nst-mng-ear.wav

Fourth tone

is short and ends in either a non-nasal oral stop

(/p t k/) or a glottal stop.

As in other varieties, the duration

and segmental coda are the significant features of this toneme,
and the pitch may occur with much greater variation than other
tonemes. It tends to be high in speech, however as seen in Figure
6.47, in isolation it can be quite low.
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Figure 6.47: Pitch contour for ‘eye’ /mək4 / in Mungre, given by
Kamthoy. This shows the average of two tokens elicited in isolation.
nst-mng-eye.wav

Given the speaker’s lower overall pitch and limited tone space,
the calculations as given in Hz do not really show sufficient detail.
In Figure 6.48, the difference between the TBU in Hz is only about
5-10Hz. However at this pitch range, that amounts to about one
semitone, and perceptually, the pitch heights are significantly
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different to both the speaker and listener.
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Figure 6.48: Pitch contour for ‘leaf’ /pəl2 ʨʰaʔ4 / (‘tree’ + ‘hand’) in
Mungre, spoken by Kamthoy.
nst-mng-leaf.wav

6.7 Maitai
6.7.1 Background
Maitai is a Rangpang variety. It is usually paired with Jiingi /ʤɯŋi/

— also called Diingi, Dongngai or Dohee ဒံဟ
ု ီး and referred to in

Mitchell (1942) as Dongai — which has a similar phonology and
lexicon. The two are similar enough to warrant classification as

closely related, but still distinct enough in lexicon that the two 131.
would not generally be considered a single language community
by speakers.131 The villages after which these two sub-tribes are
named were quite close to each other, only a couple miles, and
with fairly easy terrain (ibid). The Maitai village spoken in Mitchell
1942 still exists, and can be found at 26°48’58.3”N 95°47’55.4”E.
Whether Maitai is still the predominant variety spoken there is
uncertain.
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One such
example
is
*am
realised
as
/aː/
in Jiingi, but not
in Maitai.
Not
that
something
would result in a loss
of mutual intelligibly,
but
significant
nonetheless.

The endonym is Maitai. The general name is Motai မိုင်းတိင
ု ်း or

sometimes Mite.

Maitai is spoken in both India and Myanmar.
6.7.2 Consultants
The primary consultants were Nepo Maitai, recorded by the author
in March 2016 in Zeepyugone, Sagaing, Myanmar, her husband
Panglan Maitai aka U Myint Than, born about 1945 in Maitai
Ngiyung, and Khapran Maitai who was recorded in Changlang in
Arunachal Pradesh by Stephen Morey in prior years. Additional
consultants were the late Tonwang Maitai in Lakla, Assam and the
late Dangkam Maitai of Maitai Ngiyung in Myanmar — the socalled original Maitai village — both of whom were recorded by
Stephen Morey and whose audio was used with permission, as well
as Panglan Maitai who I recorded in Singkaling Hkamti, Myanmar.
6.7.3 Tone categories
The tonemes of Maitai are clear and easily distinguishable both in
elicitation in speech. However, as is the case with many varieties
in which the functional load of pitch as tonemically distinct is quite
low, pitch traces alone tell us very little about the tonemes of
Maitai. Figure 6.49 shows the pitch contours of the four tonemes,
elicited with ‘fire’ /vei/, ‘sky’ /raŋ/, ‘fat’ /deu/ and ‘flash’ /lep/ respec-
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tively, all from a single speaker.
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Figure 6.49:
Maitai.
1st tone
2nd tone
3rd tone
4th tone

The four tonemes of Maitai as produced by Khapran
is mid-level with glottalisation;
is falling;
is high level
is checked and of variable height

Like other varieties discussed here, Maitai has three tones on
open syllables including final nasals and liquids, and one tone for
non-nasal stop codas. Examples of these are shown in Figure
6.49, however as is the case in other Tangsa-Nocte varieties, the
contours of each toneme can be realised in multiple ways.
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The contours of each of these tones may appear as level for any
given token. First tone will almost always be lower relative to the
other tonemes, but for third and second tone, any such statement
regarding a tendency for either one of these to be the higher tone
can not be given definitively. Second tone will, when higher, tend
to be falling, but it is not necessarily higher or lower than third
tone with any sort of consistency for the speaker who has been
consulted in this study. This speaks to the low functional load of
pitch as a single measure of tone in Tangsa-Nocte.
First tone

in Maitai is glottalised, as is the case in many related

varieties. This occurs as glottal constriction at the end of the
syllable, but not generally as a full closure as is found in some
varieties such as Cholim. Maitai does not have final liquids which in
other varieties may block glottalisation. Unlike many of the more
closely related varieties, first tone in Maitai is not a low falling tone.
It is consistently level and in the middle of the speaker’s tone space
in elicitation.
First tone is the only toneme in Maitai for which there is glottal
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constriction.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘fire’ /vəi1 /. Single token recorded from Khapran.
The syllable continues with glottal creak beyond the end of the pitch
contour. Semitones calculated for a base of 114Hz for Khapran.
nst-mai-fire1.wav

4

kHz

132. Semitones for
this speaker, Nepo
2
Maitai, have been
calculated to a base
1
of 112Hz.
This is
the lowest pitch in
duration in seconds
the elicited terms,
(b) Spectrogram for ‘fire’ /vəi1 /, time-aligned to Figure 6.50a.
excluding the token
nst-mai-fire.png shown in this figure
which is a clear
First tone words will not always have creak. In casual speech it outlier. See Section
will often disappear entirely. This is true cross-varietally. In isola- ?? for more on
pitch normalisation
tion, an emphasised first-tone word may also not have creakiness
methods used here
under certain circumstances. Figure 6.51132 shows the first person and elsewhere.

3
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singular pronoun /ŋa1 /. As a first tone word in isolation, creak is
expected. However when elicited for the current study, the creak
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was not present. Something else came up in its place.
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Figure 6.51: Pitch contour for 1ps /ŋa1 / in Maitai. Single token
elicited from Nepo Maitai. Final falling pitch with [ɦ] appears at the
end as the speaker relaxes, but is neither part of the lexeme nor the
toneme.
nst-mai-1ps-8.wav

I believe this is indicative that the creak should be interpreted
as a secondary feature of the toneme, and that it is the levelness
and height of the contour that are the more important features.
The token in Figure 6.51 was elicited in isolation and was last
among a number of tokens of this word. The consultant was
emphasising the pitch over the creak. The final fall on [ɦ] is not
part of the toneme, and [ɦ] is not segmentally part of the lexeme.
Instead if it is simply the speaker releasing the remaining air. The
word would not ever show up as [ŋaɦ1 ] in casual speech. Further
evidence that this is just a final release of pressure is that, among
all the tone contours given by this speaker, the endpoint on final
[ɦ] is the lowest pitch present.
While final breathiness does occur in Tangsa-Nocte varieties as
tonemic, it is on third tone when it does occur, and at present it
has not been attested in Maitai. For an example of tonemic final
breathiness, see Section 9.1 on Phong.
Second tone

is generally rising-falling, although it can also be

low in isolation, but is not creaky or otherwise glottalised. The
rising-falling contour appears to be common in isolated elicitation.
Like many other Rangpang varieties, the second tone contour may
be described by speakers as having a more ‘emphatic’ feeling.
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Figure 6.52: Pitch contour for ‘wood’ /pʰəi2 / in Maitai showing a
typical isolated falling second-tone contour. Spoken by Nepo Maitai.
nst-mai-wood1.wav

In combination with other tonemes in compounded words,
second tone tends to be more simply falling. Figure 6.53 shows the
contours for ‘sun’, composes of two second-tone lexemes /raŋ2 /
and /ʃe2 /. Both retain a falling contour, with downdrift occurring
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through the utterance.
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Figure 6.53: Pitch contour for ‘sun’ /raŋ2 ʃe2 / in Maitai showing falling
contours in tone 2. Spoken by Nepo Maitai.133
nst-mai-sun5.wav

Third tone

is high and level or rising, modal voice. An optional

rise is common on third tone words in Tangsa-Nocte.

Figure

6.54 shows third tone spoken as clearly level, a common form in
elicitation.
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133.
In many
cases with an /r/
onset, in elicitation
a preparatory /h/
would appear, thus
the reason for the
pitch trace to start
late on the onset.
This does not appear
to be phonemic, and
did not happen with
all consultants.
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Figure 6.54: Pitch contour for ‘to drink’ /nəŋ3 /, as spoken by the
Khaprang. An example of a level contour on tone 3.
nst-mai-drink3.wav
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In Figure 6.55 the contour is given with a slight rise.
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Figure 6.55: Pitch contour for ‘rice’ or ‘food’ /diŋ3 / in Maitai, as spoken
by the Khaprang. The TBU does not include the onset.
nst-mai-rice3.wav

As with first tone in Maitai, a rise is also acceptable. This can
occur both in isolation and in casual speech. This is common
among Tangsa-Nocte varieties, especially with third tone. There
is not one single target contour, but rather a set of possibilities
restricted such that the different tonemes are still distinguishable.
The rise on third tone can be quite substantial, as seen in Figure
6.56, given by an elderly Maitai speaker living in Zeepyugone,
Myanmar.
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Figure 6.56: Pitch contour for ‘buffalo’ /ŋa3 / in Maitai, as given by
Pang Lan Maitai, b. 1945. Third tone contour can be anywhere
between level and rising and is generally higher than first tone in
Maitai.
nst-mai-buffalo-12.wav

In other tokens the pitch will be completely level.

This is

similar to many other varieties in which there is free variation
between level and rising contours on tones which might otherwise
be described as level.
Fourth tone
coda.

is short and ends with a non-nasal non-liquid stop

As in most other varieties, fourth tone is segmentally

differentiated from the other tonemes.
There is greater flexibility with pitch height, and fourth tone
lexemes may occur anywhere from the middle of the tone space to
the upper end, either when in isolation or as part of a compound.
When elicited, ‘smoke’ vəi1 kʰuʔ4 was given as in Figure 6.57, with
kʰuʔ4 at a higher pitch. Compare this to Figure 6.58, ‘darkness’ raŋ2
ɲak4 , for which ɲak4 was produced on a lower pitch. The same
word can occur at various pitch heights for individual tokens. This
is not a result of the two final syllables carrying different tonemes,
but rather the result of the functional load of pitch on fourth tone
relative to other tonemes being much less, given that fourth tone
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lexemes will always have additional segmental indicators.
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Figure 6.57: Pitch contour for ‘smoke’ /vəi1 kʰuʔ4 /. Single token
elicited from Khapran.134
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134.
The pitch
contour
is
not
fully
drawn
for
the
first
syllable
due to creakiness
preventing accurate
pitch detection
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Figure 6.58: Pitch contour for ‘darkness’ /raŋ2 ɲak4 /, one token from
Khapran, showing a rising-falling second tone followed by a low
fourth tone. Compare to Figure 6.57 showing a high fourth tone
after a level first tone.
6.8

Cholim

6.8.1 Background
Cholim is a Northern Rangpang Tangsa variety.

Many of the

cultural practices shared among Rangpang speaking communities
are also practiced by the Cholim. Cholim is the endonym. The
general name by which they are known is Tonglim or Tonglum. In
old accounts it has also been spelt Tulim, and other variations are
also to be found. Tonglum is the most common general name.
As a language variety, Cholim is paired with Longri.
Previous fieldwork was conducted in this area by Dr. Stephen
Morey. It is from his research and recordings that much of the
following is derived.
6.8.1.1 Geography
Frequently, villages do not have names distinct from the groups
that live there. While this is not always the case, it is common to
find villages named simply with a subtribe name, or with a subtribe
name attached to the nearest larger settlement. Khasan Joglei is a
Joglei village located near the town of Kharsang. This often means
a single name is used for multiple villages in old records.
On maps from the British Survey of India, Longri (Lungri) and
Tulim (Cholim) are marked as villages around 26° 47’ N 95° 50’ E
(Couchman, 1927). They share a single mountain ridge and are
only a short walk from each other. During surveys on the Myanmar
side of the border conducted by the British in the mid-19th century,
the villages of Cholim and Longri were described as being under
a single chieftain, which helps explain their very high degree of
linguistic similarity, and were likely a single linguistic community.
These are not necessarily the original villages settled by speakers
of what we could identify as a distinct linguistic variety, as of course
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the linguistic distinctions between many closely related TangsaNocte varieties would have likely arisen well before these villages
were mapped in the 1920s. However, for our purposes here we
can consider them as a type of original village, as at the time no
other Cholim villages were recorded.

Figure 6.59: Satellite photos from around 2004 (left) and 2011 (right)
of the “original” Longri village. At some time before 2011 the village
was abandoned, along with the neighbouring Cholim village. The
footprints of the northernmost buildings are still visible in the photo
on the right, but the jungle has otherwise been allowed to reclaim
the land, settled by the Longri’s since at least the early 20th century.
Unlike many of the villages shown on old survey maps which
have long since been abandoned and consumed by the jungle, the
Longri village was still there at 26°47’20.7”N 95°50’25.0”E, and the
Cholim village remained at 26°46’12.1”N 95°50’29.4”E E, as of 2004
according to satellite imagery provided by Google Earth. However,
as of the 2011 photographs, both villages have been abandoned.
Each village was quite small, having just over a dozen homes, 135.
We can be
and it’s uncertain if they were still inhabited by Cholim and Longri certain that these
speakers at the time that they were abandoned.135
6.8.1.2 Consultants
The majority of audio in this section comes from the work of
Dr. Stephen Morey and recordings made in 2014. The primary
consultant was Lukam Tonglum, born in the 1930s in Myanmar.
Also present was Yan Linn Aung, born approximately 1995.
6.8.2 Tone Categories
First tone

is high and level. Cholim, like Rera but unlike the

majority of other Tangsa-Nocte varieties described here, has a
high level first tone.

Generally first tone will be mid- to low-

falling. Additionally in Cholim there is distinct creak even on closed
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villages were still
populated at the time
of the photographs
in
which
homes
are
still
visible,
as it is a cultural
practice of Rangpang
communities
to
dismantle
the
traditional bamboo
homes when moving
or
reconstructing.
It
is
considered
inauspicious to allow
a home to rot.

syllables. In some cases, this creak appears to have become a
segmental glottal stop, resulting in what were originally first-tone
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morphemes closely resembling fourth-tone.
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Figure 6.60: Pitch contour for ‘spit’ /tʰɔˀ1 / spoken by Lukam Tonglum.
Glottal closure is near-total, as is typical with reflexes of this etymon
across Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
spit.wav

Glottalisation on first tone occurs even when there is a nasal
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final on the syllable. Figure 6.61a shows contour for ‘salt’ /xɯm1 /.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘salt’ /xɯm1 / spoken by Lukam Tonglum. Timing

of the onset /x/ is approximated.
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘salt’ /xɯm1 / time-aligned to Figure 6.61a. Glottalisation is apparent around 1.06 seconds. Note reverberation after
the end of the utterance, the result of having been recorded in
poured concrete home.

When in the final syllable position in a compound, first tone
may have a falling contour but with glottalisation still apparent, as
136. ‘foot’ + ‘trample’

seen in Figure 6.62 for ‘step on’ /ʒɛ1 ne1 /.136 When in the position
of first syllable in a compound, glottalisation is weakened to the
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point where it may not be present. In Figure 6.62 the glottalisation
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of the first syllable is elided while the pitch height remains high.
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Figure 6.62: Pitch contour for ‘step on’ /ʒɛ1 ne1 /, ‘foot’ + ‘stamp’,
spoken by Lukam Tonglum. Glottalisation continues past the end
of the visible pitch trace.
step-on.wav

Second tone

is mid-level. It lacks the glottalisation of first tone.

When together with a first-tone word, second tone will be lower.
However it is the lack of glottalisation that most distinguishes it
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from first tone when in isolation.
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Figure 6.63: Pitch contour for ‘hot’ /a0 kai2 / spoken by Lukam
Tonglum.
hot1.wav

Figure 6.64 shows the contour for ‘red’ /a0 xa2 /.

The more

common etymon for ‘red’ in Tangsa-Nocte is something like *ʃaŋ,
with reflexes like /ʃe/, /ʃɔ/. In Rera, discussed in Section 7.4, the
lexeme for ‘red’ is /ʃe2 kʰʌm2 /, the latter morpheme of which is likely
a cognate with Cholim /xa2 / and may be related to the word for ‘to
burn’ in an earlier form of the language.
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Pitch contour for ‘red’ /a0 xa2 / spoken by Lukam

Figure 6.64:
Tonglum.

red.wav

Third tone

is a mid-to-low fall. Figure 6.65 shows a typical third-
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tone contour on ‘snake’ /pʰu3 /.
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Figure 6.65: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pʰu3 / spoken by Lukam
Tonglum.
snake.wav

When a high vowel glide is present, such as in Figure 6.66, the
initial pitch height of the tone can be considerably higher. The
most significant feature is that the pitch is falling. There is no clear
final breathiness as found in some other tones, and phonation is
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otherwise modal.
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Figure 6.66: Pitch contour for ‘flower’ /pi2 pio3 / spoken by Lukam
Tonglum.
flower2.wav
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When in the syllable-initial position in compounds, the falling
contour is still preserved to a degree. Figure 6.67 shows tone three
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in the compound for ‘ear’ /ne3 kjɤ2 /.
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Figure 6.67: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /ne3 kjɤ2 / spoken by Lukam
Tonglum.
flower.wav

Fourth tone

is also level, typically mid to high. It is distinguished

from first tone in its short length and final non-nasal stop codas.
Figure 6.68 shows the contour for ‘leaf’ /pi2 zak4 /, literally ‘tree’
+ ‘hand’, with a high pitch on the final fourth-tone syllable. When
in isolation, ‘hand’ /zak4 / may be lower. Fourth tone is distinct from
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first tone in a lack of glottalisation on non-glottal codas.
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Figure 6.68: Pitch contour for ‘leaf’ /pi2 zak4 / spoken by Lukam
Tonglum.
leaf.wav

Unlike first tone, which is always high relative to other toneme
pitch levels, fourth tone is flexible in regards to pitch height and
may appear as low, as is the case in Figure 6.69. Were this a
first-tone morpheme, the pitch would necessarily be considerably
higher.
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Figure 6.69: Pitch contour for ‘fish’ /ɲeʔ4 / spoken by Lukam Tonglum.
fish.wav

In cases where there is a glottal coda on a typically fourth-tone
word, the distinction is less clear between first and fourth-tone
words. In first tone words, glottalisation is fairly uniformly elided
when a first-tone syllable is the initial morpheme in a disyllabic
compound. With fourth tone, this is not necessarily the case, as in
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Figure 6.70.
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Figure 6.70: Pitch contour for ‘fish mouth’ /ɲeʔ4 ɲɔ2 / spoken by
Lukam Tonglum.
fish-mouth.wav

However, even in the case of typically-fourth-tone morphemes
such as ‘fish’ /ɲeʔ/, in certain compounds or utterances, the glottal
coda may still be elided. This is seen in Figure 6.71, where the coda
on /ɲeʔ/ is not articulated. Note however that both morphemes
are fourth tone here and have identical pitch heights; there is no
contrastive difference being made.
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Figure 6.71: Pitch contour for ‘fish scales’ /ɲeʔ4 ʃik4 / spoken by Lukam
Tonglum.
fish-scale.wav

The tokens in Figures 6.69, 6.70 and 6.71 were elicited sequentially. All three have been converted from Hz into semitones based
on a frequency of 125Hz. The relative differences in pitch heights
are shown as they were produced by the speaker, with the isolated
morpheme in Figure 6.69 being considerably lower and thus still
distinct from an isolated first-tone morpheme.
In addition to the usual four tonemes found in Tangsa-Nocte,
Cholim has been suggested to be an outlier among Tangsa varieties for having a two-way tonemic contrast on closed syllables.
A draft document by Stephen Morey discusses this. In that document there is a discussion of the possibility of contrastive pitch
on what is here called fourth tone. At the time of writing that
document, it was the belief of both the author, Dr. Morey, and
the consultant, Lukam, that such a distinction existed. It is now
apparent that that is not the case.
Quoting from Morey,
Lukam Cholim gave as an example of the tonal contrast
in stop final words, the words /tap1/ ‘place on’, recorded
as /tătap1/ ‘cause to place on’ and /tap2/ ‘stove’ as in
/tap2khɯ2/ ‘fireplace’.137
There are two issues with this analysis. First, the presence of
the sesquisyllabic causative prefix on <tătap> /tə0 tap4 / — which
is by definition toneless and unstressed — is potentially creating a
false sense of greater phonemic pitch height in the following syllable. The point was made above that fourth tone can be variable in
pitch, as it can in many of the varieties studied here. An unstressed
presyllable before a checked tone syllable will generally result in
that checked syllable being of a higher pitch.
Second, when in the first-syllable position of a disyllabic word,
tone contours tend to be neutralised to some degree, as discussed
elsewhere here. This is also consistent with another point from
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137. Literally hearth
+ head. Here numerals 1 and 2 on closed
syllables represent a
split in what is otherwise referred to in
this thesis as tone 4,
and 2 on khɯ is marking second tone as
used elsewhere.

Morey (ibid), that in “multisyllabic words, the first syllable is usually
shorter in time and the tone less fully realised.” Based on this,
a difference in realisation should in fact be expected between
/tə0 tap4 / and /tap4 kʰɯ2 /.
The example of ‘fireplace’ is not given with /tap4 / in isolation
as tonally distinct from another segmentally identical morpheme
having a different pitch height. This would be needed to show that
such a split exists on fourth tone, and ideally it would need to be
on stems ending with non-glottal stops to eliminate a segmentalisation of first-tone creak.
Again from Morey,
Another example of a contrast on stop final syllables is
between the word leʔ1 ‘bow’ and leʔ2 ‘bring’…
In the example given, this again is a difference between a word
with an unstressed sesquisyllabic prefix (/ə-leʔ2/, “to bring”) and
one without (/leʔ1/, “bow”, as in the hunting implement, not the
verb to bow).
The word /leʔ1/ ‘bow’ has a level tone at around 200 Hz,
with the fall at the end of the word visible in Figure 27
being associated with the final glottal stop. The word
/leʔ2/ ‘bring’, on the other hand, has a clear falling pitch
from 180 — 130 Hz. According to Lukam Cholim, these
are distinct tones.
The distinction is the result of regular and predictable pitch
changes, but ones which do not represent a difference in toneme
but rather the influence of intonation. A similar case where a
consultant presented a difference as being tonemic occurred in
Ngaimong, in which first- and fourth-tone syllables change their
contour and sometimes pitch when prefixed in this way. The
speaker originally presented this as a tone category difference, but
later changed his mind on that point. I believe the same thing is
happening here. Whether this height shift on prefixed fourth tone
morphemes is as consistent as it is in Ngaimong and Hahcheng
remains to be seen, and so far if this occurs on first tone as well as
it does in Ngaimong and Hahcheng, it has gone unnoticed.
For the time being, an analysis of a two-way split on fourth
tones in Cholim can be discarded. Similar claims have been made
for other varieties, such as Muklom, but for all those I have been
able to take the time to address, each such claim is based on a
similar conflation of intonation or assimilative changes with lexical
tone.
This is a topic worthy of future research.
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6.9 Longri
Longri, alternatively spelt Lungri, is a Northern Rangpang variety
generally paired with Cholim with which there is a high degree of
mutual intelligibility. Longri is spoken in both India and Myanmar.
For more information on Cholim-Longri, including geographic
notes and aerial photos of the so-called ‘original’ Longri village in
Figure 6.59, see Section 6.8.
6.9.0.1 Consultants
Consultants for Longri were Chonsam Longri and his son Andrew,
both residing in Namphai Nong in Miao Circle, Arunachal Pradesh.
Andrew Longri was in his mid-20s at the time of consultation in
October 2015.
6.9.1 Tone categories
First tone

is often clearly glottalised, either with final creak or a

clear glottal coda. This is similar to Cholim. In morphemes where
there is a final nasal, glottalisation is not always apparent. Figure
6.72a shows the pitch contour for ‘dreaming’ /i0 maŋ1 /, with a high
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target height and no presence of glottalisation on the coda.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘dreaming’ /i0 maŋ1 / spoken by Chonsam Longri.
with a high contour and no glottalisation.
longri-chonsam-dream-0.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘dreaming’ /i0 maŋ1 /, time-aligned to Figure

6.72a. No glottalisation is present.

However, glottalisation may still occur.

Additionally, when

in the final-syllable position of a compound, the same toneme
may be realised with a low pitch. It may be significant that in
this case glottalisation is quite apparent, as it is here marking
the morpheme as first tone in the absence of clear pitch height
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indicators of tone category. As a noun, ‘dream’ is the compound
/raŋ2 ve1 maŋ/1 /, literally ‘sky’ + ‘night’ + ‘dream’, seen in Figure

F 0 (semitones)

6.73a.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘dream’ /raŋ2 ve1 maŋ/1 / Chonsam Longri. The
/maŋ/1 / morpheme has a low pitch but clear glottalisation on the
coda to mark first tone. The dashed segment is where automatic
pitch detection failed due to glottalisation.
longri-chonsam-dream-0.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘dream’ /raŋ2 ve1 maŋ/1 /, time-aligned to Figure

6.73a, with clear final glottalisation on a low-pitch first-tone morpheme

Second tone

is a mid-height level tone, similar to that found in

Cholim. There is no creak nor breathiness/aspiration to the TBU.
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Figure 6.74 shows a typical second-tone contour for Longri.
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Figure 6.74: Pitch contour for ‘paddyfield’ /na2 / spoken by Andrew
Longri.
longri-andrew-rice-field-1.wav

Third tone

is falling. It sometimes has either a clear but low

degree of breathiness or distinct final /h/. In this way it differs
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from the third tone in Cholim as spoken by Lukam Tonglum for
which there was no apparent breathiness. This could either be a
difference between the two varieties, or, as is more likely, simply a
difference between speakers. Figure 6.75 shows a typical falling
contour on ‘ear’ /na3 /. Breathiness is not clear on this token,
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spoken by the younger of the two consultants.
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Figure 6.75: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / spoken by Andrew Longri.

longri-andrew-ear-3.wav

The degree to which breathiness occurs on third tone in any
variety is considerably variable from speaker to speaker. As with
all varieties discussed here, each account is ultimately limited
only to those consulted, and may not necessarily represent the
entirety of the community. On the token in Figure 6.75 there is
no final breathiness apparent, nor in other tokens given by the
same speaker, Andrew. However, Chonsam, Andrew’s father, did
have clear breathiness at the end of third-tone, as shown in Figure
6.76a.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / spoken by Chonsam Longri.
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘ear’ /na3 /, time-aligned to Figure 6.76a. Final
aspiration is apparent at the end of the syllable. The additional high
formants at the beginning and the end are children speaking in the
background during recording.

Fourth tone

is short and ends in an oral or glottal stop. Pitch

can be variable, as length and the presence of a segmental coda
are more significant for identifying the toneme. As with Cholim,
first and fourth tones ending with glottal codas may be indistinguishable based solely on segments, and so relative pitch height
becomes more significant a feature than is otherwise needed for
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non-glottal coda fourth tone morphemes.
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Figure 6.77: Pitch contour for ‘eye’ /mʌk3 / spoken by Chonsam
Longri.
longri-chonsam-eye-0.wav

6.10 Lochhang (Langching)
6.10.1

Background

Lochhang is a Northern Rangpang variety spoken in both India
and Myanmar.
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There has been confusion regarding the names of a couple of
different groups. Within Tangsa varieties, each varietal subgrouping has multiple names, as discussed elsewhere in this thesis, as
well as in Morey (2016). These various names tend to be cognate,
usually derived from different communities’ pronunciation of either an endonym. Combined with various systems of transcription
used throughout the decades during which work on Tangsa has
been done, there may be a wide range of different spellings for a
single name. This can lead to confusion, as has happened in some
sources cited here.
In addition to Lochhang — known generally as Langching —
there is another group of Tangsa speakers known as Longchang.
Das Gupta (1980) wrote a brief description of this group, whose
name he spelt Longcang. In Statezni (2013), Das Gupta’s Longcang
has been linked to Lochhang as part of a study on Burmese Tangsa
varieties. Lochhang is present in both India and Myanmar, unlike
Longchang which is found only in India. However, through a comparison of Das Gupta’s documentation to wordlists for Lochhang
and Longchang, it is clear Das Gupta was writing about the latter.
Morey (2016) correctly points to Longchang as a group separate from Lochhang, despite the similar names, and groups
Longchang with Tikhak and Yongkuk.
This section focuses on Lochhang, a Rangpang variety spoken
in both India and Myanmar, and referred to outside the community as Langching. Lochhang is also spelt Lochang and Lauchang.
As with many other varieties, there are numerous alternative
spellings of names.
6.10.1.1 Consultants
The primary consultant for Lochhang was Mr. Datho Langching,
recorded in December 2015 in Upper Assam, aged 33 years at the
time of recording.
6.10.1.2 Notable features
Lochhang has one of the few attested uses of clear tone sandhi
among Tangsa varieties. This is different from the system of verb
stem alternation. In Lochhang, when a third tone is compounded
with another third tone, a change in pitch contour occurs which
speakers may mark differently than a standard third tone.
6.10.2 Tone categories
The four tones in Lochhang are similar to those found in other
Rangpang varieties.

The varieties to which Lochhang is most

closely related — Chamchang and Shecyü — are phonologically
similar to Lochhang in terms of features such as morphology and
historical vowel changes. However, the pitch contours of second
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and third tone in Lochhang tend to be reverses as compared to
these other two varieties.
Fieldwork consultation for Lochhang was quite brief, covering
only a few hours on a single day. There was not sufficient time
to collect a larger dataset. As with many varieties discussed here,
documentation of the tone system would be better served with a
much larger number of tokens for each lexeme.
For each plot in this section, semitones were calculated with a
base of 74Hz, the lowest common endpoint of the speaker’s range.
First tone

is mid-to-low falling, with clear final glottalisation in
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isolation.
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Figure 6.78: Pitch contour for ‘stamping’ /ni1 / spoken by Datho
Langching.
nst-loc-stamping3.wav

While in isolation, the final glottalisation can result in near-total
closure. However, it is not always the case, and can sometimes
be much less constricted. Figure 6.79a shows the pitch contour
for ‘fire’ /ve1 /, with the time-aligned spectrograph showing glottal
pulses in Figure 6.79b, but not full closure of the glottis.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘fire’ /ve1 / spoken by Datho Langching. The onset
is briefly devoiced before the nucleus.
nst-loc-fire28.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘fire’ /ve1 / spoken by Datho Langching.

nst-loc-fire28.png

Second tone

is what has been referred to elsewhere as “em-

phatic” falling, modal voice. It starts higher than 1st tone but ends
at the same place. Based on the contour alone, second tone may
appear nearly identical to first tone. However unlike first tone,
there is no presence of the final glottalisation that distinguishes
first tone contours. This is in addition to a different relative pitch
hight at the onset of the TBU on second tone. Figure 6.80 shows
a typical second-tone contour in Lochhang for a single lexeme in
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isolation.
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Figure 6.80: Pitch contour for ‘paddyfield’ /ni2 / spoken by Datho
Langching.
nst-loc-paddyfield1.wav

Second tone may have a higher pitch than first tone in order
to be clearly distinguished. It may also have a longer sustained
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initial pitch before falling. However, it is never creaky, and this
most clearly distinguishes a second-tone lexeme from first-tone
homophones where context might not be sufficient.
Third tone is a mid-level tone with modal phonation, and without any apparent breathiness at the end as is found in some other
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varieties.
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Figure 6.81: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /ni3 / spoken by Datho Langching.
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nst-loc-ear10.wav
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Figure 6.82: Pitch contour for ‘tooth’ /vi3 / spoken by Datho Langching.
nst-loc-tooth32.wav

Fourth tone

is a short checked-syllable with an oral stop coda.

In elicited words, it had a clear falling contour, starting high. On
some tokens the contour was more distinct than others, but none
were distinctly level.
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Figure 6.83: Pitch contour for ‘bee’ /nɤʔ4 / spoken by Datho Langching.
nst-loc-bee22.wav

While all varieties discussed in this thesis require greater study,
Lochhang is one that stands out for future study. It has been reported by consultants, including Mr. Datho Langching, as having
a particular tone sandhi pattern that is not found in other TangsaNocte varieties. Unfortunately due to the brief time available to
investigate this topic, no descriptions were able to be made. A
proper investigation of Lochhang should be made at a future date
with particular attention paid to this subject.
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Chapter 7

Southern Rangpang Tangsa

While the division between Southern and Northern Rangpang
varieties is not always clearly marked, there are a few features
which can generally be used to determine group membership.
Phonologically Southern Rangpang varieties are characterised by
the retention of initial *g on words like ‘mother’s brother’ *gu1 and
‘earth/soil’ *gaʔ4 . Muishaung, a Nothern Rangpang variety, also
retains this initial, although generally realised as [ɣ]. Southern
Rangpang varieties also typically have initial /z/ or /r/ for words
such as ‘three’, which in other varieties will generally have /ð/, /d/
or /t/ onsets. See Morey (forthcoming) for a more detailed look at
linguistically-motivated subgroupings within Tangsa-Nocte.
These varieties are not tonally distinct from Northern Rangpang varieties in any uniform way.
7.1 Lungkhi
7.1.1 Background
Lungkhi has been described in Morey (2016) as a Southern Rangpang variety. Early villages were on the eastern edge of the Patkai
range, not far from Rinkhu and Khălak villages. In Bennison (1931)
they are known as Longhkai and included with Heimi rather than
Rangpang. This is further complicated by the inclusion of Khălak
as Rangpang (ibid), a variety which on morphosyntactic grounds
is very similar to Lungkhi (Morey forthcoming) and often paired as
the most similar. For the purposes of this dissertation, Lungkhi is
being grouped with Southern Rangpang, to be revisited at a later
date if necessary.
For this reason, it is easy to believe that the Lungkhi, who have
been listed in the oldest records which predate the official coining
of the “Tangsa” name by a number of decades as identifying as
Heimi, are indeed speakers of a Heimi variety but who may have in
recent years begun to be considered a Rangpang group for having
adopted some cultural signifiers such as the traditional Rangpang
song forms. It is also entirely possible that Lungkhi is genetically
a Rangpang variety, but speakers self-reported as Heimi at the
time of the 1931 Burma census, a result of shifting identities which
often do not fully match linguistic lines of descent. Furthermore,
a number of cultural differences exist between the Khălak and
Lungkhi, the Lungkhi being culturally more similar to the Rangsa
and Rangchu (believed to be the same as Ringkhu), two Heimi
groups, as described in Bennison (Bennison). This too may well
have contributed to a possible shift in affiliation.
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7.1.2 Consultants
The consultant for Lungkhi was Pongshan Tengwa, from Namyung
in Sagaing Region, Myanmar, aged 52 years at the time of recording.
7.1.3 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

length

high
mid/low
mid

rising/level
delayed fall
level/rising

strongly glottalised
modal
modal

long

Table 7.1: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Lungkhi
Figure 7.1 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Lungphi. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
Pitch values for all Lungkhi contours below are given in semitones, calculated to a base of 95Hz for all recordings of Mr.
Tengwa.
First tone

has clear glottalisation on both open syllables and

those with nasal coda. It will typically be a high rising or high level
contour. The rise is significant, as it has not been attested with
a falling contour, the contour of checked fourth tone. Figure 7.1
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shows a typical slight rise for first tone in ‘egg’ /i0 tsi1 /.
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Figure 7.1: Pitch contour for ‘egg’ /i0 tsi1 / spoken by Pongshan
Tengwa.
lungkhi-egg-9.wav

Glottalisation takes the form of gradual onset of creak, rather
than as a segmental coda, despite ending in full closure when
utterance-final. It is also found to occur on syllables with nasal
codas. In other Tangsa-Nocte varieties, nasal or liquid codas can
prevent glottalisation on first-tone syllables. Figure 7.2 shows the
contour for ‘fire’ /ʋʌn1 / which ends with unreleased full glottal
closure.
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Figure 7.2: Pitch contour for ‘fire’ /ʋʌn1 / spoken by Pongshan
Tengwa.
lungkhi-fire-0.wav
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Second tone

is phonemically level, with modal voice.
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Figure 7.3: Pitch contour for ‘paddyfield’ /na2 / spoken by Pongshan
Tengwa.
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lungkhi-ricefield.wav
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Figure 7.4: Pitch contour for ‘wood’ /pʰi2 / spoken by Pongshan
Tengwa.
lungkhi-wood-pul-13.wav

Third tone

is falling. A Typical contour is seen in Figure 7.5 for

‘name’ /meŋ3 /.
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Figure 7.5: Pitch contour for ‘name’ /meŋ3 / spoken by Pongshan
Tengwa.
lungkhi-name-10.wav

There appears to be slight breathiness at the end of the morpheme on certain open syllables.

As with any field recording

session, there were a number of issues that result in audio from
which proper acoustic data is difficult to work out. In this case,
recordings were made outdoors in Zeepyugone Village, down
the road from a house with an occasionally running generator
in addition to the usual background noise of village life. It is
therefore difficult to tell how significant this breathiness may be,
or just how typical it is.
Figure 7.6a shows a contour for ‘tooth’ [βʷa3 ] with apparent
breathiness. The spectrogram for the same token is shown in
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Figure 7.6b
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘tooth’ /βʷa3 / spoken by Pongshan Tengwa.
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘tooth’ /βʷa3 / spoken by Pongshan Tengwa, time
aligned to Figure 7.6a.
lungkhi-name-10.wav
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Breathiness is not detected at all in other cases where a third
tone morpheme was elicited. For example, the first syllable in
‘ear’ /na3 kʰi2 / has no detectable breathiness upon listening or on
a spectrogram. This is something to be looked into further when
possible.
Fourth tone

is short with an oral or glottal stop coda.

The

contour will have a slight fall and be clearly differentiated from
a glottalised first tone. Figure 7.7 shows a typical fourth tone
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contour on ‘fish’ /ŋaʔ4 /.
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Figure 7.7: Pitch contour for ‘fish’ /ŋaʔ4 / spoken by Pongshan
Tengwa.
lungkhi-fish-17.wav

7.2 Khălak
7.2.1 Background
Khălak ခလာ့ခ် is both the endonym and general name used by

other communities. Most names for the group in other TangsaNocte varieties are similar to the endonym, the most typical variation being a different vowel on the first syllable, such as the
Chamchang name, Khilak.
Khălak is spoken today in both India and Myanmar.
7.2.1.1 Consultants
The primary consultants were Ring Ngya Khălak and Pawlu
Aungsu. A word list was recorded with Ring Nya in 2008 in Kharang
Kong খারাং কং, Assam, by Mr. Palash Nath on behalf of Dr. Stephen
Morey. Another set of words was recorded of Pawlu Aungsu in
2015 in Zeepyugone, Myanmar.
7.2.2 Tone categories
Figure 7.2 shows the main features of the first three tone categories in Khalak.

Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short

duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
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tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

high
high
low

level
level
falling

glottalised
modal
modal

F 0 (semitones)

Table 7.2: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Khalak
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Figure 7.8: The four tonemes138 of Khălak, for ‘father’ /βa1 /, ‘sky’
/raŋ2 /, ‘tooth’ /βa3 / and ‘pig’ /βak4 /
1st tone
is high and glottal, often falling;
2nd tone
high and level;
is low and falling
3rd tone
4th tone
is checked and of variable height.

First tone

is strongly glottal. When elicited in isolation, first tone

words often ended with full closure among the speakers consulted
for this research. The pitch contour is high and falling, but the fall
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does not reach the bottom of the tone space.
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Figure 7.9: Pitch contour for ‘father’ /va1 / spoken by Pawlu. There is
a nominal /ə/ prefix here. Such sesquisyllabic prefixes are common
in Tibeto-Burman and are unstressed and atonal.
nst-hka-pawlu-teeth-father-bamboo.wav

Glottalisation on first tone will also appear over nasal finals.
It is uncertain if this is a feature of the variety more generally,
or something more limited to the consultant who has lived for a
considerable time in a Cholim-speaking community. This occurs
elsewhere in some related varieties — such as Cholim — while
others will not have glottalised first tone when a nasal or liquid
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final is present. In Figure 7.10a the pitch trace is given for ‘fire’ in
Khălak. Figure 7.10b shows the spectrogram for the same token,
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with clearly visible glottal pulses in the syllable coda.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘fire’ /vən1 /, spoken by Ring Ngya. Compare to
Figure 7.10b.
nst-kha-fire.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘fire’ /vən1 /. Spoken by Ring Ngya.

nst-mng-fire.png

Second tone

is high and level and without creakiness. In some

utterances it has had final breathiness when in isolation. While
this is more typically a feature of third tone words in TangsaNocte, it will also occur on second tone on occasional elicited
monomorphemic words.

It is unlikely to be a case of actual

phonemic breathiness as a secondary feature of the toneme, but
rather the result of the consultant emphasising the pitch similar to
what is seen in Figure 6.51 in Section 6.7 on Maitai.
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Figure 7.11: Pitch contour for ‘neck’ /diŋ2 / spoken by Ring Ngya. This
token is low for a second tone word, but maintains a relatively level
pitch and lacks glottalisation.
nst-kha-neck.wav

The pitch can vary somewhat, so long as the voicing remains
modal and the pitch remains relatively level. This is seen in Figure
7.11, which shows a lower pitch on second tone but retains a level
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contour.
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Figure 7.12: Pitch contour for ‘bamboo’ /va2 / spoken by Pawlu.
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nst-hka-pawlu-bamboo.wav
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Figure 7.13: Pitch contour for ‘bamboo’ /va2 / spoken by Pawlu.

nst-hka-pawlu-teeth-father-bamboo.wav

Third tone

Third tone is falling, starting somewhere between the

middle and the high end of the tone space. It does not show any
creakiness. The fall is distinct, and the pitch will end at or near the
lowest end of the speaker’s tone space.
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Figure 7.14: Pitch contour for ‘tooth’ [væ3 ] spoken by Pawlu

nst-hka-pawlu-teeth-father-bamboo.wav

Note that with Figures 7.14 & 7.15, there is some variance on
the pronunciation. With Pawlu, it was pronounced as [væ3 ], while
Ring Ngya pronounced it as [vɛ3 ]. It is clearly distinct from the /a/
vowel in words like ‘father’ as spoken by Pawlu, but not as spoken
by Ring Ngya for whom ‘father’ is also with [ɛ], a likely result of
influence from Cholim. More work is needed on Khălak phonology
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to work out what the phonemic inventory actually is.
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Hindi or Burmese,
a borrowing heavily
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influenced by the
country in which
Figure 7.15: Pitch contour for ‘tooth’ [vɛ3 ] spoken by Ring Ngya
nst-kha-tooth.wav the community is
living. An example
The difference here could be the result of either age differences of a cross-border
difference which is
between the consultants as well as regional differences between
not the result of such
the speakers’ communities. There are other cases where the national-language
variety as spoken in India differs in some notable ways from the borrowings is found
same variety as spoken in Myanmar, even in terms of lexical items in Hahcheng, for
which
the
word
not borrowed from the dominant national or regional language.138
‘green’ has the typical
At this point in time it is unclear what is the root of this difference Tangsa etymon /βil/,
in pronunciation.
whereas
for
the
Hahcheng
speaker
who was consulted
Fourth tone Like in most other varieties, fourth tone is high and in Myanmar,
a
short, ending with a non-nasal stop consonant. Pitch can vary, but different
etymon
tends to be high relative to other tonemes. Figure 7.16 shows a /diŋ/ was given. The
latter of these is
typical contour for a fourth-tone word.
commonly found in
other Northern Naga
varieties.
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Figure 7.16: Pitch contour for ‘pig’ /vak4 / spoken by Pawlu

nst-hka-pawlu-pig.wav

7.3

Gaqlun

7.3.1 Background
Gaqlun /ɣaʔlun/ is a Southern Rangpang variety. It is also known
as Lonyung ေလာန်းယုနး် . The initial morpheme /ɣaʔ/ means ‘earth’
and is cognate with the <gaq> and <haq> or <hah> found in many
sub-tribe names such as Haqchum and Hahcheng, as well as the
<Ka> in Kachin (Kurabe, 2012). It is frequent across a number of
groups and is not indicative of linguistic similarity.
Early British survey maps show the Gaqlum as residing quite
close to Singkaling Hkamti at least at the early part of the 20th
century.
7.3.2 Consultants
The primary consultant for Gaqlun was Ms. Nu Baung from Təta,
Myanmar, now living in Zeepyugone. She was born around 1981,
the exact year unknown.
Additional recordings were made by Stephen Morey of Mr.
Rabe Gaqlun. They were transcribed with the help of Niharika
Dutta.
7.3.3 Tone categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

mid
high
mid

level
level
falling

modal
modal
modal

length

Table 7.3: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Gaqlun
Figure 7.3 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Gaqlun. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda. Gaqlun does not have any phonation distinction between
tonemes.
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First tone

tends to be level and in the middle of the speaker’s

tone space. It may sometimes have compensatory rising. Figure
7.17 shows two first-tone morphemes for ‘one’ /ʋua1 ʨʰi1 /. The
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slight fall in the TBU is not phonemic.
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Figure 7.17: Pitch contour for ‘one’ /ʋua1 ʨʰi1 / spoken by Nu Baung
Second tone

is high and level. In isolation there may not be

a distinction in pitch between a single second-tone token and a
single-first tone token.
Figure 7.18 shows this contrast with ‘three’ /ʋua1 ruŋ2 /. Compare this to Figure 7.17 above, which has two first-tone tokens.
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Both tonemes have level targets.
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Figure 7.18: Pitch contour for ‘three’ /ʋua1 ruŋ2 / spoken by Nu Baung
In Gaqlun, kinship terms are now said with second tone. This
is uncommon in Tangsa-Nocte varieties. It is primarily found in
Gaqlun and Hahcheng. There also appears to be some levelling
for pronouns in Gaqlun, for which the second syllable of plural
pronouns is also second tone according to the word list collected
from Rabe Gaqlun.
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Figure 7.19: Pitch contour for ‘house’ /ʒum2 / spoken by Nu Baung

Third tone

is falling, starting out in the middle of the speakers

range and ending near the bottom. It is the only toneme with a
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phonemic falling contour.
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Figure 7.20: Pitch contour for ‘name’ /miŋ3 / spoken by Nu Baung
In compounds, such as seen in Figure 7.21 for ‘two’ /ʋua1 niŋ3 /.
The fall here is distinct from the level target from the slight pho-
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netic fall seen in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.21: Pitch contour for ‘two’ /ʋua1 niŋ3 / spoken by Nu Baung
Fourth tone

is short and checked, as in most Tangsa-Nocte

varieties. Pitch height is variable between tokens, but is level
throughout the toneme. Figure 7.22 shows a typical fourth-tone
token, with an overall low pitch height.
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Figure 7.22: Pitch contour for ‘fish’ /ŋaʔ4 / spoken by Nu Baung
7.4 Rera (Ronrang)
7.4.1 Background
Rera is a Southern Rangpang variety. Many Rera speakers believe
Hajang (Gaʔji) is the most similar dialect to Rera.
Rera, pronounced /rɯra/, is the endonym. Outside of Rera
communities they are generally known as Ronrang. Rera is also
occasionally spelt Rura, although the Rera spelling is considerably
more common with younger speakers for whom the pronunciation of /ɯ/ has shifted with near total completion to [e]. Older
speakers still pronounce it as [rɯra]. It is sometimes written Rüra.
A meeting of the Ronrang Welfare Committee is scheduled for late
2018 in part to finalise a decision on what romanisation system is
to be used for the variety. At the present time, there is no consistently used standard romanisation system in use throughout the
community.
It had been suggested by some members of the Rera community in Northeast India that there may still be Rera speakers
in Myanmar, referred to by the name “Wangkaq Rera”. Attempts
made by the author to track down members of this supposed
community were unsuccessful. Those Rera who did not migrate to
India are largely believed to have been subsumed by the Pingkhu,
a group made up of members of a handful of other communities
of which Rera is one. Today, members of the Pingkhu-speaking
community whose recent ancestors were Rera speakers are aware
of this origin, but have not retained the language and do not know
of any communities in Myanmar which still speak Rera. Thus for
now it looks like Rera is contained entirely within India.
7.4.1.1 Consultants
Recordings were made in Phulbari and Balinong in early 2016.
The primary consultants were Longrem Ronrang (31 M), Namshap
Ronrang (39 F), and Mohem Ronrang (99 M) of Phulbari, and Ms.
Satum Ronrang of Balinong.
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Additional audio was collected in Balinong by Dr. John Mansfield on behalf of Dr. Stephen Morey, as well as Mr. Deepjyoti
Goswami who produced a masters thesis on Rera at Payap University (Goswami 2017).
7.4.2 Tone Categories
Rera has four lexical tone categories consistent with TangsaNocte more broadly. Lexemes consistently fall under the same
categories expected through comparison with other Rangpang
(Pangwa) varieties.
First tone

is high and level.

Often low in many Rangpang

varieties, Rera first tone tends to be realised as either high-level
or high-rising, similar to how the often-level third tone appears in
other varieties such as Muishaung or Joglei. Rera is not unique
in this regard, as other varieties such as Cholim have a high first
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tone. The more typical pattern for first tone is low and falling.
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Figure 7.23: Pitch contour for ‘machete’ /dʒ͡ əm1 / spoken by Longrem
Ronrang. Here first tone is high and level with a voiced obstruent
onset
Glottal constriction as often occurs in Tangsa-Nocte is not
clearly present in first-tone syllables in Rera. However what is
present in some tokens is glottalisation in the form of final breathiness. Whether this is a feature of the toneme or the result of
exaggerated enunciation of the tone contour in careful speech is
unclear.
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Figure 7.24: 1st person singular pronoun /ŋa1 / spoken by Longrem
Ronrang. The pitch rises from an initial nasal, a contributing factor
to the lower F0 at the start of the TBU. The rise can be attributed to
the high target pitch of the toneme.
rera-longrem-1ps-09.wav

Generally, we may expect a higher degree of glottalisation
on first tone syllables with a falling tone than rising if we are to
take the view that glottalisation results in a falling tone (Sagart
1986). With the traditional view that a final glottal stop would lead
to a rising tone and glottalisation leading to a falling tone, and
assuming an analysis of Rera shows little to no glottal constriction
on first-tone lexemes, it may be possible to make a determination
on the development of the modern contours in Rera. It may
be that the high/rising contour of first tone is the result of an
intermediate stage somewhere between creak and stop which led
to the change in pitch, but not in such a way as to interfere with
the categorisation of fourth-tone words. How this would occur
without causing such interference would need to be accounted
for, since first-tone words are not significantly short in the way
fourth tone words are, and since the only other apparent marker
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on fourth-tone words is the clear stop final.
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Figure 7.25: Pitch contour for ‘dream’ /mɐŋ1 / spoken by Namshap
Ronrang. Compare to Figure 7.26 showing /mɐŋ2 / with considerably
lower relative pitch.
rera-namshap-dream-41.wav

Second tone is a mid-range level tone. In isolation it may be
slightly falling. The fall is not significantly phonemic, and is easily
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distinguished from a falling third-tone contour. It is lower in pitch
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relative to first tone.
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Figure 7.26: Pitch contour for ‘dead’ /mɐŋ2 / spoken by Namshap
Ronrang
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rera-namshap-dead-40.wav
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Figure 7.27: Pitch contour for ‘neck’ /diŋ2 kaʔ4 / spoken by Satum
Ronrang

Third tone

is another point of difference, and is usually a mid-

to-low falling tone in Rera, not unlike a first-tone contour in many
other Tangsa-Nocte varieties such as Muishaung or Phong. As with
other varieties, Rera has cases of final breathiness on third-tone
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words when in isolation.
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Figure 7.28: Pitch contour for ‘buffalo’ /ŋa3 / spoken by Longrem
Ronrang. The dashed segment in the TBU represents an area where
automatic pitch detection failed
rera-longrem-buffalo.wav
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One of the most clear difference between second and third
tone lexemes in Rera even in cases where the contour is not
distinctly different has to do with length. Breathy phonation has
been argued as often coinciding with longer syllables (Gordon,
and Ladefoged 2001). A *breathy origin of third tone in TangsaNocte is posited here, as discussed in Section 5.2.5 and Chapter
10. The additional length on third tone in Rera and other varieties
is perhaps one reflex of this former phonation distinction.
Many third-tone words also have final aspiration, another likely
reflex of a *breathy origin for third tone. This is found consistently
in Phong,139 and there is some evidence that it also exists in 139. Section 9.1
Muklom140 to some extent, but is not otherwise as common cross- 140. Section 8.6
varietally.
In addition to breathy phonation often resulting in longer
rhymes – the likely source of todays third-tone length distinction,
it also tends to result in lower pitch. It is possible that, if the
remnants of creaky phonation have been lost, breathiness causing
the lower pitch might have driven first tone higher in order to
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create greater contrast.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘buffalo’ /ŋa3 / spoken by Namshap Ronrang.
Pitch detection fails once the breathiness begins around 0.42 seconds. The pitch height drops audibly throughout the breathiness
rather than maintaining a level contour. Figure 7.29b shows the
spectrogram for this token.
rera-namshap-buffalo-03.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘buffalo’ /ŋa3 / spoken by Namshap Ronrang,
aligned to Figure 7.29a

From this we can posit an explanation for the high first tone
and low second tone as found in Rera. Specifically, it may be a
result of tonal flip-flopping. This assumes that at one point first
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tone was low and third tone was mid or high. The concept of tone
flip-flops was first proposed by Wang (1967), where he described
these as
…cases where, in certain linguistic environments, the high
tones become low tones and the low tones become high
tones. Such alternations have been reported for many
Chinese dialects, as well as for other languages.
Of course it is not necessarily the case that a *creaky origin
for first tone results in a low pitch. This is just one explanation
for the historical development of the tone categories. Much more
work is needed in the future to determine if this theory has merit
for Tangsa-Nocte and if so, to develop it further. It needs to
be determined whether or not this can also be applied to other
varieties with a high first tone, and whether the case can be made
that those high first tones which have clear glottalisation can be
explained as high because of — not in spite of — final constriction
being in the form of a segmental glottal stop than creaky.
Fourth tone

tends to be more inconsistent in terms of pitch,

but is consistently shorter than the other tone categories, again
consistent with other Rangpang varieties and with other Tangsa
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varieties more generally.
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Figure 7.30: Pitch contour for ‘fish’ /ŋaʔ4 / spoken by Longrem
Ronrang
rera-longrem-fish-06.wav

The degree to which the pitch contour will be level is highly
dependent on the duration of the syllable. In figure 7.30 the
contour is rising, heading toward a high target. In more casual
speech where the syllable will be much shorter, the contour does
not have enough time to vary substantially in pitch, resulting in
a brief level contour as in Figure 7.31. A change in pitch is not
phonemic for fourth tone.
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Figure 7.31: Pitch contour for ‘to tease’ /na4 / spoken by Longrem
Ronrang. Note the difference in duration as compared to elicited
careful speech in Figure 7.30
rera-longrem-tease-017.wav
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Chapter 8

Non-Rangpang Tangsa Varieties

The following varieties are those which are typically classified as
Tangsa — as opposed to Nocte or something completely different
such as Ollo — but are not Rangpang. They are often referred to by
Rangpang speakers as Tangwa, as contrasting with Pangwa which
is synonymous with ‘Rangpang’.
There is little that connects the so-called Tangwa varieties,
except their not belonging to the Rangpang/Pangwa group.141 In 141. See Section 4.1.2

recent years, however, even this classification has begun to shift. for more on this supChampang, discussed below in 8.1, is unquestionably not a Rangpang variety; in addition to the substantial linguistic differences
with Rangpang, Champang speakers have few of the culturally
defining Rangpang traits such as a particular set of song forms.
However, the closest related variety to Champang is Chamkok,
which does sometimes get included among the Rangpang varieties, not for linguistic features but rather for having adopted
some of the cultural traits, to include the singing of Wihu and
Ngoyo songs which are otherwise only found among Rangpangspeaking communities. This has been described to me by members of the Muishaung community, and has been confirmed by
others that this is the case due to a long period of Chamkok
speakers living near and among Muishaung speakers.
With this exception in mind, the follow varieties are those which
are typically classed as Rangpang/Pangwa.

They are varieties

spoken by groups often said to be earlier arrivals into India from
the Patkai mountain range. Aside from similarities between Champang and Haqchum, discussed in Sections 8.1 and 8.2, they are not
considered to be closely related to each other in the same way that
Rangpang varieties may be said to be.
8.1 Champang
Champang is fairly unique among the varieties discussed here —
especially in the context of a comparative study of tone — for the
reason that it appears to have lost lexical tone entirely.
8.1.1 Background
Champang is one of about five or six varieties that can be grouped
together based on similarities between them. Among these are
Champang, Chamkok, Haqchum and sometimes Lumnu. Other
varieties have been suggested for inclusion in this grouping, discussed below in Section 8.2. This group is referred to elsewhere
as ‘Olay’. This has been described by consultants as a term used
as a greeting in some communities, but not something used by
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posed dichotomy

speakers of these varieties to label themselves. The term is dispreferred at least among the communities consulted in India. The
term is essentially an exonym and one which has no significance to
the communities themselves, at least among those in India where
this topic has been brought up in the course of this research.
The general name for Champang is Thamphang. The related
group, Chamkok, is generally known as Thamkok.
Champang is classified among the non-Pangwa Tangsa varieties, within what is here called the Haqchum-Champang group
142.
<aw> here
represents /ɔ/ in
the usual Burmese
romanisation system,
and is the same
pronunciation
as
Olay.

and referred to in Statezni (2013) as Olay, also spelt Awlay.142 It is
typically paired with Chamkok, the most similar variety.
There is something of a complication with Rangpang/Pangwa
as a classification regarding Champang and Chamkok. In general.
“Pangwa” reflects both linguistic and cultural differences among
Tangsa communities and can be defined in terms of genetic relatedness of the language varieties. An exception is Champang
and Chamkok. While closely related and having a high degree
of mutual intelligibility to each other, and at least on linguistic grounds clearly distinct from Rangpang/Pangwa varieties of
Tangsa, Chamkok is actually considered by some to be a Pangwa
variety, at least culturally. The reason for this is that for a long
time, Chamkok speakers resided among Rangpang speakers, and
as a result some Chamkok communities have adopted Pangwa

143. As mentioned
elsewhere,
in
Assamese,
the
villages of Malong-I
and Malong-II would
be romanised as
Mullong. It has been
explained to me that
this
pronunciation
is
not
preferred
by those residing
in the village, and
that I should use
the Malong spelling
in my writings. As
requested by some
consultants, I have
tried to use the local
pronunciations
of
village and personal
names
whenever
possible,
even
though that may
result in an added
degree of confusion
where forms differ
considerably.

cultural practices such as singing of the traditional song forms.
Linguistically, Chamkok is not Rangpang to the degree that that
is a useful designation.

However in self-reporting and based

on cultural grounds, Chamkok will at times be considered Rangpang/Pangwa. This is also potentially at play with Lungkhi, discussed in Section 7.1, another group with uncertain classification.
8.1.2 Geography
Champang is spoken both in India and Myanmar. Fieldwork was
conducted in Malong-I Village মুলং গাওঁ 143 in Margherita Circle of
Tinsukia িতিনচকীয়া district, Assam near the Arunachal Pradesh
border.
In a map of British surveys of the region published in
1934, Champang and Chamkok villages were given in Myanmar’s
Sagaing Region စစ်ကိုင်း မိ due North of Singkaling Hkamti ဇဂလိနး်
ခ းီ and due west of Shingbwiyang Town ှ င်ေဗွယန် မိ

8.1.2.1 Notable features
The dialects of the Chapmpang-Chamkok group have a much
stronger tendency toward disyllabic compound words than many
other varieties in this study. Words which would be monosyllabic
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in other varieties will usually take an additional morpheme in
the Champang-Chamkok group. For example “iron” is rang-mang
(iron-dead) and “dead” is nang-mang (meat-dead), as explained
to me by my consultants. In many other Tangsa-Nocte varieties,
these words are monomorphemic.
In some instances of animal terms where the Champang word
is cognate with other Tangsa varieties aside from the additional
morpheme, that additional morpheme is a reanalysed animal
classifier *ku (mother) (Morey 2014).
8.1.3 Consultants
The primary consultants were Mr. Dungmon Champang, aged
around 30 at the time of consultation, and Mr. Ranjung Champang, approximately 25. Additional input was given by Mentoh
Champang, the mother of Ranjung. All consultants were residing
in Lower Malong-I in Assam, India.
No consultants were available in Myanmar.
8.1.4 Tone categories
Due to this tendency toward di-syllabicity, the functional load144 of 144.
tone in Champang appears to be much less substantial than that
of other branches of Tangsa, and the variety is either in the process
of losing lexical tone entirely, or else has already done so.
Morey (2014) addresses the problem of eliciting tones for
Champang. In the context of comparison with other varieties, he
states
The principal differences between the three varieties are
that Champang has disyllabic words for all of the tokens
presented here, whereas for around half these words
in Cholim and all in Muklom, the equivalent word is a
monosyllable. In the case of the first four words, ‘snake’,
‘bee’, ‘pig’ and ‘rat’, the first syllable of the Champang word
is clearly cognate to the Cholim and Muklom words. The
second syllable in Champang is probably a grammaticalisation of the words *nu ‘mother’ and *ku which means
‘large’ in some varieties and is used as a classifier for
animals in others.
Our research on Champang so far has not led to being
able to posit tonal categories. (p.666)
My own work in the field in the years following that conducted
by Morey has resulted in the same conclusions.
Indeed many Champang speakers have stated that their variety does in fact have tonal contrasts, however it does not seem
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For more
information
on
functional load, see
Section 2.1.1

that this is actually the case. Instead, the perception may have
arisen due to living for so long in close proximity with related tonal
languages; Champang and Chamkok speakers have resided in the
same villages as other Tangsa speakers for generations. In contact
with these varieties, the perception that tone is there may have
developed, but in practice, no tonal minimal pairs are able to be
given, nor were any of my consultants able to present any sort of
description of a tonal difference. Rather it was simply a statement
that tone was believed to be there, and nothing further, even after
a number of discussions on the topic. No answer to this question
can be provided here, as consultants were unable to provide any
minimal sets, nor for that matter any significant consistency in
contour between tokens of an elicited term.
At the current time it appears that Champang, along with the
Chamkok variety, is lacking any system of phonemic tone.
8.2

Haqchum

Haqchum /haʔ4 tʃum2 / is a variety similar to Champang and
Chamkok, varieties for which no lexical tones were able to be
145. One significant
difference between
Haqchum
and
Champang-Chamkok
is that the former
appears
to
have
verbal
agreement,
which is not found
in the latter two
varieties.
This is
discussed further in
a forthcoming paper
by Morey on verbal
agreement in Tangsa)
146. Nahen is also
mentioned in Mitchell
(1942) as a village
close
to
Lumnu,
spelt Rumnu, and
so this may be both
an
indication
of
linguistic
similarity
and a justification for
grouping even were
such similarity to be
less significant than
described here.

extracted.145 Unlike Champang, Haqchum does appear to have
retained at least some remnant of lexical tone, however the degree
to which it is significant seems greatly reduced. The functional
load of tone in Haqchum, if it is present at all, is significantly lower
than in other Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
Haqchum is most similar to Lumnu. Champang and Chamkok
are described as quite different, but still related. Nahen, another
variety which is generally grouped with these, is considered different enough that it should not be grouped together at all.146
Tangsa-Nocte
…

Champang-Haqchum

Nahen Haqchum Lumnu Champang Chamkok
Figure 8.1: Kam Van’s description of classification within the
Champang-Haqchum group, with Nahen as external to the grouping
Langpan လန်းပန်း and Toke ေတာေက — varieties which had

previously been identified as also belonging to this group, as in
Khämlan (2017) — were not recognised by the speaker. Toke is the

name of a village also spelt Tawngche or Tongkye, located just on
the other side of Sānli Mountain. Langpan is recorded in Census
of India, 1931: Burma as a village name belonging to the Nahim
subtribe, along with the villages of Kyetsan, Tamko, Yangnaw,
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Gachun, Humkoo, Lingting, and Rawnghun. Langpan appears on
Couchman’s map (1927) as Langbān. This list is given as villages
from which a Nahim attack party came to Saukrang (Shokrang), a
Rangpang village, around 1926. I believe Nahim here is the same
as Nahen, which also clarifies Kam Van’s account that Nahen is
quite dissimilar from the Haqchum-Champang varieties, as Nahen
and Langpan as language varieties would be more similar to
Lainong. However, Brief Notes on the Naga Hills District (Burma) with
details of routes (1942) contradicts this by referring to Nahen as a
Heimi tribe. This is only one of many examples of such apparent
contradictions, an indication of the fluidity of ethnic identity.
This presents one of the many difficulties in attempting to
determine relatedness of linguistic varieties. If Nahen is classified
as Tangsa, which it often has been by my consultants, but Lainong
(Htangan) is not, and yet Nahen is a Lainong variety, then a tree
model can not possibly show relatedness both as it is perceived
by the communities and simultaneously show linguistic genetic
relatedness. Nahen would thus be both Tangsa and Lainong,
which are not otherwise considered overlapping labels.
8.2.1 Consultants
The primary consultants was Mr. Kam Vang, who was approximately 25 years old at the time of consultation. Kam Vang is from
Taho-III in Pangsau Town, but was residing in Yangon at the time
of our meeting. Fieldwork was conducted in February 2016 in
Mandalay, Myanmar.147 Additional elicitation was conduced with 147. Thanks to Daniel
Kam Vang by Dr. Stephen Morey.
In addition to Burmese and English, Kam Vang also speaks Shecyü and Hahkhun, and to a lesser degree Mungre and Shokrang.
English was the primary language used for elicitation and discussion. Shecyü was used for clarifying discussion between Mr. Kam
Vang and Mr. Moyuez, and Muishaung between myself and Mr.
Moyuez for confirmation of lexical items and syntax.
8.2.2 Tone categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

high
mid
high

level
falling
level

modal
modal
modal

length

Table 8.1: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Haqchum
Figure 8.1 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Haqchum. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
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Moyuez for arranging the meeting and
providing transportation.

coda. First and third tone may have merged; no clear distinction
was able to be determined between the two.
Tone categories can be more difficult to work out in Haqchum
compared to most other varieties. While loss of tone is not as
far along as with the closely related Champang variety, the functional load of tone in Haqchum is considerably lower than in the
majority of Tangas-Nocte varieties. As with Champang, Haqchum
has a very high degree of compounding which contributes to a
less significant need for tone differences for disambiguation. In
addition, Haqchum tone contours undergo a significant degree
of neutralisation when in the onset position of a prosodic word.
Thus differences in tonal contour which may exist on the level of
individual morphemes are easily complicated by tonal assimilation
when in compounded words. Further complicating the matter is
that few of these morphemes exist on their own outside of such
compounds.
However, tonal differences are identifiable and provided by my
consultant Kam Vang. From these, tone categories are able to be
worked out.
From the conversation with my consultant, it was clear that
there are target contours which certain words have that others do
not. Lexical tone does exist in Haqchum. Compounding, as with
Champang, is quite typical, resulting in a much greater difficulty
in determining minimal pairs.
As an example, a falling contour was identified by the speaker
148.
Cognate with
‘water’ in other varieties

on /kʌm/ for ‘alcohol’,148 and a level tone was identified on /na/ for
‘ear’, and it was made clear that these are distinct tones. The distinctiveness of tones was confirmed with examples from Burmese
and Naga, spoken by both the consultant and the facilitator. When
asked if a falling tone contour on /na/ could be used for any
meaning, the consultant made clear that this was not a word, nor
was it simply a variant of ‘ear’. Furthermore, /ʃɯm/ for ‘salt’ was
identified as having only a level tone, and could not be falling
as with /kʌm/. An apparent minimal pair was found with /ŋəm/,
which with a falling tone means ‘meat’ and with level tone means
“used to [do something”. However, this appears to be prefixed
with /ə/ in this form, and so it is not entirely clear that the tonal
difference is not a result of prefixing.
Another example can be seen with /ʒɐŋ/. With a falling (second)
tone it has the meaning “sky”. With level tone is Naga Dao, a word
morpheme which in Tangsa-Nocte is generally first tone. However
with this meaning, the word is a compound taking a second
syllable /ʨaʔ/. Additionally, with a level pitch contour it also means
something is finished cooking, but apparently with /na/ attached
and of an uncertain tone category. These three meanings were
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volunteered by Mr. Kam Vang during consultation. In general,
the near-total majority of Tangsa-Nocte speakers are unaware of
tonemes as a meaningful category, and often are unable to state
much beyond a judgement of the phonetic realisation of pitch
contours. This is a frequent difficulty in elicitation, and Haqchum
/ʒɐŋ/ is no exception.

F 0 (semitones)

First tone

is typically high and level.
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0.8

duration in seconds
Figure 8.2: Pitch contour for ‘white’ /pɔ1 / in Haqchum

haqchum-white-38.wav

Figure 8.3 shows a typical contour on ‘dream’ /maŋ1 /. The pitch
height stays fairly consistent for first tone syllables, and there is
no evidence of glottalisation on any first-tone words regardless of
syllable structure. There may be a slight drop near the end, but the
total drop in pitch when it occurs is only around one semitone from
the mathematical modal frequency. This will be mentioned again
in the second on third tone below. The small degree by which
the contour of tone one falls may be negligible in terms of tonal
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identity.
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Figure 8.3: Pitch contour for ‘dream’ /maŋ1 / in Haqchum.

haqchum-dream-dead-11.wav

Second tone

is generally falling, however it will often occur with

a slight rise. This same feature is seen in a large number of other
Tangsa-Nocte varieties, including many which are not so closely
related to Haqchum.
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Figure 8.4 shows the pitch contour for ‘dead’ /maŋ2 /. Compare
this to Figure 8.3 above, which is segmentally identical and varies
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only in terms of tone category.

150.
Here, /poŋ/
is itself ‘bull’,
a
morpheme
found
throughout TangsaNocte, which has
been suffixed with
/βa/ ‘male’.
This
type
of
suffixing
is
common
in
Haqchum as with
the
most
closely
related
varieties
such as Chamkok
discussed in Section
8.1.
Furthermore,
‘cow’ /man/ takes
the typical additional
morpheme /ʃu/, also
found
throughout
Tangsa-Nocte
varieties.
All
four
components
together make up
‘bull’ in Haqchum,
an indicator of the
extent
to
which
compounds
occur
and the difficulties
such compounding
brings to the task of
determining lexical
tones.

m
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ŋ
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0.35

0.4

duration in seconds
Figure 8.4: Pitch contour for ‘dead’ /maŋ2 / in Haqchum

haqchum-dream-dead-11.wav

The second-tone contour will not always be as plainly falling
as seen in 8.4.

Often there will be a more significant rise or

delayed fall as seen with this type of contour in other Tangsa-Nocte
varieties. Word-final second-tone words will be more typically
a simple fall. However when prefixed or in non-final position,
the rise becomes more visible. Figure 8.5 shows the word ‘red’
/ə0 ɲan2 / with such a contour.
F 0 (semitones)

149. Tone has not
been marked for
other syllables in
this example as the
categories were not
all able to be worked
out. Likely categories
can be supposed
based on cognates in
other varieties, but
would not be reliable.
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Figure 8.5: Pitch contour for ‘red’ /ə0 ɲan2 / in Haqchum

haqchum-red-34.wav

This rising-falling contour seen in Figure 8.5 is often retained
when in casual speech as well, such as in the sentence in (1):149
(1)

ɲan2 man.ʃu poŋ.βa ɲan2 -kʰe-kʰe
red cow
bull
red-INT-RED
‘The red bull is very red’150

A pitch trace of the utterance in 8.6 shows this rising feature on
both occurrences of /ɲan2 /. This is seen in Figure (1), with the first
instance having a much more exaggerated rise after a brief filler at
the start of the sentence. This utterance contains two intonational
units, and in both we see a higher starting intonation followed by
downdrift.
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ɲan kʰɛ kʰɛ
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duration in seconds
Figure 8.6: Pitch contour for ‘The red bull is very red’. Ellipses
represent contentless fillers.
haqchum-cowisred.wav

As a final example, 8.7 shows such a contour on ‘water’ /kʰam2 /
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as a more direct and immediate falling contour.
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Figure 8.7: Pitch contour for ‘water’ /kʰam2 / with a simple falling
contour
haqchum-water-56.wav

Regressive assimilation resulting in levelling out of a falling
contour when the first part of a disyllabic compound if most clearly
visible with morphemes like /ku/ ‘head’. It had a falling contour
when word-final, but not when word-initial, and is a common
enough component in compounds that they can be easily exem- 151. Though here
plified.
/tʰɔ/ is high tone
has
final
Figure 8.9 shows the contour for /lʊŋ1 kʰu2 / meaning ‘stone’ — and
a compound of a morpheme meaning ‘stone’ found throughout
Tangsa-Nocte varieties — and the ‘head’ morpheme. In Figure 8.9,
the tone contour for /kʰu2 tʰɔ? / — the lexeme for “head”.151
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glottalisation.
It’s unclear if this
is segmental and
marking fourth tone
or glottalisation on
an open syllable,
which then brings
up the question for
whether or not first
tone does retain
some
degree
of
glottalisation which
would make it still
tonemically distinct
from third tone.
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Figure 8.8: Pitch contour for ‘stone’ /lʊŋ1 kʰu2 / with a falling contour
on second-tone /kʰu2 /
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Figure 8.9: Pitch contour for ‘head’ /kʰu2 tʰɔ? /. The gap in the second
syllable - filled in with a dashed line - is an error in automatic pitch
detection, the result of irregular glottal pulses at that point in the
recording.
There is some variation the cause of which is not yet fully clear,
but is likely the result of a low functional load of tone in Haqchum
combined with intonational effects. As an example, ‘bee’ /ɲaʔ/, a
typically fourth-tone word, may have a falling contour. It’s unclear
if this is because of the category or the position in elicitation.
Conversely, /naʔ/ ‘to tease’ is high level tone as would be expected
for a fourth-tone morpheme. Other clearly fourth-tone words are
also high and level, thus in the case of ‘bee’ /ɲaʔ/ it is likely this is
just the result of intonation.
For the majority of terms elicited for which a tone category
could be determined, those of Haqchum showed broad consistency in tone categories with cognate morphemes in other varieties. It is based on this that the straight falling contour and the
rising-falling contour can be understood to be allotonic variation
of a single toneme. An alternative approach would require arguing that this difference is somehow indicative of a difference in
contrast that amounts to a split of tone categories which has not
otherwise been seen in Tangsa-Nocte. This would be even more
difficult to support were the only occurrence on a variety which has
considerably lower functional load of lexical tone, and the closest
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neighbours of which seem to have lost tone altogether.
The plain-fall realisation of second tone is also helpful in addressing third tone.
Third tone

is also relatively difficult to address, not just in the

context of Haqchum but Tanga-Nocte varieties more generally.
This is partly due to it being rarer than the other tonemes, and
partly due to third tone often being the result of a tone change
as part of verb-stem alternation. Although there has been insufficient data collected for words in Haqchum to be able to properly
address verb-stem alternation, it is something which should be
done in the near future.
Adding to that difficulty is that the third-tone features, at least
in terms of morphemes which would be expected to be third tone
based on cognates in other related varieties, closely resemble first
tone. This is not surprising given the analysis of low functional
load. Tokens of morphemes which would be expected to be in
third tone such as ‘snake’ /pʰɯ3 /, seen in Figure 8.10, have a
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contour which could be interpreted as either level or falling.
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Figure 8.10: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pʰɯ3 / in Haqchum

haqchum-snake-4.wav

From just these examples, it is uncertain if the fall, here at
least one or two semitones in both cases, is significant. Compared
to first-tone morphemes, these morphemes which are typically
third tone in other Tangsa-Nocte varieties do appear to have a
more substantial fall. Impressionistically, they have a definite drop
midway through the TBU, compared to words such as ‘white’ /pɔ1 /
in Figure 8.2, which are much more level.
If it is the case that this is a significant difference between tone
one and tone three, it is a difference which is wholly eliminated
in casual speech in positions where compounding would trigger
any tonal assimilation or neutralisation. Third tone is relatively
rare across varieties, and in many varieties which have verb-stemalternation, many third-tone lexemes are derivative of prefixed
stems which are first- or second-tone stems.
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In other tokens the contour of alleged third-tone morphemes
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are much more level, as shown in Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.11: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / showing a very flat contour

haqchum-ear-2.wav

Other morphemes, however, retain a fall. A typical example of
this is ‘snake’ /pʰɯ/, seen in Figure 8.12, which also shows a slight
rise. One explanation for this is that the oral pressure at the time
of release causes the rise in pitch, and any falling is a return to the
mid-level target as well as loss of pressure more generally. In all of
the tokens given for ‘snake’ /pʰɯ/ by the consultant, this is the only
one which shows such a significant rise on release rather than an
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initial high dropping to a level tone within one tenth of a second.
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Figure 8.12: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pʰɯ3 / in Haqchum showing a
more varied contour
haqchum-snake-8-cut.wav

Based on analysis and discussions with the native speaker
consultant Mr. Kam Vang, I believe third tone can be described as
a mid-range level tone, identical to first tone in both contour and
lack of phonation differences, and so can also be considered synchronically to be a single toneme with first tone. Since this merger
is not one that has happened in other varieties addressed here, I
have retained third tone as a category to remain consistent crossvarietally. However, it is likely reasonable to consider Haqchum as
having only a two-way pitch contrast for lexical tone.
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Fourth tone

— or rather what is described as fourth tone else-

where in this thesis but is likely one of only three tones in Haqchum
— is checked and generally high. It has a more markedly high
pitch in isolation than other tonemes. As with fourth tone in other
Tangsa-Nocte varieties, it may also occur on a much lower pitch in
the speaker’s tone space, as it is distinguished from other tonemes
not only in terms of duration and pitch but also by the presence of
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a segmental non-nasal stop final.
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Figure 8.13: Pitch contour for ‘fish’ /ʒu2 ŋaʔ4 /.

haqchum-fish-25.wav

While fourth-tone words tend to be high, the pitch height can
be fairly variable. Figure 8.14 shows the pitch contour for one
token of ‘bed’ /ʒip4 ʨʰim1 /with the first syllable /ʒip4 /, a fourth tone
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morpheme, lower than the following first-tone /ʨʰim1 /.
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Figure 8.14: Pitch contour for ‘bed’ /ʒip4 ʨʰim1 /

haqchum-bed-31.wav

8.3 Rangsi (Yvnġbaṅ Wvng)
8.3.1 Background
Rangsi /raŋ2 tɕʰi2 /, also spelt Ransi, is described by Morey (2016)
as a Pangwa (here referred to as ‘Rangpang’) variety. However,
historically it has also been described as being a Heimi variety
(Bennison 1931, p.295; Mitchell 1942, p.47).
Rangsa as the most similar variety.

It is paired with

Rangsi and Rangsa were

treated as village names, and according to a published survey from
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1942, Rangsa (spelt Ransa) is described as having 70 houses, and
along with Rangsi was favourable to the British explorers.
Rangsa is possibly distinct from Raqsa, also spelt Rasa in some
sources. In the old survey maps published by the Office of the
Surveyor General of India, a number of villages are marked which
are certainly Rangsa & Rangsi, while a separate area of villages is
marked as Rasa. It is possible that “Rasa” in certain contexts is
referring to the same group as Rangsa, but at least on these maps
it seems likely that these are distinct groups. At the present time,
not enough is known to more adequately address this issue.
It has alternatively been called Yvnġbaṅ Wvng /jɐŋ2 ban2

152.
The dots
above the final letter
are indicators
of
tone category in
the
orthography
developed by Rev.
Ingga.
The tone
marking presented
in Yvnġ Baṅ Ran si
Likdvp Ling dvnġ, Rev.
Ingga’s introduction
to
the
system,
includes
marks
for
both
lexical
tone
and
some
intonational effects.
This is common with
locally
developed
orthographies
in
Tangsa-speaking
areas, but causes
some difficulty in
providing a clear
between
match
tone
categories
as discussed here
and tonal patterns
as marked in the
orthography.

ʋɐŋ2 /152 by Rev. John Ingga, a member of the community who
has made efforts at documentation of the variety to include the
creation of an orthography. In this name, /jɐŋ2 ban2 / refers to
the ancestral origins of the Rangsi, and /ʋɐŋ2 / means ‘man’. Rev.
Ingga has also used the name Yvnġ Baṅ Ransi, including in the title
of his publications on the language (Ingga, 2014).
The name “Yvnġbaṅ Wvng” is preferred by Rev. Ingga, however
Rangsi is still commonly used within the community and will be
used here for the sake of consistency with previously published
studies on Tangsa-Nocte. Furthermore it is unclear if “Yvnġbaṅ
Wvng” as a category also includes Rangsa, a closely related variety
that is not addressed here.
Rangsi is discussed in Mitchell (1942) where it is spelt Rangse.
Today, the village still remains, to be found at 26°34’06.7”N
95°41’46.4”E, and is quite large.
8.3.1.1 Consultants
The primary consultant was Mr. Sangbe of Tanji Village, Myanmar.
He was 40 years old at the time of recording. Fieldwork was
conducted in early March 2016 in Zeepyugone, Myanmar. The
conversation was conducted in Burmese with the help of Mr. Ke
Shem, a Shangti speaker from Myanmar, with additional elicitation
in Rangsi.
8.3.2 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

low
mid
low

falling
level
rising

modal
modal
modal

length

Table 8.2: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Rangsi
Figure 8.2 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Rangsi. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
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duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
The Rangsi tonemes are distinguished primarily through contrastive pitch contours. There are no significant tonemic phonation distinctions, and duration does not appear to be phonemic.
Fourth tone is the only toneme with an additional feature in the
final segmental coda found throughout Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
Aside from the lack of phonation — a feature which is common
in Tangsa-Nocte but by no means universal within the group —
Rangsi tones are fairly consistent with other Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
First tone

is low and falling without glottal constriction. The

contour of the fall can be quite variable. The most significant
feature of the toneme is that it ends lower than it begins.
The fall may be considerable and even have an initial rise as in
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Figure 8.16. It is often a more direct fall as seen in Figure 8.15.
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Figure 8.15: Pitch contour for ‘green’ /ə0 vin1 / spoken by Sangbe
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Figure 8.16: Pitch contour for ‘blood’ /i0 gi1 / spoken by Sangbe

Second tone

has a level contour, middle or high in the speaker’s

tone space. The pitch can be variable so long as it is is level to
distinguish it from the other two open-syllable tonemes.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘red’ [ə0 shaŋ3 ] spoken by Sangbe. The stem may
be /saŋ/ or /ʃaŋ/ but is here pronounced as [ʃaŋ]. See Figure 8.17b
for the spectrogram of this token.
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘red’ [ə0 ʃaŋ3 ], time-aligned to Figure 8.17a.

Third tone

is a low-rising tone.

Figure 8.18a shows the contour for ‘name’ /i0 men3 /. In a num153. This can also
be found to a much
lesser degree on certain second-tone tokens such as in Muklom, discussed in Section 8.6.

ber of Tangsa-Nocte varieties, third tone often has final breathiness as a feature of the toneme.153 In the case of ‘name’ shown
here, there is some breathiness in the form of a half-murmured
/m/.

Figure 8.18a shows the pitch contour and alignment of

segments, while Figure 8.18b shows a time-aligned spectrogram
of the same token.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘name’ /i0 men3 / in Rangsi spoken by Sangbe
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘name’ /i0 men3 /, time-aligned to Figure 8.18a.
Note the formants continue through the breathiness for [m̤]

Figure 8.19 shows a more straightforward rising contour on
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‘medicine’ /pem3 /. Phonation is plain throughout.
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Figure 8.19: Pitch contour for ‘medicine’ /pem3 / in Rangsi
Fourth tone

is short and checked with a non-nasal stop coda.

Figure 8.20 shows a typical fourth-tone contour. As with other
varieties, the checked syllables are generally too short to have
a significant change in pitch over the tone-bearing unit. Also
similar to other Tangsa-Nocte varieties, the pitch height is highly
variable as the toneme is segmentally distinct from the other three
tonemes.
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Figure 8.20: Pitch contour for ‘black’ /ə0 nɐk4 /
8.4

Yongkuk

8.4.1 Background
Yongkuk has been described by speakers as forming a subgroup
within Tangsa-Nocte along with Tikhak, Nahen and Khuto. Others
have given the grouping as Yongkuk, Tikhak, Longchang, Kato and
Nokja. The position of Nahen here is disputed, as described in Section 8.2. Nahen may instead be more similar to Lainong, however
more data must be collected before this can be confirmed. Some
speakers of Yongkuk include Nokja in the Tikhak-Yongkuk group as
well, although it is still uncertain if Nokja is a related variety or —
as some say – an unrelated variety, speakers of which moved into
Tikhak speaking areas forming something of a creole. Nojka does
appear as a village name on the earliest maps of the region, dating
back to 1906, located directly south of what is now Margherita
on later maps and a little further south on earlier maps, and the
geography is right for being adjacent to Tikhak speaking areas,
so it is at least certain that the name is not new. Yongkuk is not a
Rangpang variety, nor is it classified as Heimi. The Yongkuk-Tikhak
subgroup is distinct from all other Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
Another group is also at times grouped with Yongkuk. This is
the variety known as Lungphi, a close relative to the Muishaung
Rangpang variety. It has previously been described as being a
variety within the Yongkuk-Tikhak group (Barkataki-Ruscheweyh
& Morey 2013), however it is now clear that this is not the case.
In India today there are two different varieties now known as
Lungphi. One is the so-called original Lungphi variety which is
nearly identical to Muishaung and not closely related to any of
the Yongkuk-Tikhak varieties.

However, a number of Lungphi

speakers have migrated to Tikhak speaking communities and, as is
the uncertain case with Nojka, either adopted Tikhak or formed a
creole of the two. These speakers are sometimes known as Tikhak
Lungphi. Unlike Nokja, the previous situation around Lungphi is
clear.
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8.4.2 Geography
Yongkuk is one of the oldest Tangsa varieties in India. At the start
of the 20th century, speakers of Yongkuk and its closely related
varieties lived in villages across the area stretching from Jagun to
Jairampur and up to the Namchik River. British survey maps have
the area between the Dihing and Tirap rivers as Yongkuk, with
scattered villages south of the Tirap listed as Yongkuk as well.
Today, Yongkuk speakers are found in a few predominantly
Yongkuk villages between Jairampur and Jagun, as well as residing
in other towns and villages in the area.

Kamba Village, near

the Lekhapani লখাপানী military base, was formerly a Yongkuk
village and still has the name of a Yongkuk clan, however today
it is inhabited primarily by Tikhak speakers. Additional Yongkuk
villages visited for this study are Mungkam, Wara and Tirap Sakan.
8.4.3 Consultants
The primary consultant for Yongkuk was Mr. Nong Yongkuk, born
approximately 1950. Additional consultants were Mr. Nong Che,
born approximately 1945, and Mr. Tulong Yongkuk born approximately 1970. Kamtong Kamba in Mungkam Village, Arunachal,
was also consulted.
Yongkuk-Tikhak speakers have adopted a number of practices
from Singpho (Jinghpaw) communities, including the naming custom. As a result, it is quite common for male personal names
to contain Kam and Nong — from the Singpho/Jinghpaw/Kachin
words for first and second son respectively — as is the case with
the speakers consulted for this study.
8.4.4 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

low
mid
mid/high

falling
falling
level

creaky
modal
modal

length

Table 8.3: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Yongkuk
Figure 8.3 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Yongkuk. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
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Figure 8.21: The four tonemes154 of Yongkuk as produced by Kamtong Kamba. These are ‘ailment’ /na1 /, ‘paddyfield’ /na2 /, ‘ear’ /na3 /
and ‘tease’ /naʔ4 /.
1st tone
is low falling with glottalisation;
2nd tone
is falling;
is high level
3rd tone
4th tone
is short with a non-nasal stop coda
Lexemes in Yongkuk follow the same general categorisations
as in other Tangsa-Nocte varieties. Many of the pitch traces shown
in this section are from Mr. Tulong Yongkuk, shown in semitones
as calculated to 62Hz. However in many cases Mr. Tulong’s range
is quite wide, resulting in much higher semitone values than might
normally be encountered. This height should not be interpreted as
a feature of Yongkuk tonemes.
First tone

is mid-falling. Figure 8.22a shows the contour for

‘blood’ /tə0 hɤi1 /. The first syllable is a sesquisyllabic prefix which is
atonal.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘blood’ /tə0 hɤi1 / spoken by Tulong Yongkuk

nsk-yon-tulong-blood.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘blood’ /tə0 hɤi1 / spoken by Tulong Yongkuk.

nsk-yon-tulong-blood.png

First tone is also clearly glottalised. Figure 8.22b shows glottal
pulses at the end of the syllable showing the phonemic glottal
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constriction around 5.7 seconds.
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Figure 8.23: Pitch contour for ‘bird’ /vu1 /. Note a delayed VOT and
final creak on the nucleus. Spoken by Tulong Yongkuk
nsk-yon-tulong-bird.wav

Second tone

is falling, modal voice free of glottalisation, seen

in Figure 8.24. Like in other Tangsa-Nocte varieties, it can take
a more ‘emphatic’ rise-fall contour as in Figure 8.25, or a more
straightforward fall, as in Figure 8.24. The lack of creakiness is
significant in distinguishing it from first tone when contours are
similar, such as in Figure 8.23.
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Figure 8.24: Pitch contour for ‘head’ /kʰu2 / spoken by Tulong
Yongkuk
nsk-yon-tulong-head.wav

The most significant features of second tone are a falling or
delayed-falling contour and modal voice. The pitch may rise after
the onset, but may also be a direct fall as in Figure 8.24. Figure
8.25 shows the prototypical rise-fall contour that is common cross-
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varietally for second tone.
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Figure 8.25: Pitch contour for ‘cow’ /man2 / spoken sentencemedially by Nong Che Yongkuk as part of the phrase ‘the tiger is
eating a cow’.
nst-yon-TigerEatingCattle.wav

Third tone

is level relative to the other tonemes. The pitch is also

generally high but does not need to be. Among those consulted
for this research, a slight fall was often apparent in the pitch. It
was never as pronounced as the fall found in tones one or two.
Figure 8.26 shows the contour for ‘ear’ /na3 /. In isolation, the
pitch height of TBU falls only about one semitone until the very
end of the syllable as the pressure required to maintain voicing is
eventually lost.
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Figure 8.26: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / spoken by Tulong Yongkuk

nsk-yon-tulong-ear.wav
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A less pronounced fall is seen in Figure 8.27, ‘snake’ /pʰu3 /.
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Figure 8.27: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pʰu3 / spoken by Tulong
Yongkuk
nsk-yon-tulong-snake

In comparison to first and second tone contours, it is reasonable to label third tone as ‘level’ for descriptive purposes.
Fourth tone

is high and checked, as it is in all other Tangsa-
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Nocte varieties discussed here.
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Figure 8.28: Pitch contour for ‘chest’ /kʰuk4 / spoken by Tulong
Yongkuk
nsk-yon-tulong-chest.wav

8.5 Hawoi
8.5.1 Background
Hawoi, generally known as Havi, is a non-Rangpang Tangsa-Nocte
variety. It is generally paired with Muklom by Rangpang speakers
as the most similar. However the pairing system that is often
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employed in folk classifications are not always applicable, and
Hawoi with Muklom is one such pairing which does not seem to
represent the degree of similarities found in other pairings.
Today, Hawoi is spoken primarily in India, including in the
village of Namchik Havi just north of Namchik Gate on the border
or Assam and Arunachal Pradesh.
8.5.2 Consultants
Hawoi recordings were made in January 2010 by Stephen Morey.
The primary consultant was Mr. Matjon Mandok. It is based on
these recordings that the following analysis has been made.
8.5.3 Tone categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

low
mid
mid/high

falling
falling
level

creaky
modal
modal

length

Table 8.4: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Hawoi
Figure 8.4 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Hawoi. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
First tone

is low and falling with clear glottal constriction even
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on morphemes with nasal or liquid finals.
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Figure 8.29: Pitch contour for ‘salt’ /ʃim1 / in Hawoi
The most significant feature in isolation appears to be the
final glottal constriction. Figure 8.30a shows the pitch contour
for ‘father’ /va1 /, with a spectrogram showing clear final glottal
constriction in Figure 8.30b.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘father’ /va1 / in Hawoi
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘father’ /va1 /, time-aligned to Figure 8.30a

For nearly every token given by Mr. Mandok, final glottalisation
was not only apparent but significant as in Figure 8.30b.
Second tone

is falling with modal phonation. The pitch contour

is not consistently distinguishable from first tone in isolation.
However the lack of any sort of glottalisation as a secondary feature provides a sufficient distinguishing characteristic between the
two. Phonation is the primary means of distinguishing between
these two tonemes.
As with other varieties’ second tone, there is a slight rise on the
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start of the TBU which is not solely a result of onset effects.
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Figure 8.31: Pitch contour for ‘sky’ /raŋ2 / spoken by Matjon Mandok
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Figure 8.32: Pitch contour for ‘horn’ /ruŋ2 / spoken by Matjon Mandok
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Figure 8.33: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pɯ3 / spoken by Matjon
Mandok

Fourth tone

is short and checked. It will end in a non-nasal stop.

When the stop is glottal, the toneme will be clearly distinct from
first tone glottalisation by a more complete closure and a much
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shorter duration, as in Figure 8.34
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Figure 8.34: Pitch contour for ‘earth’ /haʔ4 / in Hawoi
8.6

Muklom

Muklom, also spelt Moklum, is a non-Rangpang Tangsa variety.
Its relationship to other varieties is not clear. Many outside the
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community have described it as being most similar to Hawoi, also
known as Havi, a variety with many similarities to Nocte varieties.
However, according to Muklom speakers, the two varieties are not
mutually intelligible.
Historically, at least according to British surveys conducted
in the late 19th and early 20th century, the traditional Muklom
villages were located just west of the India-Myanmar border, to
the south of Margherita between the traditional Muishaung area
and that of the Wancho- and Ollo-speaking communities. These
included the villages of Khimyong, Longke and Waphung.
Today many Muklom speakers live in Miao Circle of Changlang
district, located around 27.4865728, 96.2105798. They are believed to be the second major migration into India after the Tikhak
according to members of the various Tangsa-Nocte communities
in the area. Their arrival is placed some hundred years in the past.
There are many Muklom speakers in the village of Kuttom, near
Kharsang in Arunachal Pradesh, as well as in New Chingsa nearby.
Muklom has a lexical tone system similar to other Tangsa-Nocte
varieties, and many of the Muklom morphemes occur with the
same tone category as cognates in related varieties.
Presently, a doctoral dissertation is being composed by Mijke
Mulder of La Trobe University (<Mulder, forthcoming). An earlier
and much more brief escription on Muklom is to be found in Das
Gupta (1980). Mulder’s expertise on the variety is considerable,
and I ask my readers to defer to her work for information on the
Muklom tone system. What is provided here is the most basic of
overviews. I have briefly consulted with Ms. Sunumi Changmi, a
speaker from Khuttom Village, as well as with Ms. Mulder, without
whose help I would have very little to say on the topic.
8.6.1 Consultants
Primary consultants were Dr. N. Chiangmi and his daughter Sunumi, both of Kuttom Village near Kharsang in Arunachal Pradesh.
Mijke Mulder was also consulted and has provided additional
recordings.
8.6.2 Tone categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

low
mid
mid

falling
delayed falling
level

creaky
modal
breathy

length

Table 8.5: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Muklom
Figure 8.5 shows the main features of the first three tone
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categories in Muklom. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
The following descriptions are tentative, based on only a brief
period of work with Muklom. More work is needed, in particular
regarding fourth tone.
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First tone

is falling with final glottalisation.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘nose’ /kʰuŋ1 /. Final glottalisation occurs and is
apparent in Figure 8.35b
muk-20120217-01-SM-T-Sunumi-ToneMinimalPairs.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘nose’ /kʰuŋ1 /, time-aligned to Figure 8.35a.
Irregular glottal pulses are apparent starting around 4.05 seconds

Second tone

has what has been described elsewhere in this

thesis as an ‘emphatic’ contour. It is falling, with either a slight
initial rise or a sustained level pitch prior to the fall. Phonation is
modal, although as with other varieties discussed here, in isolation
second tone may take on apparent final breathiness. This occurs
to a much lesser degree than breathiness found on third tone in
Muklom and other varieties in which it occurs.
As in Phong, ‘head’ in Muklom can also occur as third tone,
although it also has been attested as tone two. Another example
of a word which may occur in two categories is ‘year’ which is found
in both second and third tone.
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Third tone

is level and has final aspiration in isolation. In casual

speech this breathiness may be elided.
Fourth tone

is by far the most interesting in Muklom. While in all

other varieties discussed here for which fourth tone is described
as “checked”, in Muklom this label becomes problematic.
The tone system has been described by Mulder as consisting of
first through third tones as found elsewhere in Tangsa-Nocte, but
then with what has been here called fourth tone as split between a
set of morphemes ending in glottal stop and a set of morphemes
ending in oral stops. Those ending with glottal stop have been
called fourth tone by Mulder. Those ending with oral stops are
however not referred to as fourth tone, but rather as a toneless
set of morphemes.
The reasoning for this is twofold. The first reason is that the
glottal stop final is only compatible with certain vowels. There
are no cases of a central /ʌ/ vowel, corresponding to what is often
/ə/ in other varieties, occurring with a final glottal stop. Likewise
there are no attested examples of a high central vowel — /ɨ/ in
Mulder (forthcoming) and corresponding to /ɯ/ in varieties such
as Muishaung — occurring with a glottal coda.
As to whether this is the result of an actual restriction within
the tone system as opposed to a restriction of phonotactic rules
is unclear. In Muishaung, the variety for which I have collected
the largest set of words and with which I have spent the greatest
amount of time, there is only a single word in the entire lexicon that
has been attested as having /-ɯʔ/, and that word is for ‘hiccough’
/gɯʔ/. Other varieties have not been looked at as closely, but
it may well be possible that the restriction in Muklom is one of
language-specific phonotactic bans and not an aspect of the tone
system. More attention is needed on this topic.
The second reason for the split is that Muklom has a phonemic
length distinction on words which would otherwise fall under the
fourth tone category. This is not something which has come up
in addressing other Tangsa-Nocte varieties. That is not to say it
does not occur, but rather that it has simply not been attested.
In Muklom, however, it has been pointed out by speakers as a
distinction.
(2)

puk
stomach

(3)

puːk
elephant

In Examples (2) and (3) one such minimal pair is seen. There are
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a number of further examples where a word which is otherwise
considered fourth tone for other varieties has a length distinction
on /u/ or /ɔ/.
For these two reasons, in Mulder’s interpretation what I have
otherwise called fourth tone has been separated out into multiple
groups, only one of which — glottal coda fourth tone words, for
which no such length distinctions have been attested — has been
considered to be part of the tone system.
An alternate explanation and one that I would argue for is that,
to the extent that checked syllables are interpreted as a toneme
(as discussed in Section 2.2.2), we can consider all non-sonorant
stop coda carrying morphemes in Muklom to also belong to the
fourth tone category. But in describing fourth tone, the ‘checked’
description no longer applies as checked includes a shortness of
duration.
Instead, the significant feature of fourth tone as interpreted
here is that it has a non-sonorant stop coda, is generally short and
high, but for certain lexemes a length distinction has arisen. To
what extent that duration distinction appears in casual speech is
as yet unclear.
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Chapter 9

Nocte & Other Subgroups

The following varieties are those which are generally classified as
not belonging to Tangsa. These may be classified as Nocte, as
is always the case with Namsang and occasionally for Phong, or
they may be groups which have uncertain classification such as
Ollo and Tutsa but which are nonetheless sharing the same tone
system as is found in Tangsa and Nocte varieties. Konnu is also
included here, as it is neither Rangpang nor Heimi, and may be
classified as Tangsa by some, but is clearly something of an isolate
within this larger grouping.
9.1 Phong (Ponthai)
9.1.1 Background
Phong is often referred to by outsiders as Ponthai or Phongtai.
The two names — Phong and Ponthai — are both represented in
the 2011 Arunachal Pradesh census, where tribal affiliation is selfreported. Phong is the preferred name among speakers, however
a difference in use exists between Changlang and Tirap districts
of Arunachal Pradesh, between which the group has two different
official designations.
Phong is one of a handful of Tangsa-Nocte speech varieties
which lacks consistent labelling. In Changlang district, Arunachal
Pradesh, it is labelled as a dialect of Tangsa. However in Tirap
District, it is considered a Nocte variety. This is in spite of the fact
that dialects in the two areas are fully mutually intelligible. The
distinction in this case is entirely political rather than linguistic. For
speakers there is some sense that the difference is detectable from
village to village, but is usually described as minor intonational
differences.
To further confuse matters, it has been reported by some consultants that Phong is closely related to Tutsa, discussed Section
9.2, which is another variety which prior to 2011 was included
under Tangsa in the census of Arunachal Pradesh. There is a clan
name found among Tutsa speakers which is similar to “Pongthai”,
the general name for Phong. This clan name is also found among
some Nocte communities such as the Namsang near Joypur.
The actual place of Phong in the Tangsa-Nocte (and Tutsa)
grouping is as yet uncertain, but a few things can be said. Through
lexical comparison, for example, enough differences come up to
suggest that Phong and Tutsa are not just slight differences of a
single common speech form. For example, the word for ‘thorn’
in most Tangsa-Nocte varieties is /suʔ/ or something similar and
clearly cognate. The initial will be /s/, /ʃ/ or /x/, the vowel will
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be /u/ most typically, but can be /o/ or /ɯ/, and the final will be
/ʔ/ for almost all varieties except for a rare case where it is /k/.
Tutsa follows this pattern quit well, but Phong does not, having
/vut/ instead. Phong also breaks the pattern with the word for
‘fish’, which is almost always an onset of /n/ or /ŋ/, a final glottal
coda. Phong instead has /dʒɑʔ/, while Tutsa has /na/. A number
of other words are clear mismatches between the two and to the
same degree, while many others are different. These differences
are not major, and are often different to no greater degree than
any other variety for which the given lexemes are cognate.
While Phong and Tutsa are clearly related at a higher order of
magnitude, were it the case that they were a single pairing within
Tangsa-Nocte, we would not expect to see such lexical differences.
That is not to say lexical differences do not exist; within Hahcheng,
there are some lexical differences to be found between speakers
on different sides of the national border. However these differences are quite minor in the case of Hahcheng, attested on only
one or two lexical items so far. Syed Iftiqar Rahman (2016), who
has done considerable work documenting the Namsang Nocte
discussed in Section 9.3, has also done some investigation into this
topic.
More work needs to be done on the subject of classification of
nearly all varieties discussed in this study.
9.1.1.1 Geography
Phong is a variety found only in India, spread among a handful of
villages. The majority of Phong speakers live in Changlang district,
where they are believed to have migrated to some time around
two hundred years prior. In the early 1970s, a group of Phong
speakers resettled in Wagun Ponthai, Arunachal Pradesh. It is
in this location that data was gathered. According to my main
consultant who had herself married into the village in Arunachal,
having previously grown up in Changlang, the primary difference
in dialects, as far as tone is concerned, is that there has been
a slight change in intonation, but that the lexical tones are still
equivalent. This was confirmed by Niharika Dutta who has done
considerable work on Phong (Dutta, forthcoming).
9.1.1.2 Notable features
Phong has a number of notable features. While it follows the same
tone categorisation as the other Tangsa-Nocte varieties, there are
cases where words have changed tone category. For example,
‘head’ /kʰu3 / is a third-tone word in Phong, where it is almost
universally second tone in Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
Phong also shows clear phonemic breathiness on third tone
words. In many varieties, final aspiration or breathiness on tone
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three is a secondary feature. In Phong, it is almost prevalent
enough as to be considered a primary feature of the toneme.
Regressive tonal assimilation in Phong is complete; the tone
of the first syllable in a two-syllable compound will be entirely
neutralised to a mid-level contour, such that it will be described by
speakers as a third-tone word in that context but — if applicable
– deriving from a different toneme. One such example is ‘leech’,
/si3 vət4 /, where the first syllable /si3 / is derived from /si1 / ‘blood’,
but takes on a third-tone contour and is identified as such by
speakers when compounded in /si3 vət4 /. While this is identified
as third tone by speakers of Phong today, it is the result of total
neutralisation due to assimilation of a first-tone syllable in the
initial position of a compound. Such tonal assimilation is common
across Tangsa-Nocte, but is not always so complete as in Phone
where the identity of the toneme is changed. In cases where an
originally third-tone syllable is followed by another syllable of any
tone in the same prosodic word, final aspiration is elided.
9.1.1.3 Consultants
Fieldwork for Phong was conducted in in Wagun Ponthai,
Arunachal Pradesh (27.4759156, 95.931343), in early October
2015. The primary consultant was Ms. Tongdi Songteng, who had
moved to Wagun Ponthai some 20 years prior. Additional data
came from Mr. Konok Keno Longkho of Tirap, recorded in Phulbari
in 2015.
9.1.2 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

low
mid
mid

falling
delayed falling
level

creaky
modal
breathy

length

Table 9.1: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Phong
Figure 9.1 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Phong. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
Phong has a number of lexemes which belong to different
categories than cognates in other varieties. It is not yet clear if
this is a shift which has happened specific to Phong, or something
to be found in a wider range of closely related varieties.
As an example, the morpheme /ma1 / in ‘scar’ /i0 ma1 / is com- 154. The tone on /hu/
mon in Tangsa-Nocte referring to scars and wounds. However it
is generally a third tone word. Indeed for ‘wound’ in Phong, it was
given as /hu? ma3 /, with third tone on /ma/.154 It may be the case
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is uncertain, as well
as whether or not it
has a meaning on its
own.

that /ma1 / should actually be third tone, and was only described
as first tone in that it was utterance-final and thus had a falling
contour.
Another example, and a more clear case of shifting categories,
is “head”, pronounced /kʰu3 /. More often in Tangsa-Nocte varieties
“head” is a second tone /kʰu2 /, however in this case it is a match to
third tone both segmentally and in terms of pitch contour.
First tone

has definite glottalisation, but often not quite as a

full coda. Unlike some other varieties, glottalisation is not limited
to open syllables. Figure 9.1a shows the pitch trace for /kʰam1 /
‘central pillar’. In many varieties, presence of a final nasal would
limit the degree to which the syllable was glottalised. In Phong
this is not the case. A spectrogram for the same token is seen in
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9.1b showing distinct glottal pulses.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘pillar’ /kʰam1 / spoken by Tongdi Songteng.
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘pillar’ /kʰam1 / spoken by Tongdi Songteng, time-

aligned to Figure 9.1a.

nst-pon-pillar4.png

Some glottalisation is present on most first-tone words even
if it is indistinct. Figure 9.2a shows one token for /sa1 / spoken
by Konok Keno Longkho. There is very slight glottalisation near
the end of the TBU, resulting in a poor pitch trace. Figure 9.2b
gives the spectrograph for the same token, with the glottal pulses
apparent. Glottalisation can be considered a secondary but significant feature of the toneme. It will not always be apparent but
provides a clear indicator of first tone when the contour alone is
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not sufficiently distinct from that of second tone.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘child’ /sa1 / spoken by Konok Keno Longkho.
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘child’ /sa1 / spoken by Konok Keno Longkho.
Time-aligned with Figure 9.2a.
nst-pon-child.wav

In some cases, words which are typically first-tone in TangsaNocte occur as fourth tone in Phong. As an example, “stamping”
is /nak̚4 / not /naˀ1 /. This may be the result of reanalysis of
glottalisation as segmental, or may be derived from an alternative
etymon. Namsang Nocte, discussed in Section 9.3, also has /nak4 /
for stamping, and Muklom has /nak4 / meaning ‘to kick’, which is
believably cognate. This also occurs elsewhere with ‘stamping’,
and is discussed in Section 5.2.5 in the context of verb-stem
alternation.
Phong first tone is variably glottalised, to the extent that it may
be analysed as having a segmental glottal stop. A clear example
of this is “to spit” /tʰɔ1 / which consistently is pronounced with final
glottal closure while maintaining the tonal contour of an open first
tone.
Second tone

has a rising-falling or delayed-falling contour, sim-

ilar to what has been described as ‘emphatic’ elsewhere in this
research.
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Figure 9.3: Pitch contour for ‘corpse’ /maŋ2 / spoken by Tongdi
Songteng.
nst-pon-corpse18.wav

In casual speech the contours of first and second tone can be
quite similar. In general, second tone will be a more pronounced
fall. Second tone will also always be modal voice; creak is an
important signifier of first tone and is limited to first tone, even
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as a secondary feature.
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Figure 9.4: Pitch contour for ‘sky’ /raŋ2 / spoken by Konok Keno
Longkho.
nst-pon-sky.wav

Third tone

is level and occurs near the middle of the tone space.

It is not significantly longer than the other tonemes, at least as
elicited with those consulted for this study. In many Tangsa-Nocte
varieties, there is a phonemic length distinction on third tone in
isolation.
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Figure 9.5: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 / spoken by Tongdi Songteng.
Final /h/ is detectable but very brief relative to the rest of the syllable
nucleus.
nst-pon-ear11.wav

There is an occasional final aspiration which has been linked to
common elicitation lexemes such as “ear” /na3 /, however it is only
found on open syllables and is readily elided in compounds.
One possible explanation for the presence of final /h/ on third
tone words is that it is a reflex of what became third tone, either
that there was phonemic breathy phonation, or that a final *h
marked a certain class of words. It has been posited that a similar
final in pre-tonal Sinitic acted as a verbal marker and developed
— by way of the associated laryngeal gestures — into one of the
four tonemes of Middle Chinese (Sagart 1999). Third tone is less
common in Tangsa-Nocte, and in many cases third tone words are
derived from prefixing as a form of verb-stem alternation. It is not
beyond the realm of possibilities that such alternations previously
involved such suffixing which in turn resulted in the genesis of
what is now third tone.
This explanation is complicated by the fact that third tone is
not the only place that final /h/ can be found, although it is by
far the most typical place. In other varieties such as Muklom,
final aspiration is also found on second tone words. These are
still less common than on third tone, and might be explained as
an innovation not related to a proto- *h, but much more work
is needed to be able to make any such statement definitively. It
is also unclear the extent to which it may occur on second tone
in Phong; in the work conducted for this study, it has only come
up on third tone, however the extent to which Phong has been
documented for tonal features is far less than work currently being 155.
done on Muklom.155
Fourth tone

short, high and checked. It is present on syllables

with non-nasal stop codas. In Phong, a clear segmental coda
is itself not sufficient grounds for judging a morpheme as being
fourth tone, as in some cases (“spit” /tʰɔʔ1 /) there may be a coda
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A doctoral
thesis is currently
being composed by
Mijke Mulder of La
Trobe
University,
with whom this topic
has been discussed
at length (Mulder,
forthcoming).

which is likely the result of reinterpretation of an earlier glottalisa-
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Figure 9.6: Pitch contour for ‘extinguish’ /mɪt4 / spoken by Tongdi
Songteng.
nst-pon-ear11.wav

The pitch of fourth tone syllables appears to be highly influenced by the intrinsic pitch of the nuclear vowel, with as much
as 20Hz between /a/ and /i/. This is consistent with the range
given in Ohala, and Eukel (1987), in which it’s described that the
difference may be anywhere from 4-25Hz difference between high
and low vowels. However, the difference in pitch in these cases is
not consistent, not always appearing in natural speech. Even in
elicitation a single speaker will not consistently reproduce these
variations from one session to the next.
There have been arguments made by both consultants for
analysing fourth tone as two separate tonemes. Up to this point
in time, no convincing argument has presented itself. Examples
of such a distinction are easily dismissed as the results of intrinsic
vowel height or, more typically, a result of boundary tone influences in intonational patterns.
9.1.3 Sandhi & Coarticulation
In bisyllabic words, when a first or second tone syllable precedes
another syllable of any tone, the first syllable becomes a mid-level
contour resembling a third tone. As an example, “leech” will be
said as /si3 vat4 /, where the first syllable in isolation is “blood”, /si1 /.
This is an acknowledged compound related to “blood”.
More generally, it was confirmed by multiple consultants that
this is a regular process and that it applies equally to both first and
second tone syllables.
9.2

Tutsa

9.2.1 Background
Prior to the 2011 census, Tutsa was considered by the government
of Arunachal Pradesh to be a subgroup of Tangsa. Nationally, they
are still classed under “any Naga sub-tribe” in the Scheduled Tribes
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system, as are Tangsa and Nocte. However on the state level, they
have recently been given recognition as a separate group.
Tutsa appears on some of the earliest maps from the 20th century to show Tangsa-Nocte villages, however the subtribe name is
spelt Tulsia.
9.2.2 Notable Features
9.2.3 Consultants
The primary consultant was Mr. Tesam Pongte. Further recordings were made by Stephen Morey in 2013 with Mr.

Pongte.

Additional data comes from Mr. Ngongling Hanphuk of Thamjang
in Changlang District near Changlang Town. Mr. Hanphuk was
approximately 75 years old at the time of recording in 2013. The
recordings of Mr. Hanphuk were made by Mr. Chanwang Nokte
on behalf of Dr. Stephen Morey.
9.2.4 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

mid
high
mid/low

falling
level
falling

breathy
modal
modal

length

Table 9.2: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Tutsa
Figure 9.2 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Tutsa. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
What follows is a very early preliminary description. A number
of segmental combinations have not been adequately recorded,
and nothing has been recorded within carrier sentences.
Contours in Tutsa differ considerably from many other TangsaNocte varieties. There is very little similarity to Rangpang varieties, but also between Tutsa and Phong the contours are quite
different. It is still a four-tone system and the etyma fall under
the same category as with other Tangsa-Nocte varieties discussed
here. Phonologically it is more similar to Nocte than to Rangpang
Tangsa, such as the presence of obstruents on words like ‘hand’
and ‘leg’ rather than affricates or fricatives.
Data was limited for the following analysis. Due to logistical
constraints related to travel in Arunachal Pradesh, no time was
able to be spent discussing topics such as intonation or sandhi.
Instead, I am only able to give a basic overview of the tonemes
here.
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While information on Tutsa is sparse at the present time, this
preliminary description has been included largely to ascertain the
similarity of Tutsa to other Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
First tone

is brief and characterised by the presence of final

breathiness. This is quite different from other varieties in the
Tangsa-Nocte group.

It is generally third tone on which fi-

nal breathiness appears, and even then it is uncommon crossvarietally. Figure 9.7 shows a typical contour for first tone lexemes.
Note that ‘bee’ is typically /ɲaʔ4 / in Tangsa-Nocte. A shift between
first and fourth tone segments is not uncommon, however it has
so far been attested primarily in varieties with heavily glottal first
tones. It is significant that we see such a shift here where first tone
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lacks any clear glottalisation.
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Figure 9.7: Pitch contour for ‘bee’ /na1 /

tvt-pon-elder-bee-22.wav

Furthermore first tone is generally creaky in Tangsa-Nocte varieties if there is any phonation distinction present. The breathiness
which occurs on first tone words in Tutsa may be a reflex of a
*creaky pre-tonal origin of the toneme and creakiness which has
weakened to breathiness, however a larger survey is needed both
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of Tutsa and of related varieties.
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Figure 9.8: Pitch contour for ‘elder sister’ /e0 na1 /

tvt-pon-elder-sister-24.wav
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At present it is unclear if first tone is phonemically shorter than
other tonemes. It does appear to be the case, but with so few
consultants, it is difficult to be certain at this time.
Second tone

is level and high. Figures 9.9 and 9.10 show typical

second tone contours.

In the case of Figure 9.9 for ‘new’, a

nominalising prefix /e0 / is present. As with other varieties, this
is a toneless sesquisyllabic affix and, and, like other varieties with
one or two exceptions, it does not appear to significantly alter the
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tone of the stem.
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Figure 9.9: Pitch contour for ‘new’ /e0 na2 /
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Figure 9.10: Pitch contour for ‘paddyfield’ /na2 /

tvt-pon-na-paddyfield-25.wav

Third tone

is falling. The fall can be quite pronounced, as in

Figure 9.11, or much shallowed as with Figure 9.12. The contour
will generally start in the upper half of the tone space.
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Figure 9.11: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pu3 / showing a steep fall of
nearly an octave, likely emphasised for elicitation
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Figure 9.12: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pu3 / with a less steep drop.

tvt-pon-snake-2.wav

The onset of the syllable may have an effect on the overall
contour, but generally prior to the start of the TBU. Figure 9.13
shows a slight initial rise in pitch, only about 3Hz and well below
a reasonable phonemically significant shift. This can be taken as
a result of the nasal onset, and not indicative of an additional
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tonemic contour.
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Figure 9.13: Pitch contour for ‘ear’ /na3 /.

Fourth tone

tvt-pon-na-ear-20.wav

is checked and typically high. Figure 9.14 shows ‘six’

/a0 rok4 / with a typical high pitch.
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Figure 9.14: Pitch contour for ‘six’ /a0 rok4 /.
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9.3 Namsang Nocte
9.3.1 Background
Namsang নামসং is a Nocte variety. Of all of the varieties discussed here, Namsang is the only one which has only ever been
classified as Nocte in the current system in India, unlike Phong
and Hakhun which have been described as Nocte and at other
times as Tangsa. In addition to linguistic differences between
nuclear Notce varieties and many Tangsa varieties, there have
been cultural differences as well, including religious practices and
dress.
Previous work on Nocte tone has been limited. Das Gupta
(1971), in his Introduction to the Nocte Language, provided a rough
impressionistic account of tone contours in Namsang Nocte as
part of the section on Phonology.
Tone though not indicated by any sign in the book is an
important feature. Words orthographically the same have
different meanings with different tones. (Das Gupta 1971)
Despite stating its importance, Das Gupta gave little description about lexical tone as tonemes. There is not one point where
he gives an overview of the tone system. Instead, he applies
descriptions within the word list, but it appears that he has assigned these labels based on his judgement of what may well have
been phonetic realisations rather than as underlying tonemes.
As descriptions of tone, he presents as categories rising, level,
rising-falling and falling, as well as a two-way pitch distinction on
checked syllables. He also does not transcribe anything which
could be interpreted as a glottal coda, despite being common
throughout the varieties. For example, ‘I’, ‘fish’ and ‘mithun’ are
all transcribed as <nga>, despite pronunciations of /ŋa̰/, /ŋaʔ/ and
/ŋa/ respectively.
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Despite this, he also brings attention to tonemic vowel lengthening, although, again, not through any description or discussion
on the topic. Instead, he simply has marked certain words as
long in his word list, such as <man> for “load” and <ma:n> for
“cow”. It is not unheard of in Tangsa-Nocte varieties for thirdtone words to be longer, or second-tone words to be interpreted
as longer even if they are not substantially so.

However, the

words on which Das Gupta identifies lengthening as happening
are somewhat surprising. He attributes lengthening to what he
calls the rising tone, but which includes words like /ŋaʔ/ ‘fish’ which
would not normally be described as long. He also describes other
checked syllable words as “rising” and therefore long, including
‘chin’, transcribed <cha> but which should have a final glottal stop.
In fact, included in his “rising” description are words from all four
tonemes described below. It is therefore the most likely situation
that Das Gupta did not spend much time on the subject, and
that his judgements were possibly impressionistic and based on a
small sample. It is likely that minimal or near-minimal pairs were
worked out, but not analysed more collectively. For this reason
156.
In Assamese
the village is called Dihing Kinar Nocte Gaon
িদিহং িকনার নে গাওঁ ,
literally ‘Nocte village
on the banks of the
Dihing River’, and is
one of many villages
in the area named
simply for being on
the banks of the Dihing. Phaltan Basti is
the Hindi name. The
nearest village is the
Tai village of Tipam
Phake পাম ফােক.

Das Gupta’s tonal description should be disregarded.
Data for this section was collected in Phaltan Basti156 outside
of Joypur জয়পুর in Dibrugarh district, Assam.
9.3.1.1 Consultants
The primary consultant was Janglang Pongtei of Phaltan Basti.
Syed Iftiqar Rahman, who has done a large amount of work on the
variety for his thesis at Payap University in Chiang Mai, Thailand
(Rahman 2016), was present as the interpreter and organiser of
the meeting.
9.3.2 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

mid
mid
mid

level
delayed falling
level/falling

creaky
modal
breathy

length

Table 9.3: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Namsang Nocte
Figure 9.3 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Namsang Nocte. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with
short duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal
stop coda.
First tone

has clear glottalisation and often a clear non-sonorant

stop coda. First-tone syllables without nasal codas are not segmentally distinct from what would be checked-tone syllables, in
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terms of segments, but there is a clear difference in pitch between
first and fourth tone words.
First tone words, however, can have slight rising contours,
slight falling contours, or be level. Fourth tone will be high and
level. The important feature of first tone contours appears to
be that it is not a high checked contour, which is what would be
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produced for a fourth tone.
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Figure 9.15: Pitch contour for ‘dream’ /maŋ1 /.
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nst-nam-dream49.wav 157. A number of
features assist in
grouping
varieties.
Namsang Nocte has clear glottalisation on first tone syllables. For example there
This is visible as the sudden rise at the end of the pitch contour. are commonalities
Such an impressionistic rise does not actually exist there. Instead between the group
the anomaly is the result of errors in pitch tracking when creak is of varieties which
have
historically
present. The actual pitch of the two are quite similar other than be
categorised
clear creak.
as Nocte, despite
this
classification
12
being
primarily
10
geographic
and
8
not dependent on
6
4
genetic relatedness.
2
In
other
cases,
0
similarities do not
β
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ʔ
offer much in terms
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of subgrouping, and
are instead simply
duration in seconds
the result of parallel
development
of
Figure 9.16: Pitch contour for ‘father’ /βa1 /.
nst-nam-father19.wav reflexes of a common
ancestral
feature.
Fist tone glottalisation can result in quite abrupt closure. This is The near-segmental
codas on first tone in
similar to Cholim,157 discussed in Section 6.8. In most varieties, a
Cholim and Namsang
segmental coda is sufficient for determining that a word belongs is an example of
to the fourth tone category. Varieties like Namsang and Cholim such a development;
might be better analysed synchronically as having non-nasal stop the two varieties
are otherwise not
codas on first tone. In both of these varieties, words belonging to
closely related with
the first tone category are still able to be analysed as such due to a in the Tangsa-Nocte
retention of tonemic pitch height distinct from fourth tone words branch.
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which may be segmentally equivalent.
Duration can be quite short for first tone, often as short as the
checked fourth tone. Thus a word such as ‘bamboo’ [βaʔ4 ] may
differ phonetically from ‘father’ [βaʔ1 ] only in relative pitch height.
Figure 9.17 shows a single token of ‘father’ followed by one token
of ‘bamboo’, both short in duration — approximately 0.2 seconds
— and both segmentally [βaʔ]. These were recorded within the
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same session by a single speaker, but not in succession.
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Figure 9.17: a
nd ‘bamboo’ [βaʔ4 ].]Pitch contour for ‘father’ [βaʔ1 ] and ‘bamboo’
[βaʔ4 ]
In addition to glottalisation on open syllables, on words with
a nasal coda there is still clear glottalisation in Namsang Nocte.
This is seen in Figures 9.18a and 9.18b, showing the pitch contour
and spectrogram for /daŋˀ1 /, the name of the traditional machetelike blade known more generally in Tangsa varieties as dʒaŋ1 , and

in Burmese as dá ဓား. This word has been used elsewhere in this
study glossed as ‘machete’.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘dao’ /daŋˀ1 /. See Figure 9.18b for a time-aligned
spectrogram.
nst-nam-machete64.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘dao’ /daŋˀ1 /. Three glottal pulses are visible at

0.57, 0.58 and 0.59 seconds. The additional noise around 3kHz at
the end of the token is the result of an animal in the background.
nst-nam-machete64.wav

Second tone

is generally emphatic when in isolation. It will

generally have a more pronounced fall than first tone. There is

F 0 (semitones)

no detectable glottalisation on second tone.
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Figure 9.19: Pitch contour for ‘horn’ /rɔŋ2 /.

nst-nam-horn42.wav

Second tone is otherwise fairly straightforward in Namsang. As
another example, Figure 9.20 shows the contour for ‘dead’ /maŋ2 /.
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Figure 9.20: Pitch contour for ‘dead’ /maŋ2 / in Namsang Nocte.

nst-nam-corpse51.wav

Third tone

— like other varieties discussed here — can occur

with final /h/. See Section 9.1 for further examples of a variety
on the Nocte side of the Tangsa-Nocte classification.
Figure 9.21a shows the contour for /ŋa3 /. A clear final -h occurs
on many tokens of open third-tone syllables.

In isolation the

F 0 (semitones)

contour is not too dissimilar to second tone.
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(a) Pitch contour for ‘mithun’ /ŋa3 / in Namsang Nocte.

nst-nam-mithun6.wav
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(b) Spectrogram for ‘mithun’ /ŋa3 /, time-aligned to Figure 9.21a

showing clear final aspiration, a common secondary feature of third
tone.
nst-nam-mithun6.wav

Third tone will often have a similar contour to second tone,
but with a lesser degree of fall. It is not quite a level tone, and
will generally not have a distinct rise at the start of the TBU like
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second tone. Figure 9.22 shows a typical third tone contour, here
on ‘snake’ /pʰu/. As with Figure 9.21a, there is final aspiration,

F 0 (semitones)

though to a much lesser degree.
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Figure 9.22: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pʰu3 /.

Fourth tone

nst-nam-snake.wav

is short checked high, as with other Tangsa-Nocte

varieties. Also like other varieties, the tone is generally high, but
can occur with varied pitch height. It will always be a checked
syllable with short duration, making it distinct from first tone.
Figure 9.23 shows the pitch contour for ‘bamboo’ showing a
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typical fourth tone contour.
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Figure 9.23: Pitch contour for ‘bamboo’ /βaʔ4 /.
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Figure 9.24: Pitch contour for ‘fish’ /ŋaʔ4 /.
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nst-nam-fish21.wav

9.4

Konnu (Yawngkon)

9.4.1 Background
Konnu is a variety which is neither Heimi nor Rangpang. There
is no verbal agreement marking as is found in many varieties,
and the cultural practices are also quite distinct from both Heimi
and Rangpang groups. Konnu is spoken only in Myanmar. No
significant number of speakers are known to have migrated to
India.

Konnu /kʰɔn nɯ/ is the endonym, also often just Kon ေကာန်.

Yawngkon ေယာင်ေကာန် is the name of one of the primary villages,
also mentioned in Brief Notes on the Naga Hills District (Burma)

with details of routes (1942) spelt Yonkon and described as being
around 100 houses at the time, as well as the Burmese name for
the community and the name by which they are most commonly
known to outsiders.
Because of it’s classification as neither Heimi or Rangpang,
Konnu has been included here despite having only minimal information on the variety. The reason for this is that Konnu — while
being generally considered part of the same group as Tangsa and
Nocte varieties — is not classified as either Rangpang or Heimi —
the other primary Tangsa subgroup found in Myanmar.
Konnu is lexically quite dissimilar from a number of other
Tangsa varieties. Like Chamkok and Champang, there seems to be
a much higher incidence of disyllabic words. Based on elicitation of
the CALMSEA word list (Culturally Appropriate Lexicostatistical Model
for Southeast Asia languages, Matisoff 1978), Konnu shows very
little lexical similarity with any of the Rangpang varieties.
9.4.1.1 Consultants
The primary consultant was U Thaw Thaw, born approximately
1985 in Yawngkon ေယာင်ေကာန် Village, Myanmar. Data was collected in Zeepyugone, Sagaing Region, Myanmar in early 2016.
9.4.2 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

mid
mid
mid

level
delayed falling
level/falling

creaky
modal
breathy

length

Table 9.4: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Konnu
Figure 9.5 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Konnu. As with other varieties, third-tone words in
isolation are less common. I have not yet acquired sufficient data
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on third tone in isolation. The only reliable third-tone data is as the
first syllable in polysyllabic words. As such, regressive assimilation
and loss of phonemic length distinctions cannot be compensated
for.
Like Champang, Konnu may have a higher degree of compounding resulting in a lower functional load of tonemes. While
tone categories are still apparent in Konnu, continued work is
needed in the very near future as tone may be on its way to
disappearing from this variety.
Despite significant lexical differences between Konnu and
Rangpang or Heimi varieties, the data collection on the tone
system up to this point suggests a common origin for Konnu,
Heimi and Rangpang. Words with a single etymon typically share
a common tone category across varieties, and while many words
may come from separate etyma in Konnu, a very large number are
shared with Tangsa-Nocte more generally.
First tone

is low, can be level or falling, and heavily glottalised

even when there is a nasal segmental coda. In compounds, it will
tend to be level.
Figure 9.25 shows a typical contour for first tone, here on
/maŋ1 / ‘dream‘, as part of the compound /van1 maŋ/1 / ‘dream‘.158
158.
In most
varieties,
/maŋ/1 /
is
not
typically
8
used
on
its
own to
6
mean
‘dream’.
The
4
meaning of the single
2
morpheme
/maŋ1 /
0
is more likely along
m
a
ŋ
the lines of ‘to think’.
0.3 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.4 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.5
When
meaning
‘dream’, it will nearly
duration in seconds
always be prefaced
with /van1 / ‘night’, or
Figure 9.25: Pitch contour for ‘dead’ /maŋ1 / spoken by Thaw Thaw.
nst-kon-dream.wav /raŋ2 van1 / ‘sky night’.
As a verb, however, it
may occur on its own
Figure 9.26 shows /van1 / ‘fire’, a first tone word, with such a with a verbal affix to
contour. However, in this token there was still heavy glottalisation mean ‘dreaming’.

F 0 (semitones)

Compare this to Figure 9.27 which shows /maŋ2 /.

as is expected with first tone. After around 0.65 seconds, glottalisation became significant enough that automatic detection of
pitch became impossible. It is also possible that final /n/ here has
resulted in a depressed pitch. The important feature here is the
glottalisation, the presence of which makes identification of the
token as a first-tone lexeme clear. In many varieties, glottalisation
is a secondary feature of the first tone.
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Figure 9.26: Pitch contour for ‘fire’ /van1 / spoken by Thaw Thaw.

nst-kon-fire19.wav

Second tone

follows a similar pattern to other Tangsa-Nocte

varieties. In contrast to first tone, the second tone contour has
an emphatic quality, presenting as a slight rise or a delayed fall.
Figure 9.27 shows the word ‘dead’ /maŋ2 / in Konnu, with a clear
peaking contour in comparison to Figure 9.25.
In elicitation of first-tone words, there were cases where the
consultant gave first-tone words with contours that were similar
to second tone. However, this was not the case in compounds.
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Second tone in Konnu will always have modal voice quality.
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Figure 9.27: Pitch contour for ‘dead’ /maŋ2 / spoken by Thaw Thaw.

nst-kon-dead-dream.wav

The token in Figure 9.25 is taken from the compound /vu1
maŋ2 /, ‘dead chicken’.
In isolation, second tone will still maintain the delayed-fall ‘emphatic’ contour. Figure 9.28 shows one token for ‘house’ /ʨæm2 /,
displaying a delayed fall, typical of second tone.
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Figure 9.28: Pitch contour for ‘house’ /ʨæm2 / spoken by Thaw Thaw.

nst-kon-house.wav

Third tone

is relatively less common, and so more difficult to

collect examples of. Based on a more limited set of tokens, third
tone in Konnu may be described as level and modal.

F 0 (semitones)

Figure 9.29 shows /niŋ3 / ‘to drink’.
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Figure 9.29: Pitch contour for ‘drink’ /niŋ3 / spoken by Thaw Thaw.

nst-kon-drink.wav

Fourth tone

is short and checked. Figure 9.30 shows the con-

tour for ‘black’ /ə0 nak4 /. The initial /ə/ is a common nominalising
prefix and is a toneless syllable, what Matisoff described as ‘sesquisyllabic’ (Matisoff, 2003).
Within phrases, the Konnu consultant would often elide the
final consonant. It is unclear if this is a feature of the variety or

F 0 (semitones)

a feature of the speaker being consulted.
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Figure 9.30: Pitch contour for ‘black’ /ə0 nak4 / spoken by Thaw Thaw.
nst-kon-black0.wav
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More work is needed on Konnu documentation. The degree
to which it differs from neighbouring Tangsa varieties is not yet
clear. At the present time there appear to be significant lexical
differences, but a good match of tonemes on cognates which are
shared across Tangsa-Nocte. It is possible that the lexical disparity
is not as strong as data collection would suggest; in elicitation, a
speaker has multiple options to choose from, and this can often
result in mismatches in word lists between any two speakers or a
single speaker over a period of time. A much more comprehensive
word list — for all varieties, not just Konnu — would go a long way
159. Lazu is located
at
26°53’52.1”N
95°34’42.6”E.
I
have added it and
the
surrounding
Ollo
villages
to
OpenStreetMap
where they can now
be viewed.
160.
As of the
20th edition (2017),
Ethnologue
has
changed
their
Tase/Tangshang nst
label to ‘Tangshang’.
Prior to this, as
recently as the 19th
edition (2016),
it
was Naga Tase, Tase
being cognate with
Tangsa (but not with
Tangshang). This is a
term not widely used
in India, and which
is neither cognate
with nor referring to
the same grouping of
varieties as ‘Tangsa’.
Tangshang
is
a
recent term, which
generally
includes
more
distantly
related
languages
like Wancho.
The
Tangshang category
blurs lines between
linguistic groups but
serves to support
an
ethno-national
narrative
pushed
by some on the
Myanmar side of the
border.

to resolving this question.
9.5

Ollo (Laju)

9.5.1 Background
Ollo is the endonym for what is otherwise known as Lazu, Laju
or Lazo. Lazu is actually the name of a single village159 within
the Ollo-speaking area, and speakers of the language prefer the
name Ollo. ‘Ollo’ has been defined by my consultants as meaning
“friend”.
Lazu is the largest village in the Ollo area, with an estimated
1,000 households. My consultants believe there are speakers on
the Myanmar side of the border as well, however this has not been
able to be verified. Other villages in India are Lower Kolam, Noglo,
Upper Kolam, Thinsa and Kheti.
Ollo is a Northern Naga language. It is not typically grouped
with Tangsa by Tangsa speakers. However, politically, the classifications have been generally inconsistent, and there has been little
improvement in recent years.
In part the confusion of classification comes from the fact that
Ollo is severely under-documented. Travel to the Ollo speaking
villages in Tirap district is heavily restricted due to longstanding
tensions on the border. For travel within Arunachal Pradesh, the
Indian government requires an Inline Permit (ILP). Such a permit
is required for both Indian nationals and foreigners, though with
some differences. With this permit, travel to certain districts is
still not permitted, and even some areas which fall under the ILP’s
coverage are still at times off limits. One such area which officially
is nearly always off limits is Tirap District, home to the speakers
of Ollo. As a result, much guesswork has gone into previous
classifications of the language.
Classification of Ollo is complicated. Ethnologue’s previous
classifications have listed Ollo as being both a Nocte variety (as
Laju) and a Tangsa variety.160 Mongchan (2015) groups Ollo within
Nocte along with Hawa, the group to which Namsang Nocte
belongs.
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Ollo has also shown up grouped with Champang in the
formerly named “Naga Tase” category.161 , perhaps a confu- 161.
sion caused by the application of the term Awlay/Olay to the
Champang-Chamkok group.162
While it is clear Ollo is related to the Tangsa-Nocte varieties,
and at least superficially more similar to Nocte than Rangpang
varieties, it is still less clear precisely where it would fall on a tree
model, a problem not at all unique to Ollo. Based on analysis
of collected recordings, at least in terms of the tone system it is
reasonable to include it along with Tangsa and Nocte varieties.
On syntactic or morphological grounds there may possibly be
reasons to not classify it directly with Tangsa-Nocte but rather on
an adjacent branch. I can not currently make such a claim, and the
necessary analysis will need to wait until a later date when more
data can be gathered.
With that in mind, Ollo has been included in this study in part
to try to address the question of classification with what data has
been collected so far, and also to help make an initial contribution
to the literature on this significantly understudied variety.163
9.5.2 Consultants
The consultants for Ollo were Mr. Shima Nyamtey of the Kongkan
clan from Nyamtey Village, Mr. Jenwang Moinyak of the Longyen
clan from Noglo Village, and Mr. Yangli Yinnyan of the Hodong
clan from Lazu Village.
They were interviewed in January 2017 in Nongtan (Neotan)
Village in Miao Circle, Arunachal Pradesh. This was facilitated by
Father Felix Anthony of the Miao Diocese who has been incredibly
helpful over the years in the area.
9.5.3 Tone Categories
tone
1
2
3

height

contour

phonation

low
mid
high

fall
delayed falling
level

glottal
modal
modal

length

Table 9.5: Notable features of tones 1–3 in Konnu
Figure 9.5 shows the main features of the first three tone
categories in Konnu. Fourth tone is a checked tone, with short
duration relative to other tonemes, and an oral or glottal stop
coda.
Like other Northern Naga languages, Ollo has a system of
phonemic contrastive lexical tone. This is seen with a number of
tonal minimal pairs. Figures 9.31 and 9.32 show one such pair,
a phonemic tone contrast for a minimal pair on /jen/, meaning
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“Tase” being
variety’s
one
pronunciation
of
Tangsa,
not
cognate with the new
Tangshang term. In
general, Ethnologue’s
categorisation
is
far too broad in
this region,
and
the
categorisation
misses
important
internal distinctions.
The recent change to
“Naga Tangshang” is
a step backward in
terms of reflecting
the
diversity
within
genetic
categorisation, more
reflective
of
the
political desires of
a certain subgroup
within the TangsaNocte
and
Naga
communities
than
it is of linguistic
realities.
162. This too is a
name which appears
to be an exonym and
dispreferred by many
Champang-Chamkok
speakers who were
consulted in India.
When brought up
with Chamkok and
Champang speakers
there, the Olay term
was rejected outright
as
something
not used by the
community members
themselves. It may
enjoy wider use in
Myanmar.

164. A cognate of
this word, alternately
/ren/
and
/ron/,
occurs
in
the
song
language
used in Rangpang
communities, despite
being absent in the
spoken
Rangpang
varieties.
Such
correspondences are
significant in that
they may help to
better
understand
the origin and spread
of the song language
in the future.
165. As a quick note
on the syntax of Ollo,
the carrier sentence
has also been given
by consultants as
/ŋe miʒa X təvo/,
as well as /miʒa X
ŋe təvo/. All three
may be permissible.
Object fronting and
the place of time was
not discussed at the
time of recording.

either ‘rice’164 or ‘battle’ depending on the pitch contour. They are
given in the carrier sentence in (1):165
(1)

mi.ʒa
ŋe [jen1/2 ]
tə-vo
yesterday 1PS [rice/battle] 1PS.PST-say
‘Yesterday I said [rice/battle]’

The tone-bearing unit is shown in a solid black line, with the
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boundaries of the target lexeme marked with vertical dotted lines.
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tə-vo
32.8

33

duration in seconds
Figure 9.31: Pitch contour for ‘rice’ /jen1 / in a carrier sentence
spoken by Jenwang Moinyak.
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163.
Prior work
on Ollo has mostly
been
limited
to
unpublished studies
done by members
of the Miao Diocese.
Attempts to track
down a copy of this
work
have
been
unsuccessful. Other
work has referred
to Ollo (generally
as Laju) but often
only in passing. To
my knowledge, no
systematic study of
Ollo tone has been
done prior to this
study.
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duration in seconds
Figure 9.32: Pitch contour for ‘battle’ /jen2 / in a carrier sentence
spoken by Jenwang Moinyak.
ollo-battle-rice-290.wav

In Figure 9.31 for ‘rice’, the pitch on /jen/ is much more flat. The
slight dip in the middle of the TBU is at the start of the nasal coda.
There is no clear phonation distinction between these two, and
instead the contrast is contained entirely in the pitch contour.
Due to substantial differences in the lexicon between Ollo and
related languages, tone categories are a little more difficult to pin
down. A large number of words are cognate, but often the words
used to attempt elicitation of minimal sets in other varieties are
not near homophones in Ollo.
At this point in time, a more complete description of the tone
system cannot be given.

However, a few things can be said,

namely, the tone system seems to have co-originated with that
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found generally in Tangsa-Nocte; cognate lexemes group together
on the same tone categories found in Tangsa-Nocte. Additionally,
certain characteristics of the categories appear to carry over into
Ollo, such as the presence of stop codas on first tone without
carrying a high checked fourth tone contour, and the presence of
a rise-fall ‘emphatic’ contour on second tone words. Taken alone,
Ollo may be interpreted as having two checked-tone categories.
However in comparison to related varieties, the falling checked
category may be considered part of a more general first tone
category in which segmental stops are not uncommon. See for
example Cholim and Namsang Nocte.
While with the current data collected it is difficult to provide
clear plots of prototypical contours for each of the tonemes, at
least at this time a more general description can be given.
Recordings for Ollo were made in a building of poured concrete, not typical for the region, and unfortunately far from ideal
given the degree of reverberation present. For the most part the
reverb was not a problem when words were elicited in carrier
sentences since the amplitude of active production of speech was
high enough to drown it out. Unfortunately for utterance-final
or isolated falling contours, the reverb from the beginning of
the syllable had made it back to the microphone by the time the
utterance had ended, and so with automatic pitch detection many
of the falling contours which are audibly falling show as falling and
then high level after the actual utterance had concluded.
For this reason, carrier sentences are shown where available.
However for first tone, due to regressive assimilation, the contours
are typically produced as level, when in isolation they are more
clearly mid-to-low falling.
First tone

is a straight fall in isolation. In carrier sentences it may

level out. The syllable structure of first tone words may be CV or
CVˀ, the latter nearing CVʔ as a result of significant glottalisation.
The vowel of a first tone syllable is not creaky throughout. Rather
it is glottalisation which is occurring near the end of the syllable.
While certain first tone words may have near-total glottal constriction, this is not a segmental coda in the sense of fourth-tone
words. In cases where it may be interpreted as segmental, the
falling contour will be retained on the syllable when word-final or
otherwise not subject to intonational effects such as regressive
assimilation. The fourth tone, however, will have a high level
contour, clearly contrasting with a ‘checked’ first tone. A similar
phenomenon is seen in Cholim Tangsa, described in Section 6.8,
and Namsang Nocte, described in Section 9.3.
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Figure 9.33 /dʒa? ʃiˀ1 /166 shows a heavily constricted first-tone
contour on the second syllable in the stem for ‘one’. In isolation it is
nearly an unreleased glottalised /t/ coda, but from a spectrogram
is clearly not just a segmental final coda. Here /ʃiˀ1 / is the stem
for ‘one’ used in compounds. The numeral ‘one’ on its own is
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/maŋ? ʃiˀ1 /.
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duration in seconds
Figure 9.33: Pitch contour for ‘one hundred’ /dʒa? ʃi1 / spoken by
Shima Nyamtey.
ollo-hundred-182.wav

Unlike numeral compounds seen in other varieties discussed
here which use /ʃiˀ1 / as a component for ‘ten’, typically /rok4 ʃi1 /
in these varieties, Ollo has a separate morpheme for ‘ten’, an unattached /tsi1 / which shares the same contour, but lacks any final
creaky glottal constriction. However at times there is an apparent
final breathy glottalisation detectable on some tokens.
While first tone may level out considerably within an utterance
as a result of regressive assimilation, the fall may be consistent
near a final low boundary tone. Figure 9.34 shows the contour for
‘salt’ /ʃum1 / in isolation, also found on other first tone words, likely
a reflex of a previous glottalisation.
F 0 (semitones)

166.
Where tone
category
numbers
have not been given
or given as a question
mark, it indicates that
I was uncertain in
a judgement of the
toneme.
I have
marked everything
for
tone
when
confident that I could
accurately do so.
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m
0.6

0.65

duration in seconds
Figure 9.34: Pitch contour for ‘salt’ /ʃum1 / spoken by Jenwang
Moinyak.
ollo-salt-230.wav

In Figure 9.35, it is shown in the same carrier sentences used
elsewhere in this section. The fall is more heavily emphasised here,
indicating its significance as a feature of the toneme.
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Figure 9.35: Pitch contour for ‘salt’ /ʃum1 / spoken in a carrier sentence by Jenwang Moinyak.
ollo-salt-230.wav

Second tone

tends to have a rising-falling contour. This is not

uncommon cross-varietally, although it is far from universal.
Within utterances it will generally retain this contour and not
level out to the degree seen in some cases with first tone. A
large number of words elicited from the CALMSEA wordlist (Matisoff 1978) are cognate with the Tangsa-Nocte varieties discussed
elsewhere in this research, and among those, the tonal categories
are also consistent, such as with common second-tone words such
as “horn”, “monkey”, “sky”167 . When given in isolation, these 167.
lexemes have tended to have level tone, however this may be
because of the general difficulty in giving tone in isolation when
elicited through a contact language like English and the effect of
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phenomena like list intonation.
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Figure 9.36: Pitch contour for ‘monkey’ /vɤ2 / spoken by Shima
Nyamtey.
ollo-monkey-91.wav

In compounds, second-tone contours are much more evident,
as in the second syllable of /vu1 rɔ2 /, the general name for the
hornbill bird varieties. This is shown in Figure 9.37.
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These are
often
segmentally
something like /ro2 /,
/wi2 /
and
/raŋ2 /
respectively, but their
pronunciations can
vary
considerably
from these forms for
certain varieties
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Figure 9.37: Pitch contour for ‘hornbill’ /vu1 rɔ2 / spoken by Shima
Nyamtey.
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Figure 9.38: Pitch contour for ‘moon’ /dʲa3? pʰɤ2 / spoken by Shima
Nyamtey.
ollo-moon-120.wav

Figure 9.39 gives the word ‘head’ in isolation. Figure 9.40 shows
it as the second morpheme in the compound /tap4 kʰo2 / meaning
‘hearth’. The levelling out of the contour at the end is the result of
interference from reverb and not part of the contour. The actual
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pitch continues to drop.
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Figure 9.39:
Nyamtey.

Pitch contour for ‘head’ /kʰo2 / spoken by Shima
ollo-head53.wav

The contour in Figure 9.39 is not clearly distinguishable from a
first tone contour. This illustrates one of the major issues in relying
too heavily on pitch contours when determining tonemes in Ollo
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and related languages; while pitch is important, it is only one of a
few different features that define the toneme. A complete lack of
glottalisation still clearly differentiates this from first tone.
Additionally, while intensity is not generally considered phonemic for such situations, there may be some significant compensatory value in the intensity for second-tone words, which are
often described by speakers as stronger, more intense or more
emphatic. It may be possible that a greater than average intra-oral
pressure at the time the TBU begins may in effect mask the rise on
the contour which typically characterises second tone words. Even
if this is not the case, the clear lack of glottal creak is itself sufficient
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to distinguish from a first tone /kʰo1 /.
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Figure 9.40: Pitch contour for ‘hearth’ /tap4 kʰo2 / spoken by Shima
Nyamtey.
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including
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duration in seconds
compound, subject
Figure 9.41: Pitch contour for ‘house’ /hum2 / spoken by Shima to potential contouraltering
regressive
Nyamtey.
assimilation.
It
ollo-house148.wav
is
more
difficult
to determine the
initial contour of a
Third tone is typically high and level in Ollo.
morpheme in this
In this group of closely related varieties, third tone contours position, and so with
are generally difficult to determine in Tangsa-Nocte varieties due Ollo the morpheme
is not useful for
to being relatively rare. This has been the case with the words
elicitation.
collected for Ollo as well. Typically elicited terms for third tone 169. barring varieties
are ‘ear’168 , ‘snake’ /pʰu3 / and in some varieties ‘malodorous’ for which the word
/nəm3 /.169 Much of the early stages of elicitation of tones in newly uses an entirely different etymon.
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studied varieties has involved checking for known etyma and from
there collecting a large sample to be analysed for tonal patterns.
In most Tangsa-Nocte varieties, once it has been determined that
there is a common tonal system, this is easy enough to work out
for first and second tone categories.
Third tone in Tangsa-Nocte is not only less common, but is also
typically a level contour in a large number of varieties. This can
be hard to tease out of elicitation sessions as a level tone can also
easily come about through intonational effects on other tonemes
in the varieties, while in isolation it is not uncommon for an elicited
term to be given with a level pitch even if that is not the pitch
contour of the toneme.
The following descriptions are for words which are understood
to belong to this toneme in Ollo, as with cognate forms in other
Tangsa-Nocte varieties, and based on an assessment of the con-
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tours in isolation as well as when in a carrier sentence.
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Figure 9.42: Pitch contour for ‘malodorous’ /kə0 nəm3? / spoken by
Jenwang Moinyak.
ollo-bad smelling-263.wav

Figure 9.42 illustrates a common issue in elicitation of terms in
isolation. Isolated morphemes can be quite useful in determining
tone contours if done through a speaker with a high degree of
metalinguistic awareness in terms of the tone system. However,
isolated contours can also be subject to problems such as list
intonation — an intonational pattern when three or more tokens
are elicited and given with a rise-rise-fall pattern for the three,
regardless of the actual contour of the toneme — and the sort of
pitch drop typical in utterance final position. To a degree, the latter
is happening in Figure 9.42 on what is otherwise a level toneme.
Third tone can be described as high and level, as seen in Figure
9.44. Phonetically there may be a slight fall as seen in Figure 9.42,
but this is not substantial enough to match the first tone fall and
so is not analysed as phonemically significant.
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Figure 9.43: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pʰu3 / spoken in a carrier
sentence by Yangli Yinnyan.
ollo-snake-87.wav

In Figure 9.43, a slight rise is seen, typical on level tones for
maintaining the pitch height against decreasing the difference
between subglottal and supraglottal pressure required for main-
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taining voicing.
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Figure 9.44: Pitch contour for ‘snake’ /pʰu3? / spoken by Shima
Nyamtey.
ollo-snake-87.wav

In the elicitation carrier sentence above, the second morpheme

170.

The tone for

of ‘yesterday’ /mi.ʒa/ shows the relative high pitch of third tone. the first morpheme
This is shown highlighted in Figure 9.45 with the phrase ‘yesterday /mi/ is uncertain
I...’. The pitch contour for the third-tone morpheme /ʒa3 / is shown but
as a solid black line. The first person pronoun /ŋe1 / here is also
with a high contour as the final morpheme before an utterancemedial high boundary tone typical in such constructions within
Tangsa-Nocte varieties, and discussed in more detail in Section
6.4.170
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believed
to
be
second
tone
based on retention
of the contour as
well as the tone
category of cognates
elsewhere in TangsaNocte. However this
morpheme is also
quite variable from
variety to variety, in
some cases being
realised as a syllable
with onset /b/, and
in some cases as a
syllabic nasal /m/. In
Ollo, it is clearly /mi/.
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Figure 9.45: Pitch contour for ‘yesterday I...’ /mi2 .ʒa3 ŋe1 .../ spoken
by Shima Nyamtey.
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Figure 9.46: Pitch contour for ‘tooth’ /ba3 / spoken in a carrier
sentence by Yangli Yinnyan, showing a clear level contour. Note that
the target word has a lower pitch than the third-tone /ʒa3 / preceding
it. This is the result of downdrift, as well as a potential high boundary
tone following /ŋe/ typical in such a framing sentence.
ollo-tooth-210.wav

Fourth tone

is checked and level, following the analysis of

a common Tangsa-Nocte tonogenesis.

It is distinct from the

checked falling contour classed as first tone, a result of heavy
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glottalisation typical in many related varieties.
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Figure 9.47: Pitch contour for ‘black’ /kə0 ɲak4 / spoken by Shima
Nyamtey.
ollo-black-138.wav
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

From the above descriptions and analysis of the data, several
points can be made with fair certainty regarding the tone system/s
discussed here.
First, based on the analysis it is clear that there are patterns as
regards changes in first-tone features. Varieties which have a high
first tone tend to have clear glottalisation which often results in full
closure, and may be considered phonetically segmental in many
tokens of first-tone morphemes where there is an open syllable.
Glottalisation in these varieties is also clearly present on final
nasals in first tone. Cholim, Longri, Lungkhi and Khălak exhibit
this pattern. Rera, although it has high first tone, does not have
any apparent glottalisation on that toneme. Varieties with glottal
first tones but a low final target on first tone contours will instead
show more gradual glottalisation,171 and are more variable as to 171.
whether final nasals and liquids also become glottalised. Emphatic
second-tone contours are seen in just over half of the varieties
discussed here, and breathiness on third tone — ether as actual
breathiness or a final -h — is seen in just under half of the varieties.
There is no clear correlation between the presence of breathi-

Ollo may be
an exception to this,
as it has a low-falling
first tone but glottalisation is more substantial for the speakers consulted than in
other varieties.

ness on third tone, emphatic contours on second tone and creakiness on first tone, with the exception that those varieties which
have high first tone do not have emphatic contours on second
tone. Furthermore, the presence or absence of these features
does not clearly correspond to groupings based on morphological
features as discussed in Morey (forthcoming).
Table 10.1 shows significant features for the majority of varieties discussed here. Mungre, Gaqlun and Champang have not
been included in this table as they do not show any of the listed
features. In the case of Champang, of course, this is due to not
having any apparent tone system.
The second point that can be made is as regards to timing of
tonogenesis and the genesis of the Tangsa-Nocte tone system. It
is clear that for every variety discussed above, there is a single 172. As an example,
common system of lexical tone in use. With the exception of a recent loans tend
few individual lexemes that have having shifted category in certain to be borrowed into
varieties — such as ‘head’ in Phong discussed in Section 9.1 — or
in cases of more recent borrowings,172 each of the etyma which
is found in multiple varieties typically occur in the same tone
category; ’dream’ *maŋ will nearly always be first tone and ’dead’
*maŋ will nearly always be second tone, and certain other words
such as ‘snake’ *pʰu or ‘ear’ *na are consistently third tone.
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level tonemes, and
this often means
tone three for many
varieties, but not
necessarily
for
varieties in which
tone three is falling
and tone two is level.

1st tone
glottalisation height
v̰ vʔ
n̰
H L
Ngaimong
Hahcheng
Joglei
Muishaung
Lungphi
Maitai
Cholim
Longri
Lochhang
Lungkhi
Khălak
Gaqlun
Rera
Haqchum
Rangsi
Yongkuk
Hawoi
Muklom
Phong
Nocte
Konnu
Ollo

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
?
x
x

x
x

x
?

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

emph
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2nd

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3rd
ɦ

vː
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 10.1: Characteristic features of the first three tonemes across
two dozen Tangsa-Nocte varieties. The columns in order are creakiness on open syllables (v̰), segmental or near-segmental glottal
codas (vʔ), creak on nasals and liquids (n̰), high first tone, low ending
target on first tone, emphatic second tone, breathiness or final
aspiration (ɦ), long third tone (vː). An “x” means this is a common
significant feature, and “?” means it may be but is unclear from the
current data. An absence of either marker means the feature is not
attested among the speakers consulted for this study.
That the same system is also present in varieties such as Ollo
(Laju, Section 9.5) and Tutsa (Section 9.2) is significant as well, as
this tells us that the tone system most likely developed at a stage
where these varieties were not yet significantly diverse. Other
less-closely related varieties such as Singpho/Jinghpaw/Kachin
and Bodo-Garo — the easternmost and westernmost branches
of the Sal family of which Tangsa-Nocte forms part of the central
branch — have considerably different tone systems. It has been
suggested that Tangsa is more genetically close to Bodo-Garo,
but has undergone greater influence from the Jinghpaw varieties
(French, 1983a; French, 1983b). In either case, it does not appear
likely that the tone system in use with Tangsa-Nocte was inherited
from a common ancestor, nor borrowed from such contact.
With other varieties such as Lainong, the tone system appears
to differ in significant ways, and other varieties such as Wancho
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are not yet understood well enough from a tonal perspective to be
able to place them within the grouping of those varieties discussed
here.
Further work is needed on Wancho and Konyak, as well as all
other Northern Naga varieties, to be able to better understand
their relationship to varieties such as Tangsa, Nocte, Tutsa and
Ollo.

However, at the present time with Lainong apparently

operating under a different tonal system, and with considerable
differences in both lexicon and syntax in Wancho as compared
to nuclear Tangsa varieties, it seems that this may not show a
common relationship in tone system between the two groups,
however this remains to be seen based on future research.
10.1 Tai Tone Correspondences
The third point to be made is that, even though all of the varieties
discussed above have a single common tone system, this does
not necessarily suggest that all of these varieties are more closely
related to each other than to varieties which may differ tonally.
Instead it could be the case that at a previous time when many
varieties had not yet developed lexical tone, the development of
tone spread through otherwise more distantly related varieties in
a common manner.
While at present there is not sufficient data, there are some
indications that such a spread did occur at least with what are likely
earlier borrowings. Three such cases are *na2 ‘paddy field’, *tɕaŋ1

‘elephant’ and the morpheme *pjet4 ‘duck’.173 This is almost always 173.

compounded with a morpheme for a type of bird, either /kai/,
itself also a Tai morpheme for ‘chicken’, or /vu/, the native TangsaNocte word for ‘chicken’, cognates of which are found throughout
Northern Naga.
All three of these are very likely borrowed from Tai.

The

most significant feature here is with *tɕaŋ1 , which in TangsaNocte is placed in a typically creaky tone category, and which in
Tai languages also occurs in a glottalised category (Pittayaporn,
2009), while *na2 has modal voice in both Tangsa-Nocte and
Tai varieties.

*pjet4 , with a stop final, has retained the coda

from Tai and occurs in the tone category for which a stop final
is the significant marker. Whether words such as *tɕaŋ1 were
borrowed before or after tonogenesis in Tangsa-Nocte may not
be a major issue for the likelihood of this theory being true. A pretonogenesis borrowing would have resulted in this categorisation
as first tone, borrowing after tonogenesis could still have resulted
in the same outcome. This sort of strategy of borrowing and tonal
re-mapping is discussed in Ratliff (2002), in which a number of
patterns of tonogenesis may be possible as it relates to borrowing
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It should be
pointed out that
Wancho also shares
some
of
these
loans, such as ‘duck’
/o⁴⁴pak⁴⁴/ and ‘goose’
/han⁴⁴o⁴⁴/
(Burling
1999).
Phom, too,
appears to share
many such Tai loans.
A more complete
analysis
of
Tai
loans in Northern
Naga may be of
great value down
the road in terms
of
reconstructing
transmission
of
material
culture
throughout
the
region. This is yet
another subject for
future research.

of individual words. In this case, it would be a situation where a
word was borrowed into Tangsa-Nocte and then mapped to the
closest approximate tone, in this case based on creakiness.
This also relates to the phenomenon of verb-stem alternation
discussed in Section 5.2.5. Third tone in Tangsa-Nocte is often
derivative. The large majority of third-tone words are alternate
stems (or grammatical morphemes such as agreement markers)
rather than being standard noun stems or un-derived verbal stems
with third tone. While some non-verbal stems such as “snake”
and “mithun” are third-tone morphemes which cannot logically be
derived from verbal stems, most third-tone words are the result
of prefixing and verb-stem alternation. In the case of derivational
forms, this can be seen as diachronically morphological resulting
in the verb-stem alternation seen in the modern dialects. Weidert
(1987) posits the possibility of a *ɦ final or possibly a breathy
phonation, a reflex of Tibeto-Burman *s which may have served
as an earlier nominalising affix in an earlier form of the TangsaNocte.
Proto-Tai

tone

Thai

Mui.

Nga.

tone

*naːᴬ
*mɯəŋᴬ
*χiːŋᴬ
*ŋwaᴬ

A
A
A
A

นา
เมือง
ขิง
งั ว

*kajᴮ
*haːnᴮ

B
B

*ɟaːŋᶜ
*ʰlawᶜ
*pitᴰ
*likᴰ

gloss

naː
mɯa̯ŋ
kʰiŋ
ŋua

na₂
muŋ₂
—
ŋa₃

na₂
muŋ₂
kʲeŋ₂
ŋa₃

2
2
2
3

paddyfield
country
ginger
mithun

ไก
หาน

kaj
haːn

kəi₃
kʰan₃

kai₃
—

3
3

chicken
goose

C
C

ช าง
เหล า

tɕaːŋ
law

ʨɔ₁
lau₁

ʨʰaŋ₁
—

1
1

elephant
liquor

D
D

เปด
ลิข

pet̚
lik̚

pet₄
lɯk₄

pjet₄
lik₄

4
4

duck
writing

Table 10.2: Tone correspondences of Tai loans into Muishaung (Mui.)
and Ngaimong (Nga.) showing a match between phonation types of
Tai tones with creak and breathiness in Tangsa-Nocte. Tai tone C is
*creaky, aligning with Tangsa-Nocte tone 1, and tone B is *breathy
aligning with Tangsa-Nocte tone 3, with one exception as pointed
out in Weidert (1987).
Still, a number of underived stems do occur as third-tone
morphemes, and many of these are borrowed. When comparing
the tone categories of Tai loans with their forms in Tangsa-Nocte,
a clearer picture starts to arise. Table 10.2 shows just such a
correspondence. There is one outlier here, Mithun /ŋa3 /, which
Weidert mentions but gives little explanation for.
The Tai loan ‘mithun’ (355), re constructed with comparative Tai tone *A, also displays the change to Barish TC270

III (cf. Burmese nwà ’cattle’). Also note the genuine TC-I
reflexes for ’sun’ (362), where, interestingly, Khiamngan
has its TC-III reflex.
It is not entirely clear what Weidert is arguing as the justification for such a category change. However, he is drawing attention
to the fact that ‘mithun’ /ŋa3 / is a third-tone morpheme in TangsaNocte when it is expected to be tone 2 based on the Tai-Tangsa
tone correspondences.174 This is not in itself entirely problematic, 174.
as tones frequently shift category in tonal languages. It does
prevent the correspondences in Table 10.2 from being as neat,
but does not negate the argument for correspondences based on
proto-Tai phonation types as the source of the modern TangsaNocte tone category.
Relating to Tangsa-Nocte words which are not clear Tai loans,
Weidert also offers some help, indicating an etymon for ‘moon’

He also
mentions that ‘sun’
in
Khiamniungan
is also not in the
category that would
be
expected
for
his
reconstructed
Tibeto-Burman tone
categories.

which he reconstructs as *gla with breathy phonation and in his
TC-III. This earlier breathy stage then would be what third tone
on modern reflexes is derived from. In Modern Muishaung this is
/ʒa3 /, and Weidert gives the Joglei form as /dža/ and Nocte as /da/,
both also in this same tone category.
10.2 Tonogenesis
The development of tone in the region where Tangsa is spoken,
and in fact much of the surrounding area to include the Tibetan
Plateau is relatively recent. Duānmù (1992) places tonogenesis
in Tibetanm175 as occurring after the 7th century based primarily 175.
on a lack of tone marking in the written script.176 By this time
Sinitic, Tai and Vietic had already developed contrastive lexical

Duanmu
specifically addresses
Lhasa
ལྷ་ས་,
Gar
སྒར་,

Gêrzê

སྒེ ར་རྩེ ་

tone. The development of tone still occurred along similar phono- and Zedang རྩེ ་ཐང་
logical lines. See for example B. Huang (1995) for explanation of varieties, and not
Tibetan tonogenesis. It is plausible that phonation was the most Tibetic as a whole.
significant factor contributing to tonogenesis in Tangsa-Nocte. 176.
Quoting from Abramson (2004),
... phonation type in the phonology of a language is
commonly accompanied by other audible features; together all of them are said to form a voice register in
which the phonation type is conventionally taken to be the
dominant trait. One of the physical properties of such a
register is likely to be a characteristic F0 contour. From
recent and current research one gets the impression
that phonation type as such has become somewhat less
salient in some of these [Southeast Asian] languages,
while pitch seems to be taking over the phonologically
distinctive role. We probably have here evidence for the
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Lack of tone
marking does not
necessarily indicate
a lack of tonal
contrasts, of course.
There may be better
justification
for
dating tonogenesis,
but such justification
is not provided by
Duanmu (1992).

plausibility of phonation type as an important factor in
tonogenesis.
That is, at some previous state phonation was the significant
feature for differentiating minimal pairs, but phonation brings
with it other features such as pitch differences, and these differences have in many cases replaced the phonation distinction as
the most salient of a number of features.
Additionally, tonemes derived from earlier distinctions in
phonation may develop further in ways in which the earlier phonation contrast is not preserved. Michaud (2012) states that “[a]fter
they come into existence, tones involving phonation-type characteristics may change, and their specific phonation type disappear... It seems that no hard-and-fast boundary can be drawn
between tones with and without phonation-type characteristics.”
Tangsa-Nocte gives evidence this, where certain varieties have
shifted entirely to pitch-based distinctions (e.g. Gaqlun), while
others retain significant phonation distinctions while also having
pitch-based differences between the tonemes (e.g. Phong).
It may also be the case that, rather than tone developing in
a single common ancestral variety common to all those varieties
discussed here, tone may have instead developed based on common segmental features or features of phonation, and simply
developed in parallel, in the same way that such likely borrowings
have been adopted into tone categories consistent with phonation
in the donor language.
Next, it can be said that the functional load of tone in TangsaNocte is relatively low compared to languages such as Standard
Thai and Standard Mandarin, and the functional load of pitch as
the significant feature of toneme distinction is yet lower. The
high degree of compounding of monosyllabic morphemes which
occurs in Tangsa-Nocte varieties may have led to a further reduced
functional load of tones in the varieties in which compounding
is most common, possibly due to the already low functional load
of tones in Tangsa-Nocte compared to language groups such Tai.
This could be due to less potential lexical ambiguity which would
be clarified by tonal distinctions. The low functional load of tone
in some varieties is so significant that in some varieties such as
Champang, covered in Section 8.1, lexical tone seems to have
been entirely lost, and in varieties such as Haqchum, covered in
Section 8.2,/mnHaqchum is most closely related to Champang and
Chamkok of all the varieties discussed here. there appears to be a
merger of tone categories resulting in only a two-way distinction
on open syllables, rather than the three-way distinction found
elsewhere in Tangsa-Nocte. One might suppose that in the future
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this tonal attrition could continue in Haqchum, and possibly in
other varieties as well.
In some cases, splits of single lexemes into two similar but
distinct morphemes is apparent, corresponding to split into two
tone categories. This is seen for example in Muishaung, covered
in Section 6.4, where a single earlier item /kʰɯŋ/ meaning ‘to be
clear’ has now become two separate lexemes in tone two and tone
three, meaning ‘clear, of water’ and ‘clear, of the sky’ respectively.
It is not clear if such splits have arisen first as a shift in tone based
on two distinct meanings, or as semantic shift based on an already
extant variation of tone for a single morpheme. Regardless of
the common origin of the tone systems found in Tangsa-Nocte
varieties, there is no question that they are continuing to diverge
in certain respects.
Finally, based on the descriptions and analyses above, I believe
the argument can more strongly be made for a *creaky origin
of first tone, a *modal origin for second tone, and possibly an
origin of third tone as either *breathy or, perhaps more likely at
least in nominalised verbal stems which take part in verb-stem
alternation, an origin stemming from a final *h or *ɦ. Such a development is not uncommon elsewhere in Tibeto-Burman. Third
tone as primarily a reflex of *breathy is also supported by the cases
where third tone is longer than the other tonemes in varieties
such as Ngaimong. While third tone is not phonemically longer
for every variety, it is for a few, and in no varieties is it shorter than
first or second tone by any significant degree. Blankenship (2002)
states that phonemically breathy vowels tends to have greater
durations in a number of languages in which they occur. This is not
conclusive for Tangsa-Nocte varieties, but at least offers a place to
begin for a future study on third tone duration. Further analysis
of toneme duration is necessary across Tangsa-Nocte varieties in
order to determine how consistent differences in duration are as
a secondary feature.
As for the historical development of third tone, further work is
needed to determine how this might have come about, particularly
in non-verbal stems which take third tone such as ‘snake’ and ‘ear’.
It may be that both derivational third-tone stems and non-verbal
stems taking third tone were co-occurring at some earlier stage.
At the very least, such a grammatical origin could help explain the
relative rarity of third-tone words in the lexicon of Tangsa-Nocte
varieties.
Mazaudon (1977) states that “the expected effect of final glottal
stop is a rising pitch” while “the effect of an imperfect glottal
closure appears to be a falling pitch”, and that “two phonetically
identical segments could have two opposite reflexes in the same
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language, at two different periods of its history”. This helps explain
why Tangsa first tone is almost universally falling where there is
any sort of glottal constriction, rather than rising or high as might
be expected were it directly derived from a segmental glottal coda
(Mazaudon, 1977, p.65-66). There are exceptions to this pattern,
such as Cholim, discussed in Section 6.8. Alternatively, it may have
arisen earlier with *creak deriving from an earlier stop coda. It is
further stated in Graham Thurgood (2002, pp.19-20) that final [h] and [-ʔ] — i.e. voiceless glottalisation — contribute to raising
pitch, and final [-ɦ] and [- ̰ˀ] — glottalisation with voice be it creaky
or breathy — contribute to lowering of the pitch.
Breathy vowels have also been reported as being longer than
their modal counterparts in a number of languages, which also
supports the longer duration of third tone in many TangsaNocte varieties (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001). This is seen crosslinguistically, although there are certainly exceptions.

This is

addressed further in Section 2.2.2.
Relating to the subject of checked tones as a separate category
as discussed in Section 2.2.2, a major reason for which checked
syllables are treated as distinct from other tonemes is that in
many varieties for which first tone glottalisation may result in
complete closure of the glottis, such that it may be interpreted as a
segmental final, there will still be a significant difference in either
syllable duration or pitch contour or both. That is, in practice,
it is not the presence or absence of a segment alone that will
determine the tone category; fourth-tone morphemes behave as
their own tone, and not in the way that first-tone morphemes
do even when the two are segmentally identical in their phonetic realisations. In varieties such as Muishaung where certain
first-tone words such as /tʰɔ1 / ‘to spit’ are more susceptible to a
higher degree of glottalisation, such that it may be segmentally
indistinguishable from /tʰↄʔ/, the segmentalised form of first tone
will still clearly retain a low-falling contour rather than matching
with the short-high fourth tone contour. Likewise, in varieties
such as Cholim where final glottalisation on first tone is quite
strong, and where first tone is already high and level and thus not
significantly different in pitch from fourth tone words, we will still
find a difference in duration, with first tone morphemes retaining
their usual duration and glottalisation occurring less quickly than
a checked syllable carrying a glottal coda.
Despite this division, there are some similarities found between first and fourth tone.

For example, in Ngaimong and

Hahcheng, first and fourth tone are the only categories which
undergo a rise in pitch height following nominal affixation. Furthermore certain words are more likely to be interpreted as
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shifting between these categories by speakers due to extreme
glottalisation. However they are not the only categories in which
glottalisation can occur, with third tone often having final glottal
frication in many varieties which is not interpreted by speakers as
the presence of final /h/. This is of course a distinct gesture from
glottalisation in the form of creak or a glottal stop, but should be
noted all the same as an extra-segmental feature closely tied to
tone category, and may be an indicator of a *breathy origin for
this toneme, or possibly the reflex of a now-lost suffix involved
in nominalisation for words which undergo verb-stem alternation,
discussed in Section 5.2.5.
It may happen at a later date that a good argument is made to
treat what is here referred to as fourth tone as belonging to one
of the other three tone categories, or indeed as a toneless class.
For the time being, there is enough justification to treat checked
syllables as their own toneme, and so I have done exactly that.
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Appendix A

An Overview of Phom Tone Categories

Throughout this thesis I have provided a description for a single
tone system that can be shown to be shared across a wide range of
varieties with a high degree of confidence. Language groups such
as Phom, Wancho and Lainong have not been included within this
study in large part due to a lack of data from which to draw clear
correspondences. This appendix is an attempt to address Phom in
order to provide the most preliminary of starting points for future
research.
Phom data as discussed here comes two written sources. The
first is Bano (2017), which is a re-publication of the author’s 2008
doctoral thesis awarded by North Eastern Hill University in Shillong, India. The second is Burling (1999). Both sources largely
agree in terms of tonal assignments, with minor differences that
could be expected as a reflection of varietal differences, or even
variations in individual speakers’ judgements.
This appendix serves as a brief introduction to potential future
research on the subject of a larger Northern Naga tonal analysis.
At present, there has been only a tiny amount of work done on
Northern Naga languages compared to the huge range of diversity
among the varieties.
A.1 Tone Correspondences
Phom is described in both Burling and Bano as having three tones,
with no distinction made between checked and open syllables.
A number of terms given in Bano (2017) suggest tone category
correspondences between words which appear to be cognate
between Phom and Tangsa-Nocte varieties. Examples are seen below in Tables 3 through 5. A number of the given monomorphemic
words show a system similar to that described throughout this
thesis. Bano presents three tone categories, described as high,
medial and low. High tone generally seems to correspond to what
I’ve described as second tone, medial or level tone with what I’ve
called first tone, and at least for a handful of words, Bano’s low
tone potentially aligns with what is called third tone in descriptions
of Tangsa-Nocte varieties in the previous chapters.
Furthermore, for many of the words given there is no
morpheme-level gloss attempted. With these limitations in mind,
some tentative conclusions may be drawn.
Table 3 shows some of the data given in Bano with corresponding Tangsa-Nocte morphemes for first tone.
Table 4 shows second tone correspondences, and Table 5
shows third tone correspondences.
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gloss

Bano (2017)

Burling (1999)

Ngaimong

Muishaung

blood
nine
dream
bone
dog

i
ʃɯ
mʌŋ
ɣʌŋ
ʃi

i³³
ʃɯ³³
maŋ³³
ʒæŋ³³
ʃi³³

həi1
kəu1
maŋ1
reŋ1
hi1

ɣɯi1
kɯu1
maŋ1
rɔ1
ɣui1

Table 3: First-tone correspondences showing data adapted from
Bano (2017) and Burling (1999). All words here have been given in
Bano as examples of medial tone.
gloss

Bano (2017)

Burling (1999)

Ngaimong

Muishaung

wood
millet
corpse
dust
skin

pɯ́
ʃí
mʌ́ŋ
páŋ
ʃɔ́

—
ʃi⁵⁵
maŋ⁵⁵
—
ʃɔ⁵⁵

pul2
kʰi2
maŋ2
poŋ2
kʰoŋ2

pul2
kʰi2
maŋ2
—
kʰɯ2

Table 4: Second-tone correspondences showing Phom high tone
data adapted from Bano (2017) and Burling (1999). The /kʰi2 /
morpheme in Tangsa-Nocte is not precisely ‘millet’ but occurs in
other grain vocabulary.
Burling in many cases reports the same morphemes found
in Bano. This is a benefit because it helps check against Bano’s
data in cases where Bano may not have marked tone clearly. In
almost all cases where both sources provide a single common
monosyllabic morpheme, they are in agreement. One notable
exception is egg, which Burling gives as /a³³di⁵⁵/ with a high tone
on the second syllable, but which Bano has as /ətì/ with a low tone.
Indeed ‘egg’ is one of the few specific examples presented for low
tone in Bano, and furthermore would be expected to be medial
tone were a correspondence with Tangs-Nocte to be present on
this morpheme. Another example is flood which Burling gives as
/bɯŋ³¹/ but Bano as [pɨŋ] with a medial tone.
177. These two treelike etyma appear
throughout Northern
Naga. Within TangsaNocte, often one is
favoured over the
other varying from
variety to variety. In
Turung, a Singpho
language
spoken
in the region, both
appear
together
in
/phun2 ban1 /,
meaning ‘a plant or
tree’ (Morey 2010)

Aside from cases such as this, there are a number of words for
which Bano and Burling offer completely different stems. Many
of these are somewhat expected based on comparisons to other
Northern Naga languages, such as variable stems for wood given
by Bano as /pɯ́ /, corresponding to Tangsa-Nocte *pul2 , and by
Burling as /bʌ/, likely corresponding to the Hakhun word /bɤ1 /.177

There are at least two etyma for tree or wood in Tangsa-Nocte
varieties, one of which is *pul2 and the other something like *βaŋ,
although the tone category is uncertain on the latter. It is likely
that a similar division is being seen in this Phong data.
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gloss

Bano (2017)

Burling (1999)

Ngaimong

Muishaung

sleep
two
snake

ʃì
ɲì
pɯ̀

ʃi³¹
ñi³¹
bɯ³¹

kun3
nəi3
pəu3

—
nɤi3
pɯu3

Table 5: Third-tone correspondences showing data adapted from
Bano (2017) and Burling (1999) compared with two Tangsa-Nocte
varieties
gloss

Burling (1999)

Ngaimong

Muishaung

nose
liver
elder sister
thread
salt
leg

ʃoŋ³³
tʰan³³
ñæ³³
ʒi³³
hɯm³³
læ³³

kʰoŋ1
—
ɲa1
rəi1
ʃim1
ʒa1

kʰɯ1
t̪ ɯn1
ɲa1
rɯi1
ʃum1
ja1

Table 6: Mid-tone Phom data from Burling for words not marked
for tone in Bano. These are compared to Ngaimong and Muishaung
showing a correspondence to Tangsa-Nocte first tone.
A.2 Shortcoming of the Available Data
Unfortunately, at the present time, resources on Phom are quite
limited. The tonal data provided in both Bano and Burling is
the result of unclear methodology that is never described to the
readers. Still, it is a start, and from this work and that of Burling, we
are able to draw some significant conclusions which may inform
future researchers of where to pick up on the subject of Phom
tone.
This degree of correspondence is not sufficient to definitely say
that the Phom tone system shares an origin with that found in
Tangsa-Nocte. Many morphemes do show this kind of correspondence. With the scarcity of data on tone categories for Phom, we
can not yet make a claim that the correspondences are conclusive.
The limited data available in Bano’s thesis may be sufficient for a
preliminary discussion.
In the case of Bano, tone is almost never marked, except in the
brief section on phonemic tone (pp.80-81). Even there, only one
syllable is marked in polysyllabic words. On monosyllabic words,
at least within the section on tone, the marks are more reliably
present, but with many exceptions and a number of what are likely
typographical errors.
Beyond the section on tone, a few words do receive tone marks
elsewhere in the text. In some of these cases, morphemes are
presented as belonging to one tone category in the section on
tones, but then marked for a different tone elsewhere. It is not
made clear if this is a mistake in the typing, if the tone was
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gloss

Burling (1999)

Ngaimong

Muishaung

unripe
grass
bamboo
eagle
cloud

tʰɯŋ⁵⁵
tʰɯŋ⁵⁵
woŋ⁵⁵
a³³læŋ⁵⁵
pʰom⁵⁵

ə0 tʰiŋ2
tʰiŋ2
veŋ2
leŋ2
pʰom2

ə0 t̪ ʰɯŋ2
tʰɯŋ2
βɔ2
lɔ2
pʰɤm2

Table 7: High-tone Phom data from Burling for words not marked
for tone in Bano. These are compared to Ngaimong and Muishaung
showing a correspondence to Tangsa-Nocte second tone.
gloss

Burling (1999)

Ngaimong

Muishaung

tooth
mithun
die
name
palm of hand

pʰæ³¹
ñæ³¹
di³¹
mɛn³¹
pʰæ³¹

va3
ŋa3
ðai3
miŋ3
pʰa3

βa3
ŋa3
t̪ ɤi3
mɯŋ3
pʰa3

Table 8: Low-tone Phom data from Burling for words not marked
for tone in Bano. These are compared to Ngaimong and Muishaung
showing a correspondence to Tangsa-Nocte third tone.
mis-categorised in the tones section, or if the tonal diacritics are
marking intonation rather than lexical tone.
The following examples come from the section on numerals
(p.101). Example (1) shows the morpheme for ‘nine‘ [Šɯ] marked
for low tone. In the section on tone it is instead described as
middle tone, as seen in Example (2) below:
(1)

ʌn-pɯ-Šɯ̀
ten
on nine
‘nineteen’

(2)

hap-pɯ-Šɯ
twenty
on two pst.3
‘twenty nine’

It is unclear why it has recieved a low-tone diacritic in (1). Were
this morpheme described as low tone, and then a diacritic was
later missing, this would be unsurprising because of the difficulty
in typing the diacritics as is evidenced throughout the text. Instead
one appears without explanation in (1), but not anywhere else on
the ‘nine‘ morpheme in this section.
While many of the anomalies in the text can be explained away
as due to typesetting difficulties, this one can not.
Polysyllabic words are another issue. In general, the underlying tonemes are not as clear in polysyllabic words as they are in
monomorphemic words. This is due to effects such as anticipatory
levelling and other forms of tonal assimilation. Tonemes which
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behave one way in isolation may behave in a different way when
part of a compound depending on their environment.

Bano

gives more examples of polysyllables in the tonal section than
monosyllables. Furthermore, in all polysyllabic words in Bano, only
one morpheme is marked for tone. It may be the case that Phom
undergoes a high degree of neutralisation on non-final tonemes in
prosodic words, as seen elsewhere such as in Phong,178 discussed 178.
in Section 9.1. It may also be the case that, as with the original
formulation of the Muishaung orthography discussed in Section
6.4, community members do not feel that tone ought to be marked
in non-final position.
In either case, it is unfortunate that Bano has not presented an
effort to describe tonemes for these non-final morphemes, even
in cases where they are given as known compounds.
There is at least one case where a polysyllabic word still seems
to align. ‘Hornbill’ is given as [uwáŋ], corresponding to TangsaNocte /vu1 raŋ2 /, consistent with what would be expected if there
is a clear tonal correspondence between varieties.

This may

be an exception if the ‘bird’ morpheme is unstressed as it is in
Tangsa-Nocte, and if it is a frequent semantic prefix as in TangsaNocte. Additionally, the final syllable is unlikely to undergo much
assimilation if other Northern Naga varieties are any indication,
and so the second syllable is what we would be looking at anyway.
This also help support the correspondences described below in
Section A.1.
Beyond these issues of transcription, there is the problem of
not having any sense of what the tone markings actually represent
in terms of pitch or phonation. The brief initial description of the
tonemes is self-contradictory regarding a register/contour split, as
per Pike (1948) and as discussed in Section 2.1.1. Quoting from
Bano,
A pitch level of a syllable, if remains constant, is said to be a
level tone and when the pitch level rises or falls compared
to a level tone is said to be a high or low tone respectively...
There are three register tones in Phom. They are:
1. High tone
2. Low tone
3. Medial or level tone
The third toneme given is consistently referred to in Bano as
the ‘level tone’ in all future references in the text. It is not clear if
the author is then saying that the high and low tones are contours
by not being referred to as level tone, in which case the description
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Phong, also
known as Ponthai,
should
not
be
confused with Phom,
despite the similar
names.

of Phom as having “three register tones” is a problem. It seems
the most likely situation here is that they are referred to as register
tones because their primary distinguishing feature is relative pitch
height. This is speculation on my part, since as readers we are not
given any information as to how the tone categories or features
were determined.
Burling offers some help on this subject through the use of
Chao numerals, as discussed in Section 3.1.1, and the High, low
and medial tone categories of Bano correspond to Burling’s 55:,
31: and 33: respectively for morphemes found marked for tone in
both sources.
Despite these many complications, correspondences to appear
to exist, and by existing they provide evidence that such a common
origin may be possible. This will need to be the subject of further
study as part of a more in-depth account of tone in Phom.
A.3 Checked Syllables
As one final note on the treatment of Phom tones in Bano (2017),
no discussion is given for the role of non-sonorant stop codas.
Only a few examples are given within the description of tone.
A superscript question-mark appears throughout the text, likely
to stand for a segmental glottal stop, however no explanation is
provided as to why it is superscript. The one consonant chart in the
text, on p.61, does have a full-height <ʔ> glyph as a glottal plosive,
and on the preceding page a full-height question-mark is listed as
one of the phonemic consonants in Phom, but nothing to indicate
it is distinct from the superscript variant. Based on this, I believe
the superscript question-mark is meant as a full /ʔ/ segment. This
would fit with expected cognates such as what Bano transcribes
as [na? ] for ‘sharp’, cognate with /naʔ4 / glossed in this thesis as

the edge of a blade, as well as [ɲa? ] for ‘fish’, typically /ŋaʔ4 / in
Tangsa-Nocte. Working on this assumption, only a few words with
non-sonorant stop codas are given in the description of tonemes:
[hà? ] ‘grain’ as low tone and [mɨk] ‘eye’ as medial/level tone. A
large number of other words appear cognate with Tangsa-Nocte
which would take checked tone, such as the ubiquitous TibetoBurman stem for ‘earth’, given in Phom as [ka? ], but unfortunately
not much can be said regarding the tones of these stems based
on the data available.
Burling (1999) states that no pitch distinction occurs on words
with glottal codas.
The shortness of the vowels that occur before /p, t/ and
/k/ gives the tones on such syllables less time to be clearly
or fully expressed and they have less resonance than
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unstopped syllables. Nevertheless, there is no serious
difficulty about assigning syllables stopped with /p, t/ or
/k/ to the same three tones that are found in open and
nasal to syllables.
A.4 Conclusion
One difficulty in addressing the Phom data is that neither Burling
nor Bano name the specific dialect that their work is focused on.
Burling’s consultant is one L. Amon Phom who is described as
a bible translator. Bano also has a bible translator among her
consultants by the name of Among Phom. This Among may be
the same person, but is also one of eight consultants in Bano’s
study, and no additional data is given for any of them in terms of
what variety they speak or what village they are from. According
to Bano, dialectal variation exists, and it is a shame that this significant metadata is missing. It is possible that Bano is attempting
to describe a Common Phom lingua franca, which Bano points to
as existing and being widely understood without specifying which
of the five named dialects it is, nor is any effort made to give the
dialectal background of the consultants for that study.
Despite these issues, the correspondences seem to have at
least some merit. A future cross-varietal Phom tone system investigation would be of tremendous value, and a welcome addition to
the literature on Northern Naga. Such a study would also certainly
clear up any confusion caused by the inconsistencies between
Bano and Burling as well.
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Appendix B

An Overview of Wancho Tone Categories

Wancho is a Northern Naga variety, spoken in a number of villages
around Longding located in the Patkai Mountains southeast of
Sivasagar িশবসাগর. For an overview of the classification of Wancho
within Northern Naga, see Section 4.1.2. Fieldwork for Wancho
was conducted between 2015 and 2018, coinciding with work done
on Tangsa-Nocte.
Wancho is not categorised with either Tangsa or Nocte in India.
In Myanmar, the effort to establish a unified Tangshang identity
includes include Wancho at least by some accounts (e.g. Khämlan
2017). The Wancho dialect continuum is notably distinct from
those varieties found within Tangsa-Nocte, both in terms of lexicon
and syntax, however still many similarities are to be found.
The primary consultant for Wancho was Mr. Banwang Losu.
Additional work has been done with Mr. Losu by Dr. Stephen
Morey. Banwang is from Longding, but is familiar with a number
of neighbouring varieties. For tone category judgements, the
collected wordlists are still a work in progress, but in most cases
tones can be assigned to morphemes with a high degree of confidence. A script has been developed (Losu 2013) and a dictionary
is currently in development in collaboration with Dr. Morey and
myself.
Burling (1999) also provides a description of Wancho phonology and tone system, which he describes as having three tones
with no distinction made between checked and open syllables. An
additional word list can be found in Kumāra, Vāṅjen, & Bohām
(1974).
Early on in the fieldwork for this thesis, I was not confident
that Wancho was close enough to be worth studying. near the
conclusion of writing the thesis it became clear that Wancho likely
shares the same tonogenetic origin as Tangsa-Nocte. This requires
further study, as well as the consultation of speakers of a wider
range of Wancho varieties.
There is another complication in terms of Wancho regarding
group identity. A number of Konyak speakers have been identified
by Wancho speakers as being themselves speakers of Wancho. I
met with one such speaker in Yangon who had migrated from near
Longding for work, and who had objected quite strongly to being
identified as a Wancho speaker. Indeed there may be something
of a dialect continuum between the two. As with many other
points here, further research is needed.
As with Phom, as described in both Bano and Burling, no
division is made between syllables with non-sonorant stop codas
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and those without as a distinction of tone category.

Burling

(1999) mentions that the low tone, corresponding to my third
tone category for Tangsa-Nocte, does not appear to occur on
what may otherwise be checked syllables. He does point out that
glottal stop codas are distinct from /p t k/ codas, with no tonal
distinction occurring whatsoever with the former. However, for
the latter he distinguishes between 44: and 52: contours, as does
my consultant Mr. Banwang Losu.
B.5 Tone Correspondences
If a claim of tonal correspondences is justified, it would be that
Burling’s 44: corresponds to Tangsa-Nocte first tone, 52: to second
tone and 11: to third tone. Many words do show such a correspondence, but it is not without a considerable number of exceptions.
This is complicated by Burling’s own uncertainty on a number of
points, as well as some inconsistency in Losu’s identification of
tone for a number of morphemes.
gloss

Burling

Losu

Ngaimong

Muishaung

fire
stone
dream
salt
thread

βʌn⁴⁴
loŋ⁴⁴
maŋ⁴⁴
hum⁴⁴
zi⁴⁴

bən1
loŋ1
məŋ1
tum2
gi1

vəl1
luŋ1
məŋ1
ʃim1
rəi1

βər1
luŋ1
mauŋ1
ʃum1
rɯi1

Table 9: Burling’s Wancho level tone correspondences with TangsaNocte. Note Losu gives ‘salt’ with a different tone.
Table 9 shows such correspondences for first tone Tangsa179. The numerals
used to refer to Losu’s
tone categories are
likely to change as the
script continues to be
developed. For now I
am referring to them
based on early discussions on the subject, but may change
this in future work on
Wancho.

Nocte words with Burling’s 44: and Losu’s tone 1.179
Second tone also shows a nice correspondence for a large
number of common morphemes. Table 11 shows a comparison
between Burling and Losu’s Wancho terms with Ngaimong and
Muishaung Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
gloss

Burling

Losu

Ngaimong

Muishaung

house
sky
corpse
mat
path

hom⁵²
ʒan⁵²
maŋ⁵²
dom⁵²
lom⁵²

kəm2
gəŋ2
məŋ2
dəm2
ləm2

him2
raŋ2
məŋ2
dəm2
ləm2

ʒɯm2
rauŋ2
mauŋ2
dəm2
ləm2

Table 10: Burling’s Wancho falling tone correspondences with
Tangsa-Nocte.
For ‘sky’, there is something of a disagreement between Burling
and the data I have collected from Losu. Losu’s tonal assignment
matches what would be expected for the correspondence, but
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Burling’s generally does not. In fact in most cases Burling’s transcription of this morpheme has a 44: contour. He notes
A number of words concerning the sky or the weather begin with the syllable /zaŋ⁴⁴/: /zaŋ⁴⁴han⁵²/ ’sun’; /zaŋ⁴⁴vat⁴⁴/
’rain’; /zaŋ⁴⁴vin⁴⁴/ ’wind’; /zaŋ⁴⁴kʰo⁵²/ ’sky’.
In each case, however, the 44: tone in the initial position within
a compound. It is common in Northern Naga varieties that the
initial syllable in a polysyllabic word will undergo some degree of
assimilation. The only word from Burling’s list for which it takes
a 52: contour is lightning, /ʒan52 tsaŋ44 ʒep44 /, marked with an
asterisk. Burling adds
...there is certainly some leveling toward tone /⁴⁴/. We give
our best guess about the tones of these long words, but,
we also mark them with a warning asterisk...
This type of levelling is what has likely been done in these cases.
Tangsa-Nocte third tones show less clearly corresponding tone
categories in Wancho, however this differs considerably between
Burling and Losu’s accounts, as seen in Table 11.
gloss

Burling

Losu

Ngaimong

Muishaung

name
spade
month
afraid

mʌn¹¹
kʰo¹¹
—
za¹¹

mən3
kʰo3
jən3
ga3

miŋ3
ko3
ja3
—

mɯŋ3
ko3
ʒa3
—

tooth
snake
ear
mithun

βa⁴⁴
pu⁴⁴
na⁴⁴
nya⁴⁴

ba3
pu2
na2
ŋa3

va3
pəu3
na3
ŋa3

βa3
pɯu3
na3
ŋa3

Table 11: Wancho morphemes expected to correspond with TangsaNocte third tone. Note Burling’s 44: may often be the result of tonal
assimilation as per his own description. No cognate is yet attested
for ‘afraid’ in these two varieties, but it a clear point of agreement
between Losu and Burling.
From this list, ‘name’ and ‘spade’ are the only words to which
Burling assigns the low tone, /mʌn¹¹/, which he describes as
Level, resonant and very low. This tone is decisively lower
than either /⁴⁴/ or /⁵²/, but it is as level and resonant as
/⁴⁴/. We find no examples of stopped syllables to which
it is necessary to assign tone /¹¹/, and even with open
and nasal syllables, /¹¹/ is considerably less common than
either of the other two tones.
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There are a number of other low-tone words given in Burling’s
list, but they are far rarer than the other two tonemes. To complicate this, Losu, in reviewing tone categories for a dictionary on
which we have been collaborating, offered up a tonal distinction
between the verbal form of ‘name’ and the nominal form, the latter
being mən2 .
B.6 Conclusion
In general, Burling’s work on Wancho is reliable, however at
numerous points throughout his description he points out the
difficulty in assessing tones in polysyllabic words. As we continue
to work with Mr. Losu in the development of Wancho language
resources and with linguistic description, many of these problems
should be resolved.
At least for the time being, it is reasonable to suggest that,
as with Phom, Wancho likely shares a common tonogenesis with
Tangsa-Nocte, but at a point before the Tangsa-Nocte branches
split off into the considerably diverse varieties that they are today.
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Appendix C

Lainong

Lainong လိင
ု ်းေနာင် — also spelt Leinong — is a Northern Naga

variety spoken primarily in Myanmar. The classification of Lainong
within Northern Naga is not fully clear. It may be part of a group
with Htangan, and may possibly also overlap with Nahen. Data is
not yet sufficient to base an analysis on.
A phonological description of Lainong has been written
(Wayesha 2010), and the Lainong Literature Development Com-

mittee လိင
ု ်းေနာင် စာေပြဖစ်ေြမာက်ေရး ေကာ် မတီ has been active in
the development and publication of language resources for the

community. Many of these efforts at resource development —
including a psalm book (Lainong Literature Development Committee 2013) and language guide (Sainyiu 2014) — have involved
Anui Sainyiu, a Lainong speaker who was also a consultant both
for Wayesha’s study and for work done by Dr. Stephen Morey, on
whose recordings I have also begun a preliminary analysis. Anui
Sainyiu has also provided a revised and corrected word list based
on Wayesha (2010), which has been converted from Mr. Sainyiu’s
transcription to IPA by Dr. Morey.
Lainong tonemes can more readily be referred to by the numbering used throughout this thesis due to a high degree of correspoindence, as well as the presence of a fourth tone in the limited
natively-developed literature. The main author of this literature
and our primary consultant, Anui Sainyiu, expressed that what has
been treated as fourth tone for Tangsa-Nocte varieties — checked
syllables ending in non-sonorant stop codas — should also be
considered a category on their own, and morphemes with such
stop codas ought to be grouped with their nasal counterparts for
creation of minimal sets; a minimal set on /ʃaŋ/ should include /ʃaʔ/
as the fourth member. This differs from the way in which Phom
and Wancho have been treated by Burling, but is more consistent
with my own treatment of the tone categories for Tangsa-Nocte.
For this reason the numbering has been carried over into this
section.
Table 12 thus shows what can be called Lainong first tone,
referred to by Mr. Sainyiu as low tone. This toneme generally has
a low falling contour near the end of the speaker’s tone space. No
creakiness is apparent.
Note the correspondence between /tʰ/ onsets in Ngaimong
and Muishaung with /ʃ/ in Lainong. This is also seen in Table
13 which shows correspondences between second tone words in
Tangsa-Nocte with the high (unmarked) tone in Lainong.
Figure 1 shows the low falling contour typical for first tone in
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gloss

Sainyiu

Ngaimong

Muishaung

fire
stone
dream
lung
mother’s brother
salt

wàn
luàŋ
mì
ʃuì
guì
ʒòm

vəl1
luŋ1
məŋ1
tʰu1
hu1
ʃim1

βər1
luŋ1
mauŋ1
t̪ ʰu1
ɣu1
ʃum1

Table 12: Lainong low tone with Tangsa-Nocte first tone correspondences.

F 0 (semitones)

Lainong.
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

ʃʲ

a

m

3.75 3.8 3.85 3.9 3.95 4 4.05 4.1 4.15 4.2 4.25 4.3
duration in seconds
Figure 1: Pitch contour for ‘betel nut’ /ʃʲam1 / in Lainong.
The contour of second tone — Sainyiu’s high tone — is high
in the speaker’s tone space, but has a distinct fall.

Like the

‘emphatic’ contour seen in other varieties, there is a slight rise
at the beginning of the tone-bearing unit.

Table 13 shows a

correspondence between this toneme in Lainong with second tone
in Tangsa-Nocte.
gloss

Sainyiu

Ngaimong

Muishaung

house
grass
unripe
corpse
skin
three
path

ʒam
ʃaŋ
əʃaŋ
mi
kʰan
ʃʲam
lim

him2
tʰiŋ2
ətʰiŋ2
məŋ2
kʰoŋ2
ðim2
ləm2

ʒɯm2
t̪ ʰɯŋ²2
ət̪ ʰɯŋ2
mauŋ2
kʰɯ2
t̪ ɯm2
ləm2

Table 13: Lainong high tone with Tangsa-Nocte second tone correspondences.
Audio was recorded by Dr. Morey in 2014 of Anui Sainyiu giving
minimal sets. In the recordings for what would be second-tone
words, the contour given was emphatic as seen throughout many
Tangsa-Nocte varieties for this category. A contour of this type is
seen in Figure 2 for the word ‘three’ /ʃʲam/.
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F 0 (semitones)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

ʃʲ
3.8

3.85

3.9

a

3.95

4

4.05

m

4.1

4.15

4.2

4.25

duration in seconds
Figure 2: Pitch contour for ‘three’ /ʃʲam2 / in Lainong showing the
emphatic contour found in some Tangsa-Nocte varieties.
Third tone — what Sainyiu refers to as middle tone — is level
and near the middle of the speaker’s tone space, as seen in Figure

F 0 (semitones)

3.
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

ʃʲ
2.5

2.6

a
2.7

2.8

m
2.9

3

3.1

3.2

duration in seconds
Figure 3: Pitch contour for ‘three’ /ʃʲam3 / in Lainong with a mid-level
pitch.
Correspondences with tone three in Tangsa-Nocte are seen in
14.
gloss

Sainyiu

Ngaimong

Muishaung

name
tooth
year
two
snake

ɲān
hū
pān
nī
piō

miŋ3
va3
veŋ3
nəi3
pəu3

mɯŋ3
βa3
βɔ3
nɤi3
pɯu3

Table 14: Lainong middle tone with Tangsa-Nocte third tone correspondences.
In many cases correspondences may not be initially clear. Take
as an example ‘year’ in Table 14. Segmentally, the significant
features are a bilabial onset and a nasal final, which in Muishaung
has been lost on a number of words when following a low vowel,
resulting in /ɔ/. Ngaimong retains the nasal final but the bilabial
onset has become a labiodental. In Joglei, however, as discussed
in Section 6.3, ‘year’ is /paŋ3 /.
A number of words which are cognate also fail to show tonal
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correspondences. For example ‘gong’ in Lainong is /ɲām/, which
whould be expected to correspond to third tone in Tangsa-Nocte.
However in Ngaimong it is /ɲam2 /, while other varieties of TangsaNocte have this as a first-tone word. As with other varieties discussed here, Lainong has fewer third-tone morphemes than other
tones, however also as has been discussed elsewhere, there are a
number of morphemes which have been marked by consultants as
third tone when they are the first syllable of disyllabic words. From
the word list of just under 1600 items that have been collected, it
is not clear if these are underlyingly third tone or if they are the
result of assimilation.
While not every term shows a clear tonal correspondence, and
in many cases a different etymon is used between Lainong and
Tangsa-Nocte, there is enough of a correspondence to suggest
common tonogenesis between the groups.
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Appendix D

Chang

Chang is a Northern Naga language. French (1983) classifies it as
being closely related to Wancho. Recent work has been done on
Chang by Coupe (2011), who describes the tone system as follows:
Preliminary research reveals Chang to be a rather typical
Tibeto-Burman language of Nagaland. It has three tones
whose domain is the syllable (high-level σ⁵⁵, low-level σ¹¹
and high-falling σ⁵¹), frequent tone sandhi that manifests in word formation processes, a two-way voice onset
time contrast between voiceless aspirated and voiceless
unaspirated plosives (but not for the palatal affricate,
which is a common lacuna for a number of languages in
this group), and a relatively simple phonological inventory
that appears to be typical of the Konyak180 languages,
with the exception of a unique phonemic contrast in vowel
length for some articulatory positions. (Coupe 2011)
In Coupe (2014) this is expanded slightly, and a plot of elicitation tone contours is also given in Hz. He explains,
Chang is found to have a high /55/ toneme, a highfalling /51/ toneme, and a low /11/ toneme, as respectively
represented by the blue, red and green F0 contours of
Figure 1 above. However, when eliciting the word list I
also heard a mid-level pitch in many poly- syllabic environments. Figure 1 additionally demonstrates how the /55/
toneme is realised phonetically with a [33] allotone in the
environment of a [11] tone in disyllabic words... (Coupe
2014)
A complete wordlist is unavailable, and the examples given by
Coupe do appear to offer only a broad phonetic transcription of
tone, with most words typically marked simply as 11:, 33: or 55:.
There is not a clear explanation as to the differing transcriptions of
the pitch values. Table 15 shows a number of words from Coupe
with corresponding Ngaimong Muishaung morphemes.
The final glottal in Table 15 on ‘one’ /tʃəɁ¹¹/ is significant, as this
may be reflexive of an earlier creaky category as has been posited
for Tangsa-Nocte.
In addition to Coupe’s work, an early 20th century grammar
was written on Chang (Hutton 1929) which gives a number of
examples of words which differ in pitch, and many of these are
common to other Northern Naga varieties. Table 16 shows a
number of such words.
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180.
Referring to
Northern Naga more
generally, rather than
Konyak specifically

gloss

Coupe

Ngaimong

Muishaung

to dig
1ps
one
tree
two
person
knead

thu³³
ŋo¹¹
tʃəɁ¹¹
pu¹¹
ɲi¹¹
mɯt⁵⁵
ɲa:t⁵⁵

tʰu₁
ŋa₁
ʃi₁
pul₂
nəi₃
məiʔ₄
ɲət₄

tʰu₁
ŋa₁
ʃi₁
pul₂
n̪ɯi₃
miʔ₄
ɲam₃

Table 15: Chang data from Coupe (2011, 2014) showing no clear
tonal correspondence.
gloss

Hutton

Ngaimong

Muishaung

stone
mind
dream

lang
māng
mang

luŋ1
məŋ1
məŋ1

luŋ1
—
mauŋ1

corpse
path

mang
lam

məŋ2
ləm2

mauŋ2
ləm2

mithun
name

ngo
nyen

ŋa3
miŋ3

ŋa3
mɯŋ3

eye

nyek

mik4

mɯk4

Table 16: Chang data from Hutton (1929) showing segmental correspondences to Tangsa-Nocte morphemes.
A number of other words are also good matches, at least for
segmental correspondences, such as lōng mak ‘thunder’ and lang
‘stone’ — in Muishaung /rauŋ2 muk4 / and /luŋ1 / respectively. By
making a comparison of Chang morphemes in isolation, it should
be possible to establish whether or not the tones also correspond.
Unfortunately the full text of Hutton is not available to me at this
time, and only for a handful of words has pitch been given to any
degree.
It may be the case that there is indeed a correspondence
between tone categories for Chang and Tangsa-Nocte, at least
to the extent that such exists between Tangsa-Nocte and Phong.
Further investigation is needed on this subject.
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Index of Elicited Terms
The following are all terms which appear in this text, grouped
by gloss and etymon. An historical reconstruction is currently
being developed based on the data collected for this thesis. The
forms given below are tentative, and many will likely be adjusted
in a further publication when I am better able to determine a full
set of correspondences.
1PS
IMP
Q

book
*ki3 tap4 , 138
*lik4 tap4 , 138
bottle
po1 tʰoan3 , 137, 138
bow
*leʔ4 , 172
bring
*leʔ4 , 172
buffalo
*ŋa3 , see mithun
bull
*puŋ1 , 210
cattle
*ŋa3 , see mithun
cat
*ɲa1 mi3 , 143
charcoal
*var1 kʰiŋ2 , 125
chest
*kʰuk4 , 225
chicken
*kai3 , 270
child
*sa1 , 154, 237
chop
*tal1 , 139
clear
*kʰiŋ1 , 141
*kʰiŋ3 , 141
cloud
*pʰom2 , 290
compete, to
pʰen2 , 102
competition
pʰen3 , 102
corpse
*maŋ2 , see dead
country
*muŋ2 , 270
cow
*man2 , 210, 211, 223,

*ŋa1 , 160, 189, 197, 245,
258, 265, 305
-ʃɯu1 , 139, 140, 144, 160

*ha1 , 147, 151
ailment
*na1 , 95, 110, 123, 222
alcohol
*kʰam2 , see water
bad
bei3 , 153
bamboo
*βa2 , 190
*βaʔ4 , 248, 251
*βɔ2 , 290
battle
*ren2 , 258
bed
*ʒip4 ʨʰim1 , 215
bee
*ɲaʔ4 , 120, 121, 181, 212,
242
bird
*vu1 , 124, 127, 223, 254,
262
bite, to
*kak4 , 103
black
*ɲak4 , 163, 220, 256, 266
blade edge
*naʔ4 , 95, 110
blood
*si1 , 235, 240
*ɣi1 , 217, 222, 223, 289
blow
*mul, 104
blurry
*meŋ1 , 111
bone
*roŋ1 , 289
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224, 246
*man2 ʃu2 , 210
cut, to
*ʨum1 , 144
dead
*maŋ2 , 113, 123, 150,
151, 198, 210, 238,
250, 254, 289, 298,
302, 305
maŋ2 , 205
descend, to
*ka1 , 103
dig
*tʰu3 , 305
dirty
*ʃi3 ʃa3 , 127
dog
*kʰi1 , 289
dream
*maŋ1 , 121, 123, 149,
150, 173, 174, 197,
209, 210, 247, 253,
289, 298, 301, 305
drink
*niŋ3 , 162, 255
duck
*pet4 , 269, 270
dust
*poŋ2 , 289
eagle
*laŋ2 , 290
earth
*gaʔ4 , 115, 117, 183, 192,
228
ear
*na3 , 95, 110, 114, 120,
123, 126, 132, 151,
156, 169, 175, 180,
208, 225, 239, 244,
299
*na3 ke2 , 169, 187
eat, to
*saʔ4 , 103
egg
*tsi1 , 184
elder sister
*nan1 , 242
*ɲa1 , 290
elephant
*puk4 , 232
*ʨʰaŋ1 , 100, 138, 269,
270
erase
*maʔ4 , 123

exhausted
*na2 , 95, 110
extinguish
*mit4 , 240
eye
*mik4 , 83, 157, 176, 305
fall
*dəl, 104
father
*βa1 , 188, 227, 247
fat
deu3 , 158
fire
*var1 , 118, 127, 149, 158,
159, 163, 178, 179,
184, 189, 253, 254,
298, 301
fish
*dʒɑʔ4 , 234
*ŋaʔ4 , 169, 170, 187, 194,
200, 215, 234, 245,
251
flash
*ljep4 , 158
flower
*pul2 poŋ3 , 168
fly
bei3 , 153
foot
*ʒa1 , 167
free
poal1 , 138
ginger
*tɕiŋ2 , 270
glass
*ʃi3 ʃa2 , 127
gong
*ɲam2 , 304
good
*hal2 , 88
goose
*han3 , 270
grass, 302
*tʰiŋ2 , 290
green
*diŋ2 , 191
*βil1 , 191, 217
hand
*ʒak4 , 157, 169
hat
*kʰu2 poŋ1 , 140
head
*kʰu2 , 104, 140, 171, 211,
223, 224, 234, 236,
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262, 267
hearth
*tap4 , 171, 263
hill
*taŋ1 , 140
hornbill
*vu1 roŋ2 , 262
horn
*roŋ2 , 228, 249
hot
*kai2 , 167
house
*ʒum2 , 194, 254, 263,
298, 302
ill
*da, 104
in front of
*maŋ2 , 111
*maŋ3 , 123
iron
ʒan2 , 205
kick
*nak4 , 237
knead
*ɲam3 , 305
*ɲət4 , 305
leaf
*pul2 ʒak4 , 157, 169
leech
*si1 vət4 , 235
leg
*ʒa1 , 290
lick
*mik4 , 83
liver
*tin1 , 290
machete
*ʒam1 , 196, 248
malodorous
*nəm3 , 264
manioc
*pul2 riŋ2 , 126
mat
*dəm2 , 298, 302
meat
*ŋam2 , 208
ŋam2 , 205
mile
*meŋ3 , 111
millet
*kʰi2 , 289
mithun
*ŋa3 , 151, 163, 199, 245,
250, 251, 270, 271,

290, 299
monkey
*βo2 , 261
month
*ʒa3 , 299
moon
*ʒa3 , 262, 271
*ʒa3 po2 , 262
mouth
*ɲɔ2 , 170
name
*miŋ3 , 185, 186, 194,
218, 290, 299, 303,
305
*pem3 , 219
neck
*diŋ2 , 190, 198
*diŋ2 kaʔ4 , 198
new
*na2 , 243
night
*raŋ2 van1 , 174
*raŋ2 var1 , 149
*van1 , 174
nine
*kʰao1 , 155, 289
nose
*kʰuŋ1 , 155, 230, 290
one
*ʃi1 , 193, 260, 305
paddyfield
*na2 , 95, 100, 110, 120,
125, 126, 138, 179,
185, 243, 270
palm of hand
*pʰa3 , 290
path
*ləm2 , 298, 302, 305
*meŋ3 , 111
pen
*ko3 lom3 , 127
person
*miʔ4 , 88, 305
pierce, to
*vət4 , 235
pig
*βak4 , 188, 192
pillar
*kʰam1 , 111, 236
red
*ɲan2 , 210
*ʃaŋ2 , 117, 167, 218
309

rice

*diŋ3 , 162
*ren2 , 258
round
*poŋ1 , 140
*tim1 , 144
sacrifice
*taŋ2 , 140
salt
*ʃum1 , 166, 208, 226,
260, 290, 298, 301
say, to
*ŋo1 , 142, 143, 147
scale
*ʃik4 , 171
scar
*ma1 , 236
six
*rok4 , 245
skin
*kʰuŋ2 , 155, 289, 302
sky
*raŋ2 , 121, 127, 136, 149,
158, 163, 174, 188,
209, 227, 298
sleep
*kuŋ3 , 289
smoke
*var1 kʰuʔ4 , 163
snake
*pʰu3 , 168, 213, 214, 225,
228, 243, 244, 251,
264, 265
*pʰɯ3 , 289, 299, 303
spade
*ko3 , 299
speed
*pʰaʔ4 , 115
spit
*tʰɔ1 , 118, 135, 139, 140,
166, 237
stamping
*na1 , 95, 104, 110, 119,
123, 124, 178, 237
*nak4 , 237
stay, to
*tʰa2 , 143
step on
*ʒa1 na1 , 167
stomach
*puk4 , 232
stone
*loŋ1 , 211, 298, 301, 305,

sun
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*raŋ2 ʃal2 , 127, 161
table
*te3 bul3 , 121, 127
tease, to
*naʔ4 , 95, 212
tease
*naʔ4 , 110
ten
*rok4 ʃi1 , 260
*tsi1 , 260
thread
*rəi1 , 290, 298
three
*dum2 , 110, 193, 302,
303, 305
thunder
*raŋ2 muk4 , 306
tooth
*βa3 , 180, 186–188, 191,
266, 290, 299, 303
trample
*na1 , 167
tree
*pul2 , see wood
trigger
pʰen2 , 102
two
*ɲiŋ3 , 194, 289, 303, 305
uncle
*gu1 , 183
unconscious
*lok4 , 152
*ʒak4 , 152
unripe
*tʰiŋ2 , 302
vomit
*pʰal1 , 112, 135
water
*kʰam2 , 114, 208
white
*pɔ1 , 209, 213
wood
*pul2 , 126, 127, 157, 161,
169, 185, 289
writing
*lik4 , 138, 270
year
*βaŋ3 , 303
yesterday
*mi2 ʒa3 , 266
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Index of Place Names
Balinong, iii, 195

Namchik Havi, 226
Namchik নামিচক, 68, 74, 78,
129, 221, 226
Namphai, 153
Namphai Nong, iii, 129, 173
Namsang, 73, 245
Namyung, 184
Nawngyang ေနာင်ယန်း, 110
Nayang, 129
Neirong, iii, 129
Neotan, see Nongtan
New Chingsa, 229
New Plone, 129
Noglo, 256
Nongtan, 128, 129, 257

Changlang, 1, 70, 122, 158,
229, 233, 234, 241
Chiang Mai, 246
Cholim, 165
Dihing িদিহং, 88
Dongai, 157
Gachun, 207
Hkamti, see Singkaling
Hkamti
Humkoo, 207
Jagun, 221
Jairampur, 221
Joypur, 233

Old Plone, 129
Pangsau, 207
Phaltan Basti, 246
Phulbari, iii, 153, 195, 235

Kamba, 221
Kharang Kong খারাং কং, 187
Kharsang, 73, 74, 122, 129,
143, 164, 229
Khasan Joglei, iii, 122, 164
Kheti, 256
Khimyong, 78, 229
Kolam, 256
Kuttom, 110, 122, 229
Kyetsan, 207

Rawnghun, 207
Sagaing စစ်ကိုင်း, 1, 38, 67,
73, 88, 117, 148, 158,
184, 204, 252
Seoul, 8
Shanghai, 8
Sibsagar, 297
Singkaling Hkamti ခ းီ , 1, 68,
73, 88, 158, 192, 204
Sivasagar, 297
Songking, 129

Lakla লাকলা, iii, 110, 158
Lamung, 110
Langpan, 207
Lazu, 256
Ledo িলড, 68, 73–75, 88, 117
Lingting, 207
Longding, 297
Longke, 229
Longri, 165, 173

Taho-III, 207
Tamko, 207
Tanji, 216
Thamjang, 241
Thinsa, 256
Tinsukia িতিনচকীয়া, 73, 204
Tirap, 67, 70, 233, 235, 256
Tirap Sakan, 221
Toke, 207
Təta, 192

Maitai Ngiyung, 157, 158
Makum মাকুম, 73
Malong মুলং গাওঁ , 75, 110,
117, 204, 205
Manmao, 73, 74, 129
Margherita মােঘিৰটা, 1, 68,
73, 204, 220, 229
Mengdim, 110
Miao, iii, 1, 3, 129, 173, 229,
257
Mungkam, iii, 221

Wagun Ponthai, iii
Waphung, 229
Wara, 221
Yangnaw, 207
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Yawngkon ေယာင်ေကာန်, 76,
252

73, 88, 117, 148, 158,
162, 186, 187, 192,
216, 252

Zeepyugone ဇီ းြဖ ကုနး် , 67,
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General Index
Assamese, 1, 68, 73, 75, 117,
122, 127, 130, 138,
204, 220, 229, 246

functional load, 10, 91, 131,
140, 158, 159, 163,
205, 206, 208, 212,
213, 253, 273

Barish, see Bodo-Garo
Bark scale, 47–49
Benč4 non4 , 39
Bodo-Garo, 63, 64, 66, 67,
101, 103, 268, 271
Bongtai, 117
Boro-Garo, see Bodo-Garo
Burmese, 10, 20, 100, 191,
208, 248, 271

Galo, 23
Gaqlun, 104, 192–195
Grebo, 11
Hachum, 117
Hahcheng, 75, 104, 115–121,
275
Hahjang, 117
Hakhun, 76, 117
Hakka, 13, 31–35
Hoiliuk, 13, 34
Moiyan, 33, 35
Tshòngtin, 32
Haqchum, 203, 204,
206–215, 273
Hawoi, 225–228
Heimi, 70, 89
Hindi, 122, 138, 191, 246
Horpa, 27
Htangan, 67, 77, 207, 301

Cantonese, see Yue
cent scale, 53–56
Chamchang, 102, 122
Chamkok, 67, 70, 72, 89, 208,
252
Champang, 70, 72, 75, 117,
203–206, 208, 252,
257, 273
Chang, 64, 65, 67, 305–306
Cholim, 36, 85, 104, 164–172,
259, 274
Chori, 26, 40
clan names, 67, 68, 75, 77,
79, 92, 109, 116, 117,
122, 148, 153, 221,
233
classification, 1, 63–67, 70,
89, 204, 206, 226,
233, 234, 248, 252,
256–257
contour tones, 22

Jinghpaw, 20, 23, 64–67, 72,
74, 78, 192, 221, 268,
290
Turung, 290
Joglei, 74, 79, 103, 121–127
Kachin, see Jinghpaw
Karbi, 24
Khachal, 92
Khanak, see Konyak
Khiamniungan, 66, 67, 271
Khălak, 89, 92, 183, 187–192
Kimsing, see Chamchang
Kokborok, 66
Konnu, 76, 252–256
Konyak, 64–67, 71, 269
Korean, 8
Kuki-Chin, 24, 101, 103

Darok, 67, 92
dialect pairings, 92, 94
Dimasa, 66
downdrift, 145
emphatic tone, 38, 96, 107,
119, 125, 126, 134,
150, 160, 179, 223,
230, 237, 249, 259,
263, 267
equal temperament, 41,
50–51, 53–54
ERB, 49–50
Ewe, 12

Lainong, 66, 67, 77, 91, 207,
269, 289, 301–304
Laju, see Ollo
Langching, see Lochhang
Langpan, 207
Lauchang, see Lochhang
Lazu, see Ollo
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Leinong, see Lainong
Leinsi, 68
Lochhang, 176–181
Logarithmic z-Score, 56–58
Longri, 173–176
Lumnu, 77, 92, 204, 206, 220
Lungkhi, 183–187, 204
Lungphi, 74, 147–152

Phong, 70, 77, 97, 199,
233–240, 293
Pingkhu, 67, 68, 195
Ponthai, see Phong
presyllable, see
sesquisyllable
Rangpang, 69, 70, 89
Rangsi, 76, 84, 104, 215–220
register tone, 21
Rera, 76, 195–201
Ringkhu, 68, 183
Ringku, 104
Rinkhu, 104
romanisation, 25, 28, 63, 96,
114, 115, 122, 128,
132, 195, 204, 245

Maitai, 157–164
Mandarin, 10, 16, 26–30, 38,
97, 98, 130, 273
Mel scale, 44–47
Mesoamericanist
transcription, 29, 36
Middle Chinese, 12, 15, 17,
21, 38, 239
migration, 72, 88, 117, 229
Monsang, 24
Mossang, see Muishaung
Mueshaung, see Muishaung
Muishaung, 71, 72, 74, 77,
85, 97, 103, 128–147,
203, 273, 293
Muklom, 74, 77, 78, 122, 199,
228–232
Mungre, 152–157

semitone conversion, 44
semitone scale, 50–52
sesquisyllable, 19, 94, 171,
172, 222, 243, 255
Shangthi, 103
Shecyü, 65, 75
Shograng, 75
Shokrang, 92
Singpho, see Jinghpaw
Sumi Naga, 75

Naga
Ao Naga, 24
Nagamese, 122
Nahen, 206, 207, 301
Namsang, 259
Namsang Nocte, 245–251
Namuyi Khatho, 24, 58–61,
113
Ngaimong, 26, 85, 96, 98,
101, 103, 107,
109–115, 132, 273,
275
Nocte
Khapa, 82
Kutee, 82
Namsang, see Namsang
Nojka, 89, 220

Tai, 18, 35, 41, 42, 79, 119,
138, 246, 269–271
Lü, 138
Phake, 35, 42, 246
Shan, 138
Taiwanese, 13
Tangwa, 69, 100, 203
Tani, 23
Tawngche, see Toke
Tibetan, 17, 27, 271
Tikhak, 74, 75, 77, 79, 88, 91,
104, 109, 148, 177,
220, 229
Toke, 207
tone space, 21, 22
tone-bearing unit, 9, 12, 37,
107, 112, 125, 150,
157, 162, 174, 179,
193, 213, 224, 237,
244, 251, 258, 263
Tongkye, see Toke
Tonglum, see Cholim
tonogenesis, 1, 12, 15, 17–20,
65, 100, 138, 200,
266, 267, 270, 271

Old Chinese, 113
Ollo, 67, 74, 82, 229, 256–266
Pangsa, see Rangpang
Pangwa, see Rangpang
Phom, 23, 64, 65, 67, 269,
289–295
phonation, 1, 18, 21, 36, 85,
137, 199, 239, 260,
270, 271, 273–275
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traditional song, 70, 72, 88,
203
Tutsa, 65, 67, 79, 91, 233,
240–245
Tutva, see Tangwa

Wu, 10, 15, 36–37
Chángzhōu, 30
Shànghǎi, 8, 10, 15, 16,
21, 25, 28
Sōngjiāng, 21, 36
Sūzhōu, 27
Wēnzhōu, 13, 37–38

verb-stem alternation,
101–104, 141, 153
Vietic, 12, 18

Yawngkon, see Konnu
Yogli, see Joglei
Yongkuk, 177, 220–225
Yongning Na, 24
Yuè, 15
Cantonese, 25
Hoisan, 16
Yvnġbaṅ Wvng, see Rangsi

Wagun Ponthai, 234
Wancho, 64, 65, 67, 71, 83,
91, 229, 256, 269,
289, 297–300
Wangkaq Rera, 195
Wangoo, 68
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